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' .. ,j., 

Oouncil of Agricultural Resea.reh, 

New,De1pL 
Sm, 

\ 

,Herewith I beg to transmit my Report on the woIir-of the~ 
Imperial' OQuncil Qf Agricultural Research in prom,6tbig .in. : 
vestigations on the science and practice of crQP prod'Q.ctie" in, 
,India. . , 

" The RepQrt is in twO. parts. 
" . In the First Part I hav~ brQught together the general; 

results obtained, and discussed them in relation to' the difficult '. 
problems MSQciated with the imprQvement Qf agriculture awl 
the ra'isingQf the standard Qf life fQr the culti;vator. ' 
':,' .. In the SecQnd Part I have dealt with the' m:divid~al: 
~c)leI~l(~8 foster'ed bY- the CQuncil, and set QubvariQus recom
:men~tiQns! This· part is necessarily sQmewhat detailed, but r have endeavoured to' keep it within manageable, limits. 
J;)Uring my visit to' the StatiQns I discussed each :man's work 
at length with him and made numerQUS recQminendatiQns· Qn 
points Qf detail Qr Qf experimental technique which are not 
included in this Report. Here I have cQnfined myself to 
those recQmmendatiQns which the CQuncil alQne could im
plement, should they approve of them. 

'-rhis methQd of presenting the Report in two' parts 
involves a certain amount Qf repetition, but it will, I hQpe, be 
fQund quite con~enient in use. 

I wish to' recQrd my thanks to all thQse who' helped me in 
the course Qf my enquiries : especially to His Excellency the 
Viceroy, whO' 'set out the problem with characteristic lucidity 
and discussed PQssible sQlutiQns with great penetratiQn and 
insight. I Qwe much also' to the HQnQurable Sir Jagdish 
Prasad for several important discussiQns which prQved most 
helpful in clearing up SQme of" the difficulties I had met during 
my wQrk ; much also' to' thQse Governors, Ministers and CQm
missiQners who. l'eceived me on my jQurney and gave me the 
benefit Qf their knQwledge and wide experience Qf their 

, PrQvinces. I have to' thank also' Mr. N. C. Mehta and the 
Eltaffs of the Secretariat, Qf the Agricultural Departments, 

,Colleges and Experiment Stations, fQr dealing' with my 
~.numerQUS enquiries and furnishing infQrmation which Qften 
took SQme time to cQllect. Particularly I wish to' thank 

'blCAR . 
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-Sir Bryce Burt and Dr. Burns for much help ungrudgingly 
given on innumerable occasions and for placing unreservedly 
at my disposal their extensive knowledge of Indian agricul. 
ture. I am much indebted also to the " Review of the work 
on Crops and Soils "-the "Brief "-prepared at the 
Secretariat, which proved most helpful both on the journey 
and during the preparation of the Report. Since my return 
to England I have received much useful help in regard to 
statistical matters from Mr. E. J. Turner of the'India Office. 

Finally I wish to thank my personal staff for their loyal 
and devoted assistance during the whole of my period in 
India: especially Mr. R. L. Sethi, my Secretary Adviser, 
who accompanied me on the long tour which lasted with only 
two short breaks from the beginning of November, 1936 to 
nearly the end of March, 1937, during which he was respon
sible for the travel arrangements and for reducing the pro· 
grammes at each centre to manageable dimensions. His 
knowledge of the schemes and of the men greatly facilitated 
the work just as his kindly and indefatigable helpfulness 
lightened the journey. I record also my appreciation of the 
services of Mr. Kasturi La!, my stenographer, who, under the 
most trying circumstances, never failed me. 

I am, 

Sir, 

Yours obediently, 
E. J. RUSSELL. 
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Terms of Reference. 

1. Generally, to report as to the manner and extent to 
which the Research Council has discharged its primary 
duties of co-ordinating and promoting agricultural research 
in India so far as it relates to plant indllBtry, to comment on 
the value of what has been accomplished and to suggest direc
tions in which improvements may be effected. 

2. To draw attention to any important lacunae in Coun
cil's present research programme and to any undesirable 
overlapping. 

3. To advisE; on the most promising lines of future deve
lopment having regard to recent advances in science. 

4. To advise on the policy to be followed regarding 
schemes now in operation, and which of them should be 
renewed at the end of their term. 

5. To advis(.· which of the schemes now on the 'waiting 
list ' should be financed and which should give way to new 
schemes (Page 4 of introduction to " Brief "). 

6. To comment on the present working of individual 
schemes (or groups of schemes) and to suggest improve
ments. 

7. To reporf how far the dissemination of scientific and 
technical information, not only in regard to results of research, 
but also with regard to agricultural matters in general can be 
improved in order that the results of scientific work may be 
applied in ryots' practice and to advise what further steps 
are desirable to this end. 
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UPORT ON THE WORK OF THE IMPERIAL COUNCIL OF 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH IN APPLYING SCIENCE TO 
CROP PRODUCTION IN INDIA. -

Introduction. 

The improvement of Indian a.,"'l'iculture has been attempted by 
many (iQvernments oyer a long period of years and by a yariety of 
methods. In the first instance "estern methods were introduced on 
the assumption that as they had suceeeded in the countries of their 
origin they would aIw suceet>d in InJia_ Xotable examples were the 
bringing in of twelYe American cotton planters by the East India 
Company in 1839 to show how cotton should be grown.. and the 
:mportation of steam ploughs and a battery of implements by the 
Madras Gowrnment in IS&! to "how how the soil should be culti
vated. In general the;e methods failed. Xen followed a period 
of searching for some general policy or system of organisation: 
li:Uc ~il~ actually a('complished. but there was much discussion 
which no doubt pa'\"ed the way for future action. Finally it was 
recognised that Indi:m agriculture constituted a problem of ita 
own; it could not be modelled on any other system but must be 
deYeloped to accord with the natural conditions of the country and 
the requirements of its people. The best hope for improyement lay 
in the scientific study of the:se conditions ann in experiments to 
~o~er agri('ultural pra('tices that would best suit them. 

This'conclusion was reached only slowly and as the ~lt of 
pressure of ewnts rather than of d~liberat~ planning. The Famine 
Commission of 1880. set up to find some practicable means of ayoid
ing famines or at lea.<>t of mitigating their ,,!,orst effects. was the first 
body seriously to study possible m€'thods of improwment. Ikfinite 
action began a few years later: in 1889 Dr. \()('lcker was innt€'d to 
India to adn;:(' on th€' steps to be taken: in 18!:l::? ~Ir. James ~lolli"-On 
was appoint .... i as Technical IXoputy Direet0r of .A~it"UJtnre for the 
Bombay Presidency and b€gan makin!? fi€'ld €'xperim€'nts ; Dr. J. ~. 
Leatb€'r ('am€' out as agricultural chemist to tIl€' GO'f"€'rnm€'nt of Ind1&, 
for th€' improwment of agricultun' wasth€'n J't'!!8rd€'d as a matter 
more for eh€'mi<:trv than for IIny oth€'r science. ~r€,lInw-hi1€'. hown-er, 
Pl€'SSUl€' of anothir killil "1"88 being €'x€'rt€'d : sugar ean€' dise&S('S were 
eausing much lo.<:!; to cultiyators in lladras and in IS!:l8 Dr. Barber 
was brought from the W€'st Indi€'s to Madras to deal with th€'m ; by 
a stroke of ~nius be adopted the idea of selectin!!' or produeinlt 
dist'ase-re;istant nri€'ties and achi€''\"ed t;Ucb remarkahl€' !'Ueet'SS that 
thp 'Wbole current of Indian a!!Ticultural sci€'nce set for man\" ypars 
in th€' direetion of plant breeding or genf'tics. Th~_ nrious aC'th-l
ties showed that d€'finite ad.ancemf'nt eould hto achieY€'d on !icit"!ltifie 
lines and when in 1901 aDotb€'r Famine Commission had to be !«Ot up. 
it had more definite gTOunds than its predecessors for insistin!!' on the 
nt"eessity for thf' f'Stablishment in the Pronnt'e'S of proN'rly o~ 
lI.ised &e~eultural departments eapable of applying I!l'ientifie methods 
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'? the improyement of agriculture, and, as the principle had b,. thia 
time been wldel7 accepted elsewhere, it ia not surprising that Lord 
Curzon's Government speedily took aation on the Report. 

The reorganisations that followed included the strengthening of 
the Departments on the experimental and &cientific sides, the estab
lishment of Agricultural Colleges, of the' Central Research Station 
~t Puss, and other organisations for the purpose of providing lOund 
information about Indian soils, crops and animals on the basis of 
which the Departments might find solutions of the problema con
fron~ them. The position was made more definite b,. the Govern
ment of India Act of 1919 which put upon the ProvUlcial Depan
ments the main responsibilit,. for agricultural development, but 
reserved to. the Central Government the right to promote research b,. 
means . of Central Institutes and other' agencies, and ga-ve also to 
the Central Government the power to deal with animal and plant 
diseases. 

Then came the Ro,.al Commission on Agriculture in India 
of 1926 which ma,. fairl,. be said to have inaugura-ted a new era 
in the life of the Indian countryside. The Commission recognised 
clearl,. that the problem of improving Indian agriculture was reaUr 
the problem of improving Indian village life, and that thia must be 
studied as a whole. Its far-reaching conclusions, set out in its 
Report in 1925-the most comprehensive aecount of Indian agri
culture yet published-have not been allowed to remain in abeyance. 
Reports are issued periodicall,. showing •• the progreu made !n 
'~iving ·effect to the recommendationa of the Royal Commission." 
More important still, the chairman of the Commiasion haa becoqle 
the Viceroy with the declared intention of amelioratinll the lot of 
the peasant, a policy, which as I found everywhere in my journeys, 
is warmly appreciated in the villages. 

The conditions are thus extremely favoUrable for the applica
tion of science to the prpblems of Indian agriculture. The Provin
cial Departments ha-ve already achieved valuable results and have 
fully justified the confidence reposed in them from the outset. But 
science knows no boundaries ; its punmit is costly both in time and 
in money ; and the more highly it is developed the greater becomes 
the need for co-ordination. The Royal Commission foresaw this 
necessity and set up an Imperial Council of Agricultural Research, 
whose duty it is to give. the lead and to co-ordinate wherever thia it 
necessary but not to intervene in Departmental a·ffain. It derives 
its authority from its personnel, from the fact that it makes grants 
for approved investigations, and from its record of successful 
achievement. 

One of the conditions laid down was that the Council'. activi
ties should periodically be reviewed by some disinterested experts 
and the honour of being the first to do. this has fallen to my colleague, 
Dr. N. C. Wright, who is dealing with Animal Husbandly, and ml-
1Ielf.· 
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CHAPTER 1. 

The Stages in Agricultural Improvement. 

The purpose of agriculture is to obtain food and raw products 
by the cultivation of land, and its distinctive feature is that the 
process can go on indefinitely without deterioration, in contra-distinc
tion to the exploitation of mineral resources which is possible only 
once. The agricultural scientific services are set up with the double 
purpose of educating the cultivator so that he may better understand 
the natural forces with which he is dealing, and of increasing his 
means of attacking the serious problems with which he is confronted. 

The system of agriculture followed in large parts of India., is 
very ancient, and was formerly very wide spread : it is fundamentally 
the same as that followed for centuries in England-indeed almost 
until our own time. It is based on the .production of grain for human 
food, fibre for clothing and oil for burning, but it makes little provi
sion for animal food except the straw or stalks of the grain crop and 
such wild vegetation as may be available for grazing. In the east, 
as in olden time in the west, the source of power is the bullock, which, 
therefore has to be given the first choice when fodder is scarce ; the 
supply of milk and of meat is consequently limited. The system has 
two great advantages : permanence, for a:part from actual removal 
of the soil by flood or other agency there is no reason why the syste~ 
should ever fail, and economy. Some eleven persons are sustained 
per ten acres of land while on the modern western standards. and 
systems more than double this area is needed. But aga:inst this are 
the grave disadvantages that the yields are low, consequently the 
villages remain poor ; and the standard of living is low ; the diet 
provided is almost entirely grain, it lacks variety and is poor in 
animal products. 

°rhe change from the ancient to the modern system took some 70 
years to accomplish in the west. 

There is no occasion to despair of its accomplishment in India. 

The Indian ryot compareB favourably with any of the peasant 
populations I have met in different parts of the world. I visited 
many Indian villages and spoke with numbers of the inhabitants 
both in their cottages and on their holdings. It is no mere form of 
'Words, but a fact, that the wealth of India lies in the villages. 
Repeatedly in my journeys I came across men and women doing 
good, useful work in the towns or the Colleges, and on enquijing 
their origin found that they had come from villages or were only 
one generation awa:y. .. In the keeping of village ", as Tagore 
reminds us, " lies the cradle of the race "_ 

The improvement of village life is probably the greatest n~d 
in India to-day. In this first part of the Report I deal with the 
ways in which science has helped and can still further help in this 
work, with special reference to the activities of the Imperial Council 
for Agricultural Research. Later on I shall refer to some of the 
difficulties in the way. 



There are three stages in the application of science to the 
- problems of village life. In the first instance the science mWit be 

well founded : the facts and principles mWit be clearly proved and 
their consequences well thought out. Th1i work is never·ending : 
each generation seeks its own proofs and lOOn discovers that the 
supposed facta and principles of its predecessors are only partl,y 
true. Further work is done, more discoveries are made and ne..,.. 

'principles enunciated, only to be displaced in their tntn. Scientific 
investigation consists in making successive approximationa to a Truth 
that can never be attained by human beings. 

But there is always a great deal in Science that is sufficientJ,y 
nearly established to be Useful to rilen . and women in their ordinary 
daily labours, and much work is done in tryin~ to find pra!!ticable 
means of applying the results of science to the problems of vill~e 
life. This requires a different type of mind from that of tbe dIS
coverer, and only rarely is the purely scientific investigator capable 
of doing it effectively : frequently he has no desire whatsoever to 
do it. The story of the professor, who at the end of a long intellec
tual career thanked Heaven he had never done anything uaeful may 
be apocryphal, but it embodies a great truth. There is no advantage 
in' attempting to fuse scientific discovery with scientific exploitation :. 
sepa·rate staffs and separate organisations are needed. 

When the application has been worked out the cultivator still 
has to be persuaded to adopt it. This often takes a long time and 
the cultivator is abuaed as slow and conservative because he doee 
not change his methods more rapidly. But it is frequently impos
sible for him to do this. His unit of time is a year ; " Safety First " 
must always be his guiding principle, and methods known to give 
subsistence to himself and his family cannot possibly be discarded 
until the superiority and practicability of the new ones are estab
lished beyond question. ~ven when he is convinced of their 
advantage he may still lack the means for adopting them. Further, 
he thinks in terms of his entire system of cultivation and an isolated 
process, though good in itself, may not fit well in with bis general 
management. This extension work, therefore, requires something 
more than education and propaganda for the new methods ; it in
vOlv&!mucil adjustment of the neW methods to the actual condi-. 
tions and systems on the cultivatora' land. 

The first stage-the gaining of bowledge. 

This' is so distinct from the other two that there is no advantage 
in trying to combine them. It is bellt done by men for whom the 
search is itself the end and the reWard, and who are surrounded 
by young helpers anima~d by th~ same sp~t .. ~ few can ~ave 
their own Institutes but m the mam the Umversltles are the places 
for the work. The Council has recognised this and has made gran,!.s 
for investigations of purely scientific interest but of some agricul': 
toral bearing. This limitation is in my view unnecessary: the' 
&Cope of the grant should be widened to include all subjects funda- . 
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mental to the science or practice of agriculture, provided always 
that the Council is satisfied as to the quality of the resell;rch work 
done in the laboratory concerned and that the subject proposed f9r 
a grant is the major study of the workers there. The ability to 
make scientific dU;coveries is just as personal a matter as the ability 
to paint II; great picture or to compose a great poem: it is quite as 
rare a gift, and while it may be fostered it cannot be created. The 
best help that could be given to the experiment stations would be 
to ensure that some of the staff had had a period of serious training 
in a laboratory where really good scientific work was being done, no 
matter on what subject. The vitally important thing is the train
ing, and for this it is the man and not the subject that counts. 

Science is advancing all over the world. and it is certain that 
the knowledge required for agricultural improvement 'will be 
obtaint'd som('where and will be announced to all who are interested : 
the' great need in India is the better trll;ining of men. 'rheadvantage 
of removing the present limitation would be to bring into, the scheme 
some of the best of the Indian laborateries, which at present take 
no part, such as those of Professor Sir Venkata Raman, Meghanand 
N. Saha, Birbal Sahni ,Imd others where the scientific work is of a 
high standard such lIB would bear !!omparison with any of the labo
ratorit's of the West. A student t:aking part in some good work in 
one of thcse laboratories would 'imbibe the true research spirit and 
incidently would,learn to avoid the common but very serious fll;ults 
of diffuseness of programme, uncritical' acceptance of methods, and 
conclusions, and fragmentation of pUblications. 

I recommend, therefore, that the Council should allocate a defi
nite ,sum annually for grants to the Universities to be used for' the 
appointment of research assistants 'to men actively engaged in 
scientific research, and that there be no limitation to subjects of 
agricultural bearing as at present. Any of the llBSistants who proved 
successful could if they wished be absorbed in the service, but even 
if they were not the Council 'would still have the satisfaction of 
knowing that it had contributed to the development of research 
schools in Indill;. 

T,he $econd stage-the Agricultural Experiment Sta.tions. 

The purpose' of the experiment station'is to apply the methods 
and results of science to the present day problems of the cultivato,r. 
Responsibility to the' present generation must be recognised : refuge 
should not be taken in the pious hope that practical results may some
how and some day emerge from the, work,.' This is widely recognised 
in the Stations I visited and the' programmes were in general on use
ful lines though theY' were' often too 'ambitious. Three weaknesses 
are fairly common. The work ill ,freqp.eJJ.tly ,too diffuse-a fault not 
confined to experiment stations ; when this happens the results lack 
definiteness. In many cases, the work is confined too much to the 
laboratory and the pot culture house ': th~ peld and the growing crop 
should be the centre. Almost, always' it i is' rest,ricted to the experi
ment station: test experiments shoU)d,', be carried out on other soils 

, . 
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and at other centres not too far removed, 80 as to ensure that aU 
faetors coming into play are recognised. 

In view of the fact that Indian experiment stations have been 
filIlctioWng for so many years it seems at first surprising that 10 
little of the work done has found its way into the general body of 
agricultural science as expounded in the standard treatises. It ill 
comparatively rare to find references to Indian investigations in books 
published outside India. Probably the chief reason is the widespread 
Indian practice of publishing the results in a large number of small 
communications, many of which are uncritical and unimportant 
having the character rather of journalism than of serious scientific 
literature. R&'!earch demands that a man lihould think long and care
fully about it ; hurried and scrappy publication prevents him doing 
this. It would undoubtedly enhance the dignity and reputation of 
Indian scil!nce if the leaders would combine to stop this fragmenta
tion, and encourage only the publication of serious critical papers 
where the work has been properly planned and the resu,1ts fully con
sidered. Good memoirs compel attention and gain recognition wher
ever and by whomsoever they are published. 

There is a considerable amount of good work in the vast mass 
of publications and it would be unfortunate if it all passed int() 
oblivion. The best way of saving it would be the preparation of 
critical monographs, each by a specialist having thorough knowledge 
of his subject ~nd able to assess the value of scientific evidence, sum
marising the results obtained, pointing out clearly where they differ 
from those recognised in the regular treatises and in what respects 
they represent advances in knowledge. These monographs would be 
of great value to teachers and to experimenters in India, and if 'Well 
prepared they would be taken seriously by all agricultural research 
institutes ; they would not only show what has been achieved in India 
but would also cause other stations to examine any discrepancies 
between the Indian rMults and their own. 

The third stage-extension ot the results to the cultivator. 

The great need at the present time, however, is the wider and 
fuller use of existing science rather than the development of new 
science.. Repeatedly I -was told at the Experiment Stations that their 
yields were a·pproximately 50 or even 100 per cent. greater than 
those . obtained by the surrounding cultivators. There remains a 
great gap to be bridged between what can on present knowledge be 
accomplished, and what is actualJy bl!ing done by the cultivaton. 
An enquiry should be made into methods of propaganda and some 
of the more efficient of them should be more 'Widely used. 

The present method consists largely of arranging ~emonstra
tions on cultivators' plots. A new variety is BOwn along81de of th~ 
local variety 80 that the villagers may see how the new and the old 
compare ; or part of the land is cultivated with a new plough and 
part with old one. For an individual comparison It single plot suffices 
rrovided it is well enough chosen and no accidents happen. But 
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for a group of improvements such as distinguish the experiment 
stations from the ryot's holding, the single plot is inadequate, and 
an entire small holding would be better. 

The two methods should be regarded as mutually supplementary ! 

the single plot has the merits that it is easy and inexpensive in 
operation, while the holding gives much fuller information but is 
of course more difficult and costly. 
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CHAPTU 2. 

The crops. 

The common crops of India fall into two groups : those groWD 
eh.iefly for sale, which we may call the cash crops, including cottoa 
and I?ther fibres, sugar cane, some of the wheat and oil seeda ; and 
crops grown for food, especially rice, jua·r, etc. The two groups 
need entirely distinct treatment. For the cash crops quality is aa 
important factor, but it is impossible to define fully : the simplest 
and surest way is to obtain valuationa and comment. from expert 
buyers. For food crops, on the other hand, nutritive value is more 
important, and this should be assessed in association with medicarl 
experts. 

(a.) The cash crops. 

One of the most remarkable features in modern Indiaa agricul
ture is the .increllBe in area under cash crops compared with that 
under food crops. The areas under cotton, sugar cane and wheat, 
have risen, corresponding with the increased area under irrigation, 
and the increase has kept pace with the increase in population. On 
the other hand the acreage under food crops show much less rise. 
and, if the figures can be accepted, the acreage per head of popula. 
tion hail actually fallen. India possesses two good examples of 
research stations devoted to cash crops in each of which this im· 
portant question of quality is in my opinion properly attacked : 
the tea research station of the Indian Tea- Association at Tocklai, 
and the Cotton research station at Matunga, near Bombay. The 
Tocklai Station is the more complete in that it include. in the one 
organisation both producers aad buyers, and it has devised speci&l 
means of keeping close touch with both. The experimental lIamples 
of tea are submitted to expert buyers in Calcutta and in London 
for valuation and report : while at the other end of the chain con
siderable efforts are made to discover and to study the problema of 
the growers. Thus the staff have authoritative information as to 
the effect of the various practices on quality, and they can ensure 
that all of their results are known to, and can be used by, the whole 
body of the growers. The station is described on pages 154 et .eq. 

The Cotton laboratory at Matunga works closely with the 
Bombay mill owners and experts, aad is concerned chiefly with 
reducing the mill owner's rather undefined requirements to terms 
and quantities that can be haadled by plant breeders. It is closely 
linked through the Indiaa Central Cotton Committee with all the 
Departmental Cotton breeding stations ; the Director has a voice 
in determining their programmes-in so far as they are financed 
by the Committee-and they have a voice in his. The cotton experi
mental field station at Indore is rather far away, a disadvaatage, 
but one that is entirely unavoidable, because the conditions at Ind~re 
are suitable for field work 'while those at Matunga are not; and on 
the other hand, Matunga is near to Bombay where the ~ caD 
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keep close touc~ with the mill 0~~J'ij. ~s cott~n does ~ot come 
within my purvIew I am not descrlbmg thIS StatIon, but Its general 
organisation seemed to me to be very good. 

The Council have endeavoured to make simila·r arrangements 
for sugar cane. The breeding is done at Coimbatore and t~e selec
tions to suit the cultivator's requirements are made at varIous sta
tions in the provinces : but a Sugar Technological ~earch Instit~te 
has been set up in the Harcourt-Butler Technologlca:l laboratorIes 
at Cawnpore (p. 115) where questions of quality. as. the .factory 
understands the term, can be studied. A Sugar CommIttee IS to be 
set up, on somewhat similar lines to the Co~ton .Co~ttee, whic~ 
can take cognisance of all problems, econOIDlC, SCIentIfic and technI
cal associated with the growing of suga·r cane and the production 
and marketing of the sugar. As soon as this arrangement has had 
time to settle down to good wOl'king order it should prove satisfac
tory. 

The arrangements in regard to barley grown for export are also 
sound. The samples a·re produced at various stations in Northern 
India, and then submitted to the Institute of Brewing, London, 
where they are examined by experts ha~ng full knowledge of the 
requirements of the malting, brewing and distilling industries, and 
are reported upon in detail. 

On the other hand, the arrangements for wheat and for .rice do 
not appear to me to be so satisfactory. Investigations into quality 
of rice are being made at several centres, but there is no definition 
'l1f what is meant by quality : there is no reference to expert buyers 
for market valuations or to medical authorities for grading accord
ing to nutritional standa·rds. If a chemist is given a series of rices 
placed in a definite order based on some specific properties he may 
be able to find relations between composition and grading though 
it is always difficult to distinguish the true causal relations from 
merely fortuitous agreements. But if he has no guidance it is very 
difficult for him to get much out of his examinations. For II: 

complex product like a seed the chemist can institute comparisons 
but he cannot so easily give absolute descriptions. For both these 
crops it is important to decide whether" quality" is to mean nutri
tive value or desirability in the market ; if the latter, in which 
~a.rket ; and to arrange the work accordingly. If ma·rket value 
IS mtended then some arrangements should be made with the buyers 
-an Indian group for the Indian market and a London group for 
the Eng~ish market-to continue and extend the help already given 
on occasIon in relation to Sind and the Punjab. 

Sugar . 

. 'F~e Council can justly claim credit for great success in its 
actIVItIes in connection with the production and utilisation of the 
sugar cane crop. Since it began its work the area under· cane has 
increased considerably and the old native canes ha:ve been largely 
supplanted by new varieties. The data are set out in Table 1. 
LI5JCAR 
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'fuLl! 1. 

Sugarcane Crop. 

Acreage and production during 1935-36(1) • . _._._----
Area (in aore.). Yield (In ton.) of 

Raw lugU (Gur). 

ProvinOllI and Statu. . , 
Avera,) 

, . 
Current Current Average \ 
Year, of prelllld. year, of preoecl. 

1935·36. ingllve 1936·36. Ing6ve 
yean. . yean. 

United ProvinOllB (including Rampur 2,249,000 l,li97,OOO 3,336,000 2,083,000 State). 
Punjab .. " .. .. 473,000 446,000 3118,000 338,000 

Bihar and Orissa " .. .. 466,000 313,000 868,000 371,000 

Bengal .. " .. .. 32li,OOO 224,000 li60,OOO 330,000 

Madras .. " .. .. 131,000 114,OOO 360,000 322,000 

Bombay (including Sind and Indian 121,000 99,000 313,000 2118,000 
States). 

North· West Frontier Province .. li8,OOO 49,000 63,000 1111,000 

Assam .. " .. .. 35,000 32,000 311,000 33,000 

Central Provinces and Berar .. 30,000 24,000 49,000 39,000 

Delhi .. " .. .. 3,000 4,000 3,000 2,000 

Mysore .. .. .. .. 50,000 38,000 li3,OOO 38,000 

Hyderabad .. .. .. 59,000 38,000 ",000 80,000 

Baroda .. .. .. . . 3,000 2,000 3,000 3,000 

Bhopal (Central India) .. .. 6,000 (0) 6,000 (0) 

4,007,000 2,980,000 11,905,000 3,906,000 
(hI (b) 

(/I) Not available. 
(b) Excluding Bhopal. 

The increased acreage is mainly in the old sugar growing dis
tricts, tber~ being but little opening up of new regions, and the 
total area still remains relatively small, only 4 million acres in 
British India out of 227 million acres cultivated-nevertbelesa ita 
importance is out of all proportion to the area it occupies. So far 
as the cultivator is concerned sugar cane has It valuable educational 
effect : he .learns the advantages of modern varieties of crops, of 

(1)' From Department of Commercial Intelligence ud Statistiel in ludiaa 
Trade J oarnal Supplement, May 21st, 1936. 
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fertilizers, of proper cultivation ; the need to watch for plant dis
eases and to seek advice when he is in difficulties. The .Agricultural 
Officer has more chances of coming in touch 'With a suga:r cane 
grower than with an ordinary small cultivator. From the natio!,-al 
point of view India is a heavy consumer of sugar(l), standmg 
second among the nations of the world, and being surpassed only 
by the United States (TlI;ble 2). 

TABLE 2. 
Co_ptWfl 01 .vgM: m 1.,000 metriG f~RI: raw ftI(Jor IIolw. 

1934-35. 

United State. 

Briti8h India 

United Kingdom 

Total-World 

5,870 

3,350 

2,283 

25,192 

(Tables 1, 2 and 3 are from Indian Trade Journal: Supplement, 
May 21st, 1936. Gur is converted into sugar according to the rat.io 
100 :60. Where, however, the gur is eaten as such, which is the usual 
course in India, the conversion factor is more like 80 tha·n 60 so that 
the Indian consumption given above is actually too low.) 

An assured and abundant supply of sugar is essential to 
India's happiness. Most of it--some 80 per cent.-is eaten as gur 
which is all produced in India. Much of the white sugar used to be 
imported: in 1929-30 the import was 939,600 tons; but the India:n 
production has risen so high that imports have fallen to 23,000 tons 
only in 1936-37 (TablE; 3). 

TABLE 3. 

Production in tons. 

Produotion in ton8. 1934-35. 1935-36. 1936-37. 

Tons. Tons. Tons. 
Estimated. 

Sugar (from Canol .. .. .. 578,lI5 912,100 1,031,100 

Sugar (from Our) .. .. .. 40,000 64,600 40,00(. 

Khp.ndsari sugar .. .. .. 150,000 125,000 125,000 

Total sugar produced .. 768,lI5 1,091,700 1,196,100 
-

Totaleugar imported .. 222,900 201,200 23,000 

Net production of Our (estimated) .. 3,692,000 4,105,000 4,372,000 

(1) Inclu,ding gur. 
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From its inception the Councif gave a prominent place in ita pro
gramIIl:e t~ sugar and it was thus able to provide the technical in. 
formatIon necessary for implementing the Government's decu.ion to 
foster the production of white sugar in India. 

The programme was in three parts : 
(1) The selection of canes better suited to the important sugar 

growing districts than the exiHting local \'&rietie~, and 
the improvement of their cultivation. 

(2) The improvement of the local methods of making gur. 
(3) The development of an adviflOry and rl'fiearch servil'e for 

the sugar factories. 

The selection and breeding work has been very lIu('ce!l.'!fully 
accomplished. The existing plant breeding station at Coimhatore 
was strengthened, and the investigations on the breeding of sugar 
cane so well started by Dr. Barber have been ably developed by Rao 
Bahadur' Venkataraman, who has invented many devices for over
coming the numerous experimental difficulties. Provision was made 
for considerable experimental work to be done in all of the Provinces 
and several of the Indian 8tates. Experimental farms were t;et up 
at Shahjahanpur by O. Clarke and at J.\Iuzalfamagar to serve the 
United Provinces where about half the 8ugar cane of India i" !l'rown : 
the Station at Kamal is so near the bordel'8 as to serve a considerable 
area also; while provision was made for experiments at HislIlewalIa. 
near Lyallpur and at Jullundur in the Punjab, which comell 8econd 
in importance with 0.47 million acres; at MlLSheri in North Bihar, 
Patna in South Bihar, which together have nearly as large an area 
at Dacca in Bengal (0.32 million acres) and GudiyattaIJ,l in lIadrall. 
The experimental scheme, however, was not related to the area 
under crop in the province, for some of the most interesting work 
is done at Padegaon in Bombay Presidency, which has only a IImaIl 
area of sugar cane and at Ilebbal Farm, Bangalore, llYl'Ore State, 
where area of cane is wry small (Table 1, p. 10). 

Beside the plant breeding on the classical lines proceedillg at 
Coimbatore, a special method involving mutilation or destruetion of 
some of the chromosomes by X-rays is being tried hy Dr. Badami, at 
Bangalore, and' whether this produces better sorts or not it proll,is('~ 
to give new material of possible v41ue for the breeder. His experi
ments should certainly be continued. 
, Although the breeding of cane is usually regarded a'l necessarily 
restricted to the South it could if desired be done to some extent in 
parts of the Korth: viable ~eed hu!! been produced at :\lusheri, near 
Pusa (Bihar). 

This breeding and selection of cane i..'1 inevitably a slow busi· 
ness : 7 years elapse between the production of the new seed and the 
time when the new variety is fully tested and made available in suffi
cient quantity for distribution to the recognised farm~ from which 
it can be spread far and wide. 

, At present the selection is largely mechanical and it is pos.<;ible 
that valuable new sorts may be overlooked and lost. The risk is mini· 
mised by making the test independently at a number of stations, bU1 
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it cannot be avoided till the Central Institute is able to find a really 
first class geneticist who could substitute proper scientific tests for 
the present mechanical ones. Meanwhile the work is being so well 
done that I have no suggestion to offer for its improvement. The new 
canes are so successful in practice that they are rapidly oustin~ the 
old ones. The improved varieties occupy a large proportion-no 
less than 74 per cent.~f the area under sugar cane : this being 
larger than for any other crop: out of the 4.14 million acres of sugar 
cane grown in British India iIi 1936-37, 3.07 million are stated to be 
under improved varieties. (1 ) 

The experiments on cultivation, watering and manuring are near
ing the completion of the first series. At an early period the results 
should all be brought together, along with the analyses of the soils, 
and examined by a small group of experts,including a statistician, a 
soil specialist, a physiologist, and an agriculturist, to see what conclu
sions can legitimately be drawn and how far these agree with, or why 
they differ from, conclusions deducible from other good experiments 
made in the province. A new scheme of experiments should then be 
proposed for the second series. These should include practicable com
binations of variety, irrigation, manurial and cultivation treatments, 
designed to give useful and trustworthy information without making 
the agricultural work and the recording too difficult. The statistician 
l\Ir. Vaidyanathan, is now at Rothamsted stUdying this type of design 
and full details will be discussed with him. 

At an early :stage a much simplified form of experiment should 
be tried on cultivators' land. Conclusions drawn from experiments 
at a research station are greatly strengthened if they are confirmed 
on other farms also ; and if they are not, this shows the existence of 
some other factor playing a.n important part and needing investiga
tion. 

Considerable loss is caused by insect pests ; pyrilla and borers 
are nll'utioned specially in some of the recent reports. Investigations 
are proceeding but the field work needs further developing; at each 
experimental centre close watch should be kept of the insects on the 
eanes.· This should not be confined to the bad attacks : it is at least 
as important to observe the early stages and to record the attacks 
that began /lnd then died down. Knowledge of the conditions under 
which attacks became more intense and of those under which they died 
down, would form a solid foundation on which preventive or remedial 
measures could be devised. In view of the seriousness of the losses 
it is desirable to obtain the services of a visiting expert to discuss 
methods of control (pages 51 et seq). 

Utilisation of Molasses. 

Closely associated with the sugar cane problems is the utilisa
tion of molasses, the amount of which has increased greatly during 
recent years. The Director of the Imperial Institute of Sugar 
Technology, Cawnpore, has favoured me with figures showing the 
production and imports of molassesinto India (Table 4). ' 

(1) Indian Trade J oumal Supplement, May 21st, 1936. 



TABLB 4. 

Production and Importl 0/ MOUuseI into India. 
! 

Production. Available for Consumption • 

I .. . , r- , - Vacuum 
KhancL!ari1 Import •. I I Elo:dud. 

Pan Total. Total. Ing 
Factories. Khand· 

aariB. 

Tons. Tons. Tons. Ton •• TonI. TOilS. 

II years preced. 30,000 50,000 SO,OOO 93,354 173,304 123,304 
ingwar. 

1930·31 " 68,645 200,000 268,645 102,024 370,669 170,669 

1931·32 .. 115,808 250,000 365,808 40,191 405,999 155,99~ 

- 1932·33 .. 186,658 275,000 461,658 31,991 493,649 218,649 

1933·34 " 230,154 200,000 430,154 2,401 432,555 232.655 

~ 1934·35 '. 255,817 150,000 405,817 415 
406,

232
1 

256,232 

1935·36 .. 369,028 125,000 I 494,028 .. 494,028 369.028 

A substantial part of the Khandsari molasses is converted into low 
grade gur by reboiling with sugar cane juice and something like 
175,000 tons of the factory molasses is either converted into alcohol, 
used. for tobacco curing, or directly consumed. But there remains 
the problem of finding some way of utilising the remaining 200,000 
tons. 

Various possibilities are discussed on pageR 117 and 128. they 
tall into three groups: conversion into food (including yea.lJt) for 
human beings or for animals; the making of fermentation products 
such as industrial alcohol (1 ), acetic acid ; and industrial utilisatioll 
as fuel, road surfacing material, fertilizer. etc. Of these I regard 
the· first and second as the most important and the third as le&llt 
important : it seems unfortunate to divert so much potential food 
to other purposes. The problems will become less urgent when the 
Indian sugar factories have attained. the same high level of sugar 
recovery as the Java factories. 

(1) The quantities ot low proof alcohol produced in IDdia duriD, 1936-iT 
are estimated to be :-

Potable 
Recti1i.ed 
Denl!tured 

, 

Beer and stout 

Total 

Killion ,allaH. 
6.8 
0.4 
2.3 
1.2 

10.r 

For purposell ot comparison it i. interesting to note that the quantity of petrol 
produced in IDdia and Burma is 91 million gallon" moat of whicll ia consumed ba 
India. . . 
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The Making of Gur .. 

Progress has also been made with the improvement of ~anuf~c .. 
ture of gur in the villages though this task presents greater dlfficlll:tIes 
than the introduction of new varieties. The plant is usually hlred 
out by the banya to the cultivators, or if the crop is new to the dis
trict the enterprising individual who introduced it may set up to 
make the gur. Many of the village mills are very inefficient, lea.ving 
behind in the bagasse a considerable amount of sugar-often as much 
as 20 per cent. of the total quantity (1). The evaporation of the 
juice in an open pan is inefficient, but as the trash and bagasse are 
both available as fuel the loss is not particularly important. The 
skimming of the concentrated juice varies greatly in effectiveness, 
resulting in a wide range of quality of the gur, and there is little 
attempt at clarification, except in a few regions where hibiscus is 
used for this purpose. Improvement in the mills would be perhaps 
the easiest to effect, .and would result in considerable economy. 
Special attention is being given to this. Still greater improvement, 
if it could be brought about, would be to set up village factories with 
efficient 1lll'1ls for extracting the juice, vacuum pans for evaporation, 
and arrangements for clarification by filtering through charcoal : in 
this way higher yields and better qualities would be obtained. The 
banyas are usually good business men with some capital, and it is pos
sible that, if suitable plants were available, they would purchase 
them. The problem appears to be one for a good firm of engineers, 
but in the meantime experiments aided by grants from the Council 
are being made at the Sugar Research Institute, in the Punjab, 
Bihar and Orissa, and in Bengal, with the purpose of trying to 
improve the making of gur. 

The . Sugar Factories. 

The Council from the beginning recognised the necessity for a 
good research and advisory service to assist the factories in the pro
duction of white sugar and they set up an Imperial Sugar Research 
Institute at Cawnpore, housing it in the Harcourt Butler Technologi
cal Institute. Her~ a semi-commercial factory unit was established 
to furnish the staff with information and with opportunities to design 
or to test technical processes ; the expert in charge acts also as 
adviser to the factories. This section is evidently succeeding. The 
need for the work is shown by the wide variation in recovery of 
sugar at the different factories-from 4.4 to 11 per cent. of the cane, 
the general average being 9.5 per cent. (2). 

The proposed Sugar Committee could appropriately take over 
the Sugar Research Institute. 

(') The difference in efficiency between the village process and a good factory i • 
• hOWD by the fact. that from a given weight of cane the factory obtains as much sugar 
(99j per cent. pUrity) as the villager ohtains gu. (80 per cent. purity). In both cases 
the amount of product obtained is about 10 per cent. tho weight of the cane. The figures 
aro:-

Per cent. 
Gur .. 10 
Factory Sugar ........ 9'6 
Khandsari Sugar .. . . .. .. .. 6' 6 

<I) Thia compares with 0'0 per ('(·nt. re .. o\,('ry where Khandsari augar is made. 
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TABLE 5. 

Areas of land under different crops in British India. 
Thousand acres-British India. 

--- -_. 

--

"Netareasown(1) .. .. 
Irrigated area .. .. 
Area. under-

Rice .. --
Wheat .. .. 
Jowar .. .. 
Bajrs. .. .. 
Gram -- .. 
Suga.r .. .. 
All food crope including suga.r( 0) 

Cotton .. .. 
All-non-food crops(I) .. 

Increase in net area. sown 
Increase" in food crops 
Increase in non-food crops 

1915.16-
1919-20. 

.. 220,691 

.. 47,391 

.. 79,331 

.. 23,604 

-- 21,817 

.. 13,611 

.. 13,314 

.- 2,797 

.. 210,614 

-- 14,987 

.. 42,587 

Summary. 

TABLE 6. 

1920-21-
1924-25. 

221,971 

46,969 

78,081 

23,264 

22,669 

13,494 

14,457 

2,757 

20,9494\ 

14,433 

43,775 1 

1925-26- 1930-31-
1929-30. 1934-36. 

226,410 229,0111 

47,889 49,870 

79,167\ 80,361 

24,477 25,671 

21,352 21,826 

13,275 13.577 

13,609 14,756 

2.830 3,233 

208,658 214,746 

16,265 14,159 

49,362 47,5:>1 

Thousand &erM_ 
8,360 
4,132 
4,960 

Areas per head of population. British India_ 

-- 11903-04- 1908-09- 1913-14- 1918-19- 111'.13-24- 1928-29-
1907-08. 1912-13. 1917-18. 1922-23. 1921-28. 1932-33. 

Net area sown, acres pel 0-883 0-906 0-918 0-879 0-868 0-8" 
head .. .. 

Aores under food crope per 
head .. .. 0-829 0682 0-873 V-833 0-803 0·786 

Acres onder food crope 
omitting sugar, per head 0-818 0-852 0-862 0,822 0·792 0-11. 

Aores under odn-food crope 
per head .. .. 0-063 0-043 0'046 0-00 0·065 0·067 

Popula.tion : Millions .. 237-6 W-8 246·3 246·9 2511-2 :rn-6 
I 

(1,0) These figures do not agree with the totals of the crope set out below 
because Bome of the land carries two crop. in a year. 

(2)" Gr088 area&. 
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(b) THE FOOD CROPS. 

The quantity of food produced in India. 

In no country is it easy to estimate the amount of food produced 
'IJld in India the difficulties are particularly great. T~~ areas U?-der 
crops are fairly accurately known in most of the BrItIsh ProVInces 
but unfortunately considerable uncertainty exists as regards the 
Indian States and the permanently settled districts of the north east, 
Bengal. Bihar, Orissa and Assam which amount to about 20 per cent. 
of British India. There is now the possibility of an accurate survey 
of the areas under crop in Bengal. 

The quantities of food produced, however, are not nearly so 
well known as the acreages. The published figures are obtained by 
the use of an old equation : Production area X standard outturn X 
seasonal condition factor. The standard outturn is not the average 
yield over a number of years, but the modal value over a long period 
and so is unaffected by high or low yields of particular years. Un
fortunately the standard outtum has not been redetermined for a 
long while, and it is very desirable that this should be done again : 
it involves a number of sample weighings. The seasonal cou<.lition 
fal'tor can never be much more than a guess, though if it is un
biassed and done year after year by the same officer, and particularly 
if he has the opportunity of periodically checking his estimates, the 
results may not be unsatisfactory. 

Professors Bowley and Robertson in their Report (page 39) 
point out that methods based on direct estimates would really be 
better. . 

It seems desirable to make a sample survey to test as far as pos
Ribl!' the accuracy of the present methods and the possibility of 
improving them. Professor Mahalanobis has suggested a scheme for 
doing this which deserves serious attention. 

TIle official figure!; as they stand show that the acreage under 
food crops, unlike that under cash crops, has not kept pace with the 
growth of population ; on the contrary there is an actual fall in the 
acreage per head. (Table 6). During the period 1908-09 to 1917-18 
0.89 acres per head of population were devoted to food crops while 
tiuring the period 1928-29 to 1932-33 the acreage had sunk to 0.79 
per head. '['he population had increa~ed by 28.7 millions but the 
area under food crops went up only by 2.6 millions acres, only 0.09 
acres p~r head. The non-food crops, on the other hand, have kept 
pac~ WIth the _Eopulation, the acreage per head being 0.044 in the 
~arher and 0.0;) I 1D thi' later of the two periods. 

Th~ statistics are not good enough to show how much the total 
produet.lOn of food has varied and whether it has kept up with the 
populatIOn. Unless we assume (as some assert) that the villager has 
!e.ss food than formerly. we can only suppose that the yields have 
mcreased, and reports from the staffs of the Agricultural Depart-
ments confirm this view. . 
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Almost the whole of the food crops are grain. They are con
sumed in the country and there is no important export so that 
•• quality " ,in the sense in which it exists for the cash crops dOt'ti not 
come into accoJInt here. But as they form the dietary of the people 
their nutritive value is of the greatest importance. 

The recorded figures for production of all food grains are given 
in Table 7 (1). These figures in 80 far as they are valid represent 
the amounts of all graiJl8 including oilseeds produced in the various 
provinces : they can be 'described as the amounts potentially avail
able for consumption, and while not necessarily the same as the 
figures for actual human consumption, they may not in fact be Car 
out. Some grain is exported from each province. and some is im
ported. If it is assumed that, on balance, the total may not be much 
affected; and if, further, the figures. accurately represented the 
actual production, they would need to be decreased by the amounts 
of husk (if any), the quantities lost on storage and in transport, and 
saved for next year's seed: no estimate of these can be made but the 
t.otal is not likely to be less than 25-40 per cent. It is, however, 
lIafe to assume that the figures under-estimate the production. Culti
vators allover the world under-estimate their crops in presence of 
an official, and the Indian ryot is not likely to be an exception. 
When a direct check was made on the production of cotton the esti
mates were found to have been 25 per cent. too low. For the food 
crops the difference may be of the same or even greater order (2). 
This under-estimate offsets the deduction necessary on account of 
seed and wastage, and if we assume they balance we obtain the 
average quantities of grain available per head per day aet out in 
Table 7. 

TABLE 7. 
Production in oz. of all grams, including pulSet and oil .eed. per head 

. per day. Cotton seed iB not included. 

Total grain Population I Total grain ~itrogen. Pama 
Province. million million •. oz. per head per head per 

tona. per day. day. 

Assam .. .. 1·6 8·6 18 7 
Bengal .. .. 9·3 48·9 19 7 
Bihar and Orissa .. 9·0 36·7 24 II 
Bombay .. .. 6·1 , 20·6 

I 
29 16 

Central Provinoes .. 4·8 15·5 30 15 
Madras· .. .. 10·4 46·7 22 , II 
Punjab .. .. 5·0 23·6 21 12 
United Provinces ... I 10·6 I. 46·7 22 13 

.Includes groundnuts which forms 20 per cent. of the whole. ----
- (1) The quantities were supplied to me by the .taff of the Imperial Co~n.~i1 
of Agrieultutal Research and by Sir Bryce Burt, and the data for eomp081tlon 
are quoted from Dr. Aykroyd'8 publieat~ons. . 

(2) An interesting passage occurs 1D the Punjab Season and Crop Rep~rt 
of 1922·23 : II The principal export,ing firms get fairly good. resul~ hy ~umlDg 
that the wheat outturn is 33 per cent. greater than the offiela) eetlIDate • The 
Punjah.Marketing Report, 1935-36, refers to this statement and sees no reuoD 
for supposing that condition~ are different now. (Quoted from Report on the 
Marketing (If Wheat in India, 1931.) 
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For what they are worth these figures suggest for most. Pr!>viuce~ a 
production per head per day of about 20-22 oz. of .all g.rams mcl~dmg 
pulses and oil seeds whether used for food or not : t~ls would give a 
daily calorie value of about 2,000 or 2,500. accordmg to the pro
portions of oil seeds taken ; and a nitrogen supply of about 12 grams 
daily. Bombay and the Central Provinces, however, come out 
higher, and Assam and Bengal l~wer, especially in nitrogen. The 
figures include no vegetables or mIlk products. 

llllfortunately the figures are only very rough. In view of thll 
liupreme importance of this question of food production it is very 
desirable that better data should be available and I recommend that 
periodical estimates should be drawn up showing the amount of food 
produced. 

Another means of approaching the subject is afforded by the 
numerous surveys of "illage dietaries that have been made. 

The Pun.iab Board of Economic Enquiry in 1934 and 1935 (1) 
made surveys of certain villages and the total quantity of grain eaten 
per head per day varies round about 15-20 oz., but for men only 
waR 20 to 28 according to occupation. Lucas(2) put it 10.24 
chhataks (about 20.5 ozs.) per head per day. Mrs. Wiser(S) found 
about 16 oz. per head was normally consumed in her village. In 
south-east :Madras Dr. Aykroyd and his staff at Coonoor have made· 
a survey in considerable physiological detail and calculated the 
results on the basis not of heads of population but of " consumption 
units ", i.e., the equivalent number of adult men, using the scale 
adopted by the League of Nations Health Organisation in 1932, 
though Dr. Aykroyd points out that there is no evidence to show 
whether their scale is valid for India. 

Taking the " cross section " of a village in south-east :Madras 
he arrived at the following dietary per " consumption unit'" per 
day(t) :-

-

Protein. I Fat. Carbohyd. Caloriea. 
Percentage of 
total calories Calcinm. Phco· Iron. 

I ratea. derived from phoro .. 
cereals. 

-
g. g. g. a· g. mgm. 

82·7· 26·11 .88·9 2,'00 87 0·31 1·51 32·8 

·Containing nitrogen 10 grama (conversion factor 6'26). 

(1) ~uujab Board of Economic Enquiry, Pub. 6 (C. B. Barry) Pub. 40, 1934 
(8. K. Smgh), Pub. 44, 1935. ' 

(2~ Economic life of the Punjab li1lage. The figure of 15 ozs. quoted 
abo,"? l~ from C. B. Barry. Rates of Food Consumption by Non·Zemindars, 
PubhcatlOn 6, Board of Economic Enquiry. 

(~) The foods o.f !I. Hindu village of North India, Charlotte Viall Wiser, 
Bull. 2, B'!reau Stahst~ra and Economic Researeh, U. P., Allahabad, 1936. 

( 4) DIet surveys. m South Indian ,"illages W. R. Aykroyd and B G 
Krishnan, Indillll JI. Medical Research, 1937, Yoi. 24, pp. 667-688. .. 
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In order t!> compare these figures with those in Table 7, it is neces
sary to raISe the latter by approximately one third : the figures are 
not good enough to justify a more elaborate coefficient. 

It is highly impo~ant that these dietary surveys should be ex
tended so that the actual facts may be known more definitely. The 
slIrVel,s ~hould be really "sample surveys" and not "spot sur
v~ys ,u., there should" be some definite method of selecting the 
villages to be studied. Professor Mahalanobis is studying this prob
lem. Two independent sets of data can be collected: 

(1) statements showing the actual dietaries, which can then 
be compared with the physiological requirements 811 set 
out by the medical authorities: 

t 2) records of the prevalence of various disea.'!es cauNed by 
deficiencies of essential nutrients. 

It is unfortunate that the data for food production in India are 
somewhat uncertain, but in the meantime if we take the figures in 
Table 7 as a rough approximation of the averag-e quantities avail
able the question arises: are they lIufficient' Dr. Aykroyd is not 
yet prepared to lay down Indian I>tandards but he inclines for the 
present to 2,600 calories as the average daily requirement of a man, 
a value which falls between the 2 200 suggested by Nicholls for an 
agricultural labourer belonging to the smaller races of the Tropics, 
and the 3,000 calories deemed necessary in Europe and America for 
the average man at average work. It seems a rea.'1onable figure when 
allowance is made for differences in climate and in " average work ". 
Whether it is really adequate is of course a question for the medical 
authorities to decide, but the agriculturiKt, at any rate, must accept 
it till they rule otherwise. Dr. Aykroyd (1) further suggests, &8 an 
average man's daily requirement in India, 65 grams of protein (i.e., 
10.4 grams nitrogen) probably 45-60 grams of fat, 20 mgms. iron, 
some 0.6 grams calcium and 1 gram of phosphorull ; but there are 
no Indian data as to these elements. He emphasises the importance 
of biological value of the proteins and points out that animal proteiD.8 
are biologically more efficient than vegetable proteins; he suggeKtK·· 
that they should form at least one-fifth of the total protein. Milk, 
even skim milk, is the best for growing children, but eggs, mh, liver 
and meat are all good sources. 

It is possible that the average supplies available approximately 
satisfy both the nitrogen and the calorie requirements when allow
ance is made for the fats and gur taken. A more serious defect is 
the lack of vitamins, especially of A and B. and this is confirmed by 
the prevalence of the" deficiency diseases" associated therewith, e.g., 
keratomalacia caused by deficiency of Vitamin A ; stomatitis due to 
vitamin B. deficiency; low hremoglobin content due to iron defi
ciency. Calcium deficiency is all>o common. These missing elements 
can only be supplied by widening the diet and making it include 
more milk, vegetables, and fruit. Plantains are among the common
est f{nits eaten, but they have low nutritive value. TomatoeM, 

(1) Health Bulletin No. 23, 1931. 
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oranO'es and other juicy fruits are much better. Oil obtained from 
the fruit of the Red palm (Elaeis guineensis), a West African tree, 
that could apparently be grown in India, proved to be a valuable 
source of Vitamin A and was therapeutically as effective as cod liver 
oil besides being mu~h cheaper. It is clearly desirable to experiment 
with the growth of this tree in India so that. the oil ;may bj) availa~le 
in quantity. Dr. Aykrokd has drawn up an InstructIve table ShOWl~g 
two dietaries: a common ill-balanced one, and a well-balanced diet 
which should be substituted for it(l) (Table B). 

TABLE B. 

Ill-balanced and well-bala-nced diets, data per consumption unit in oz. 
per daty. 

Cereals 

Pulse .. 

Vegetables

Green.leafy 

Non.lea.fy .. 

Fats and oils 

Fruits .. 

Milk .. 

III·ba.la.nced diet. Well ba.lanced diet. 

20 

2 

2 

0·5 

2 

15 

3 

4 

6 

2 

2 

8 

The well-balanced diet does not require more but less cereals 
than at present, but it includes more of everything else, especially of 
vegetables, fruit and milk, and one great need for the food supply ii 
to increase the productiQn of these three. It is essential, therefore, 
to increase the yield of the staple crops so as to liberate land for the' 
cultivation of these supplementary foods. No improvement in 
" quality" of the cereals or pulses will convert the ill-balanced into 
a well-balanced diet. I am strongly of opinion that in dealing with 
food crops intended for home consumption the· agriculturist should 
aim at securing the largest and healtHiest crops possible, but that he 
need not concern himself with trying to change their composition. 
The amount of alteration possible is too small to justify the expendi
ture of time and resources that can better be spent in other ways. 

The first need in my view is to make a nutrition survey in each 
Province so as to discover what are the chief deficiencies in dietary : 
the medical authorities should then meet the agricultural experts to 
decide what crops, including fruits and vegetables, should be grown 

(1) W. R. Aykroyd and B. G. Krishnan, Indian J ourn. Med. Res., 1936, 
Vol. 23, p. 731. 



:to .supply the missing elements. The approximate quantities needed 
9hould be indicated, and the agricultural staffs acting along with the 
rural development authorities would then encourage by all means in 
their power the growth of these crops. 

The nutritional survey should not in the first instance .be over. 
elaborate : in most Provinces there is already 8 fair amount of mate
rial, probably sufficient as a first approximation, to allow the agricul
tural problems to be put in hand. More detailed studies could con· 
tinue as part of the Public Health work of the Province in relation 
to nutrition of children, deficiency diseases, etc. 

The " well-balanced diet" set out above costs about RI. 5 per 
month for a growing adult and very little less for growing children: 
it is therefore out of the question in many households, but other., 
cheaper though not so good, have been suggested (l). The figures 
do not suggest marked protein· deficiency but Dr. Aykroyd points 
out that it is greater than it appears because of the lower efficiency 
of the vegetable proteins as compared with those of animal origin. 
From time to time it is suggested that soya bean would be a valuable 
addition to the Indian dietary, but there is no evidence that it haa 
any special value and until any is forthcoming there is no point in 
trying to develop its cultivation. 

These nutritional deficiencies have been studied most fully in 
Madras but they probably hold also for most of India including the 
Bombay Presidency, Bengal, Bihar and Orissa. In the Punjab and 
the United Provinces, where more wheat and milk are consumed, the 
problems are probably different. 

Dr. Aykroyd has pointed out that the deficiencies of the diet 
could most easily be remedied by .the inclusion of animal products : 
milk,-eggs, fish and meat. It is difficult to exaggerate the importance 
of increasing the milk supply: Dr. Wright is dealing with this. 
From the agricultural point of view meat is the most costly of these 
foods to produce but supplies of fish could probably be increased. 
The Council already subsidises schemes of fish research at Calcutta 
and Madras and there is a strong case for further development. 

Much more work should be done on the' cultivation of the green 
leaf vegetabl~s, and demonstration fruit and vegetable gardens should 
be set up adjacent to the village where they can receive manure and 
water. 

The new nutrition officer at Delhi. 

Recently a nutrition officer has been appointed to act as liaison 
officer between the work of the nutrition laboritory at Coonoor and 
the .A.D'ricultural Research' Stations at Delhi and in the provinces. 
This i~ an admirable development which cannot be too heartily com· 
mended. Where there is so much to do it is important that he should 
begin straight away with the essential problems, leaving the minor 
ones to later occasions . • (1) W. R. Aykroyd and B. G. Krishnan, Indian Joum. Ked. BeL, 1937, 
Vol. 24, p. 707. 
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Ilis first duty should be to collect the evidence obtained by the 
medical authorities ahd other public health workers ~ to th~ state 
of the nutrition of the villagers and townspeople, and dIScuss with the 
agricultural experts the best ways of remedying the observed defects. 

It has been suggested that he should st.udy the n~trit~ve valu~s 
of the new varieties of cereals and the relatIon of defiCiencies t~ soil 
conditioIlS. I do not agree with this view. There ~re of cours.e ~iffer
enees in composition and in nutritive value of different varieties of 
cereals and of cereals grown under varying soil conditions. These 
may be of c~)llsiderable importance in technical process~s such as 
brewing, balnng, etc., but they are probably of far less importance 
in human nutrition. I am very strongly of opinion that the best 
varieties for home supply of food are those that give the largest 
yields per acre. The really vital matter is the food value per acre, 
not per ton, of produce. 

It is particularly important that the work on human nutrition 
should not become diffuse : everything else should be subordinated to 
the two vital problems : what are the deficiencies in the village die
tary and how best they can be overcome 7 

With the greater part of the Report of the Nutritional Advi§ory 
Committee (1 ) I am in entire agreement. 

Rice. 

Rice is by far the most important crop in British India, occupy
ing 67 million acres out of the 186 million(2) devoted to food crops: 
it is the chief crop in Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, the Central Pro
vinces and Madras, and it is surpassed only by wheat in the Punjab, 
the United Provinces and the North-West Frontier Province, and 
by jowar and to a less extent by bajra in Bombay. It is also one of 
the most interesting of Indian grain crops, for being indigenous to 
India it occurs in a large number of varieties which differ greatly 
among themselves. Among its most remarkable forms are the long 
stemmed paddies which grow in deep water so rapidly that they keep 
pace with the rising fl.90d during the monsoon period. 

Some very good work has been done in India on the classifica
tion and breeding of rice : the foundations were laid from 1913 on
wards by G. P. Hector in Bengal and by F. R. Parnell in Madras, 
Hector showed that self-pollination was the rule but cross-pollination 
also occurred through the agency of the wind : he studied colour 
inheritance and worked out methods for artificially crossing rice. 
Parnell worked on somewhat similar lines, and incidentally studied 
the errors of experiment in field trials. These investigations have 
been developed, and the Council has orO"anised a co-ordinated scheme 
of rice resoorch in the Province, but especially at Coimbatore 
(Madras) under .Mr. K. Ramiah . at Na<Yina in the United Pro
vinces; Chinsur~, ~ankura and Dacca i~ Bengal; Habiganj in 
Assam ; Sabour III BIhar ; Raipur in the Central Provinces . Kamal 
in the Punjab, and on farms elsewhere. ' 

(1) June 1936. 
(2) Net area: see p. 16. 
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At these stations new strains or varieties are selected to IlUit the 
. widely varying conditions of the provinces. The laboUl' involved ill 
arduous and is perhaps the most disagreeable that falla to the lot of 
any agricultUl'al experimenter; it necessitates paddling about in 
gum boots in water or deep mud in the hottest part of the year with 
no shelter; leeches and snakes are frequent pests while the stations 
are commonly in mosquito infested regions. But in spite of the 
difficulties the selection work is well done, large numbers of varieties 
and pure lines are examined, and vast masses of data are collected 
about their botanical and agricultural properties. The experimentA 
on cultivation are also good and calculated to give the kind of in
formation the cultivator needs. 

The work on manuring, however, is not always up to the lame 
standard. At 80me centres it is satisfactory, and properly uesigned 
experiments show how different varieties react to differences in 
manuring. But at other centres the experiments are leMli well 
designed and the results are les.~ definite. Few of the experiments 
give really useful informaton about the effect of fertilzers on the 
growth of rice. Yet there is great need for experiment, for by com
mon consent an increase in yield is very desirable. The rice crop is 
peculiar among grain crops in its requircments and conditions of 
good growth. A uniform but simple scheme carried out at the 
various stations would give valuable information: it should include 
nitrogenous and phosphatic fertilizerH alone and in combination, and 
with and without green manure. I suggeilt that the statistician 
should collect the results of the first five-year pt'riod and pwt them 
out in a form in which they can be fully discussed by the proper 
sub-committee with a view to the adoption of a more definite IICht'me. 

There is need also for more worl, on the watt>r re'1uiremE'ntli of, 
the different varietiea of paddy in different environmental con(lition!l. 
The possibility of making complex t'xperiments similar in general 
type to that suggested for sugar, including the effect of different 
watering and manuring on two or three varieties, should be con>;i<lered. 
The diseases problems are important, and I recommpnd that a (~riti
cal summary of the position be prepared so as to guide the Council in 
the allocation of its funds between the various groups for rice 
problem!J 

In addition vario1.L<; problem.~· connected with the physioloJ.,'Y of 
the rice plant, and the sources from which it derives its nitroj!en 
have been investigated. This work is describt'd on pa~e!l 166 and 
183 ; while it mll;y n!>t lead to practical results it is ~ ~ood su~j.e('t 
for college investigatIOn, and serves a upwful purp!lse IJI. t~e tralOlOll 
of students. It should be kept to the Ullivennty sectIOn of the 
Council '8 activities as suggested on pa~e 5. 

At several centres work has been undertaken on .. quality" in 
ri-:e. As already pointed out the term is ambiguous and h~8 at It'~t 
two meanings; market quality, which is really commerCial defjJr
ability; and nutritive quality, which relates to value as a human 
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food, The export of rice from India proper is so small that con
siderations of market quality hardly count so far as the export 
market is concerned, though there is an important home market for 
high quality table rice which the M:ark~ing Branch is investigating : 
and if it succeeds in defining the grades by some system of marks 
the chemist may be able to disco\'er some connection between com
position and grading, By far the most important properties, how
ever, are those as~ociatt'd with nutritive value, 

I recommend, therefore. that the chemical investigations on 
" quality" of rice be examint'd by the nutrition experts, and either 
brought within their ambit or discontinued, 

Some definite action seems desirable in relation to the ust' of 
milled and polished rice which is strongly deprecated b;V the nutl'i
tion experts. 

The riee crop is peculiar in that there are very few possible 
alternatives: on the lighter rice soils ground nut, stIDn hemp. arhar. 
juar, bajra and maize might to some extent be grown, but on the 
l:eavy soils there are usually no other possibilities but rict'. 

The aereagl' ullder rice is apparently ueclining. If this means 
that other graills 111'1' takiJN its place as food so that the dietary is 
becoming more varied, the change is probably to the good, I was on 
~cverlll occasions informt'd. however, that the yields are declining. 
Nu good Hgurcs sel'm to h(> avaih,bh' but if further enquiry indicated 
nny basis for the belief it would be desirable for the Council to 
arrange for sample surveys .to be taken ill a region where the dedine 
is said to be going on ill order to obtain definite information Oil the 
matter (1 ). 

Wheat, 

The total area undel' wheat in India during the past five years 
averaged 32·1 millIon acres, of which 25, 6 million acres are in 
British India. It is concentrated almost entirely in the 
North and towards the west. Ko fewer than 16'7 million acres 
are in the PUnjab and the United Provinces· (9'0 millions ill the 
former and 7'7 millions in the latter, about half in each case being 
irrigated, rather more in the Punjab and rather less in the Fnited 
Provinces), the rest is in Central Provinces (3;6 million), Bombay 
flnd Sind (2·f! million) Bihar and Orissa (1'2 million) and the North 
West Frontier Province (nearly 1 million acres). Several of the 
Indian States, however, haye important areas under wheat: tlie 
Central India States, Gwalior, lIyderabad ond the Punjab Agency 
States, and Rajputana States have nearly 6 million acres between 
thein, the first four groups each exceeding one million acres. The 

(1) In the.> t'umination of the 38 years' records of a Bengal rice farJU 
there was no evidl'nfl' of d<>tenoration of yield. (Haskim A.mir Ali, Vishva 
Bbarati . Rurnl. Studies, 1934, No.1.) See also R. J. Kalamkar's Studies of 
Wheat Yields at Cawnpore, p. 184. 
LlflICAJ~ . 
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total area in .B!itish India has increased during the last 20 years 
!ro.m 23·6 mIllion to 25·7 million, the increase being both on the 
ungated and on the nnirrigated land. 

The average yields reported for the period 1925-26 to 1931-35 
are given in Table 9. 

Table 9.-Average yield of wheat leed rate(I). 

(lb. POI' acre). 

Seed Yield. deed 
rate. rate. 

Runjab 50 738 Sind 100 

United Provin088 103- 786 Hyderabacl 68 

<Central Provinuea 86 «4 Gwalior 85 

Bihar and Orissa 100 882 Central India 81 

:Bombay 82 "7 

-11 mauncIa por acre. 

Yield. 

1193 

231 

~. 

181 

The great difference between the seed rates of the Punjab and the 
United Provinces ~equires investigation. 

The return varies from less than 4-fold in Hyderabad to more 
than 14-fold in the Punjab : in the other regions it varies from 
5 to 8-fold. The yields on irrigated land are naturally higher 
than on unirrigated ; thus in the Punjab, the onll Province 
-recording the yields separately, the ~aures are :-

Average yield on both type, o/land in the Punjab (2). 

5 years 1921-28 to 1931-32. 

Irrigated . 

Unirrigated 

Average for Province 
• 

Minimum 
Average. Distrid 

Figures. 

967 1110 

573 

791 

Maximum 
Dilltriet 
F;gw.. 

1.2S0 

730 

(1) Quoted ·from Bepon on Marketing of Wheat ia IacUa, 1lJ37, pp. ll, 

120. (2) Publiahed by the Diredor of Land Beeorda. 
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The total production for British India is reported to be about 
7' 5 million tons and for the whole of India 9·3 tons. 

TABLE; ]0. 

Production of wheat million tons : a.verage for 1925-26 to 1934-35. 

British India. Indian States(1). 

Punjab 2·9 Central India States ·3 

United Provinces 2·6 Gwalior ·3 

Central Provinces ·7 Hyderabad ·1 

Bombay ·3 Punjab States .", 

Sind ·2 Others ·7 

Others ·8 

Total British Provinces 7'0 Total Indian States 1·8 

All India 9·3. 

(From Report on the Marketing of Wheat in India, 1937, pp. 13 
and 14.) 

Of the total wheat area in British India nearly one half is 
irrigated (11' 2 million acres) : the rice crop alone has a greater 
irrigated area (18'4 million acres). Wheat is a rabi crop and from 
the irrigation point of view one of the best of all crops because it 
l'cquires so little water: while rice may require 7 to 8 ft. (include 
ing rain) cotton may require only about 2t ft. and wheat only 
abont It ft. (2). 

The possibility of combining wheat and cotton into one 
systcm is therefore very alluring : wheat being the rabi and cotton 
the kharif crop. Unfortunately the difficulties are very great and 
havl) not everywhere been overcome: they are more fully discussed 
on page 141. 

(1) The figur~s for tho Indian Stntes aTe not complete and also they are 
far less nl'Curnto than thoso for British India. The total area of tho Iadian 
Stntcs is nbout 461 million a~rc9, with a population according to the 1931 ccnsus 
of 81 million, but the Stntisti~s for 1934·35, for c:rnmple, relate only to 70 
'Stntes with an area of 258.8 million acres and a population of 55 million, i." .• 
1\6 per cent. of tho total arca and 68 per cent. of the total population only. 
Even for purposes of compnrison the stntistics are incomplete, as the number of 
reporting States has increased from time to time. 

(2) For examples of amounts of water supplied see " Statistics of rrri~ 
tion Water Distribution and WOi'king of Distributnries of the Canals in the 
Punjab for the yenr l!132·33". (Government of the Punjab, Public Works 
Depnrtmont, Irrigation Branch, LlIhore, 1934.) 
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Formerly there was a large export trade in wheat: for 8ODlI~ 
years past it has been very small. The area of wheat growl!, ho," 
ever, shows no corresponding diminution, suggesting that much 
more wheat is eaten in India than formerly :-

----
1910·11- 1915.1~ 1920·21- 1925·2~ 11930.31--- 1914·15. 1919.20. 1924·25. 19211·30. 11134·35. 

Area under wheat, thousand 
a.cres--

British India .. 24,284 23,604 23,264 24,171 25,6M2 

Indian States! ') .. 4,087 4,«0 5,387 5,921 6.459 

All India .. .. 23,371 28.0« 28.651 30,398 32.141 

Exports, thouBa~d tons .. 1,239 668 453 163 411 

--

The latest figure available for area is 33.6 million acres. Further 
increases in wheat area seem probable as the irrigated arl'<I14 increa14c. 

When the Lloyd Barrage scheme was lIet up in l;ind it WIIM 

intended that the area under wheat IIhould finally attain 2 million 
acres. The present acreage is about 1 million: it rf'mainll to hI' 
.,een how far the initial plan can be realised, but further expsulljon 
is almost certain to come in one or other of the Provinces especially 
in the Punjab now that the Sutlej valley scheme is sanctioned. rhl' 
possibility of over-production was discussed by the Crop Planning 
Sub· Committee of the Advisory Board of the Imperial Coullcil of 
Agricultural Research in June 1934 but no clear evidence WII" 

fOl1:hcoming. It was decided not to IItimulate further production. 
but also not to discourage it. A IIteady demand for whf'at will in· 
f'vitably call forth the supply. 

Experimental work on wheat in India. 

The foundation for the expl'rimental work on wheat WIH laid 
b~" Mr. W. H. Moreland, for many years Director of Land Reconl" 
and A!!Ticulture in the Unitt-d Provinces who collected VariOll14 
"'heats'" and sowed them so that they might be IItlldied. .T. Haymon. 
the· first Deputy Director of AlZ'riculture, carried out thl'. work. an(1 
Mr. B. C. Burt (now Sir Bryce Burt) Jrl'ew the collectIOn on the 
("awnpQre experimental farm-the first £'Xperimf'ntal farm t'l ~e 
set. up. ill India(2) and showed them to Mr. Howard (now .Slr 
Albert Howard) and Dr. 'Martin Leake who at once recoglJl~('(t 

~~. --~------------------.---------------------
:(1) See Note 2 on. page 21. . 
(2) It was started by Mr. (later Sir) E.tward B~k about 1880. 
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the importance and value of some of the varieties and used them 
in their later work. The actual founders of the modern Indian 
wheats are unquestionably the Howards, who had the artist's eye 
for picking out the varieties likely to do well and those that would 
not ; in consequence the selections and crosses finally made have 
proved remarkably successful. Their work began in 1905 and 
Pusa 4 and Pusa 12 soon proved valuable in the United Provinces 
and the North West Frontier Province. 

1\1r. David Milne carried out systematic selection of the Punjab 
wheats at Lyallpur from 1907 onwards, aud multiplied tho! best 
",trains for distribution. In consequence of all this work a con
siderablt> area is now sown with the improved Pusa and Punjab 
wheats; over all India an area of about 7 million acres, or 20 per 
cent. of the total WflS in 1934-35 sown with improved wheats (1). 
Of these Punjab 8-A, brt>d at Lyallpur, is saill to be one of the 
most popular, accounting for about 3 million acres-nearly one 
half of all the area under improved wht-ats. The Central Provinces 
and Central India, however, haw not benefited so greatly from 
the illlpronments fiR th('y grow a good deal of durum wheat, which 
have not yet b('en so flllly studied as the others. 

!<'rom the papers and the close touch with the English mlllers; 
it seems clear that the Howards had always in view the require~ 
ment of the English market and they enlisted the assistance of 
Mr. (later Sir) Albert Humphries, a well-known millier, in assessing 
the quality of the wheats they bred. The English value for 
•. strength " was adopted.. This purpose was justified by· the 
c:ollsiderable export of wheat to England in those days. Several 
factors cQntributed to the ready saleability of Indian wheat on the 
English market. It was certainly dirty, but it was cheap and it 
contained less moilstnl'~ than some of its competitors so that its 
real price was eVfll lower than its market price. In pre-war days 
it made a useful combination with the Russian wheat, because while 
Russian wheats yielded rather soft and runny doughs, Indian 
wheats ga"ve " short" and clay-like doughs, and the two together 
gave satisfactory results. Modern Russian wheats no longer show 
this defect. English millers still, however, find use for Indian 
wheats when the price is sufficiently low, and in point of fact they 
are now using the not dissimilar Persian and Iraq wheats. 

The modern improved Indian wheat is very different from the 
ordinary Karachi wheat and compares favourably with good Austra
lian, Canadian and South American samples ; if ever it became the 
predominant wheat exported from India it would readily compete 
with them in England provided it were clean and properly gl;aded. 
This would mean the setting up of proper cleaning machinery and 
elevators at the Indian p()rts as well as adequate arrangements for 
grading and control of shipments-altogether a big business. 

(1) 34.5 million acres of wheat were sown in tllat year_ 
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The important. qqesti.on ~f policy a.rises: should the Agricul
tural Departments 1D IndIa aIm at securmg a place in the English 
market or should they develop the h0100 demand f If the aim is 
the English market then vigorous steps slJOuld be taken to export 
only graded improved wheats, whch should therefore be produced 
on such a scale that they can displace the old varieties on the 
English market. If, on the other hand, it is proposcd to develop 
the home market, then English standards of .. strength" should 
no longer dominate the invetltigations but close study should be 
made of Indian requirements, which are almost certainly different. 
By far the greatest part of the wheat used in India is ground in 
hand mills or small power mills and made into chapatis: there is 
not much demand for the white flour produced by roller mills which 
is the most popular kind of flour in Eugland( 1). Instead of study
ing the milling and baking qualities of Indian wheats only froin-the 
standpoint of the roller mil~ it would be far better to study their 
behaviour n the chakki and for making chapatis. 

On ilie question of policy I express no opinion. Two important 
factors must be taken into account. In favour of the export 
market is the consideration that a large export trade in normal 
years affords the best guarantee against famine in years of low 
yield. In favour of developing the home cons1lmption is the tact 
that Western nations having a choice of cereals always choose 
wheat, maintaining that it is the most suitable to the normal 
man's life. Physiologists may point out that other grains are 
richer in various constituents: that bajra contain!! more rat and 
has a higher calorie value: that ragi contains more calcium: 
nevertheless people who have the choice take wheat. Again!!t this 
it has been argued that wheat being a rabi crop is less lIuitable 88 

a food than the kharif crops, bajra, cholam, ragi, maize, etc!, because 
it takes water that might be given to more lucrative cash crops ; 
further, that these kharif crops give higher yields than wheat; 
in the Punjab for instance, 20 to 25 maunds per acre &gaiMt only 

- about 12 of wheat. In spite of all this, however, if one may judge 
from what is happening elsewhere it seems probable that the con
sumption of wheat in India win still further incrl'ase and invelrti
gations as to quality should therefore be directed mainly to Indian 
requirements. 

The Council should form some estimate as to the extent to which 
an export trade is desirable 80 as to- guide the Departml'lltr. in 
regard to the sowings. The export trade and the Indian roller 
mills will require improved strong wheats and enough should at 
least be sown to provide these. The home trade. ~ay .prefer some 
.other vl!l"iety in which case the necl'S~ary multIphcahon of lleed 
,vould need to be done. 

Meanwhile a Dew factor has come into prominence : the necca
Rity of resistance to rust, which by common consent is the mO!lt 

• (1) In 1936-37 about half a. million tonI of wheat were taken:br the Toller 
m:i!p, leaving about 9 million tODI fOT the hud or small power milia. 
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lIerioU8 disease of wheat in India. One of the Pusa wheabl--'-No. 
l14-is fairly rust resistant and 80 is spreading in Sind: a watch 
for other varieties is being kept by all wheat breeders. Professor 
K. C. Mehta, of Agra, is studying this question of rust resistance 
and in conjunction with Dr. Pal of the Imperial Research Institute, 
Delhi is breeding rust resistant varieties from which it is hoped 
to sel~t some possessing high yield and vigour. 

The work is described on pages 102 and 152, where also 
Professor Mehta's recommendations are given. These should be 
seriously considered with a view to giving practical effect to the 
underlying relationships which he has worked out. 

Barley. 

The barley grown in India is almost entirely 6-rowed; the 
2-rowed varieties which are usually in larger demand for brewing 
do not as a rule give sufficiently good yields to justify their growth. 
Barley is almost entirely confined to Northern India, and out of a 
total of 6I million acres, more than 4 million are grown ill the 
United Provinces and nearly l! million in Bihar and Orissa; over 
600,000 acres are grown in the Punjab and 130,000 acres in the 
~orth-West Frontier Province. Much of its importance lies in the 
circumstance that if well suited for malting, it commands a price 
far higher than it could obtain if sold for food, the difference being 
sometimes as much as 50 or even in special cases 100 - per ('·cnt. 
Assuming prices. of this order could be obtained, barley would 
make a good cash crop, as it can be grown in the rabi season and 
without much expense. 

FQr many years barley has been exported to England and 
samples have been periodically purchasE'd by maltsters. But they 
had several defects: rather poor quality, serious contamination 
with weed and other seeds, and they have of late years been in
fested with the Khapra beetle. Trogoderma granarium(l), which 
if introduced into maItings in England, causes very serious trouble. 
In all the aoove named provinces experiments have been made for 
the improvement of barley varieties, and, in order to ascc'l'tain 
whether the new sorts were better than th!' old, a number of 
samples of barley were sent from the Experiment Stations to the 
Institute of Brewing, London, and examined by their experts. 
The reports showed that some of these samples were distinctly 
better than the usual market supply and if available in commercial 
quantities would probahly find a ready sale. 

In 1934, the emmcil made grants to the Departments .)f thE' -
above three pro\inces : Rs. 6,000 each to the Punjab, Bihar and 
Orissa and Rs. 4,600 to the United Provinces, to run over a period 
of 3 years for the continuance of this work. A considerable 

(1) This is the name usual in the publications of the Imperial Entomological 
Institute, but T. khap1"lJ is rommonly used in India. -
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The important qqestion of policy arises: should the Agricul
tural Departments in India aim at securing a place in the English 
market or should they develop the home demand' If the aim is 
the English market then vigorous steps should be taken to export 
only graded improved wheats, whch should therefore be produced 
on such a scale that they can displace the old varieties on the 
English market. If, on the other hand, it is proposed to develop 
the home market, then English standards of .. strength" should 
no longer dominate the investigations but close study should be 
made of Indian requirements, which are almost certainly different. 
By far the greatest part of the wheat used in India is ground in 
hand mills or small power mills and made into chapatis : there is 
not much demand for the white flour produced by roller mills which 
is the most popular kind of flour in England ( 1). Instead of s.t1!.dy
ing the milling and baking qualities of Indian wheats only from the 
standpoint of the roller mil~ it would be far better to study their 
behaviour n the ckakki and for making chapatis. 

On the question of policy I express no opinion. Two important 
factors must be taken into account. In favour. of the export 
market is the consideration that a large export trade in normal 
years affords the best guarantee against famine in years of low 
yield. In favour of developing the home consnmption is the fact 
that Western nations having a choice of cereals always choose 
wheat, maintaining that it is the most suitable to the normal 
man's life. Physiologists may point out that other grains are 
richer in various constituents: that bajra contain 'I more fat and 
has a higher calorie value: that ragi contains more calcium: 
nevertheless people who have the choice take wheat. Against this 
it has been argued that wheat being a rabi crop is less suitable Il8 
a food than the kharif crops, bajra, cholam, ragi, maize, et~, because 
it takes water that might be given to more lucrative cash crops ; 
further, that these kharif crops give higher yields than wheat; 
in the Punjab, for instance, 20 to 25 maunds per acre against only 

. about 12 of wheat. In spite of all this, however, if one may judge 
from what is happening elsewhere it seems probable that the con
sumption of wheat in India will still further increase and investi
gations as to quality should therefore be directed mainly to Indian 
requirements. 

The Council should form some estimate as to the extent to which 
an export trade is desirable so as to· guide the Department& in 
regard to the sowings. The export trade and the Indian roller 
mills will require improved strong wheats and enough should at 
least be sown to provide these. The home trade may prefer some 
,other variety in which case the neces.'!ary multiplication of Reed 
would need to be done. 

Meanwhile a new factor has come into prominence : the neces
Rity of resistance to rust, which by common consent is tht! most 

(1) ~ 1936·31 abou~ ~alf a million tous of wheat were taken .'by the Toller 
Hl!ils, leaving about 9 million tons for the hand or small power milIa. 
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Ilerious disease of wheat in India. One of the Pusa wheats-No. 
l14-is fairly rust resistant and so is spreading in Sind: a watch 
for other varieties is being kept by all wheat breeders. Professor 
K. C. Mehta, of Agra, is studying this question of rust resistance 
and in conjunction with Dr. Pal of the Imperial Research Institute, 
Delhi, is breeding rust resistant varieties from which it is hoped 
to select some possessing high yield and vigour. 

The work is described 011 pages 102 and 152, where also 
Professor Mehta's recommendations are given. These should. be 
seriously considered with a view to giving practical effect to the 
underlying relationships which he has worked out. 

Barley. 

The barley grown in India is almost entirely 6-rowed; the 
2-rowed varieties which are usually in larger demand for brewing 
do not as a rule give sufficiently good yields to justify their growth. 
Barley is almost entirely confined to Northern India, and out of a 
total of 6f million acres, more than 4 million are grown iIi the 
United Provinces and nearly It million in Bihar and Orissa; over 
600,000 acres are grown in the Punjab and 130,000 acres in the 
~orth-West Frontier Province. Much of its importance 'lies in the 
circumstance that if well suited for malting, it commands a price 
far higher than it could obtain if sold for food, the difference being 
sometimes as much as 50 or even in special cases 100 per rcnt. 
Assuming prices. of this order could be obtained, barley would 
make a good cash crop, as it can be grown in the rabi season and 
without much expense. 

For many years barley has been exported to "England and 
samples have been periodically purchasE'd by maltsters. But they 
had several defects: rather poor quality, serious contamination 
with weed and other seeds, and they have of late years been in
f{'sted with the Khapra beetle. Trogoderma granarium(1), which 
if introduced into maItings in England, causes very serious trouble. 
In all the above named provinces experiments have been made for 
the improvement of barley varieties, and, in order to as(!c'1'7ain 
whether the new sorts were better than thf' old, a number of 
samples of barley were sent from the Experiment Stations to the 
Institute of Brewing, Ulndon, and examined by their experts. 
The reports showed that some of these samples were distinctly 
better than the usual market supply and if available in commercial 
quantities would probably find a ready sale. 

In 1934, the COlmcil made grants to the Departments of thE' 
above three provinces : Rs. 6,000 each to the Punjab, Bihar and 
Orissa and Rs. 4,600 to the United Provinces, to run over a period 
of 3 years for the continuance of this work. A considerable 

(1} This is the name usual in the publications of the Imperial Entomologieal 
Institute. but T. khapra is commonly used in India. . 
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number of samples have been examined under this arrangement 
and the general trend of the reports is that while they do 
not come up to the h~gh class English 2-rowed barleys, some would 
compa~e favoura~ly ~th the 6-rowed Californian barleys, of which 
a consIderable quantIty is used in English breweries, while others 
of lower grade would 'be acceptable to distillers. The price 
obtained for the Californian barley is well above that for feeding 
barley, though not usually as high as that obtained for the first rlas."l 
samples of English malting barley. 

The two types of barley, 2-rowed and 6-rowed, are not inter
changeable and serve somewhat different purposes in the brewing 
procpss; somewhat different propl.'rties are therefore required. 
11any brewers recognise in the Californian 6-rowed barley somethina 
which they call" sun " which they consider can be obtained only 
in countries where the crop has uel.'n grown in full sunshine; 
further, the fibre in the grain, either by virtue of its amount or 
of some special property, facilitates work in the mash tub. What
ever the Californian properties may bl.', however, the experts of 
the Institute of Brewing find that the best of the Indian barleys 
sent recently possess them to a considerable degree so that 80me of 
the recent samples comparl.' favourably with till.' best imported 
Californian barley. 

Most of them, however, are not quit(' so attractive in appear
ance as the Lalit Californian lIamples. The difference is targt~ly 
on the surface, for the reports repeatedly state that the malt WaH 

bettl.'r than had been expected from the appearance of the barley. 
The proteins in Indian barley apparently have less harmful ('ff!'ets 
on malting quality than those of the ordinary English or Cali
fornian badeys; the Indian barleys modify better and yield 
higher extract than the8e other barleys of similar nitrogl.'n con
tent. Clearly in purchasing Indian barley the standard8 would 
have to differ from those used in purchasing Californian barley. 
A little time would probably be necessary to allow the brewers to 
adapt thl.'msl.'lves to these diffl.'rences in app .. arance al\,1 con~tit.l1~ 
tion, and so long 88 Californian barley remains available in large 
quantities, it would probably be preferred by the average buyer, 
partly bl.'Cau.se the staff know how to deal with it. partly becau~ of . 
its better appearance. 

There are, however. indications that Californian barley is not 
likely to remain in its present important pORition in the English 
markf't. Now that prohibition is repealed in America, the manu
facture of beer is developing, and the demand for Californian 
barley is increasinO' both in the eastern and western States. In 
any ~ttempbl t() take the place of Californian or l\Iediterraman 
bai:ley the Indian barley would have 8 s~bstantial price advant~ge 
in the 10 per cent. ad valO1"em duty unposed on non-Emplrl'! 
barleys, from which India is exempt, and mor€o!er there are 
many brew~rs who would like to announce that theIrs was an all
Empire beer. It is reasonable .to npect that these factors should' 
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belp materially in sUbstituting Indian for Californian barley on 
the English market, if on its merits it deserved the place. The 
only important competitors so far are the Australian 6-rowed 
barleys, some of which are like the Californian, and those grown 
by British farmers who are now experimenting with 6-rowed 
barleys with a view to seeuring this market themselves. Suitable 
'\,al'ietics hllruly exist at present, but will possibly be found j it 
remains to be seen, however, whether the necessary qualities can 
be obtained in a season of but little sunshine. 

It is diffic.ult to say how large this market might become. At 
pr('st'nt well under Olle million quarters (= 200,000 tons) of 
Californian barlt'Y are used anuually. and it is improbable th~t 
the whole of this could be replaced. Up to the prl'sent C.-251 
has bE'('n the bE'st of the Pnited Provinces' bllrle~'s, and there is 
little question that if consignments like the samples recently sent 
from naya (Muttra) (1936 crop) could be supplied in quantity, 
th('y would find a ready market. But this same variety grown 
t'lsewhere was not so successful. and clE'arh' the soil and ('limatit'. 
conditions play an important part. . 

OthE'r samples were considered b~' the experts to be compar
able with Chilian forllge harlE'~'s which. while used b~' some 
maltstE'rs in England. do not command SUell high prices as 
Californian. 

I reeommend therefore that the efforts for improvement 
should b(' coneentrated on the 6-rmved barlcvs with a view to 
C'apt.uring the sharE' ·of the Jllarkt't at. pr('sent held by Californian 
hllrlt'ys. 

Pllfortunatel~' there is no simple test that can he applied 
loc/lll~' Ilna in cons('qu(,llce it will he mcessary for some timE' to come 
to H'll,l slIluplt's t{) th(' InstitutE' of Rr('wing for valuation. Th" 
llitrog'Pll prre(,lltHg-e and Bishop's· Extract Scale (1) givE' n first 
nPPI'OXillllltion. hnt if tht' work is bping de'·eloppo. it s('t'm-; dt'sir
"hlt, tn I<t'n(l all offil't'r to Eng-Innn to 8tud" thE' market rcquire
mt'llts ~o thllt hE' eonld makt' th(' first st'!t'ctioDs in India. It would 
still ht' nE'ct'SSflr~' to ~t'nd thr finnl sampl('s to thE' Institntt' of 
Rrt'wing' hE'for(' rt'comm('nding' thp,ir lIlultiplication on a larg'E' 
sralE'. Tt must bt' t'mphasised. how(,"t'r. that no pE'rman(,llt traot' 
in Tndilln htl1'lt'ys ran hE' dt'wlopE'd until tht' shipmE'nts ('an be 
:rnarnntl'pd fJ'('p from Khapra bE't'tle. 

Thpr(' is a ct'rtain ot'llland in [nelil! fol' malting barlE'~·. aud 
f;Olll(, (Hstricts, snrh liS R('wnri and Farrnkhabad in the United 
ProYlm'E's nrt' alr('llY wt'U known in India for supplyi~ g'ood 
!;amnJf's. Th(' possihilit~· of manufacturing malted foods should 
also bp examinE'd. 

(I) .Tollrll!ll Instit. Rl'E'wing. 1936, Vol. 42, p. 101, 



The millets : Jur, Bajrr. and Jlag!. 

These three crops occupy nearly 40 million acres in British 
India and abo~t 63 million acres in the whole of India: Juar 
(.And~opogon sorghum) is the most important, Bajra (Penni.de"", 

typhOldeum) comes next, and Ragi (Eleusine corana) third) :-

Million acrea 193'·36. 

British India. Indian State8. All India. 

Juar 21·8 1"6 38·8 

Bajra 13·1 7·1 20·J 

Ragi 3·7 2·8 8'6 

Total 38·8 24" 83·0 

The acreages are far below those for rice but they exceed those for 
wheat or any other crop. The special feature of the millets is that 
they are kharif crops sown just about the time when the monsoon 
breaks: and they may receive little or no water beyond what the 
rain brings, though if water is available it is of course given when 
necessary. They are, however, associated with dry rather than 
with wet conditions : they are the chief crops iIr the non-irrigated 
and dry farmed areas ; usually they are more or less complementary 
to rice,. i.e., in districts where there is a large' area of rice the area 
under the millets is small and vice versa. Hyderabad State hall 
the largest juar area (8'8 million acres), Bombay has a little less 
(8'4 million acres) but it has the largest acreage of bajra (4'8 million 

'acres). Madras and the Central Provinces have respectively 5·1 and 
4'3 million acres of juar ; the Punjab, Madras, Hyderabad State 
and the United Provinces have also considerable areas of bajra. 
while Mysore has the largest area under ragi (2'3 million acres) 
followed by Madras (2·15 million acres). 

The millets serve a dual purpose : the grain is used for human 
food though there isa certain social distinction involved j the millet" 
being associated with the lower rather than with the upper grades 
of society (1). The stalks form. in many districts. the chief food 
of the cattle for some six months in the year. 

. (1)" Many of the hostel superintendents told us that they bad the greatest 
difficulty in persuading the children to eat ragi and other kind, of millet, even 
when millet is the staple food of the district from which they eome. Adoleaeeut 
lIOuntry boys and girls, who are hoping to raise themselves above the etatu, ot 
their parents, feel entitled to consume the cereal of the townsman and the 
educated ~J;u!s_mined rice." W. R. Aykroyd and B. G. Krishnan, IndiaD 
n. Med. Res., 1937, Vol. 24, p. 723. 
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A certain amount of work has been done on these crops in 
several of the Provinces but none of the selected varieties have 
spread far, and there are no successes comparable with thQ3e obtained 
with sugar cane. wheat or rice, to which the older plant breeders 
had confined their attention. There has, however, hardly been 
time to find improved sorts, and certainly no time for them to spread. 
Moreover these crops are indigenous: they have been grown for 
hundreds, if not thousands, of years, and considerable selection has 
already gone on in the villages. There is no indication of any 
possibility of drastic change comparable with that made by Dr. Barber 
in sugar cane when he succeeded in crossing it with the wild 
Saccharum. Finally, these crops have definite taste, and the peasant 
ac~ustomed to one variety is not likely to change if the taste is 
different. 

With the establishment of a millet section at Coimbatore and at 
.Indore, and experimental schemes in Nagpur, Lyallpur, and in 
Bombay in oonnection with the dry farming ~cheDle in the Punjab 
lind the Central Provinces, one may hope for improved strains. 
giving higher yields or being more resistant to drought, pests aud 
diseases, and to the troublesome parasitic plant Striga (page 185). 

More work is, however, needed, in view of the importance which 
the llutrition experts attach to the millets. In particular some of the 
humbler varieties such as Kodon, the poor man's crop, should be 
morc studied and either improved or replaced by something better. 

The Pulses. 

The Council has no schemes for studying the pulses but in view 
of their importance as sources ()f protein I suggest that a conference 
should be held with the nutrition experts to disoover whether more 
work could usefuJly be done, and, if so, on what lines. 

Vegetables. 

A considerable amount of good work is being done on potatoes, 
one of the most useful vegetable crops ; it is described on pages 152, 
158 and 207. In view of their importance more attention should be 
paid to other vegetables, particularly the cheaper and more easily 
cultivated of those commended by the medical authorities as supply
ing vitamins or mineral constituents deficient in the ordinary diet. 
'fhe peasants in Northern India can grow very good vegetables, and 
ot some of the shows I have seen specimens that could have beeu 
exhibited with satisfaction anywhere. A marked extension of 
vegetable growing, as of fruit, is very desirable. 

Fruit. 

Although fruits of various kinds have been grown all over India 
f)'om time immemorial it is only in recent years that efforti have 
been made to put fruit production on an organised basis. The 
natural inclinations of the people to eat more fruit have been stim~
lated by the medical advice that fruit and vegetables are among the 
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best source.'! of the vitamins and other substances mWIng from tho 
ordinary Indian dietariefl. Consumption appears to be greater than 
production,. for there is a considerable i~po!"t of apple~ from the 
United States a.nd Japan, and of grapes and oranges from the 
Uuited States. In consequence every Department has taken up the 
qlll'stion of fruit growing within its provillce and some very useful 
work has been begun at Ganeshkhind and elsewhere which deserves 
every encouragement. 

The range of fruits that can be grown in India hi unusually wide. 
An t.he ordinary European varieties can be grown.in the ~igh country 
in the North of India ; while the tropical fruits can be grown in the 
plains and in Southern India (1 ). 

The North West Frontier ProYiuce, Baluchistan and Ka .. hmir 
ull produce fruits familiar in Europe : apples, plums, apricots, 
p<'aches, grapes, etc. Other hill districts ill the Punjab, the United 
Pl'minces and the Nilgiris produce strawberries and apples. 1'h(1 
possibilities of . development in the hills secm cOlllliderable. The 
plains produce mangoes leitchis, papayas and oranges, while Beugal 
alia thp Peninsula produce bananas and in the wetter regions. pine
apples. Mysore is remarkable in b!'in~ able to produce two crops of 
apples in 12--15 months, which is I believe a unique achievement, 
in Hddition to thE' grapes, mangoes and bananas which do VE'ry well 
th(>re. 

There are two aspects to the problems of fruit and vegetable 
production : supplies to the towns and supplies to the villages. 

. (1) Mr. H. C. Javaraya haA furnished mfl with the following lilt of oommon fruit4 
in the various provinces :-

Baluchistan 

N .. W. Frontier 

Kashmir 

Punjab .. 

Kula Valley 

United Provinces: Nainital 
elsewhere and on the 
plains 

Assam 

Bengal .. 

Bihar and Oris8& 

Central Provinces .. 

Hyderabad-Deccan 

Bombay .. 

Madras .. 

The Nilgris 

MYROn! .• 

Travan~n! 

grape. Pflach, apricot, plum, melon. 

the above and also quin~e, aprieot, p('ar, orange, 
8weet lime. 

apple, pear, cherry, plum, apricot. 

orange. 

apple. 

apple, strawberry, mango, loquat, leitohi8ll' 
melon, pin("appJe. 

pineapple, orange. 

pineapple, banana, mango, orange, m"lon. 

mango, loitchi •. 

orange, banana. 

grape, orange. 

mango, orange, banana, atrawberry, fig, grape. 

mango, orange, banana, grape, pear, pineapplo. 

strawberry. 

applfl, grape, mango, banana. 

banana, pineapple. 



Fruit traDsport from Quetta. 
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The town supply involves difficult questions of quality, trans-
1)0'11.,' storage and marketing ; they can be solved but usually require. 
soinc special machinery. Transport is so important and liable to 
l,e so difficult that no area should be put into fruit unless it seems 
dear that adequate transport arrangements can be made. Thc 
production problems are fairly straightforwar~ and a good start ha.~ 
been made with them. The first essential is to clear up the rather 
I:onsiderable confusion in regard to the varieties; the indigenous 
fruits--mangoes, bananas, etc.--()ccur in larg~ numbers of varicties, 
some of which, however, have different names in different places. 

Good stocks must be selected and produced in quantity for bud
ding or grafting and having done this perhaps the most difficult task 
111 to arrange for distribution of stocks and trees true to type ; this 
ir,lust be done either from Government farms or from commercial 
lIurseries which are rigidly inspected and certified. 

The extension of fruit culture will almost certainly be accompanied 
by an extension of fruit pests. The San J C)se scale has already 
appeared in Northern India and'may do much damage unless it can 
bll' checked. The Imperial Research Institute should be empowered 
to keep a close watch on all potentially harmful pests and advise as 
to the proper precautions and remedies. 

A special feature of large scale' fruit growing, and one which 
makes it very attractive to men who like the organisation of an estate 
~md the possibility of doing well, is that it requires for full success 
the development in, each important fruit growing centre of certain 
:mhsidiary industries. The moSt important of these is the preserving 
(Ij' fruit and vegetables by various means and the making of fruit 
products, so that unmarketed fruit can be converted into some market· 
able form and potential waste material can be used to good purpose. 
lmelltigations on these lines are being mad«;l at Lyallpur. Other 
indllstries, smaller but also important, a.re the keeping of bees, which 
besides giving honey play an important part in the fertilizing of 
the Llo~om and the setting of the fruit; and the making of baskets 
or boxeR as containers : this in tUrn necessitatell the collection 01' 

cultivation of suitable shrubs or trees to furnish the necessary 
Jl1aterial. 

Thus the cultivation of fruit leags to the employment of fai' 
m,orc labour than the cultivat.ion of other crops, and it is admirably 
suited for graduates of agricultural coUeges who may wish to become 
somrthing better than ordinary, farmers. 

The problem of fruit and vegetable supplies for the villa"'cs is. 
11O~ever, on a different f~oting. Here the need is for cheap hardy 
fru~ts and yegetable~. wh.lch can be grown around the villages and 
which reqUIre nothmg m the way of COstly management. The 
problems are those of action rather than of research.' Finality in 
fruit and vegetable culture can never be attained. and there will' 
always be need for more experiments on selection. propagatioil, 
cultivation and general management. ~ut: in 'the meantill!e a 
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great deal more is known at the Experiment Stati9ns than is prao
tised in the villages, and the chief need at the present is to spread 
tile cultivation of fruit and vegetabl~ as widely and as speedily aa 
possible. Adequate place should be given at the experiment 
stations to easily cultivated and inexpensive fruits and vegetables 
so aF! to keep them prominently before all interested in the develop
Ineut of the countryside. But the work must be carried into tho 
,-mages. The planting of mango trees along the roadway leading 
to the village; of vegetables on any available site near the village, 
e.g., the slopes of the nullahs where these are cultivable; and where 
l'ossible the planting of orchards, a,.re really' urgent matters. At 
most of the experiment stations where fruit is grown I found men 
sufficiently skilled in the art of fruit and vegetable production to 
be able to render great help to the villages. Still more important, 
tlle help of the village teacher, where there is one, should be enlisted. 
't'his extension of fruit and vegetable growing is so important that 
it shou!1d be pushed forward as rapidly as possible. 

Reference has been made to the increased interest in fruit grow
ing but the statistics reveal a rather remarkable trend. The fruit 
arl"as are not shown separately but ar'e included with vegetables and 
root crops; the total areas have declined since 1914-15 (Tabltl 11) 
in spite of the increase in population, particularly on the eastern 
side : Madras, Bihar and Orissa, Bengal and also Bombay: the 
decline is less marked in the United Provinces and the Punjab and 
there has beel! an actual increase in_ the _Central Provinces and the 
North West Frontier Province. From the reports of the Market
ing Officers, it appears, however, that the areas under fruit have 
increased (1). 

- TABI811. 
A-rea of Fruit and Vegetables (including root crops), growing 

in India since 1914-15 : average 5-1Iear periods. 
Five year period. Million acree Average. 

1914-15-1918·19 
1919-20-1923-24 
1924-25-1928-29 
1929-30-1933-34 
1934-35 

Oilseeds. 

.• 6·70 

.. 11·42 
•• 6·06 
•. 6·00 

4·82 

Oilseeds occupy about 5 per cent. of the total sown area in 
nritish India (14! million out of 259 million acres!!) : but the precise 
acreage is difficult to ascertain because they are often sown in rows 
among othe.r crops. They are concentrated chiefly in Madras (211 
per cent. of t~e total area grown), the Central Provinces (13 per 
cent.), Bihar and Orissa (12 per cent.) and Bombay (11 per cent.). 
Cottonseed is not included in tbese acreages : practically aU that 
is not wanted for sowing is fed direct to cattle, a rather wasteful 
process (see o. 118). 

(1) I afu indebied:-to-:-:lU:-.-H.=-.-c.---~-aV-a-ra-1-a-I-o-r.-a-.-amma--rr-o-f-an---tho--a-yaiJ.-·
·able datil on this point; 

(2) Gross area. See p. 18. 



The estimated areas and yields for all In.lia are given in Table 12. 

TABLE 12. 

Acreage and production of Oil Seeds. 

Estimated Area. (1) Estimated Production. 

Thousand Acres. Thousand Tona. -- - -.-
Average 3 years. Average 3 yenrs. Average 3 years. Average 3 years. 

19!17.2~-1929·31). 1933·34-1935·36. 1927-28-1929·30. 1933·34-1935·36. 

Rriti.h Indilln AU British Indian All British Indian IAU , British Iodian A11-
India. Ststl's. India. India. States. India. India. States. I India. India. State... India. 

QronndNut .. .. 4,01& 927 6,842 4.676 1.917 6.592 2.291 230 2.621 1.954 626 2.481 

Castor .. .. 607 885 1.392 421 1.055 1.476 61 61 122 47 76 122 

LInseed 2,622 (561) 
, 

452 3,074 2,700l622) 658 3,358 326 (86) 24 360 340 (99) 114 

I 
393 .. .. 

Seumam .. .. 4,373 (830) 1,008 11,471 4,561 (876) 1,129 6,723 392 (73) 106 498 383 (79) 87 469 

Cotton .. .. 15,816 10,005 25,912 14,954 9,747 24,701 663C") 358CI) I,Ol1CI) 620C I) 828C") 
1 

948C") 

(1) The note on pogo 27 in regord to Inclian Ststl's holds here also. Two other qaalificationa are necessary: 

(II Cn,/or ,,,,r.-The figureR rio not includo any estimate for the mixed crop, i.e., leeds 10wn in tho sllmo fielda with oth~r oropi, in the United Provinces for 
"hieh thero oro no reliable data at l're.~nt. 

(b) Li,."ud. Rn"e, M /J8/ard and S ... amum.-The figares inclade the highly conjectural estimate. for the mixed crop in the United Provineel .hoWD in bracket. 
Illongoille lhem. . 

(.) Dalod. Tholo ore fiaurel of raw cotton. Figures of cottonaoed nre not availabla. 



'fhere has been a marked change in the fate of the oil seed eroJ' 
in recent years. Prior to the war there was a large export, but 
t1Jis has fallen considerably and except in the case of linseed, atill 
seems to be falling. Much of the ground nuts, and- most of the 
rape; mustard, sesamum, sa.fil.ower and niger are now used in India 
as food : about a quarter of the ground nut~ are exported, and a 
large proportion of the castor and linseed (Table 13). These' are 
sent out mostly as seed, but there is a substa~tial export of ground 
nut and linseed cake and some· rape cake and castor oil-used as 
lubricant. The ·export of cake finds some explanation in the fact 
that in absence of a cattle fattening industry linseed cake is not 
much. in demand in India, while some of the groundnut cake g'les 
to Ceylon- as manure. Of the cakes that remain i.n India, castor 
and neem cakes are used as manure, and the otliel'll as foods for live
stock. 



TABLE 13. 

Oil Seeds Total exports from ports in British India(!) and value in £ sterling. 

Seeda. Oil Cake. 

Average 3y ........ Average 3 y ........ Average 3 y ........ I Average3y ........ Average 3 years. 

I 
Average 3 years. 

1927·28-1929·30. 1933-34-1930·36. 1927·28-1929·30. 1933-34-1930-36. 1927-28-1929-30. 1933-34-1935-36. 

-
Tho08&lld £ Tho08&lld £ Tho08&lld £ Thousa.nd £ Thousa.nd £ Thousand t: 

tona. thousa.nds. tona. thousa.nds. gallons. thousa.nds. gallons. thousa.nds. tons. thousa.nds. tona. thousa.nds. 

Gronndnot. .. .. 7011 12.M8 '90 4.803 237 39 427 40 161 1.378 2111 920 

e..tor .. .. 1111 1.797 70 GlI9 607 82 1.319 .143 .. ., .. . . 
LinIeed .. .. J09 3.388 !61 2.445 97 18 71 9 69 636 65 2M 

Bape .. .. 112 1.013 '3 374 246 54 266 25 47 392 29 1:10(1) 

Beu.m1UB .. .. 17 353 , 81 146 32 127 15 .. .. . . .. 
CDttonl. .. .. 11' 830 3 10 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

I All oakes 292 2.526 312 1.359 

--- ---
(1) The.e are from Bri ti.h India ports only, the exports from other ports are not knbWD hut must he considerable. The States of Kathiawar a.nd Trava.noore 

II • ., • ... «;o!.ly publi.bod stati.ti •• and the exports of groUndnllts, eto, from Kathiawar for the I ... t three financial years were ... follow.·-
1934-35. 1935-36. 1936·37. 

Groondnute (Tona) •• 36.639 61.279 51.888 
Groundnut Oil (Gallona) 17.170 620.291 802.779 
GJollndnut oake (Tona) 42.863 26.7S3 31.369 
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OiIseeds are of great importance in human nutrition and as 
crops they have many agricultural advantages: they fit well with 
irriqation schemes; and the chief of them, the ground nut, has the 
further,advantage that it is a leguminous crop and so improves the 
productiveness of the soil : indeed advantage is taken of this pro
perty in parts of Bombay and the Central Provinces and Derar, 
where groundnut precedes cotton in the rotation to an increasing 
extent. 

It is therefore very desirable to encourage the cultivation of' 
oilseeds and a co-ordinated scheme of research has been set up with 
the view of improving both yield and quality ()f the crop. The 
necessary selection and breeding work has been put in hand on 11 

properly organised plan at Delhi, Coimbatore, Lyallpur, and other 
('entTes. The brassica oilseeds are likely to give some trouble but 
the work is proceeding gradually: it would be improved if a first 
class geneticist could supervise the procedure and the classification. 

Search for rust resistant varieties of linseed is made and at 
the Harcourt Butler Technological Institute the various oils are 
stu(lied chemically and physically. . 

The programme of work is good and it is being satisfactorily 
carried out. 

Mixed Cropping. 

The agricultural and economic aspects of mixed cropping 
should be studied in view of the widespread US~ of this pI'acticc and 
the probability that some crops mix better than others. 

Fodder crops and grazing for livestock. 

Under present conditions the amount of food produced is in
sufficient for the large number of animals in India and in conse
quence many of them are inadequately fed. So long as thi" con
tinues the efforts now being made to improvl' the quality of the live
stock by distributing bl'tter bulls cannot attain widl' success. The 
bullock, as the source of power, usually comes off best, but the cow 
is 110t so well fed and in consequence of a low diet ~ives onl)' poor 
yields of milk. If it were feasible the best course would be a large 
;I'eduction in numbers of animals so as to bri!lg the livestock popu· 
lation more into line with the supplies of food, but this cannot be 
done rapidly. Some gradual reduction will no doubt come about 
hy I'eonomic pressure as the grazing ground~ become morl' closely 
fleWed for cultivation, and as the castration of IIcmb bun}; hecomP-1I 
more commonly practised. Improvements in the farm impleml'Dts, 
and particularly in the bullock cart, would r,e<lucl' the nel.'d Cor Ill) 

many bullocks in the village. It is commonly stated that the 
cultivator must have large numbers oC animal.'! in order to obtain 
sufficient farmyard manure: this is only partially tme. The 
quantity of manure produced depends on the amount of food eaten. 
and a given quantity of food produces more manure if fed to one 
animal ~an if fed to two. For the present, however. the only prac
ticable solution is to increase the production of animal food. 



Forest erasing. 
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O\'er & large part of India the only food for the animals consists 
of the stalks or straw of the grain crops: rice, wheat, juar or millets 
and such grazing as is obtainable. A few Provinces, however, grow 
definite fodder crops, especially the Punjab, BOU1ba~' and the United 
Pruvillces :-

Million acres. 

Total a", .. FOtider I Fodder "lOp 
sown. "rops. I .... per rent. 

of total. 

Punjab ~9·8 4·8 16·1 
Bombay 34·1 2·6 7·6 
United l'rovinroa .. 43·4 1·4 3·2 
Central ProviD .... " 2i·5 0·46 1·7 

'l'he others have a smaller proportion of fodder crops. 

Gruing. 
The grazing areas fall roughly into two groups associated res

pectively with forest and with cultivable wastes: the latter are 
much the more important. Only about 10 per cent. of the cattle of 
the five Provinc&! possessing much forest have access to forest 
grazing: the fi~ures are ~iven in Table 14 (p. 44). The acrea~e of 
forest grazing available per hcad is only an average figure and it 
includes considerable areas that are almost inaccessible : the density 
of livestock is much greater on the areas actually used. 

Where the grazing is under the control of the For~t Depart
ment. or where, as in part of Madras, it is leaSed in blocks for sub
letting subject to certain conditions, the pasturage remains good 
and there are possibilities of improYement. But where the Forest 
Depart.ment has no control the losses have been greater. Consider
able areas of wooded pasture-marginal land between grass and 
lorffit-in the rt'gions of low rainfall have been taken out of the 
Fort'st Departmt'nt control and handed over to a non-technical de
partment or to the panchayats : here grazing has been more or Ie&!! 
unrestricted and losses have resulted. In the Punjab foothills 
where unrestricted grazing has been given as a right, the vegetation 
is denudt'd and soil erosion has set in : some really appalling losses 
bave already occurred and more can be expected. 

The improYt'ment nt'cessitates two regulations : 
(1) l'E'Striction of the period during which ~razing is permit

tt'd ; all animals being excluded during the first 3 or 
4 months of the monsoon so as to give the herbage a 
chance of developing ; 

(2) rigid restriction of the numbers of animals finally admit
ted ; the restriction being eithE'r by regulation or by 
increasing the grazing fees. There are no set rule!! 
about acreage but 2 acres per head is recognised as a 
suitable standard for cattle. subject of course to 
variation according to conditions. 



TAB'Ll!I 14. 

Number of animals using grazing land and of those unable to do so (1) . 
.. 

I • 
Nos. of Livestock in millions utilizing 

Forest Grazing Lands. forest grazing. Non.Forest Grazing. 

. 

Provinca. 
Total area 
offorest Area open Acres Livestock Area 
lands in to grazing Cow8and All Live. available in available 
square in aquare Bullocks. stock. per head. millions. square 
miles. miles. miles. 

, 

United Province ••• 6,000 4,000 0·88 1·3 2 4.2 31,000 

Madraa .. .. 16,000 14.000 1·4 2·2 4 41·3 111,000 

Punjab .. .. 11.200 4,700 0·87 2'7 1·1 23 42.000 

Central Provinoea •• 19,400 17,000 2·& 3'1 3·11 13·1 30,000 

BOlllba:y •• .. 14,000 120400 1'8 J'4 3·28 11'0 (I) 40,000 

'fotal .. 80.800 112.100 7·1 11·8 (I) J·8 130·& 194.000 

II) Taken froIIl a Report on the better utilization of forest ~ for grazinS1937 (Sir C. G. Trevor. Chairlllan). 

,I) Including 1.188 bufl'aIoes and 3.381 sheep and SOate. 

(I) InalacUna Sincl. 

-

Total Nos. of animals. 
Millions. 

-

Cows and AllL~v ... 
Bullooks. stock. 

23·2 43·3 

17·8 • 43·& 

&'8 2&·8 

11·8 18·! 

7'4 13·9 ' 

89·8 142·' 

I 
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Instances could be multiplied of successful results obtained in this 
way. 

The great majority of the livestock-90 per cent. according to 
the above fi"crures--have acce&<; only to non-forest grazing and thls 
includes a cOllfliderable amount of very variable land much m need 
of fuller classification and study : it mostly falls within the category 
of " cultivable waste land not available fqr cultivation " of which 
there are large areas in all provinces. Much of it could be utilised 
as grass combined with plantations for the provision of ~d 
fo~ : the Forest Department in the United Provinc~ have planted 
up, at but little cost, some thousands of acres in the Saharan pur and 
Bnhraich districts and hope to obtain about 600 tons of green ~ 
fodder and 1,500 tons of fire wood. per square mile of plan~per 
annum. 

Sir C. G. Trevor's Committee recommended the formation in 
('very Province of a Standing Fodder and Grazing Committee com
posed of officers depu,ted by the Forest and Revenue Departments 
and an Animal Husbandry officer to study these waste soils and advise 
8R to their development. I entirely -agree a~d would only' recom
mend the addition of an agricultural officer having special know
ledge of soils and who could suggest suitable fodder crops for any 
areas where they might grow. 

B.esides these" cultivable wastes" the I e aTe bettcr gril'dng lcw.4s 
some of which are in private hands, and others more or less commun&. 

So long as the grazing lands remain open and unfenced it is 
difficult to effect much improvement : the animals wander freely .and 
can eat out the best of the herbage, leaving it no opportunity to 
recover. 

Enclosure and rotation~razing are the most effective improve
ments. DivISion of the area m£()[elds which are grazed one by one 
in rotation gives the vegetation a chance to recover, and, there being 
more of it, the animals need not wander far in search of food. ; further, 
some of the enclosed grass may be spared for conversion into hay. 

The chief practical difficulty is of course the. problem ~ncing : 
cattle-proof fences of the ordinary kind being costly(l). -

The time at which the animals are allowed to graze the herbage 
is important: indeed in England one can change the character of 
the herbage entirely by merely altering the incidence of the grazing : 
hpavy autu;mn grazing changing the flora in a different direction to 
tIle e.hange produced by heavy spring grazing. 

Dr. Bums' investigations on the improvement of grasslands in 
Bombay are well-known(I). 

(1) An alternative and mueh cheaper method might succeed: a single 
etrand of barbed wire in eircuit with small induction coil char~d by an ordinary 
motor ear battery 6uffiel's to kt't'p the tame British cattle from straying: they 
greatly dislike the slight shock received when they explore the wire with theu 
DOBeS. 

(2) Pusa Memoirs, Bot. Series, 1925, Vol. 14 and 1929, Vol. 16 ; BombaJ 
DepartmllJlt of Agrieulture Bulletin. 
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Further investigations are needed on the manuring of the land : 
open grazing lands in the dry parts of Australia and New Zealand 
have greatly benefited from phosphatic fertilizer. An experiment 00 
these lines is being organised on the barani grazing area of the Hissar 
}'arm in the Punjab. Heavily grazed enclosed land may respond to 
manurial treatment where the open land did not. 

Closely associated with manuring is the provision of •• licks" to 
give the animals any mineral nutrients that may be defficient in the 
herbage. Chemical analysis of the herbage from various hill pastures 
is being carried out at Lyallpur and other centre~ (page 137). 

Enclosed land can also be improVed by reseeding with mixtures 
of grasses and leguminous plants as has been done in the Central Pro
villees, and this gives an opportunity of introducing better or IDore 
drought resistant grasses. Some excellent work on this subject 
is being done by Dr. Pole :Evans of Pretoria, who has searched the 
highlands of East Africa and the deserts of South-West Africa for 
dl"0utrht resistant grasses aJ7.d found a family of Wooly Finger grUll8es 
~ome members of which, notably Digitaria Seriata and DigilarieJ 
Pcntzii are proving remarkably successful. It is desirable to experi
ment with these and with other drought rcsistant grasses. I guther 
from Mr. C. C. Calder of the Botanic Gardens, Calcutta, that certain 
Central American plants thrive very well in India, evidently finding 
tIle conditions suitable, and some of the grasses might prove m;eful 
as fodder. Introduction of exotic species, however, demaoUs very 
great care and close botanical supervision. , 

Some of the indigenous gr~fS are very good : lists of the kinds 
best suited for hay are given in the Military Grass Farm l\Ianual. 
More experiments should be made on the indigenous grasses at the 
StaTions : a few selections are being made at Hebbal Farm, Bangalore 
and at the Experimental Farm, Nagpur, and this type Of work should 
bc extended; there may be possibilities of· considerable improvement. 

The grazing lands around the village may in the monsoon give 
more vegetation than can be consumed at the time. Ensilage seems 
the best way of utilising this temporary exe8'!S and experiments should 
bli undertaken to find the relative advantages of pit and of on8ck 
silage ; and of one cut of full grown herbage as against two CUt.Ii of 
less mature material. The effect of molassea on the making of 
silage sho~ld be examined. 

FOdder Crops. 
A wider introduction of fodder crops illto Indian agriculture 

wonld probably effect great improvement in yieldK and in total out
put. More food for the animals would mean more manure and en
haneed fertilit,Y of the soil. The extension of fodder cropping was 
a prime factor in the improvement of British agriculture and the 
addiLional yields of grain more than compensated for the area taken 
from grain and used for this purpose. Leguminou1 fodder crops in 
ad.lition to increasing the quantitv of farmvard manure also enrich 
the grouni on which they grow;· they can~ot u8ually be fed IIlone, 
however, and generally are mixed with non-leguminous C):'ops. 
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In the Punjab considerable areas of fodder crops are grown 
without irrigation but in many parts of India this is not possible, 
and water must be supplied; considerable quantities of food per 
acre can then be obtained. Bt'rsl!eDl (Trifolium Ale.ralld,.illum) is 
One of the bt'st fodder crops: iris 8iliilive of Egypt bu,t it grows well 
in Northern India (North-West. Frontier Province, Sind, Punjab, 
United Provinces, Bihar) under irrigation. Some striking results 
have been obtained with it in Sind (page 142) : it can be sown in 
the cotton just after the last picking. One of its great advantages 
is that it. increast's the fertility of the land on which it. grows and 
hence it furnishes not only its own weight of food but additional 
yield of the succeeding crops. In Sind it has tpe added advantage 
of being Kalar rt'sistant and useful in the reclamation of saline land. 
Mr. C. II. Parr of the l\Ieerut division has experimented with berseem 
as a cateh crop, feeding it to buffaloes for milk and obtaining also 
additiollal yield of the succeeding crops: this type of work should 
be extended. One difficulty in regard t.o berseem is the supply of 
seed which was reportt'd to me to be both insufficient and bad owing 
to a mixture of weed seeds. Peshawar is at present the chief source, 
but a wider area of supply could no doubt be developed. Two local 
leguminous crops seem to deserve further invest.igation and selection: 
Sengi pfelli/o/us part'if/ora) and Shaftal (Trifolium resupillfum) or 
Persian dover. 

Various exotic grasses grow well as fodder crops: Napier grass 
(Pennisetuln purpurculII), Guinea grass, Sudan grass (.:1lldropogon 
sorglll1l11, ysr. Sudanensis) : under irrigation and manuring these 
can give several cuts a year to be fed green or made into hay or silage. 

One of tIu' Australian grasses, p(k~palum dilatatllm, has given 
promi..:;ing results in Assam. and a successful Australian clover, sub
terranean clover )llight be tested . 

• The fact that fodder ero)fs are used to supplement grass pro-
bably explains why some of the best den' loped cattle in India are 
produced in dry areas where the growth of grass is sparse. The 
cattle rell.rrtl Oll coarse rauk grass in the wetter parts of India are 
of poor qna1ity and of little use either for milk or for work. 

In the event of a dairy industry developing there would be great 
scope for these fOlMer crops. 

Fodder trees. 

If any extensiye planting of the" cultivable waste" were dono 
it would he n('('essarv to study the fodder trees more full v so as to 
know whirh to ehoos~ for tllC ·p1antations. In addition to 'the native 
tre('s the ('~e. cultivated in Palestine. a leguminous tree proof 
viding" pods of nutritious sred. Illight he invrst.igated. • 

Tobacco. 

One of the IllO<;t striking' chzw.g~ in personllLhal)jts :-:inee the war 
has been the inl'r('a~ed smoking of tol~Large quantitit.'S are' 
grown in India, most of it for borne consumption. hut. an increasing 
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amount of increasingly good quality, is exported. Tobacco baa 
many advantages M a cash crop and its cultivation deserves oautioWi 
encouragement. 

It grows best under conditions of good natural rainfall, and there 
is no evidence that it would develop any high degree of quality under 
irrigation. The most important tobacco growing area In India is 
the Guntur district of Madras where some 120,000 acres of cigarette 
tobacco were grown in 1936, of which 42,000 acres were Virginia 
tobacco of the best quaUt;r-mostly Harrison's Special. Tobacco 
intended for the higher quality markets is flue cured, most of this 
is Virginian :-

Production 0/ J!lue cured tobacco, 1936. 

Fule cured Virginia tobacco 
Flue cured country tobacco 

Total, Guntur distriot 

Million lb. 
29 
3·6 

32·8 

The total production of tobacco of all grades in India in 1936 was 
1,643 million lb. but of this only about 110 million lb. were· up to 
export quality, and only about 29 million lb. were in fact exported:' 
the United Kingdom took nearly half. The total quantity exported 
has not varied much in the last ten years and of course the values 
are less than they were, but so far as the United Kingdom is concern
ed there has been a shift in the direction of higher quality, &0 that 
not only are its imports higher but also the values : 

Anrage 3 years. 

19 

19 

27.28 to 1929·30 •• 

33·34, to 1935.36 •• 

Tobacco. 

To all Countries • 

• lb. £ 

(thousands. ) (thousands). 

30,071 855 

28,978 670 

I Total UpoN. 

To United Kingdom. 

lb. e 
(thoW!&llds. ) (thollAnd. ). 

9,~77 288 

11,4,60 I 320 

Both dark tobacco and cigarette tobacco are exported from India to 
England, the latter in increasing quantities :-

-
Million lb. 

Imports into the U. K. .. -
1931. 1935. 1936. 

Indian dark tobaccos " .. .. .. 5 6·4, 6·2 

Flue OIIred Virginia .. .. .. . . '·8 6·! 7·6 , 
Total 9·8 U·6 13·7 .. . -------
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The production of good quality tobacco requires a good deal of 
skill at all stages. The crop has to be well grown, adequately 
manured, carefully harvested, dried and cured in flue barns. A 
cultivator who can produce tobacco well is equal to any type of crop 
production. It is unforluna'te that the regions of good tobacco pro
duction are so restricted, for a leaven of successful tobacco growers 
would go far to raise the level of agricultural education in the country. 
I was informed by representatives of the fertilizer industry that the 
Guntur tobacco growers have a better appreciation of the proper 
use of ferlilizers than almost any other Indian cultivators. The 
Council has organised a comprehensive scheme of research on the sub
ject the results of which cannot fail to be of value. 

These investigations should be done in consultation with the 
buyers' experts. The principal purchasers are said to be the Indian 
Tobacco leaf Development Company, a subsidiary of Imperial 
Tobacco Co., who are in a position to give information about the 
buyers' requirements. 
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CHAPTER 3. 

Factors improving the yields of crops. 

Seven great factors capable of improving the yield of crops in 
India are :-

(1) B€it;ter varieties of crops. 

(2) Better control of pests and diseases. 

(3) Better control of water supply for crops. 

(4) Prevention of soil erosion. 

(5) Better use of manures and fertilizers. 

(6) Better implements and cultivations. 

(7) Better systems of cropping, in particular better rotations 
and the use of more fodder crops with the view of 
obtaining more farmyard manure. 

(1) BETTER VARIETIES. 

As already stated, the search for better varieties is being vigor
()usly and effectively pushed forward. The work has reached a 
stage when persons selected for new appointments in connection 
with ~'t should be expected to have had specialised genetical and cyto
logical training in addition to a sound scientific education, but this 
pr6'!ents no difficulty. A cytological assistant has been appointed 
to the Sugar Cane Station, Coimba.tore, and a good case has been 
presented for appointing another at Lyallpur in connection with 
the· investigations on the very difficult group of Brassica oilseed'J. 
The results of this cytological collaboration should be closely watched 
and if it appears that the work is aided thereby it can be extended to 
other crops. 

The -Mole of the plant breeding work in India would gain if 
it could be associated with a first class geneticist of sufficient scientific 
distinction to win the respect of the officers in charge of the various 
crops. They are, however, doing their work so well that no one ()f 
less than the recognised first rank would be of any use. 

In r.:pite 0: tbeir merit the new varieties are not as yet in p;eneral 
cultivation. It is impossible to say with certainty what proportions 
they occupy of the areas sown, but the figures are greater for the 
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cash crops than for the food crops. So far as I have been able to 
obtain them they are as follows :-

TABLE 15. 

Approximate Proportion of area sown with improved seed. 

Acreage under 
Crop. Total acreaue improvcd seed Percentage. 

Million acres. Million acres. 

SugarCane 4·00 3·22 80·0 

Jute 2·18 1·12 50·0 

Wheat 33·61 6·96 20·6 

Cotton 26·00 5·04 19·2 

Rice 83·43 3·58 4·3 

Ground Nuts .. 5·86 0·22 3·4 

MilletR 38·69· 0·34t } Not calculated aa 
figures are in. 

Gram 16·90 0·33t complete. 

*Including Juar, Bajra and Ragi only. 
tNot separately reported by some provinces. 

Probably the chief reaSOn for the slow adoption of the improved 
varieties is the difficulty of obtaining adequate supplies of certified 
seed, which in turn may be attributed to the lack of an honest and 
effective seed trade to take up the new varieties, to multiply them 
and distribute them to the cultivators ,at a reasonable price. 

At presen,t this work is left to the Agricultural Departments 
which are already overburdened with duties. Several methods have 
been devised, e.g., in the United Provinces by Mr. P. B.' Richards, 
and in Sind by Mr. W. J. Jenkin~ : these deserve close attention. 

The Council should at an early date enquire into the methods 
of seed distribution with a view to fliscovering what improvements 
might be adopted, and it should com;ider the advisability of setting 
up some central orgllnisation in ellch Province for the multiplication 
and distribu'tion of seed of approved varieties of crops. sets of sugar 
cane, named varieties of fruit trees, ('tc. 

(2) CONTROL OF INSEr,T PESTS AND PI,ANT DISEASES. 

Iru;ect pests and plant diseases cauSe serious losses to Indian 
agriculture and t.he trouble is likely to become worse with every 
improvement in transport. If a pest or disease appears on a crop 
in any part of the world it is only a matter of time before it has 
travelled to all other parts where the crop is grown, and although 
quarantine regulations may cause delay they are rarely effective 
enough to keep the pest out altogether. 



Conditions in sugar cane fields are particularly! favourable to 
jnsect and fungus life and large numbers of pests are known to occur 
there : only few are serious, but they do grealt damage. Among the 
worst at the present time are the borers, which reduce not only the 
yield but also the percentage of saleable cane and its milling value, 
.and the trouble seems to be increasing. An instructive survey of 
the cane delivered to five factories in Bihar (1 ) shOW8 'that 37 to 55 
per cent. of the cane was infested in 1937 as against 20-30 per 
cent. in 1935. More surveys of this kind are needed 80 ti to show 
which pests are increasing and which, if any, are decreasing. 

The increase in area under sugar cane is almost certain to be 
acoompanied by an increase in insect and fungus attack and an 
,accumulation of the pests, and the problems concerned are more 
serious than those of cultivation and manuring, because they are leas 
,definjte imd more spasmodic in their incidence. In particular more 
information is wanted as to the extent to which ratooning, which 
has obvious economic advantages, is sufficiently favourable to the 
carrying over of pests and diseases to cause serious difficulties later 
on. Also it is important to ascertain the effects on subsequent pest 
and disease attack, of destroying the tops, leaves, and trash imme
diately the crop is harvested : or of making them into compost, or 
simply leaving them to be disposed of at some later date. The 
information should be collected by means of surveys, the results of 
-which should be worked up at the Imperial Research Institute. 

Diseases are, as a rule, best studied by a group of workers keep
ing to one crop: e.g., a cotton group: a sugar cane group, etc. ': the 
,organisation of research work on a crop basis adopted by the Council 
is a very sound procedure. Much of the work, usually the most 
important part, must be carried out in the regions where the diseases 
occur : arrangements for co-operation must alwa,vs exist between the 
Central body and the Provincial Departments and the Council should 
alway;s be prepared to send, if possible, a research officer to a station 
-where a pest or disease is doing serious damage, both with the purpose 
of obtaining more information about i't and of helping in its control. 
Co-ordinating investigations and detailed studies of collected records 
should be carried out by the Imperial Research IIl3titute at DeIhL 

Ilt is very desirable to produce at an early date a handbook giving 
the various diseases of sugar CiIlne and describing the methods found 
in India and other countries to be effective against them. 

Three methods for control are in general use :-
(1) Avoiding the trouble altogether by finding resistant 

varieties of cropB ; 
(2) Obviating the attack of the J)ffit by some change in lOil 

conditions or in methods of cultivation, e.g., by better 
. drainage, by earlier or later sowing j 

(3) DestrOying the insect or fungus by chemical or biological 
means. 

(n P.arried out by Dr. L. H. Haldane, Chief C21emiat to ll~ Berg, 
-Sutherland and 00. 
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The search for resistant varieties is going on vigorously: e.g., 
for rust resistant wheat by Professor Mehta : for varieties of linseed 
resistant to wilt. The method is very useful but not final because 
the resistance of the plant Dlay break down ·and the insectr-though 
not as a rule the fungus-may change its habits. '1'he usual method 
of selection is to grow varieties side by side and observe which are 
least attacked. Escape from attack, however, does not necessarily 
imply -aatual resistance : it means only that some other varieties 
are preferred ; it does not show that the so-called resistant variety 
would escape attack if grown by itself. The search therefore must 
be continuous, and when a " resistant veriety ,. comes into cultiva
tion selection must still continue in hopes of finding· a Dlore resistant 
form. The final stage, immunity, is hardly likely to be reached : 
true immunity is very rare. 

The causes of resistance and immunity are of great scientific 
interest and would form a very suitable theme for the main work of 
a large University Department but they are outside the scope of an 
agricultural experiment station. 

The obviation of insect and fungus attack by changes in methods 
of cultivation or in soil conditions is in some cases very effective~ 
A good instnace of work on these lines is at the Tocklai Tea Research 
Station where Mr. Andrews has followed in detail the waxing and 
the waning of attack of certain important insects and so discovered 
the conditions favourable and unfavourable to their multiplication. 
Mr. P. B. Richards is attacking the problem of sugar cane pests in 
the United Provinces in a similar way: he lays special stress on the 
education of the cultivator to ensure that only SUItable soil is chosen 
for the growth of the cane and that proper rotations and good 
agricultural methods are adopted. While entomologists cannot 
prevent insect attacks they can estimate the relative intensities of 
attack under different conditions and so guide the agriculturist in the 
choice of practical measures for control. 

The destruction of the pest or fungus by chemical means is 
suitable only for fruit or vegetables, but in SOme instances it is the 
only practicable method, and spra:ying is being taken up by certain 
groups of cultivators. The making up of the spray mixture always 
presents some difficulty, particularly when poisonous substances are 
used, and the search for vegetable insecticides now being made by 
the Agricultural Department in Mysore and by the Forestry Depart
ment. at Dehra Dun is entirely commendable. I suggest on page 202 
certaln modifications of the programme for the purpose of bringing 
the direct biological test more into prominence, and of ascertaining 
whether the selectea plants lose their value on cultivation. It its 
important to have available in India safe effective vegetable insecti
eides. 

Biological control. 

The insect pests that prey upon crops are themselves preyed 
upon by smaller insects and it has long been realised that thes~ 
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parasites might be utilised. for. keepin.g them in check. The 
possibility is extremely attractive: m prlDClple one has only· to 
find the paras~te, breed it in sutlicient numbers and let it loose in the 
field, when it proceeds to prey upon the pest, reducing it to impotence. 
A vast amount of experimental work has been done on the subject 
by some of the ablest entomologis.ts in the world, and some striking 
successes have been obtained, notably in the Hawaiian islands, by 
introducing the parasites of a pest, but elsewhere there have been 
numerous failures. 

In St. Kitts the sugar cane borer appears to have been consider
ably reduced by.the parasite Lixophaga diatraeae, and pests .of .other 
cr.oPS have been successfully controlled in New Zealand, Calif.ornia 
and Cuba. In Canada the larch saw fly and an.other saw fly 
(Diprion frutetor1tm), the .oriental Peach Moth, and, .on .the Pacific 

IsI.ope, the Hawthorn Scale (Lecani1Lm coryli), aU accidentally 
introduced from other countries, have been successfully controlled by 
parasites. 

On the other hand in the United States the Gypsey Moth and 
the European corn borer, both introduced pests, remain major pests 
even a~ter years of work and the expenditure of millions of dollars 
on introducing parasites. And in M,auritius the parasites Tiphia 
paralella introduced from Barbadoes, while reducing the inten.<>ity of 
attack of the root pest .of sugar cane (Phytalus Smithi), still left it 
a serious problem. 

Generally speaking the successes have been .obtained in islands 
.or, if .on C.ontinents, with introduced pests. I have failed to find 
any good instance .of a na.'tive pest being sati.'ifactorily c.ontrolled 
by an introduced parasite in a Continental region. The pr.oblem .of 
the sugar cane b.orer in India falls within this last category : it is an 
indigenous pest of an indigenous crop and India is a Continental 
region. (1) 

Of course this does n.ot mean that no success ever will be attained. 
but simply that success cann.ot be confidently counted UP.on, and 
the w.ork if begun must be continued over a peri.od of years without 
expecting speedy results ; meanwhile efforts in other directi.ons should 
continue. 

N.o good direct method of control f.or borers. however, is known 
and in view .of the heavy loss they cause it is very desirable that an 
expert sh.ould visit India and report on the q'.lestion whether biological 
c.oI1/tr.oI should be attempted ; if so, .on what lines, and whether any 
.other methods would .offer any better chance or success. 

(1) A full a.ecount of the present position of the RUbject ia given in a 
reeent book ,. The Biological Control of Inseeta' " Harvey L. Sweetman, 
Oornstock, Pub. Co., Ith~a, N. Y., 1936. 

Aecounts of outstanding RUceesSI'S are given by T. H. O. Tavlor, "The 
BiologieBi Control of an Insect in Fiji", Imp. Inst. Entom., 1931. Also: 
S. D. Tothill, T. H. O. Taylor and R. W. Paine, " The Coconut Moll in Fiji ", 
Imp. 1M' Entom., 1930. 
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Control of insect and fungus pests is not simply a matter of 
eeientific investigation: it involves difficult educational· and 
administrative problems. Some degree of compulsion is necessary ; 
and since 'there must be speedy and uniform action it is essential 
to have some central control in ,addition to that exercised by the 
Provincial Departments. Pests spread regardless of political 
boundaries and rapid action against them may have to be taken. 
Locusts bred in Baluchistan fly into Sind and Rajputana and breed 
again; they may fly into the Punjab, United Provinces and Bengal 
and breed, and 1he hoppers may do great damage. Control in these 
provinces, however, is cumbersome and expensive; it should if 
possible be effected at an earlier stage. The rU$ of wheat comes 
from the hills of Nepal and the NiIgiris ; its minute spores blow 
down into the plains where they greatly damage the wheat. But 
control is possible only in the hills. The San .101>e scale, a deadly 
foreign pest of fruit trees, got into Kashmir where energetic steps 
should at once have been taken against it : it is now spreading through 
Northern India. These pests often do more harm in the Province 
to which they pass than in that from which they have come and it 
is of course far more economical to control them before they arrive 
than to wait till they are in. 

Two methods seem suitable for obtaining the technical informa
tion needed by the Central Control body :-

(1) The Council could con'tinue to make grants as at present 
for studying plant pests and diseases in the Provinces ; 
it could organise teams of speciali$;s for particular 
crops, e.g., cotton, sugar cane, etc., and it could arrange 
for the Imperi!Jl Research Institute to co-ordinate the 
results and to collect information showing whether the 
diseas€'S and pests are increasing or decreasing. When 
the nece.'lSity for general action seemed indicated the 
Council could call together their experts and those of 
the Provinces concerned to draw up /IJ staitement show
ing what steps should be taken to limit the damage 
done. 

(2) Alternativelv the Council could hand over the studY of 
pests and' diseases to the Imperial Research Institute, 
leaving that body to keep touch with the Provinces and 
to draw up from time to time statements sh<YWing what 
action should be taken in regard to particular pests or 
diesases. 

In view of the circumst.ances that pests and diseases have t.o be 
f;tudied in the arl"Rg where they occur it seems better to adopt the 
first of these alternatives and to keep the technical problems in the 
hands of the Council but using the Research Institute as the agency 
for collecting and collating the information accumulated. 

In any case executive "action in regard to pest and disease control 
should be entirely on't of the hands of the. Council. The Central 
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Government IiIhould include it with infectious animal and human 
diseases, as requiring on occasion more general measures on uniform 
lines than is possible for the Provincial Governments to adopt. 

The advice of the Council can, however, quite properly be sought 
by the Government as to the measures to be taken. 

Weed control. 

Various weeds are spreading and need serious attention: experi
mental work is required in the first instance to discover suitable 
control measures; and then adminiStrative action to see that the 
prescribed methods are properly carried out. Among the worst 
weeds I saw were the water hyacinth, lantana, Kans grass, and, in 
Mysore, Touch-me-not (Mimosa pudica). 

(3) THE BETTER CONTROL 01' WATER SUPPLY FOB THlD CROPS. 

The water supply to the crops is' of supreme importance in 
Indian agricw.ture and I recommend that the work in this direction 
should be strengthened. 

Two types of problems are involved : dry farming and irriga
tion. 

The dry farming problems are studied at a group of stations in 
Central India respectively under the Bombay, Hyderabad and Madras 
Governments. The fact that they are all engaged on one co--ordinated 
scheme in spite of the diversity of their forms of administration is a 
striking tribute to the unifying influence of the Council '. activities. 

The work would gain considerably if a good soil physicist could 
be brought into it and also an engineer, in view of the close associa
tion of dry :£arming with soil erosion. The possibility should be 
considered of linking the work of these Stations not only with the 
Poona Agricultural College as at present but also with the Bombay 
Irrigation Resellal'ch Station, which would mean of course a wideninr 
of the scope of the latter. The needs are twofold I better ways of 
satisfying the requirements of the present approved dry farming 
methods ; and a fresh set of ideaR on the subject. The workel'li at 
present are rather • isolated, and if they could form part of a larger 
group their chances of finding new methods and ideas would be 
increased. 

An All-India Irrigation Research Station. 

The development of irrigation is one of the most remarkable 
features of modern India. Three sources of water are used :-

(1) ~nals from the great rivers-either snow fed rivers, or 
rain fed, and therefore requiring storage arran~e
menm; 

(2) wells from the underground supplies in the plains ; 

(3) tanks filled by rain or streams trained down int{) them. 
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. The area now irrigated is ve~ large. Out of 227 million acres 
sown in British India in 1934-35, 50·5 million were irrigated; 
practically half (26 million acres) from canals, and one quarter 
(12'5 million .a~res) from wells; further schemes are being dis
cussed. A strIkIng development is the combination of irrigation 
works with the generation of electricity which promises to effect 
marked changes in the life of the larger villages and smaller 
town.(l) 

The supplying of water to the cultivator is the business of the 
irrigation engin,eer, and is usually well done in India. Two of the 
large provinces where itTigation is important, the Punjab and 
Bombay (2) have Research organisations and other provinces have 
Research Officers who, however, are not infrequently charged with 
other duties also. 

But the supplying of the water is only a part of the problem. 
A much more difficult matter is to use it advantageously so as to 
ensure permanent benefit. to the district, and repayment of the heavy 
capital costs. When a great :lam or barrage has been opened with 
much ceremony and flourish of trumpets it must always be 
remembered that the problems still remaining are greater than those 
already overcome because they are more continuous, more suttle, and 
much less under the control of the experimenter. 

Three great groups of agricultural problems arise. 

(1) Selection or if necessary production of new varieties of 
crops suited to the ne}v conditions. New selections and hybrids are 
produced in many parts of India and interchange should be freely 
arranged between the various staffs concerned. The final selection 
must neceRsarily be made in the l'e~ion where the crop is to be grown. 

(2) The designing of new cropping schemes. Usually the water 
supply is not entirely continuous but more is available at some seasons 
than at others. The cropping has to be so arranged that the best 
use can be made of the water and of the man and bullock labour 
available. Much more attention should be paid to this troublesome 
problem of arranging a sequence of crops at once profi:table to the 
grower and permitting the best use to be made of the water. The 
potential improvement is shown by the fact that even now some 
(1ultivators succeed in making the water go much further than 
others : !o>ome of the Punjab sequences are admirable : while some of 
the larger cultivators have worked out methods that deserve det.ailed 

'study and trial elsewhere. 

In canal irrigation the water must be taken when it is given 
and the cropping scheme adjusted to the supply available. In 

, (l) The Meerut tube well seheme under the Bupervision of Sir William 
Stampe is a notable example of a well planned effort to combine water supply 
~th electricity and with such amenities as bathing and washing facilities. 

. (2) Irrigation i~ chiefly by canale in the Punjab and from tanks in Bombay. 
',The Bombay schemes are lsrgely con~emed with prevention of famine. 

IJ.5ICAR 
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planning a new canal irrigation project, therefore, the proposed 
cropping scheme should be as fully and 88 carefully considered as 
tIle engineering details. 

Where the water is supplied from tube wella greater control ot 
the supply on the individual farms is possible, and therefore greaLer 
flexibility in the cropping scheme. Another set of problems then 
arises: the best times to supply the water to each crop and the 
optinlUm quantities to give. 

These problems are fairly straightforward and present no special 
peculiarity. 

The soil problems, however, are much more difficult, especially 
in regions of canal irri~ation. Waterlogging and neutral salts can 
be dealt with, though the treatment may be very costly, but behind 
-every large irrigation schemt> there lurks the spectre of the alkali 
problem, for whcih in its final stages no economic solution has yet 
-been found. Well designed experiments would no doubt suggest. 
-methods of dealing with the incipient stages when action is possible, 
.and these should certainly be undertaken 88 early as possible. 
Constant watch should also be maintained to ascertain whether the 
-salted and waterlogged areas are increasing or decreasing. Photo
graphic aerial surveys would probably be the speediest and most 
effective means of doing this. 

It may be laid down as an absolute rule that no irrigation scheme 
should ever be carried out until a proper soil survey of the region 
has been made. Areas containing salt or liable to serious water
logging should only be brought into the scheme after consideration. 
This may necessitate a survey of th!,! floor of the region, as described 
on page 130. A good preliminary survey reduces the risk of trouble 
to a minimum : but it is always there and on some of the existing 
rrehemes it is considerable. 

All the various problems concerned are being studied at lome 
or other of the research Institutions, but the work is scattered, it is 
uneven in quality and in scale, and it lacks unified direction. I 
strongly recommend the establishment of a Central Irrigation 
Research StatIon to under"ake investigations On all agricultural 
problp.ms a::sociated wlth irri~tion, and to supervise or be closely 
linked up with other irr:gJltion investigations supported by the 
Council. The Station must be !;ituated !n the heart of a lar~e 
.irrigated area : the Punjab or Sind are obvious possibilities, pro
bably the Punjab would te better as it eould there be closeT,. 
associated with the exist':ng Institution at Lahore and with . the 
college at Lyallpur. 

But IC'lIlnot too strongly empbasise the difficulty of the work 
and the nece::.sity for choos:ng the staff solely on the ground of their 
ability to do. it. Suitab'e men are extremely Bcarce, and an1 
restriction on the choice is likely to prove fatal to the scheme. 

. T4e L8.hore InStitute would remain as at present the centre for 
engineering research. It is 80 well staffed that it eould _probah~1 
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.widen its scope and undertake research on th~ 8urfatling of earth 
roads in rural distr:cts, a subject which is not so remote from itt! 
present work as might at first sight appcar. I suggest that the 
Council consider the advisability of discussing this possibility with 
the Irrigation Department. 

(4) PREVENTION OF SOIL EROSION. 

In natural conditions the wil is usually covered with a growth 
of vegetation which protects it against the disintegrating effects or 
'wind and rain and so enables it to remain permannently in position. 
In general the higher the rainfall the denser the cover, and in wet 
regions where forest or gra,ssland develops well the protection ill 
very effective. 

As soon, however, as the protecting cover is rem,oved the soil is 
liable to be carried away by wind or by water-usually in India by 
water-and damage is caused in three distinct ways ;-

(1) the removal of the soil makes the affected area useless and 
it may lead to the scoping out of great ravines ; 

(2) the soil that is washed away may injure the land on which 
it is deposited, or it may silt up canals and rivers, and 
so lead to the washing away of river banks or even to 
floods ; 

(3) while the vegetation cover is intact the rain water soacks 
in, accumulating as underground stores or breaking out 
in springs and steadily flJwing streams. With the· 
removal of the vegetation cover it is no longer able to 
do this and instead runs off as HOJd water. The stores 
of underground water are therefore no longer 
replenished; wells, springs and little streams may all 
run dry. Floods take their place. 

The removal of the vegetation cover usually results from an 
increase in numbers of human beings or of animals. Erosion is 
particularly liable to happ~n on slopi:lg ground either in moderately 
,vet or in dry regions. The usual causes of removal are ;-

(1) Deforestation. 

(~) Heay)" grazin~. 

(3) S~a~0ll'11 c:mcentrat:on of migrant flocks on the alpine 
migration routes. 

(4) Ploughing or clean cultivation of s~oping lani. 
(5) Fire, 81! in jhnming. 

The forest officers are so thoroughly familiar with the dangers 
of deforestation that they 8?'e not likely to allow improper cutting 
of timber where they hln'l~ authority to don it. Uncontroll~rl J!razing. 
howevrr. is a much more s"rious matter because the mi'lch:ef is not 
at first obviollS ; it may r.ecome Il ~raye dan'!er and widel· n'>wel'9 
of control should be gh·en to the office~ in the interests of the villagen-
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themselves. (1) Goats are in general regardtld as the most dc:;tructive 
of all animals, ruining vegetation and soil alike, but buffaloes and 
cattle may be as bad or worse, e"peeially in damaging trees. Rota
tional grazing can be so managed as to provide at least a.'t much fodder 
as unrestricted grazing, without deterioration of herbage or erosion 
of soil. 

Cultivating up and down the slope of a hill, or setting the lines 
of crops, e.g., potato~s in this direction, rl'nders the soil liable to very 
serious erosion. So also does the clean cultivation of tea or coffee 
plantations on sloping ground. Green cover crops are, from this 
point of view, much better; they ~ be dug in for manure and so 
help the bushes to grow till they themselves cover the ground. 

Jhuming as practised in Assam is liable to lead to erosion, and 
experiments could usefulJy be undertaken to reduce the risk. 

Erosion is not confined to regions of high rainfall : it occurs 
also in dry regions. 'l'he rainfall when it comes is apt to be torrenti ... l 
lind the protecting cover is only light so that onee erosion begins it. 
may. become serious. 

Both in wet and in dry regions the remedy for erosion is based 
·on the same principle ; the reducti.on of the velocity and the amount 
of water running off the surface. The crucial area is at the top of 
the slope ; if water can collect here and start running down it is 
very difficult to check. Several methods can be adopted ;-

(1) A.1Iorestat.ion of the top slopes: one of the surest methodtJ 
where this is practicable. 

(2) Putting the upper slopes into grass, or, if cropping is 
necessary, alternate 'gral~s and arable strips. This 
device has also served to prevent sheet and wind erosion. 
The gras.'1 affords effective protection provided exces
sive grazing is prohibited. 

(3) Ploughing along the contour lines instead of aerO'll them. 

(4) Bunding or terracing. 
Bunding is in practice the moM! usual way of overcoming the 

difficulty and it has the advantage not merely of protecting the land 
against erosion but also of increasing the water supply to the crop. 

Much bun ding is already done in the erosion areas but a good 
deal more is necessary. In the United Provinces the constrUlltion of 
bunds is a regular famine relief measure; it is indeed almost. ideal for 
this purpose, being a capital improvement of great and permanent 
value. 

In dry regions the tendency is for the peasants to put the bund 
. up only .at the bottom of the slope, but this is insufficient : small 
bunds should be set up at suitable and not too great distances ; in 

(1) Sir C. G. Trevor reports that in the Etawah region 10 good a gl'1I.II eo.,. 
developed after closing to grazing that erosion entirel,. eeaaed. )dan,. other 
inataures are on record. 
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the North-Central division of the Bombay Presidency this has been 
done by means of a tractor. For bunding, and more particularly 
for the construction of large embankments, the Bombay Agricultural 
llepartment ha~ giveu advice and the llevenue Department has 
8(h'an(,ed money at mo(lerate rate, of interest in the Southern district 
l'inc(' 1921. (1) • 

Cases are, howeY!:'J', recorded wllere bunding has done harm by 
caulSiulr the water to stand too long on the soil. Here some addi
tonal measurt' such as contour ploughing, I.-eems needed. 

So far as funds have allowed, the Forestry Department has for 
many yeam been setting up embankments in the ravines within their 
control in the foothills of the Punjab so as to collect the silt and 

. make approximately level surfaces on which trees can be planted. 
r~arge areas have been closed to grazing and left undisturbed in 
grass and some of them give revenue of as much as 16 annas per acre 
for gra.~s cuttilJg compared with Ii annas per acre for 
!rrazing. These reclaimed areas absorb much of the rain water 
falling on them and so reduce considerably the violence of the floods. 
This of course greatly benefits the plains, for the canals are no longer 
1;0 badly ~,ilted up and the rivers no longer erode the fields on their 
banks. 

Only about one-tt'llth of the foothill region of the Punjab, how
.ever, is under control of the Forestry Department. On this a 
'vegetation cover is maintained, but the rest is partly under some 
ferm of cultivation and partly used as hill grazing. No Govern
ment Department exercises much control, and mismanagement is 
eommon. 

In dealing with soil erosion the need is for more action rather 
than more research, In spite of numerous and protracted investi
gations by competent workers in the United States and elsewhere it 
has not been found possible to discover anything more than very 

,general relationships between erodability of soil and chemical or 
physical composition. The environmental factors are extremely im

.portant as also are the ways in which the soil constituents are built 
up into crumbs and the distribution of root residues in the soil. I 
/'lee no point in spending time and money On approaching the sub
ject from the laboratory end ; the problem is in the field _and there 
it should be worked out. 

The measurements of the amount of soil lost by erosion in India 
are only few and very variable : they range from 1 ton to 115 tons 
per acre, depending on the amount of cover and other conditions. 

Protection against erosion should be a State responsibility and 
not left entirely to the indhidllal. The cultivators in the critical 
positions may he uuable 01' unwilling to spend money on the neces
i'ary protective works. In all Proyince.q where erosion is likely to 
occur an Erosion Conference should be held annually at which 

; . (1) An account of the Bombny work on the subject is given in 11 Report 
to the Crop and Roil Wing of the Board of Agriculture in 1935, p. 259. 
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forestry, animal husbandry, and soil experts should meet the agricul
tural staffs and, after receiving from them reports on the distr:cta 
where erosion is liable to occur, should discuss with them modes 01 
checking or remedying it, dealng with each erosion area as a whole. 
The Minister should then have the power to carry out the recom· 
mendations, le'\"Ying a rate on all land thus protected. The Tennessce 
Valley Authority in the United Statefl iii an example of the WRy iu 
which a statutory body of this kind fUllctions. It is achieving result' 
'hitherto regard cd as impossible. 

(5) BETTER USE OJ' MANURES AND FERTILIZERS. 

Every writer on Indian agri('ulture has commented on the waste
ful practice of muking manure into cak('s Bud burning it, but it goes 
on unabated for the simple reason that no other equally useful fuel 
ill available: the manure cakes need no cutting up, like wood; and 
tbey burn slowly. The only way of stopping the practice is to pr~ 
vide an alternative supply of fuel. 

The rapid anrl almost comr,lete change from the old village
JJlade lamp to the machine-produced hurricane or bracket oil lamp 
l'aises the question whether oil stoves are ever likely to come into 
such general use for c~oking in the villages as they have in the 
towns. We may best leave this to the future : in the meantime the 
'most hopeful method is to plant quick growing trees ncar the village, 
,preferably on the side from which shelter would be an advantage u.s 
protection against discomfort or 1I0il erosion. 

Castor and neem cakes are also much used as manure especially 
for sugar cane and this is justified I'Iince the) are unsuitable for feed
.ing to livestock. 

Composting of waste materials is ~ow a recognised part of the 
activity both of the experiment stations and of the village impl'ove
ment associations, and we ma,y expect some addition to the manurial 
tesources of the country aa a re!>'lut. I could find little direct 
'evidence a.~ to the fertilizer value of compost as compared with oil 
,eakes or artificial fertilizers, but from the low content of Indian soila 
in nitrogen and organic carbon, averaging about 0·05 and 0·6 per 
Ilent. respectivelY-fibout on&-third . the values in arable soils in 
"England-it is inferred that organic manures are greatly needed. In 
any <lase, however, composting is to be encouraged in the village" OD 

.&anitary grounds even apart from any fert}lizer value. 

, Green manuring is included in the schemes at several of the 
,I!tations and should be tried wherever paddy is grown. 

Until about ten years ago there was little systematic experi
mental work on artificial fertilizers, the relatively small amount!t ll.'Jed 
:~eing taken almost entirely by tea growers. From 1926 onwards, 
)lowever, the large fertilizer organisations dealing with India have 
~ttempted with some promise of success to develop the use of fertiJl
;.el'll fllr general agriculture : the South, I am informed, ill more 
" tprtilizer, 'minded .. than .the North. 



HOYT fe«"tility is lost. 
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The results given by fertilizers depend almost entirely on the. 
water Lupply. In regions of precarious rainfall or inadequate irriga
tion, artificial fertilizers usually fail and organic manures are 
erratic in their action. With good moisture supply artificial fcrtil
~ers are more effectve. Nitrogenous fertlizers usually give the largest 
returns. In some of the experiments one maund of sulpha~e of 
ammonia in addition to the normal light manuring gave the follow· 
ing additional maunds of produce :-

65 sugarcane. tea. 

5 sugar. 4·5 paddy. 

15 potatoes. 3 wheat. 

1·2 leaftobacco. 1 . 6 sced cotton. 

Concentrated organic manures, oilcakes, fish manures, hoof meal 
also gave good returns. Phosphlltic fertilizers (superphosphate) 
usually acted well especially in the crystalline trac.ts of Peninsular 
India, but only when in combination with nitrogenous fertilizer. 
Potassic fertilizers are effective for certain special crops such as 
tobacco. 

Little is known as to the most suitable time of application of the 
fertilizer : at the time (if planting appears to be best except for 
sugar cane for which two instalments are given. Little information 
is available a~out the proportions of nitrogen, phosphOrus and 
potassium required for different soils and crops or the proportions 
in which organic manure should be used. 

Speaking generally the fertilizer and manurial trials at the 
experiment stations need to be more systematic so as to show th, 
relative value of different forms of nitrogen and of different dressings 
per acre. They should not, h')wevcr, be confined to the station but 
some simplified form should be tried as widely as practicable on 
cultivators fields and the chemist should receive samples of the soils 
80 that he may see if any relation exists between the field results and 
the data given by the recognised methods of soil analysis. It would 
be of considerable advantage if this work could be done in association 
with the large fertilizer organisations who have already collected con
siderable information on the subject and who have a wide experience 
of the types of experiment possible. 

Some provinces, e.g., M~dras have already effected a certain 
degree of co-operation. 

(6) BETTER IMPLEMENTS AND CULTIVATION. 

Considerable efforts have been made in recent years to improve 
the implements, but there is scope for much more work on this sub
ject especially on the developmental side. The new implements are 
not always more effective than the old when these are worked in the 
best way possible, but they are lighter, require less labour of man 
and of bullocks. and they do their work more rapidly. It is diffi
cult to over-estimate the value of these advantages. Economy of 

. bullock power means that the large cultivator need not posseS3 so 
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many bullocks and 80 can better feed his milch cattle ; and speed of 
work means that operations can be done just when necessary, and 
when therefore they are most beneficial. This more rapid culti
vation would be of advantage in keeping down weeds and in im
proving the moisture supply in dry regions. 

Numerous experiments have been made in the technique of 
demonstrating the value of the new implements: references to lome 
of these are made in Part II. 

So far the new ploughs set'm to have been taken up more rapidly 
thoo anything else. I saw various improved water lifts demonstrated 
but not in ordinary use. The greatest tasle of all, however, is the 
improvement of the bullock cart, at present a cause of strain on the 
road, the bullock and the other travellers. Ban bearings and 
.ubsidised rubber tyres are being tried, but the problem may be much 
diminished by t~e development of motor transport. 

Co-operative societies where they function are probably the be&t 
tDeans of 'spreading improved implements. 

(7) BETTER SYSTEMS OF CROPPING. 

These are discussed in Part II. 
I was much impressed by some of the good sequences of crope 

in the Punjab and the United Provinces: experience generally is in 
favour of rotations rather than single cropping. Rice is of course 
the great difficulty : altel'native crops and sequences are easier to 
arrange on light than on heavy soils, especially those lillhle to be 
flooded. 



The unimproved cart and cattle. 
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OHAPTER 4. 

Special difficulties confronting Indian agriculture. 

(1) THl!: ABSENCL OF AN EDUCATED CLASS FROM THE VILLAGE. 

As compared with other countries India suffers specially great 
. difficulties in the speeding up of agricultural improvements: 
illiteracy: debt: the inertia that comes of malnutrition and 
ill health : the excessive numbers of livestock: the effects of social 
customs (using the term in its widest sen&l) and of social structure 
and the fact that there are something of. the order of 700,000 villages: 
and it cannot be expected that these difficulties will easily be 
overCOme. 

PerhaplS the most serious of all the difficulties confronting Indian 
agriculture is the lack of an agricultnral aristocracy and of an edu
cated agricultural middle class. Many of the great advance,s 
ill Wrstern agriculture are due to men of this type: highly com
petent agriculturists, rooted in the soil, with a thorough knowledge 
of crops and livestock and a shrewd idea of how to get the most out 
of their land. It is quit!' certain that without them the West would 
have been in a far poorer position than it now holds. In Great 
Britain an improvement'"effected in the experiment stations can be at 
once put out into practice : some large farmer is prepared to try it 
at hilS own expense as SOOl1 as he is satisfied ail to its value, and he 
almost invariably finds some simpler or better way of using it. 
But these good· farmers also themselves devise improvements, which 
are somctimes better than those of the experiment stations. Indeed 
the experiment stations think themselves fortunate if they can 
obtain yields 8.'l good as those of the best farmers, and their best 
hopes of success are to overcome sOme special difficulty or to develop 
alternative methods of achieving some desired end. The staffs of 
the experiment :,tations are compelled to keep in touch with practical 
men or they would find tht'mselves outclassed in the struggle for 
agricultural improvement. 

The existc'nce of theSt> educated class gives a social attracth·e
ness to life in the country. 

Unfortunately India has nothing corresponding with this 
educated class, The landowners are !In'gely town dwellers and 
many of those who reside in the village are not themselves farming 
on any important scale. There are of course exceptions: I met 
~ome enterprising large farmers (1) and energetic Zemindars who were 
practising agriculture well and serving as models for the surround
ing cultivators. :Men of this kind deserve commendation and recog
nition and efforts should be made to increase their number, 

Equally important is the need for increasing the number of 
educated farmers. It is unfortunate that the colleges ha,;e been 
able to do so little in this direction. Perhaps the greatest difference 

(1) Esppeially in the irrigated regions of Sind and the Punjab and also 
~n· Korth Bihar: a number of these Me European. The tea and coffee phmters 
,lIJ'e nf eourse> in '" diff('~nt e.ategory. 



between the agricultural collcges in India and those of the West is 
that most of the western students go bad( to the land to do practical 
farming while the Indian agricultural graduates seek some non
practical post, where their influence (n practical farming is very 
small. An old Hindu proverb statl's that agriculture ia the best hfe 
and service the worst : the modern tendency ill to reverse this and to 
rank Government service as the best life and agriculture as t.he 
worst. This explains the relatively small effects produced by the 
Indian colleges on the cultivator's practice. Until good btudent8 
from the agricultural eollegt's settle on the land as farme~ the 
Colleges cannot bl' expeett'd to exert nlllch influence on village life. 
At each centre I visited I enquired how many Colll'ge students 
were farming: occasionally figures were given to me and I enquired 
for names and addresses, so that I might write for information, but 
my 1etters were mostly either returned or unanswered, and in aU 
my journeys I met only two or three· college trained farmers. Per 
contra, the few young Zemindars whom I found taking pains with 
their farming had in general not been to an Agricultural College. 

Yet the College trained farmer should be a great asset in a 
district : indeed one of them told me that as a non-official he had 
special advantages in introducing better varieties of seeds, green 
manure crops, proper rotation, manuring, '!nore economical utiliza.. 
tiob of water, fruit culture, beekeeping, and co-operative marketing. 
He had succeeded with his farming and desired to extend the area 
of his land, but met with diftlculty that only common grazing' 
land was available and the villagers objected to giving this up. It is 
possible that my experience was exceptional. The subject is, how
ever, so important that an enquiry should be made as to why so few 
agricultural students settle on the land, and to suggellt waya of 
increasing the numbers . 

. Lack of facilities is undoubtedly one reason and indeed I was 
informed that in Oudh SOme of the large landowners who are pre
pared to employ graduates as farm managers have no difficulty in 

. obtaining them. But this outlet is insufficient to solve the problem. 
Several experiments in land settlement are being tried. An 

.. Auxiliary Farm" lias been set up at Dadu in Sind for agricul
tural students who wish to take up practical farming : two men are 
given a holding of 32 acres for two years : they must themselves do 
the cultivation under the tuition of the staff. At th~ end of that 
t-ime, however, they must find other land. 

In Bombay a scheme is in operation under the For~try Depart
ment whereby a cultivator is allotted land for a definite period of 
years on condition that he plants it with trees, and, at the t'nd of 
his period, quits the holding. This scheme is applied to the poor 
landless classes but it seems possib1e that f',()mething on Rimilar linP.!l 
but of longer period might be set up for agricultural Rtudent'!. 

While the settling of individual trained men in. vmages would 
be' of advantage to the villagers it might be very dull for the men 

. ·tbemstlves owing to the lack of social life: An experiment ma(l~ ,in 
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the Punjab deserves special mention because it avoids this difficulty: 
it consists in !>ettling literale young men in newly created villages. 
It began in 1927 when the late Sir Fazl-i-I-Iusain returned from a 
vidt to Switzerland and France much impressed by the high standard 
of living 'on the small farms there ; and feeling that village life in 
the Punjab offered no attraction to an educated young man, he pro
posed to establish two model villages in the canal colony for educated 
young men prepared to live there, to cultivate the land themselres 
and to set better standards of farming and of living. This was done. 
Bach village had 22 settlers selected by the colleges-20 from the 
Lahore Art Colleges, 2 from Lyallpur Agricultural College, and each 
settler was to have two squares of land (55! acres). Rights of 
occupan!!y were granted after 5 years provided all conditions were 
fulfilled, but no proprietory rights. One square (27·8 acres) was 
reserved for thp. village site, and 3 squares to provide a common in
come for the village. 

In 1935 the Government extended the scheme to another 60 
l.ettiers, 18 ordinary and 42 agricultural graduates. 28 retrenched 
agricultural assistant.s have also been settled. 

As an inducement to better farming 2 half rectangles (12} 
acres) are granted to the two cultivators who in the opinion of the 
Agricultural Department ueserve it best; each one holds his rectangle 
for 3 years. 

I had the privilege of discussing these schemes with His Excel
lency Sir H. W. Emerson, Governor of the Punjab, who informed 
me that they are working well, and it seems desirable to extend 
them. 

None of these scheme is more than a small scale preliminary 
trial : yet if one of them succeeded in its object there would be 
possibilities of considerable development. Probably the best chance 
of success would be in the direction of specialised farming such as 
·dairying, fruit growing, etc. 

(2) THE BURDEN OF DEBT: THE BANIA.. 

In many of the villages that I visited where rural uplift wa~ 
being done I was shown balance sheets purporting to represent the 
income and expenditure of various selected families. Almost in
variably there was a deficit which I was informed was made up by 
borrowing from the bania and this process has been going on for 
many years. The Central Banking Enquiry Committee' of 1930 
estimated thE' total rural indebtedness of I.ndia at roughly 900 crores 
(roughly £675,000,000) and the Reserve Bank considers that the 

,figure has increased since then. Whether the debt can ever be repaid 
is a question that lies outside my province : I am concerned only 
with the effects on agricultural output. 

It is freely stated that the cultivator feels S'o depressed by his 
, burden of debt and he is unwilling to bestir himself to adopt new 
~"qlethocls . ashe wil~ gain no advantage thert;from. ThE're may be 
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.ometlung in this : on the other hand the hania would in his own 
lllterest he expected to see that the land is made to yield its utmost 
so as to he sure of preserving his capital and the continuity of in
terest payment. The bania could be, and in Bome districts is, a 
potent factor in the introduction of eced of new varieties. In the 
Reserve Bank Report for 1936 he is de,,;cribed as playing an im
portant and indispensible part in the economy of the countlJ'flidtl, 
and the only agency for supplying the credit necessary for farm 
production, co-operative societies having failed to do this. If h. 
could be enlisted in the CalL'le of agricultural improvement he might 
be able to expedite matters. 

(3) THE SI,OW PROGRE8S OF THE CO-OPERATIVE MOVEMENT. 

In view of the enormous success of co-operation in improving 
viUage life in the west, hopes were naturally entertained that 
similar results would follow in India and accordingly great efforts 
have been made to introduce it. Unfortunately it has not in 
general succeeded. It wmally took the form of credit societies, 
financed from a central bank, and while these societies had no diffi
culty in lending the money, they were generally unable to get it 
back again. Money that should have been restricted to short term 
credit for productive' purpot;es was used for long term and non
productive purposes and so became immobilised. A large part of 
it will probably have to be written off' AS irrecoverable. Some non
credit societies were formed, but theSt> attracted less interest and 

. usually had but little success. -
Yet it i'l no fanlt of the sJ'stem : the couditions were not quite 

suitable. The outstanding instance of success in co-operation is 
. Denmark, a land of small farmers : and it has given them a standard 
: of living that i8 the envy of the civilised world. Four essential con
,ditions of succeffi are all present in Derunark :-

(1) The village population is homogeneous: there is nothing 
• corresponding with the caste distinctions ; 

(2) The cultivators are all literate; 
(3) From the outset People's High Schools were set up where 

the cultivators were taught better living, both in the 
home and the village. and where ideas of corporat .• 
responsibility in village and national life were incul· 
cated. 

(4) The Co-Operative Societies are mostly trading societie~, 
taking over the produce from the cultivator, working 
it up into marketable fonn and selling it for him. Also 
they supply him with all materials for use in the home 
and on the farm. They are mainly financed by the 
local savings institutes and banks. and the members 
are jointly and severally liable for the loan. In their 
capacity of depositors at the local savings bank the 
members of. the Co-operative Societies themselves 
. provide a subRtantial part of the funds: it is their own 
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money that is lent to members, and in consequence each 
borrower feels himself under the necessity of repay
ment. 

Unfortunately none of these conditions is satisfied in India and 
110 long as this is so the Co-operative movement is under great 
difficulties. 80mething has, however, been achieved and the case 
is by no means hopeless. A certain measure of success has been 
obtained in the Punjab as a result of strict official supervision, and 
in the Bombay Presidency where a number of public spirited busi
nessmen took an interest in the Societies and saw that they were 
kept on sound lines. The Bombay Provincial Co-operative Bank is 
under the guidance of Sir Chunilal V. Mehta ant Mr. V. L. Mehta, 
and some of the non-credit societies have succeeded, notably the 
Cotton Sales Societies. I was informed also that the Visva-Bharati 
Societies are. working satisfactorily ; here the leadership is from 
Sriniketan. So far as one can see there is still some chance for the 
co-operative movement provided !.trong external management is 
available and the credit activities can be associated with a thrift 
movement, the village savings going in to the society. Probably 
these condtions are only rarely obtainable (1), and excepting where, 
as in Bombay and the Punjab, a firm business directorate takes 
control, it seems unlikely that much can be expected from co-opera
tive enterprises. 

(4) THE FRAGMENTATION AND SCATTERING OF HOLDINGS. 

Another very serious weakness in Indian agriculture is the 
fragmentation and scattering of holdings. The laws of inheritance 
lead to numerous ownerships and thus tend to make the holdings 
small, and custom scatters them over a wide range so that a cultivator 
Dlay lose coniiiderahle time in going from one of his plots to another. 
Consolidation of the scattered holidings into one piece is extremely 
desirable, hut the difficulties are very great. The problem is not 
peculiar in India; other countries have had to solve it but it has 
never been t>asy. In England -consolidation was effected in the 17th 
and 18th centuries but only after serious trouble. In Poland it is 
being brought about now but with much objection from the peasantry. 
But it ha.'i to be done. Somc officers appear to be more successful 
than others in persuading the cultivators to agree to exchange of 
land; men like tl.is should be kept at the work and not transferred 
to other dutips. 

Special mention must be made of the good work being done bJ
the Punjab Co-operative Land Consolidation Societies . 

. Where consolidation of holdin~s cannot be achieved it may be 
pOSSIble to carry out the next best Improvement and consolidate the 
cropping, straightening also the boundaries. This has been done 

(I) A good diseussion of the position of Co-operation in India is eontained 
in the Report of the Reserve Bank of India, Agricultural Credit Department 
1936. ' 
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in the tube well irri"'ation districts of the United Provinces (Meerut 
Div!sion) and cropping has been greatly facilitated in consequence. 

The fragmentation of holdings, however, is a more deep-teated 
mattcr and may he incapable of remedy. Yet unless some solution is 
found the rate of progress must be extremely slow. 

Subinfeudation.-In the permanently ~ettled d~tricts another 
difficulty a·rises. The tenant does not hold hIS land dIrect from the 
landlord who pays revenue to the Government : in between these 
may be a long. chain of intermediate holders, each of whom takes a 
little profit as his sha.re.(l) It is n.ot easy to estimate the ~ff.e~t8 
on agriculture of a serIes of rent receIvers who feel no responslbil1ty 
either to the land or the tenant. 

(5) TIlE LACK OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION FOB THE CHILDREN AND YOUNCI 
PEOPLE,. 

The school garden is widely recognised 88 the best way of 
mpa·rting technical knowledge to young people in the villages. A 
liichool without a garden is very apt to become an agency for taking 
young people out of the villages : with a garden it becomes a means 
of helping them to improve their life there. A few schools have 
gardens and at the Lyallpur College I saw a group of rural teachers 
working in the College ga·rden with a view to introducing new 
mat:!rial into their own courses. But in the main the schools are 
without gardens and it should be part of the rural uplift movement 
to establish one wherever this may be possible. 

(6) THE LACK OF SUBSIDIARY INDUSTRm3. 

The cultivator· frequently cannot maintain himself and his 
family on the proceeds of his farming. He must either borrow or 
take on other work. During long periods of the year he has /tmple 
time for this, his farming labours being very unevenly distributed 
over th3 different months. In some places he may be able to earn 
money by carting. but this is bound to become more precarious as 
motor transport develops. Casual labour on the roads or in towns 
is also possible b'lt a mucl} better way if it proved feasible would he 
the deyelopment of Imb~idiary industries in the village. The 
great difficuItv is the marketin~ of the produce and I ronfess I Bee 
no way of overcoming this : outside of the village itself the demand 
for village-mEde thin!!".'! is ]ar~ely 8p.ntjmcntal. Agencies that make 
an anp~al deeper than that of the salesman, such as the Visva
Bharati or Dral Baooh. are able to keep their groups goin!!". but in 
the orninary way of bU!'iness villal!'e industries cannot easily stand 
up 8!!ainst m8!;S pr01uction. The solution of the problem i, really in 
tl)~ llands of the women of India·. for if they insisted on purchasin .. 

. vilIa/!"e-made articles the 'Whole difficulty would disappear. Th; 
W omp!! 's Ceuncil of Bombay have, I understand, adopted this line 
of actIOn. 

(1) For a remarlrnble eXllmTlle. Bee the Final RepOTt nn the Survey and 
SettleDlPDt On!'r'lt.ion in the R"kergnnj diBtrict. ]900-1908. In this diatrid 
tJlere aTe formally 8 and sometimes lUI many as ::0 intermediate holdel'l. 
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There is however an important exception. The hand-loom 
industry is widespread ;nd vigorous and appears to be extending, 
though not as ra-pidly as the power loom indu'ltry o~ the mills. Both 
-home and export trades seem to be well organIsed. The figures 
are :-

Handloows 
Mi:Jions of yards{') 

of cotton cloth. 
1,390 
1,500 
1,700 
1,440 
1,460 

Mills 
Millions of yarns 

Piece goods. 
2,561 
2,990 
3,170 
2,945 
3,397 

1930·31 
1931-32 
1932-33 
1933-34 
1934-35 .. 
1935-36 •• .• 1,840 (provisional) 3,567 (provisional) 

, Another -village industry, though much more localised is lac : this 
also is said to be well organised. 

Poultry keeping is a promising way of supplementing the 
earnings from the holding. I heard good accounts of the work done 
by Mr. A. E. Slater,.of the Mission Poultry Farm, Etah, U. P., who 
informed me that interest in poultry keeping is growing ; the dema:nd 
for good poultry is increasing, and more Hindus are eating eggs than 
formerly. He thinks there are good prospects of success for poultry 
in the villages of the United Provinces. The success of poultry 

'keeping turns on the marketing: where transport facilities exist or 
could be created there would be the possibility of setting up of col
lecting stations such as the one organised by Dr. Hatch at 
Martandam, Tra-vancore. 

Beekeeping also offers possibilities which, however, are probably 
liomewhat limited. It appears to be more promising in the hills than 
in the plains: e.g., in the submontane region south of the Himalayas 
running from Assam to the northwest frontier: also in the Nilgiris. 
It generally goes WJIl 'with . fruit culture. Several of the Provincial 
Entomologists and others are studying bees. 

(7) THE LACK OF LEADERSHIP IN THE VILLAGES. 

Many of these difficulties would automatically di£appcar if there 
were effective leadership in the village ; on3 sees fewer signs of them 
in those villages-unfortunately few in number-where the chief 
owner is also r~sident and actively interested in the development of 
thp. place. Mr. Darling quotes Sir Daniel Hamilton in the 
Sllnderbans as an example of a landlord who organifcs for his 
tenants: he has formed them-they number several hundred'l-into 
credit and marketing co-operative societb~. the latter being' lIuthor-sed 
to pay to the former whatever the member owes. A dmilar lead 
could be I!iven in other regions where there are hr!!e' landowners 
provided they wo.uld devote the necesfary time and trouble to the 
work The village panchayat would be a means of carryinD' thro'JD'h 
any agreeil proposals. and under an effective leader could rend~r 

. . (1). ~rom. the methcd of ralculation a.nontel1 •. whiph is 'bn~p<l on, yam 
Jlro~u«:~d In mtlls and not exported or wovpn m factorIes, it is probable that tho 
VarlO.tlons from year to year are exaggerated. 
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useful service. But we are always brought back to the same fundal 
mental trouble : the absence of an agricultural aristrocracy or e4~ 
cated agricultural middle class recog~ising resp~nsibility towards. thl 
community, and so long as that contmues the villages must _continu~ 
to suffer. 

The Improvement of the village. 

The absence of the educated middle class agriculturil'lt ~ .. 
intimately bound up with the unattractiveness of the villages, th 
malnutrjtion and unhealthiness, and the inertia engendered thereby 
As things stand few educated men or women will volunta-rily live i 
the village if they can find posts in the town. 

The improvement of the village should therefore be an integral 
part of the programme for the improvement of agriculture. 

Thanks to the personal interest of the Viceroy, the movement 
,for village uplift is spreading widely and is attracting large numbers 
of workers of different kinds. This is one of the most hopeful 
things in modern India and much experience has npw been, g~ed 
as to the different methods of procedure. I recommend that at an 
early date a conference of selected workers be called for the purpose 
of putting their experience on record for the guidance of other •. 
It is extremely easy for village welfare work to degenerate into 
sloppy sentimentality from which the villagers gain nothing what
soever. The only safe foundation on which to 'work iN accurate 
'knowledge of the facts and careful studies of the probable effects of 
proposed remedial measures. The only hope of permanence ill to 
implant in the villagers the wish and the readiness to do the work 
themselves. So long as the improvements are done or paid for by 
someone outside the village community it is more than likely that 
they will cease altogether when the help is withdra-wn. Model 
villages set up by benevolent patrons are rarely permanent unless the 
spirit of improvement has been deeply inculcated into the people, and 
then there is hope for the future. Villagers have considerable leisure 
in which to do something for the community' and once the custom 
starts they can achieve a great deal. Mr. Da-rling recently instanced 
a district in the Punjab where in the last three years the people had 
spent a considerable sum of money in improving the water lIupply 
and the sanitation. The progress already made shows what can be 
done, and it is very desirable that the work should be suitably 
organised; always, however, preserving its essentially voluntary 
basis and retaining as far as possibJe the help of those generous and 
enthusiastic people 'who .have done FlO, much for it already. 

The village school. 

N!>w that interest in village life is spreading and schools ~e 
becommg more numerous it is essential that the educa-tion should from 
the outset be on sound lines. A purely literary method is not 
suitable : it tends to take boys off the la-nd rather than to show them 
how they may lead a fuller life in the village. Reading about nature 
study or about the parts of a plant is of little use unless it be done in 

t 
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the field or the garden where the plant is before t~e .pupil's eyes and 
the thinf.!S can be seen as well as read about. Thl8 18 not the place 
for a di~cussion of methods of rural education, and indeed it must 
be admitted that they have been far less fully worked out ~ha~ 
methods suitable for cities, but, as pointed out on page 70, .It IS 
widely agreed that a garden forms an indispensable part of a vIllage 
school and that the gardens of the di<,trict should supply the 
material for the teaching of the scholars. Although this pr.obl.epi 
lies outside my terms of reference I cannot refrain from pOIJ?-t~ng 
out the desirability of enquiring into practicable methods for glVlllg 
Indian village boys an education that will make them better men and 
better cultivators. (1 ) It would be a tragedy if the efforts now being 
made to educate the children should lead to the depopulation rather 
than the betterment of the village. 

Bridging the gap between the Experiment Station and the 
- Cultivator. 

Reference has been made to the fact that the yields at the ex
periment stations and on the farms of European cultivators(2) are 
not infrequently 50 to 100 per cent. higher than those obtained by 
>:Iurrounding cultivators : and also to the circumstance that the new 
selections and varieties which represent the highest aehievement of 
Indian agricultural science are used only to a very limited extent. 
The ryot eontinues largely unaffected by the enormous efforts made 
on his behalf. 

Once an improvement starts to come into practice it has some 
chance of spreading: the difficulty is to ensure the beginning. 

The present method consists in setting up local demonstration 
farms and in doing plot experiments on the cultivator's land. Suc
cesses in the demonstration farm tend to be discounted by the cir
cumstance that Government Departments can do thi~gs which 
cultivators cannot : and the plot method is limited to trials of new 
varieties, new ploughs, etc. 

Better results would, I think, be obtained if instead of plots of 
an ~ntire holding 'were used for demonstration, supervised by a 
cultivator' and not by a paid Government servant. The best culti
vator could be seleeted and required to run his holding on a plan that 
comprised aU the improvements which the experimental staff con
sidered ripe for introduction : in return for this he could be furnished 

( 1) The Achimota methods might be stU(lied. 
. . (2) Colonel Bruce of Brucepur, LyaIIpur, has favoured DIe with the follow
Ing figures showing his yields as compared with those of his predecessor :_ 

Wheat.. " 
Cotton American 4F 
Other varieties 
Gram 
Toria 

L15ICAR 

MaU1!M per ncre. 
Col. Bruce's yielM. Pre";'otls glelM. 

8--24 II 
7·5 6 

13·5 5 
8--24 11 

not grown 6 
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free of charge or at a considera·ble rebate with the seed, and the loan 
of the implement to be demonstrated. .A demonstration of this sort 
would have a vitality that is at present lacking. 

I attach great importance to requirin~ the staffs of the experi· 
mental farms to make more of their experiments on· cultivator's 
land. A weakness of some of the stations I visited was their some· 
what closely self-centred life: much time and energy is devoted 'to 
the amassing of data the value of which it is difficult to see, and the 
work is confined to the Station. If some of this time and energy 
were devoted to experiments on outside farms the work would gain 
in value ~ the experimenters would 'Widen their experience and the 
cultivators would certainly lea:rn something from them. Some 
payment would of course be necessary to compensate for dilolturbance 
of cultivation but the advantages would be considerable. 

Much of the extension work, however, must be done orally and 
here of course agricultural officers differ greatly in efficiency. The 
really good exteIL.,ion oft1cer, like the good research worker, is born, 
not made,. and when one is found he should be. kept at the work and 
should not need to seek promotion in some other direction. 
Dialogues, songs and other devices are all in use, and I shall long 
remember the crowd of villagers gathered to hear the dialogue 
between the peMant who had failed to use his new plough correctly 
and the instructor who pointed out where he had gone wrong. 

The possibilities of broadcasting deserve full investigation. 
Price~, addresses and dialogues can be widely disseminated in a 
variety of languages. All-India Radio has already stations at 
Delhi, Calcutta, Bombay and Peshawar and proposes durin~ this 
year to set up stations at various other places: Lahore, Lucknow, 
Dacca, Madras and Trichinopoly. Rapid progress is being made in 
the technique of broadcasting and it may become a most efficient 
agent in rural education. An integral part of a broadcMting srheme, 
however, is some means for giving prompt replies to enquiries : 
without this a great part of its value is lost. 
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CHAPTER 5. 

The Machinery for dealing with these problems. 

These problems are dealt with by the Agricultural Departme~ts 
with the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research as the effectIve 
co-ordinating agency. The Council is organised on a wide bas~s. with 
representatives of the contributing bodies and an expert admllllstra
tive staff: it works through expert Committees composed of men 
having special knowledge of the problems concerned. I attended 
meetings both of the Committees and of the Council and 'was much 
impressed by the efficiency of the procedure which compares very 
favourably with anything I have seen elsewhere. During the short 
period of its existence the Council has accomplished a remarkable 
anlount of good work and I do not see how its results could well be 
bettered. 

In view of its success I suggest some widening of the scope of 
the Council. 

The purpose of the research : the need for wider scope of the 
Council. 

In pure science Research is an end in itself, and the workers' 
lesponsibilities end with the publication of his paper in one of the 
hcientific journals. In agricultural research the case is different: 
it is not sufficient to point to the increasing girth of the Journal as 
the measure of success : the results must find some expression in the 
cultivators' or planters' fields or in the subsequent processing. It is 
much more difficult to make use of results than to get them, and in 
India: the stage has been reached where the machinery for gaining 
more knowledge is working better than the machinery for utilising 
it. The Council should henceforward devote much of its attention 
to this problem of applying in practice the results already obtained. 

At present the duty of applying the results devolves mainly on 
the Provinces, but some degree of centralisation is necessary, just 
as in the carrying out of research. The best method of dealing with 
this problem in my view 'would be to set up a Development Com~ 
mission, whose function would be to work out sYstematic la·rge scale 
plans for the improvement of agriculture and the raising of the 
standard of life in the villages, and to provide expert help and advice 
to the administrative Departments in carrying them through. 

The Commission would deal with large groups of problems 
including-

(a) 

(b) 

Soil Conservation, deterioration and loss of soil exhaus
tion and manuring, soil erosion, salt, alkali. ' 

Crop Production, especially the planning of croppin .... 
schemes, the balance between cash, food and fodde; 
crops, the fusion of animal husbandry and agricultUl'e_ 
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the improvement of grazing la·nd, the taking of action 
on the results of marketing and other economio 
enquiries. 

(c) The exploitation of discoveries or processes of commercial 
importance. The Commission would not itself embark 
on industrial enterprises but it would smooth the waI' 
for others to do so by helping to bridge the gap between 
the laboratory and the factory, and by giving infonna
tion and advice to the commercial body undertaking 
the work. Seeing that some kind of monopoly would 
usually have to be granted for a term of years the Com
mission would advise the Government on the technical 
side as to terms that could be accepted. 

(d) The multiplication and distribution of seeds of approved 
varieties of crops of named varieties of trees. 

(e) The improvement of village roads. 

The Development Commission and the Council would be 80 

closely associated that it 'would be most economical both of time and 
of money to combine them in one body and to give to the present 
Council the wider powers needed for the developmental work. This 
would necessitate the appointment of another member of the higher 
staff to talte charge of the Development side, but working in close 
touch with the present staff: and more assistant staff in order to 
liberate the higher staff for the necessary planning and thinking : in 
rarticula·r (1) an Editor, competent 'to take over the management 
of the J oumal, Reports, etc., published from time to time by the 
Council, (2) an Expert trained in Geographical Science, (3) an 
Expert trained in Agricultural Economics, both Experts to prepare 
critical reports for submissioI] to the higher staff. 

With this shifting of emphaSis from gallllllg knowledge to 
applying it there would of course be a change in the Council's expen
diture. It should be accepted as a genera·l principle that the Pro
vincial Departments should bear a substantial part of the experi
mental work done on their fanns and from which they will deriv!! 
benefit ; and the Council's funds thus liberated would be used for 
developmental work. Further funds would. however. be needed. 
and the grant to the Council would require to be augmented : it i!4 
always costly to take the first steps in applying knowledge. In addi
tion the possibility should be considered of setting up a Development 
Fund out of which grants or loans could be made for the carrying 
out of works proved by experiment to be both feasible and advantage
ous. 

The provision of sta.ff. 

However perfect the plan, the success of the work fOfltered by 
the Council is limited primarily by the quality of the men who are 
to carry it out. I cannot too strongly emphasise the fact that 
capacity for doing good reRearch work is very rare : it is an inborn 
quality which cannot be imparted but cal!- only be developed. On 
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the other hand the training needed for an assistant can be given to 
anyone, a:nd a large number of people possess the necessary qualifica
tions of honesty, industry, and scientific or technical knowledge. 
Unfortunately many Universities make no distinction between the 
two classes, and the distinctive label does not come till a man is so 
.settled in his line of work that he is unlikely to make any useful 
change. 

There is little difficulty in recruiting for Assistant pos~, and 
a B.Sc. degree of one of the stricter Universities would usually 
guarantee suitable preliminary training. The Universities di~er 
greatly in their standards, but this is well known to competent selec
tion Committees. 

Before appointing a University man to an agricultural post it 
is desirable that he should have a period of post-graduate training 
at the Imperial Research Institute at Delhi where he should b.e 
attached as assistanf to one of the staff and required to read some of 
the classical books and memoirs on the subject. He could then take 
up his work and if after a few years he shows promise of development 
he should be encouraged to go abroad for two years study leave. 

The difficulty of finding really good men for the higher posts 
is very considerable under any circumstances, even where the 
choice is absolutely free; directly any limitation -is set it beco~es 
intensified. University degrees afford little guidance. 

Selection Committees sometimes atta(!h cons.iderable importance 
to a Ph.D. degree. The value of this degree, however, depends large-. 
lyon how and when it is taroen. In itself it does not necessarily 
show a· man to be a competent research worker or to have had a sound 
flcientific training: it only means that he has worked in a laboratory 
where research is being done, and he was able under guidance to 
write a thesis conforming to certain standards. Here again, un
fortunatelt, the standa·rds are very variable, not only as between 
different Universities but also as between different subjects in the 
same University, and there is no way of discovering what the parti
cular standard 'was. The D.Sc. degree of one of the stricter Uni
versities is safer, but it is by no means an infallible sign of ability. 

Testimonials also differ greatly in value. Much more useful 
information is obtained by asking the Professor under whom the 
candidate worked to furnish in confidence a report on his abilities as a 
research worker and his suitability for the post. 

Numerous stncl!'nts from India go to Great Britain for post
graduate training. Usually they go too young. The change from 
an Indian to an English University Institution is so great that it 
should not be undE>rtaken till a man has attained a certain maturity 
and experience of life and work, and till he knows what is likely to 
be most helpful to him in his subsequent career. With some not
able exceptions the men who have gained most from post-O'raduate 
studies in Great Britain have, in my experience, been those ~ho had 
previously held a post in one of the Indian Institutions, and who had 
done so well as to justify the privilege of study leave. They know 
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exactly wha.t kind of training they desire : they have sutlicient 
experience and breadth of knowledge to be able to find their way 
about the laboratory and the library, and they fit better into & 
research atmosphere and gain far more from it than if they come 
direct from completing their College course. They seek, of course, 
to obtain a Ph.D. degree, but they gain much more ; they learn some
thing about the standards of work in a recognised good laboratory, 
they meet and learn to know men of outstanding ability and distinll
tion, while the serious attention they are able to claim enables the 
staff to form a shrewd opinion of their merits as investigators. 

I recommend that the Council should set aside a small fund to 
assist senior men of proved merit to go overseas for training. 

The status and permanence of the staff. 

The Council's schemes are all temporary and in consequence 
the men act,ually doing the work are hampered by a feeling of 
insecurity and exposed to the tempatation of malting a good show of 
results in the hope of obtaining an extension of the grant. 

It is impossible to avoid the element of temporariness, but it. 
effects could be mitigated in three ways. 

(1) A Provident Fund . could be set up, which all members of 
the Staff would be compelled to join. The Cotton Com
mittee have already a fund of this kind and their l-'X

perience would no doubt afford valuallie guidance 
to the Council. 

(2) A Register of satisfactory and efficient research workers 
could be established, on which a mnn who had BUCca5&

fully completed the investigation assigned to him by 
the Council could have his name inscribed. This could 
be brought to the notice of Departments, organisations 
or private employers wanting good men. 

(3) A seli'Cted cadre of proved research workers could be 
gradually formed, who would be given permanent posta 
and who could he transferred- from place to place to 
carry out the investigations fostered by the Council. 

I recommend that all three methods be adopted, and I am con
vinced that the moral eft'p.ct on the men would be reflected in the 
work. No one can do his best when he is worried by fears of the 
future. 
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CHAPTER 6. 

The Imperial Agricultural Research Institute, New Delhi 

The purpose of this Institution is to carry out investigations of 
fundamental importance to Indian agriculture in the same kind 
of way as is done at tht'" Rotharn'l.ted Experimental Station or the Agri
cultural Research Departments at Washington. The difference in 
conditions is that Rothamsted is by far the oldest of the British Sta
tions while the Delhi Station is the' newest of those in India : and that 
the Washington Research Departments are under the control of the 
Fed~ral Department. of Agriculture of the United States while there 
is no such body in India. These differences give a special character 
to the Delhi Institnte and they involve it in certain difficulties so 
that its position and functions need defining. 

Among the Indian Agricultural Research Stations the Delhi 
f:tation occupies a special position. being controlled by the Govern
went of India and placed under the general charge of the Honour
able Member for Education, Health and Lands. The same Minister 
has charge of the Imperial Council for Agricultural Research so 
that the Council and the Institute may' be regarded as parallel orgaci
sations, both responsible to the same Minister, but neither directly 
connected with the other. 

The Research Institute is the direct continuation of the Pusa 
Institute, which almost from the outset was found to suffer from 
its isolated position, a difficulty that seems to have become intensi
fied as thne went on. After the destruction of the Pusa laboratories 
by earthquake in IT anuary 1934, it was decided to transfer the work 
to New Delhi and to build the new laboratories there. The diffi
culty of isolation is therefore completely overcome. Certain other 
weaknesses discussed in the various Reports on the reorganisation of 
Pusa have also been remedied, and the reorganisation of 
the Institute seems now to be sati~factorily accomplished. But 
meanwhile there have been some important changes in the position 
of agricultural science in India. 

When Pusa was founded in 1904 it was the only centre for 
general agricultural research in India. Individuals such as Drs. 
Martin Leake, Barber, Hector and others were doing excellent 
work in their respectiye provinces, but their work was entirely 
personal and was in no way associated with an Institution. Pusa 
was intended as a centre where investigations fundamental to agri
culture all over India could be carried out, and where 8.",OTicultural 
officers might obtain trustworthy information on any in:y>ortant 
agricultural subject. In its early days the Institute was fortunate 
in attracting some exceptionally able scientific workers : the Howards, 
E. J. Butler, H. M. Lefroy and others, and in some respects it cOm
pletely fulfilled the hopes of its founders: the wheats bred by 
the Howards, the masterly studies of the fungus pests by Butler 
and of the insect pests by Lefroy, are works of which any 
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station could be proud. But these were all in the nature 
of personal triumphs, and it is well-known that Pusa sa an Inati
tution did not attain the high commanding position in agricutural 
research that had been expected. 

The new Research Institute begina under conditions very 
different from those in which the old Pusa started. There have 
been marked changes in at least three directions. The chief co
ordinating ,agency in agricultural research in India is undoubted
ly the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research. It possesses 
lohe greatast of all powers in a modern state, the power of the purse ; 
it receives applications for ass~stance in research from all pro
vinces and contrib.uting sta.tes ; it has fuller knowledge than any 
other body or individual of the problems of Indian agriculture 
and of the men who are achieving good work however quietly and 
unostentatiously it may be done. It combines therefore know
ledge and power, and it is able to influence both the direction and 
the execution of research by the way it allocates its grants and 
the conditions it attaches to them. This powerful influence is likely 

. to persist. 

Further, agricultul'a.I research is no longer confined to onl" 
Station. The Provincial Departments have organised their own 
agricultural institutes, some members of which, ,,;th assistancp 
from the Council, are making useful researches, and they feel no 
desire nor indeed have they any need to turn to a Central Institute 
for help or guidance. Several of the UniversitieR have inter
ested themselves in ,agricultural science and are carry inA' out funda
mental investigations on plants and soils. &ome of the other 
Departments and non-official organisations have their own rfsearch 
laboratories such as the well equipped Irrigation Research laboratory 
at Lahore, the Cotton Re.search Laboratory at ~Iatun~a (Bombay), 
the cotton field station at Indore, the Tea Research Station at 
Tock:lai and others. These have picked out for themselves some of 
the most important subjects and they are doing their work so well 
as to leave nothing over for a Central Institute. 

Finally, the Imperial Agricultural Bureaux, and Im.tit utes of 
Entomology and of l\lycology, located at various institutions in 
Great Britain, and maintained by the various Governmenfrt of the 
Empire, including India, aet as clearing houses of information on 
agricultural matters, identifying rlant~, insects, funA'i, etc., and 
supplying information on the variol.L<i branches of agriculture. 
Tha<!e Bureaux haye highly expert staffs and accpll!; to large libra
ries and herbaria : the need therefore for another clearing house 
of information at Delhi is much less than it was a few years ago. 

In view of all these developments it might at first sight appear 
that there is little 'room for a Central Research In.'ititute. If 
the IMtitute confined itself to the study of fundamental problems 
~asic to the work of the Denartments without having secured the 
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in.tellectual leadership, it,. results, even if sound, would run the 
risk of being ignored so that the work would have little practical 
effect. Intellectual leadership is won only by merit and only 
slowly: it cannot be achieved by administrative arrangements. 
The Institute may yet win this leadership: it has magnificent 
buildings; some prestige descends from Ithe old Pusa ; and it is 
known that, in the selection of Staff, merit and competence are the 
chief determining factors, perftonal and communal considerations 
having no such commanding influence as in some of the Provincial 
appointment,.. All this is in its favour. It can best attain leader
ship by rendering valuable service to all concerned with the develop
ment of agriculture in India and the important question arises: 
what can the new Institute do to achieve this end? 

The present work of the Institute. 

The purpose of the present work is to provide a scientific 
basi,. for the activities of the various Provincial Departments of 
Agriculture. There is no intention of duplicating thcir work, or of 
carrying out inv~tigations which they are able to make, but rather 
to undertake work of such wide application that it need only be done 
at one centre. to serve all India ; ,and 1:he fundamental studies for 
which thetY' have neither the time nor the !rtaff. 

There are considerable difficulties in putting this design into 
practice. The fundamental studies cannot as a rule be separated 
from the practical problems to which they relate : usually the work 
must be done in the district concerned. Studies detachable from 
the field-work brcome indistinguishable from planlt physiology. 
physical chemistry, genet.ics and other sciences more properly in
vestigated at the Universities because of their intimate relation with 
teaching. It is of course possihle to spend many life times on the 
study of any natural object and still not to exhaust the possible pro-
grammes of investigation : but the work soon becomes remote from 
practical agriculture, and thE'reforE' unsuitable for an agricultural 
expE'rimE'nt station, unless constant care is tabn to keE'p it in the 
field as well as in the laboratory. 

The dE'ltailE'd work of the Station is dis(,us~E'd in a latE'r sE'ction 
of this Report. The various activities of the Institute fall into 
three groups :-

(I) standl!\rdisation of methods for other stations to use; 

(II) making collect.ions of insec~s. fungi. soils. etc .. and also 
a rE'g'ister of varietil"S of crops: all thE'se to be avail
able to the Staff's of Provincial Departments; 

(III) investig-ations of agricultural scientific problems which 
seem to be near to practical applic3tion. 

In reg-ard Ito standard met-hoos. the Institute has no power of com
pelling other stations to adopt those that it recommends. it ean onlv 
point. out their advantalrE's. . 
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The making of collectiona is very useful in assisting Depart
menltal officers to identify any insect or fungus new to them. In 
(W!e of uncertainty the lait word will always remain with the 
Imperial Institutes of Mycology and Entomology in London, where 
the staff have access to the type collections and to collections of 
living cultures, and which also act as clearing houses of informa
tion for the whole Empire. It would be very costly and quite un
necessary to attempt to duplicate their functions, and the Air :Mail 
service is now so efficient that Ithere would be no saving of time 
even if the attempt were made. Some of the provincial officers 
with whom I spoke preferred to apply direct to the Bureaux for 
identification and information rather ithan send to Delhi. 

The future position and work of the Central Research Institute, 

In view of these various considerations it seems clear that the 
most useful place for the Institute in the schemes for developing 
Indian agriculture would be in close association '\lith the Imperial 
Council of Agricultural Research, recognising frankly th{' leading 
position which the Council has secured. The Council could under
take either the entire charge of the Institute or the superviBion of 
its programme of work: this is apoint of adminlitration as to which 
I express no choice. But the Council should be empowered to re
quire that the Institute's research programme included specified 
problems which it deemed important for Indian agriculture, even 
if this necessitated the cutting out of items which the staff would 
like to have included but which in view of the Council were of 
insufficient practical significance. -The Council can, for example, 
and in my op~nion should, insibi; that certain rec~ised methods of 
sampling and analysis shall be used for all inv{'stigations aidell by 
it-without of course excluding any other methods which the work
ers may prefer-and that field experiments of all kinds shall be 
carried out in such a way that the results can be subjected to 
statistical examination with a view to {'8timating their validity. 

This necessitates, however, thorough examination of the 
methods before they are made ohlig'lltory for grant-aided relrearches 
and this work could usually be dOn{' bt>tter at the Central In.'!titute 
than any)Where else. . 

Among problems which in my view sh'ould be taken up by 
the Institute at the ('arliest opportunity are the following :-

(1) Methods of sampling of llOilR(l) and of all of the important 
~rops for analysis. 

--------------------
(1) The difficulty of 88.mp1in~ a soil i. rarely realilled. UII11aDy a ample 

is described lUI having been taken to a. depth of 6 or 9 inches but this ignoree 
the fact that a 6 inch Mre taken on a day when the soil is compact is nrr 
different from a 6 inch core taken when the soil ill in loose or !!WoDen conditio .. 
Serious piscrepancies may thus be ('aused in estimating the quantities of 
substances like nitrogen and nitrate, the content of which varies with the 
depth. 
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In general it will be necessary to work out two groups of 
methods, one for rapid approximate analysis, and the other for 
more refined investigations where some scientific principle is in
volved. The work must be done in association with the statistical 
experts, who must be able to accept the methods as giving valid 
estimates of the significance of the results in view of the heterogeneity 
of the material. 

(2) Standard methods of analysis and of crop examination 
to be used for all co-ordinated schemes. Individual workers would, 
of course, still be at liberty ,to use their own methods, but the 
standard methods must also be used to ensure comparability of the 
results. 

Both (1)· and (2) would necessitate considerable laboratory 
and field investigation : it would not be permissible simply to write 
down arbitrary methods and insist on their use. Numbers of alter
native methods would need to be examined experimentally, and the 
Institute must be able to set out and justify before expert critics the 
reasons for its seleC'tion. Internat.ional methods should as far as 
possible be adopted unless others are definitely better. 

(3) Collection and examination of soil analyses made in differ
ent parts of India with a view to t.he preparation of soil maps. 
Until the standard methods referred to in t.he preceding paragraph 
are universally adopted it may be necessary to analyse again some 
of the soils, and numerous examinations would be needed in order 
to find how far soils examined by different workers are similar and 
how far they differ. This would necessitate t.he setting up of a 
small Soil Committee consisting entirely of the leading soil experts 
of India to act as the correlating body : the Chairman of th~ Com
mittee would not necessarily be a member of the Institute stafl'. 
A considerable amount of valuable material now exists in various 
parts of India; following up the recommendations of the Royal Com
mission on Agriculture a number of surveys havE' been made both by 
Agricultural and by Irrigation Depart.ments. All the data should 
be collE'cted and collated. . 

(4) Comparisons in field experiments of the relative values of 
nitrogen in green manure, farmyard manure, compost, oil cakes and 
snlphate of &mmonia. Estimations of the recovery of nitrog-f'n by 
the crop, and of the chang-es in moisture, ammonia and nitrate con
tents of the soils of :the different plots. The work must be done in 
the field. the treatments being properly replicated and the plots 
randomizE'd in the usual way, and the sampling to be so done as to 
give on each occasion a valid estimate of the error of the sampling. 

(5) Collection of insect and fungus pests, and of other insects 
and fungi associah'd with crCYps even if of no present economic im
portance. The collection and compilation of records of occurrence 
at periodic intervals at a numhE'r of centres where it is known that 
the observations are trustworthy. To this should be added informa
tion obtained from the Imperial Institutes· of Mycology and 
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Entomology at London and the whole should periodically be put into 
the.form of short bulletins which busy Provincial officers could read, 
and which would inform them of any apparent increase pr decrease 
in the pest, and of results of attempts to obviate or to overcome the 
attack. 

(6) Population studies of insects as discusscd above. The 
methods of sampling and estimating must be worked out experi
mentally in association with the statistical experts : methods of 
recording shOUld be devised suilted for use at all the stations. The 
results should then be collected and fully worked up at the Imperial 
Station. 

The Ten Research Station at Tocklai should be con~ulted as 
to methods of recording the incidence of insect and fungus attack. 

(7) Collection or registration of varieties of crops, fruits and 
"egetables .grown in India. 

It is unnecessary to duplicate existing collections of importance. 
but the varieties should be included in the records. 

(8) Selection and breeding of plants for which there is no 
adequate provision in the Provinces, e.g., potatoes, or for which Deihl 
or its substations are particularly well suited, e.g., the Brassicse at 
Karna!. Co-operation with plant pathologists in plant breeding 
experiments, e.g., for producing rust resistant wheats. 

(9) Continuation of the selection and breeding of sugar cane 
at Coimbatore on its present lines . 

. (10) Co-operation with the Health Department in investiga.
tions likely to improve the quality of the dietary of the villagers: 
e.g., practicable methods of making good the deficiencies of the 
customary diets : the effects of proved mineral deficiencies in fl(lib\ 
on the nutritive value of cultivated foodstuffs. 

(11) Co-operation with the Marketing branch in making or 
arranging for investigations likf'ly to improve the market value 
of Indian a~ricultural products. This work should be confined, 
hdwever, to investigations likely to come to a successful issue : 
vague investigations in " quality" should either be avoided, or 
done on a large scale as de~cribed on page 8. 

(12) Keeping in touch with the workers engaged on the 
Council's schemes, lending them books and current journals (80 
far as the~ wonld be replaceable if lost) containinlr papers of im
portance to them. 

Irrigat;on and dry farming methods are of such vital import
ance and l>resent so many difficult problems requiring investigation 
in the "eglOns concerned, that I recommend separate treatment for 
them (page 56). 
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The Institute would continue as at present to admit post
graduate workers but it should be empowered to insist on a: ~i~h 
.6tandard of attainment before entry. There are. numerous facilitIes 
in India for ordinary tuition in agricultural sCIence, and it would 
be unfair to the Staff and a waste of their resources, if they had to 
teach facts and methods that are included in a good College course. 

The above programme differs in several respects from the 
tt>ntative proposals put before me wben I visited the Institute. 

I have omitted all subjeClts not directly applicable to the pro
duction of crops uncleI' present circumstances: such as pure 
cytology, microbiology and physiological lrtudies of insects and 
fungi. I recognise their interest, and should welcome th~ir inclu
sion. especially if members of the Staff are personally mterested 
in them, provided they can be studied without prejudice to che 
work on the items set out above. But I consider the need for 
improving the yield and quality of the cultivators' produce is so 
urgent that all other problems should stand aside. In ~he present 
day conditions in India the Experimental Stations both Central 
and Departmental must be judged by the extent Ito which they help 
to raise the standard of life in the villages. 

The Staff of the Institute: The Director. 

The position of the Institute in relation to the Univers~ties 
and the Departments of Agriculture depends on the quality of the 
work done there, and this in the end depends on \the quality of the 
Staff. The- Director and the Heads of the leading sections should 
if possible be men of international repute who would be respected 
for their own merits by the workers at other Insititutions. This, 
of course, is easier to lay down as a principle than to accomplish 
as a fact. 

It has been proposed that the Director should also be Head 
of a Department but ~his arrangement while no doubt suitable as 
a temporary measure during a period of financial depre.'!Sion, is 
not in my view suitable as a permanency. There is always the 
danger that heads of other sections may consider that their claims 
to share the available funds are being set aside in order that the 
Director mav better finance his own section. Further, the direc
torial duties cannot fail to interfere with the duties of head of 
seQtion and to take up time that would normally be devoted to 
research. Additional worlt devolves on the chief assistant and 
although this. may to some extent be met by additional pa~ent. 
the fa~t .rema~ns that he is c~arged .with the responsibili.ty of special 
supervISIon WIthout the prestIge whIch for the scientific man is often 
more important than the extra; pay. 

Finally,. the Director should be one of the most useful of the 
group of thmkers and planners helping the Council in its new 
developmental duties. He should be a scientist of wide repute and 
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having such personal qualities that his help and criticism would 
be welcomed by the men carrying out the Council's ref:learch schemel. 
He need not be an agriculturist but he must be distinguished in some
science basic to agriculture. It is not necessary to go outside of India 
to find a suitable man. . 

The present ma.fl' of Research Workers engaged on the Council'. 
Schemes. 

I greatly admired the energy and enthusiasm with which many 
of the research workers engaged on the Council'8 schemes were 
carrying out the task allotted to them, in spite of great difficulties. 
Lt is of course pleasant enough to do research at a University where 
there is an intellectual atmosphere and a social life rich in amenities, 
where libraries .and the other accessories of l~arning are available. 
But many of the Council's workers are in lonely places where they 
are cut off from any possibility of discussing their results with com
petent critics, awaY' from libraries and the stimulus that comes of 
association ·with men distinguished in the arts and sciences. And yet 
in spite of these difficulties, and of occasional depression through a 
feeling of isolation, they are achieving good results. Many of the 
difficulties are unavoidable : they arise from !the circumstance that the 
work must be done on the spot .and cannot be transferred to a College. 
They could, however, be considerably mitigated by more frequent 
visits from experts who could go over the results in detail and disculIH 
them with .the worker. The interest taken in the periodic visits of 
the Council's experts shows how valuable these discussions are, and 
the Council might well consider the advisability of extending them 
by periodically sending some other qualified person to Stations 
where his special knowledge would be helpful. Visiting Experts 
should pay particular attention to the more remote and inaccessible 
statioBs, and should stay at each place long enough to go into the 
details of the results, advising what lines should be followed up and 
what can be left for the time being. It is difficult 'to over-rate the 
value to a research worker of a quite talk in his laboratory or on his 
field plots with some one enjoying sufficient prestige to command his 
respect, who is taking the trouble to und('rstand his r('f;ults, and who 
can deal helpfully and sympathetically with his difficulties. Such 
visits would necessarily be infrequent, yet their influence would, I am 
sure, be profound, and a young man proud of his work would be 
greatly encouraged by the knowledge that his visitor had recognis.-d 
its good points, and had indicated ways in which improvemenfJI might 
be effected. . 

Still further benefit would accrue if arrangements could be made 
on the recommendation of the visiting expert for the worker to spend 
a certain period of time in some other laboratory wh('re similar 
investigations were in progress or where method~ likely to help him 
were being developed. A detailed programme would be drawn up in 
consulta.tion with the Heads of the laboratories concerned. and sub
mitted to the Council, who, if they approved, wo~ take the matter 
up witH the Departments. 
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Technical Conferences between the workers in similar subjects 
are already arranged : I should like to emphasise their value. The 
Council might consider the advisability of holding some of these 
conferences at the Imperial Research Institute, Delhi, in the laboJ.'l8-
tories where methods or technique could be demonstrated instead of 
being simply discussed. 

Proposed permanent cadre of proved research workers. 

Some of the men now engaged on the Council's schemes have 
shown definite capacity for doing good work and it would be a 
great loss if they were simply released at the end of the period. 
It is undesirable and indeed impo:;,sible to retain ,all, bu)t a select 
group should be put on a permanent basis, working usually at some 
out-station where they get down to the actual field problems, but 
regarding the Central Inst~tute as their home. The posts would be 
permanent, but a man would not nece~arily remain in this cadre 
indefinitely, for from it would be recruited men for administrative 
or executive posts requiring technical knowledge. A man's research 
life is not usually very long : in general-and with some notable 
exceptions-however good he may be, he sooner or later gets into a 
groove out of which he will never again emerge. It. is no misfortune 
when a research man who has the gift for administrative work under
takes it after having opened up a new field of enquiry. 

The organisation of the Council's business. 

I attended meetings of the Council and of various sub-com
mittees and was much impressed by 1he evident effectiveness of 
the procedure. At first sight the Council seemed large but I could 
suggest no way of reducing its numbers. 

In view of the widening of the scope of the Council's activi
ties which I have proposed it will obviously be impo~ible for ~he' 
Council to concern itself with individual schemes : it should deal 
with principles and major issues rather than details, and while it 
would place the large problems in some. perspective it would neces
sarily leave to the higher staff and the sub-committees the detailed 
shaping of schemes and allocation of funds thereto. 

. The method adopted by the Council of appointing sub-com
mIttees of experts to discus.c:: Rnd report on the various divisions of 
their work is admirable and suitable for extension. 

The expenditure of the Provincial Departments. 

Reference has several times been made to the succe:;,sful work 
of some of the Provincial Departments. The figures of provincial 
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.budget estimatt's for 1936-37 on account of the Departmenta of 
Agriculture in the various provinces are shown in Table 16. 

TABLE 16. 
-_ .... _---

I 

Total area I Expenditure Expenditure Expenditure Expenditure 
Province. sown. Agricultural on Agricul- perlOOacnw per 100 

Million a('res. Department. ture proper. aown. per8Oll8 

I ILakhp of R •. 

I 

Lakh. of Ra. R •. Ra. 

N.-W.F.P. I 2·5 I 4·77 2'26 9·0 .. 
I I .. 

Asaam ., 6·7 I 8·12 3'70 5·5 9·6 

Madra. .. 37·5 41'75 19'87 5·3 8·9 

Burma . , 19·1 18·09 8'36 4'4 .. 
Punjab ., 29·8 28·52 28'52 9·6 12·1 

Bengal .. 27·9 25·65 8'61 3·1 6·lI 

U.P. .. 43·4 36·70 23'88 5·5 7·' 

Bihar . , .. 13·20 6'91 .. " 

Bombay ., 34·1 22·46 11'03 3·2 10·9 

C.P. ., 27·5 9·42 8'41 3·1 6·1 

The Council's Resources. 

The Council's work has been financed on generous lines by the 
-Government of India and it has reecived substantial granta from 
other sources. The effect of the foregoing proposals will be to 
diminish the expenditure 'in some directions and increase it in 
others, but if a total income of the order hitherto received should 
continue to be available much of what I have proposed could be 
carried out. During the next few years, however, the Council 
would need additional special grants if progress is to be as rapid 
as is desired. 
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PART II. 

Work directly carried out by the Council. 
In general t'he Council does not itself undertake investigation. 

There are, however, two directions in which it has done so : eosts Df 
production of crops, especially cotton and sugar cane; and the statis
tical control of agricultural experiments. 

(1) Cost of production of crops. 

This investigation is in the hands of Mr. R. D. Kapoor, who after 
graduating at Lyallpur travelled with the purpose of studying 
economies at Columbia and New York; agriculture at Cornell; and 
agricultural economies at Cambridge under Dr. Venn. 'llle cost is 
estimated at Re. 5,25,800 of which only half is borne by the Council, 
the other half coming from t'he Indian Central Cotton Committee. 

The general plan is to select 24 districts all O\'er India where 
8ugar cane or cotton is an important crop ; (1) to choose Bix village. 
iu ('ach district and eight holdings in each village. A Recorder is 
placed in 'each of the villages to keep close watch on the ~elel!ted 
holdings, entering up all the work done, by whom it wa'! done, Bnd 
the number of hours taken. A District Supervisor is in charge of 
each six recorders, and is required to spend at least 20 days per 
month ill the villages. A provincial officer checks the work of the 
liupervisors. 

There are thus 1152 holdings under observation, Rnd the staff 
includes i44 recorders, 24 district supervisors, in addition to the 
central staff. 

The common .difficulty of assessing the value of a peasant's time 
was met by enquiring into the local wage rates and charging the 
hours at these rates. The rates vary considerably in the different 
districts; for a man working 8-10 hours a day the wage in Sind is 
6·8 annas : in the Punjab 3-4 annas : in Madras 1 anna 6 pies to 
2 annas. As the enquiry proceeds it will be interesting to see whether 
the rates per unit of crop produced vary as much as the rates per 
day, or whether, as often happens elsewhere, the rates even out, the 
cheapcr labour being less effective than the dearer. 

This is the first enquiry of its kind in India, and the results if 
valid s'hould be of value both to the Agricultural Departm~nts and 
in relation to the work on Rural development and village improve
ment. The work should certainly be continued, but a close study 
of the data should be made quite independently so aa to ascertain 
whether they have been correctly used. 

A first inspection of the figures suggests that l'utton is profit
able in the Canal Districts of the Punjab and in parts of Bombay 
and Madras : sugar cane is profitable in· the United Pro,inees, in 
Bihar and parts of Madras, While in the Punjab it only just paya : 

(1) The districts were Beattered 1rldely: there were 3 ill the Punjab, 3 in 
the United Provinces, B in MB.draa, 4 ill Bombay. S ill the Central ProvillC8tl, 
R in Bihar and Orissa., 2 in Bengal, and one eaeh i.Jl Sind. HTderabad State, 
'3&roda State, and Mysore State. 



wheat is profitable in the canal colonies of the United Provinces and 
the Punjab but not eL~where. "Unprofitable ", how.:ver, does D(tt 
mean, as it would in Great Britain, that the grower had lo;;t muncy, 
but only that he would have been better off had he spent the same 
time as a labourer at the standard wage assuming he had been able 
to obtain the work. It will be interesting to ascertain also whether 
the peasant has himself discovered the relative profitableness of the 
various crops and extended his acreages accordingly. 

It is understood that this scheme comes to an eud when the 
present enquiry is completed. 

(2) Statistical control .of agricultural experiments. 

. Rao Bahadur M. Vaidyanathan, the Statistician to the Councll 
·received his mathematical training at the Madras Univer<lity where 
he specialised in Statistics. His duties consist in assi .. ting investi
gators in designing their experiments, both in crop and animal hus
bandry, and in exanuning the results ; in reporting on articles lIub
mitted for publication in the Council's Journal, and in advising the 
,CoUncil on statistical matters generally. At the time of my inter
view he was closely watching some 56 schemes in urious parts of 
India : in addition he is studying methods of sampling and methods 
.of crop forecasting ; and he is aiming at preparing Statistical 'l'ables 
for field workers. He has also prepared and publishcJ a lIummary 
of all the recorded manurial experiments made in India. 

, All these subjects are of great importance. It is impossible to 
over-estimate the need for statistical control of agricultural experi
ments, particularly in ensuring sound design of experiment and 
effective methods of sampling. It is significant that in his review 
of the fertilizer investigations the Statistician had to reject a large 
number of the experiments because of faulty design. 

This trouble is not likely to recur., as the improved methods 
worked out at Eothamsted have been eagerly taken up by Indian 
investigators, and in any case the Council now insists that all (ksigna 
-of crop and animal husbandry experiments must be approved by 
its Statistical adviser before any grant can be made. In lome 
instances t'he experiments had actually been begwl before the 
:Statistician was consulted, and all he could do then was to lave what 
.he could of the results. At the risk of apparent loss of time this 
should n('t; be permitted : a faultily designed experiment can never 
give satisfactory results no matter how often it is repeated or how 
carefully the work is done. 

An: instance came to my notice where another rStatistician had 
alE'o been consulted and he had suggested a different design for the 
experiment, w-hich caused some comment at the time. There is 
nothing unusual in this and no harm at all in having alter.Jative 
designs for consideratio~, ·but as an act of courtesy cmch Statistician 
should know that a second opinion is beiug asked, acd from Whom. 
The final decision rests with the Council, but in case of lerious dis
crepanc/ the two satisticians should be invited to give detailed 
:reasons for their choice. 
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In view of the circumstances that t'he subject is uew and outside 
the range of training and experience of many of the work'}rs, it is 
very desirable that Rao Bahadur Vaidyanathan or some highly com
petent officer should periodically visit the various Iltations where 
research -under the aegis of the Council 'is done, in urder to ensure 
that the experimental schem~s as they develop can ~ti.ll bear statis
tical examination and that the significance of the result!) can be 
€!'1ilflated. It is particularly important for experimenters to realise 
that no amount of statistical treatment can ever make a bad experi~ 
l:..lent into a good one. Statistical science can sometimes mitigate the 
loss of value due to some accident, as when it shows how to extract 
a result in spite of the loss of c'rop from one of the plots, but the need 
for salvage operations of this kind should be sedulously avoic1~d. 

Much· work needs to be done on methods of sampling. Agricul
tural materials, soils, crops and animals, are very variable ; no tW() 

are alike ; and it is impossible to say how much of the difference 
between a treated and an untreated sample is due to the treatment 
and how much to the heterogeneity of the material. ,Sampling there~ 
fore. becomes an operation of fundamental importance, and a con
siderable amount of experimental work done in the past, and some 
that is still proceeding, to which I refer elsewhere, is seriously viti~ 
llted by faulty sampling. The method must be suited to the material 
and adequate for the problem; but considerable investigation needs 
to be done in order to work out model methods for the various t.ypes 
()f investigation now proceeding . 

.Another subject needing serious attention is the improvement of 
the agrieultural Statistics. The figures for acreage are, or can be 
made, fairly accurate, but the estimates of yield are very uncertain 
and some experienced agricultural officers have gone so far as to 
assure me that they are worth very little. When ehecks became 
possible for yields of cotton the values recorded in the agricultura~ 
Statistics were found to be about 25 to 30 per cent. too low. In \'iew 
of the great interest now being taken in the nutrition of the \'iUagex:s 
it is important to know whether the recorded yields of food crops 
are subject to a similar error. 

This problem is really only another example of sampling. Other 
sampling problems concerned with rural welfare are diRcussed on 
pagt' 157. The !;ubject is rapidly developing and I note with satis
faction that Rao Bahadur Vaidyanathan is to proceed to England 
for one year to familiarise himself with the latest developments and 
to discuss Indian problems with various experts there. 

The present staff consists of Rao Bahadur Vaidyallathan end two 
assistants only and in my view it needs strengthening. More com: 
puters and compilers are required ; they can be obtained \vithout 
great t'xpense. But the senior staff will need to be increased in the 
near future. Further reference to this matter is made in disilllssing 
111£' work of Professor Mahalanobis in Calcutta. 

Statistical work of this kind is necessarily continuous, and I 
Tecommend that the section be made permanent. 
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IMPERIAL INS'1'l'tU1'E OF AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH. 

(See page '14.) 

ACTING DIRECTOR: RAo BAHADUB B. VISWA1'''ATH. 

The Institute is organised in five sections: 
(1) Agricultural Section.-In charge of Mr. Wynne Sayer. 

Good work has been done in building up a high class pedigree hurd of 
Sahiwal cattle, on which Dr. Wright is reporting. lfr. Sayer 8L'>O 
proposes to study power farming. 

The main farm area comprises one compact blO'!K of 475 acrf. 
and a further area of 50 acres. In addition land is available at 
Klirnal, 70 miles to the north of Delhi and easily acccStlible by rail 
or. road. 

In addition the agricultural section is provided with a Statistical 
Assistant, Mr. Krishna lyyer for carrying out its routine work. 

(2) Chemical Section.-This is in charge -of Rao Baha(iur 
n. Viswanath. A soil survey of the farm is being matle with the "iew 
of relating the cropping capacity of the soil to the crop yield. If thili 
jnvestigation can be adequately carried out it may yielcl results of con
eiderable interest, but it implies the collection of a com~idcrable 
quantity of yield data of known validity. 

The possibility of making a compost from forest litter is Leing 
Itudied. 

The effect of farmyard manure on the quality of the IeI'd is 
.tudied : it has been claimed that seed from plants receiving farm
yard manure produces better plants than from unmanul·t>d plants. 

It islotown that large plump seed gives larger an.} rnore "igoroua 
l'~"'nts than small shriveUeq seed, one factor being the difference In 
f(lodBupply for the embryo and the plantlet. In this in'fc!o!ti!tntion It 
'Wm lie necessary to separate the effect of size of Beed from anyllpecift, 
effect that farmyard manure may be exerting. 

The nitrogen content of the soil is studied with the special pur
pose (If finding whether it remains approximately constant during the 
),far or whether it is liable to seasonal fluctuation. Thi6 1uestion I. 
of oonsiderable scientific interest though it probably lu1'\ no practic,,' 
significance. The investigation has been carried out at a numbcr "r 
centres and a number of analyseR have been rnade. 

The actual figures obtained at the different times of sampling all 
differ, being sometimes above and sometimes below an average "aloe; 
the differences are only small but they are greater than any like!,. 
error of titration. It is assumed that these fluctuations represent real 
changes in nitrogen content of -the soil, but this assumption is not 
justified : no two samples of soil from the same plot of land contain 
quite the same percentage of mtrogen and unfortunat~ly the l'e!!ults 
.10 not show how much of the recorded fluctuation is due to differences 
in the soil itself. The method of sampling is faulty in that it giv. 
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1>e deduced with certainty from the results. A better I&ampling 
technique is needed. (1) 

On the applied side work is being done on gur and (In the cIal'i
fication of Rugar. 

A laboratory has been set up for the special stmly of micro
.chemic'al analyses. The purpose is to develop methods which can be 
\1Sed by various departments here aDd in the Provinces. 

The Micro-biological laboratory is in charge of Dr. Joshi. He is 
at present studying the supposed photo-nitrification stated by 
Dr. Dhar to occur in soil. (See page 121.) 

Further, he is studying the so called " dissociation" of hacteri~ 
alleged to be associated with mosaic disease for which, however, tt,ere 
is no acceptable evidence. Other problems include the bacterial con
trol of milk and the bacterial oxidation of sulphur, an action that 
would presumably occur if composts were made of sulphur and bones 
for the purpostl of preparing superphosphate. 

(3) Botanical Section.-At the time of my visit Dr. B. P. Pal was 
Acting Imperial Botanist. He is investigating problems of plimt 
breeding and genetics. Some of the work, such as th~ breeding of 
potatoes resistant to blight, is done in the fields at Pu.'ia. 

He proposes to set up a register of the different varieties of wheat 
in cultivation in India and to give them standard names. This work 
appears to be well done. 

(4) Mycological Secticm.-Mr. Galloway was still in charge at 
the time of my visit but he has now left and Dr. M. lVlitra iii Acting 
Head. The general programme comprised two parts : 

(I) The maintenance of a collection of the chief fungi of 
importance in India; this is in two parts: the herbarium 
specimens and the living specimens, though it was 
re(lognised that this latter would be difficilit and costly 
to maintain because of the continual sub-(,ulturing 
necessary. 

(lIl Pnlctical control of fungus diseases: this wor·k, however, 
is not to overlap with work in the Proviu .... ial Depa~ 
ments. 

With the appointment of a new Head of the Section it woultl be 
well to reconsider the scope of the work and the name 01' the Section . 
.. Plant Pathology" would in my view be a better name than 
•• Mycology " and would better express the scope uf the Section. 
Since the original section was set up it is now recognised that plant 
diseases are caused by a variety of agents, not only by insects Bnd 
fungi: there are also bacterial, virus and physiological diseases. All 
these should come within the scope of the Section. It is no longer 

(1) Several possible errors are discussed in a paper by A. Sreenivasan anI! 
v. Subro.hmanyan, " Some Factors Inlluencing Studies on Nitrogen Fluctuations 
_ Soil Plots ", Proc. National lust., Sci., India., Vol III, No.2, pp. 233-239. 
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~ecessary that the head of the Department should be a mycologist 
he should be a plant pathologist, and if necessary should have 
mycological assistant. 

(5) Entomological Section.-Dr. Pruthi is in charge of till 
Section with Mr. P. V. Isaac as second entomologist. He has thr4 
main lines of work : 

(I) 

(Il) 

A collection of insects associated with Indian crops aD 
fruits whether of present economic interest or not, l 
being recognised that an insect harmless now may 
harmful in a few years time. A record of tho !loou 
rence of these insects with notes is also ke..,t. 

Studies of the life-histories of Indian insec\.Jt. The prci 
vincial entomologists study only recognised pests. 

Sheets are prepared showing the occurrence and damage done b~ 
the pests, and methods of control are discussed. 

In ,view of the fact that some of the Provinces have no entomo 
10gist(l) this work is likely to be very useful. 

(III) Studies of vegetable insecticides and fish poisons. (S84 
page 202.) 

It is proposed also to study bees. 

The Schemes of the ImperiaJ. Council of Agricultural Research. 

Three of the Council's schemes are being carried out at the Insti· 
tute : they are all connected with sugar cane. 

(1) Mosaic and other diseases of sugar cane; 
(2) Insect pests of sugar cane; 
(3) C'hemistry of sugar cane. 

(1) MOSAIO AND OTHER DISEASES 01' SUGAR OANE. 

This work was begun in 11132, at first under Dr. S. Desai, hut now 
in charge of Dr. B. L. Chona ; and the amount of the grant lit 
RB. 18,596 annually for 5 years and RB. 12,000 non-recurring : tb, 
total being Rs. 1,04,980. 

(i) Mosaic disease.-A good deal of attention wall at first paid 
to Mosaic disease but this is not now regarded as serious at any rate 
in Northern India. Even an 80 per cent. infestation cause(t only a 
10-15 per cent. reduction in yield, and under normal conditions in 
practice, the inDstation rarely exceeds 10 per cent., anel Nometimes ... 
only 1 or 2 per cent. 

The. observations have hitherto been mainly on the medium. 
Coimbatore varieties ; they are now being extended to the thicker 
varieties, but there is at present no indication that the results will be 
different. 

(1) e.g., Bengal, Bihar, Sind. 
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It is never safe, bowever, to assume that Mosaic diseases are un
important. They form an obscure and difficult group lind they have 
the peculiarity that two known diseases can combine io form a third, 
new to plant pathology and capable of causing considerable trouble. 
~'urther, new varieties of cane may be produced which, while desirable 
in other ways, are susceptible to Mosaic disease. Constant watch must 
therefore be kept : but this is not a matter for the Council; the 
Imperial Agricultural Research Institute is a suitable body for this 
purpose. 

In view of the relative unimportance of mosaic dil>case of sugar 
cane there seems no particular need for continuing the work 'm the 
properties of the virus. Studies on this subject are being made else
where but until some striking fresh development occurs it is hardly 
necesl:!ary to repeat on sugar cane work already done on 'potato or 
tomato virus. 

The work is in any case more appropriate for a University well 
equipped for plant pathology, and having available good chemical and 
medical laboratories so that the help of experts in other subjects can 
be obtained whenever necessary. It is essentially a problem for a 
ieum and not for an individual. 

For those crops for which it is serious the best way of dealing with 
the disease is to grow resistant varieties, and this would probably hold 
for Rugar cane also if ever the disease gave trouble in India. Mean
wilile it is necessary to test all new varieties for resistance to Inosaic 
disease : a suitable technique has been worked out by Dr. McRae anel 
Rao Bahadur Venkataraman. 

(ii) Red Rot.-This disease is much more important especially 
on the thick varieties : indeed it is probably the most serious sugar. 
cane disE'ase in India. The remedy consists in a more careful selec
tion of the sets, all those showing redness on cutting being rejected. 
There ill a reddening caused by saprophytic organisms, following the 
attack of the borer, and in consequence the rejections of all red sets 
may involve some los~. but it is safer to incnr DO risk. 

'rwo ot'her rots are studied. 

(iii)' Stink'ing Rot.-( Bacillus pyocyaneus var. ~(1.cch(tr1'm, 
Desai) apparently a bacterial disease though its caUl)C is not yet 
known, and Top Rot, which is apparently caused by l"usarium. 

In addition to the!;e studies of disrase two other pice.:-:;; of work 
haVE' bren undertaken : 

(1) a survey of the diseases of sugar eane in the important 
cane growing regions of India ; 

(2) a handbook of the diseases of the sugar cane. describing 
them and showing how they should be treated. 

It is very desirable that these should both be completed. 



wec, pest.. of .ugar canl. 

E~tomo19gist. in chug. : r. V. Isaac, 

This investigation began only in 1936 : a grant of Ita. 96,000 haa 
been 1!anctioned. 

'rhe programme of work iucludes foUf lJect~ons : 
(1) Field work on insect pests at Delhi, and a' th" Imb-litationa 

of Karnal, Pusa and Coimbatore. 
(2) The collection of parasites on borers, pyrilla, ancl White fly 

with a view to investigating the possibility of biological 
control. 

(3) The investigation of indigenous parasites, and the importa
tion and trial of exotic parasites. 

(4) Bionomic work on pests, and the collation of information. 
So far the work has been confined to sugar cane borcrs : 

Stem borers-Argyria sticticraspis and tumidicosfali. i 
Diatraea venosuta and auricilia and Chilo zonellU8 ; 

Top borers-Scirpophaga nivella and monosligma ; and 

Root borer.-Emmalocera depressella. 
These same insects are also studied _at Mauzaifal'nngar, at the 

Punjab stations, and elsewhere. The Delhi Institute can properly 
carry out investigations at Karnal, but Coimbatore is far away and 
already a provincial entomological staff is at work there. If all 
these entomological investigations are carried out indepcndentl/ thcl" 
is likely to be considerable overlapping and waste of effort, but 
under a central . staff the necessary co-ordination could readily be 
effected. 

Possible biologicaJ control of insect pests. 

In the Central Scheme of Research on Insect Pests of Sugar Cane 
it is proposed that considerable attention be Vaid to the possibility of 
biological control. This is at first sight an extremely attractive 
method of dealing with insect pests ; hitherto its successes have beeD 
mainly in dealing with introduced pests or in islanrl8 or arena 
naturally isolated by mountaiM or deserts. It is discuilscd on page 
53. 

The investigation of the pests in the field : population studies. 

At the present stage it is very important to make a fullcr study 
of the insect and fungus pests in the field, noting their first appear
ance on the crop ; whether they die out, just persist, or continue to 
increase : noting also the changes in external conditions : tempera
tllre, moisture supply, condition of t'he plant, percentugf! Ilf ~ugar 
and brix (as read by the small instrument now availah~e for nse in 
the field) : with the' view of discovering the condition8 that \'ary 
wit!h, and flerhsPIl make for, the spread or lIuppre~ion of the pest. 
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While the observational work is going on there should be attempt~ to 
obtain and to count .. samples" of the insect population so lUI to 
gain a more definite idea as to how the numbers are .:hallging. 

In conditions such as those obtaining in the SUghl' cane a!eall 
all the common insect and fungus pests of the crop arc almost certain 
to occur every year in some or other of the fields, but the conditions 
are not necessarily always suited to their development. With a fuller 
knowledge of the conditions under which the pests increase, and of 
those under which they decrease', it shonld be possible to make clJangcs 
in the cultivation of the sugar cane that in normal seasons would carry 
the crop through without important loss. 

The search for resistant varieties of sugar cane must of course 
continue. This is not a permanent method of control, for after a, 
while t'he insect pest usually adapts itself to the new vari.~ty, but 
for a time it affords a measure of protection and meanwhiic selections 
of other varieties can be proceeding. The insect pest problem is 
much more difficult than that presented by fungus pests. Consider
able success has been attained in seeking for varieties vf crops resistant 
to fungi, but so far the success obtained against insec~ pests have ~, 
a rule been only temporary. 

The machinery for dealing with the pests and diseases of sugar cane. 

1'he simplest method of dealing with the pests and diseases of 
any crop is to put a staff of entomologists and plant pathologists in 
charge of the work and to free them from other duties. Specialisa
tion is essential if the crop is really important. The setting up of a 
Sugar Committee provided with funds for investigatirlg the problems 
of sugar cane production makes it possible to establit:h a central 
specialist group of workers for dealing with pests and diseases and 
to provide also thIJ local staffs who can make the necessary continu
in" observations anq experiments: I strongly recommelld that this be 
done as soon as possible. 

The central staff would be housed at the Delhi Institute where 
the records would be worked up, but wherever a disease I't' pest was 
threatening to do serious injury they would transfer to the Station 
concerned. 

The assistance of the factories could also be secul'ed in making 
.urveys similar to a valuable one recently completed by Dr. Haldan~ 
of the Begg Sutherland group of factories. 

Cytology. 

GRANT : Rs. 29,360, to be spread over 5 yea)'s. 

A scheme has been put forward and is still under discussion for 
investigations into the cytology of Indian crops. 

Cytological studies give valuable information to thEl plant breeder 
about the genetics of crops, and at the larger experimental stations 
where much hybridisation is done it is desirable that someone, 
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preferably the plant breeder himself, should bave learned the 
technique of making cytological examinations and extracting the 
information they can yield. This work must be done at the Station. 
where the crops are bred and studied : it cannot be carried out IlDY.' 
where else. 

The question of supporting cytological investigati,1M at a Uni
versity is on a different footing. These might result in new knowledge 
of the principles of cytology, and, of course, they would stimuulte the 
training of men and women in the subject, and so would indirectly 
benefit agriculture. 

Kamal. 

Sub-Station of the Imperial Research Institute. Botanical 8tatiM. 
of the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research.. 

(Visited November 12th, 1936.) 

Like several other experimental farms I visited, this farm "&I 
not started as an agricultural station but by some otbcr publio 
authorities, who, finding it unneces<;ary or unsuitable for their needs, 
passed it on to the Agricultural Department. In this rase the 
founders were the military authorities. The farm hR!C till recmtl, 
been divided into two parts : 

(1) a Botanical station of the Imperial Council of Agricultural 
Research for experiments on cane sugar and wheat; 

(2) an extension of the farm at the New Delhi Re~l\rch Insti
tute to give the agriculturist more land for experiment 
and to provide further accommodation rOl' the cattle. 
The distance from New Delhi is 70 miles but it ean be 
traversed by motor-car in about 2 hours as the road i. 
very good. Karnal is in the Punjab, but almost on tbe 
border of the United Provinces. 

J 11 this report I deal only with the first of these Hcrti(}RS. 

Sugar ea.ne Substation: Sugar cane Investiga.tIons. 

These were started in 1931 and are in charge of Hal) Bahadu~ 
Venkataraman and Mr. G. V. James with a Technical Assistant. The 
annual cost is &s. 12,500 with a non-recurring grant of fill. 32.000 : 
th~ ~anction is for R years making a total of Rs. l,:J2,OOO. 

These experiments form part of a joint scheme of work carried 
out on uniform lines at !!evera) centres in Nllrthern IndiR. Three 
major problems are investigated : -

(1) 'Varieties are sought whieh srI' bettf'r suited to the local 
eondtions than those in actual ~ultivati(ln. 

(2) Cultivation and manurial experiments ar., made with the 
selected varieties to discover mean!! ,>f ~ono,"icaUy 
in('reasing their yielclH. 
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(3) Attempts are made to lengthen the workiu~ season for 
the factories by increasing the yields of early varieties 
and the keeping qualities of late varieties, thus ulaking 
their cultivation more attractive to the culti\"ator. A 
special advantage of the early varieti('s is that they 
enable the cultivator to catch the eU"ly market for 
gur. 

At Karnal the Coimbatore seedlineas only are test.ed : no crossing 
is done as only a limited number of varieties flower here. No dim
cuJty is experienced in bringing the seedlings from Coilllbatore. The 
journey takes about 72 hours but arrangements arc made for the 
seedlin.s-s to be watered and tended en route. Over 1,700 have already 
been tested. It has now, however, been found possible to germinate 
seed at Karnal ; " fluff " is brought from Coimbatore and the canes 
raised : all stages of the selection can therefore now be done here. 

The seedlings canes are grown first in short rows vlhere all are 
. rejected that possess such objectionable characters as a sprawling 
habit of growth, or liability to certain diseases ; the survivors are 
then grown in plots subjected to further selection. 'rhis method is 
adopted at all centres. 

The canes are planted in March, somwhat later than in many 
other places: they do not start growing till Mayor June and the cold 
weather stops their growth in November ; thus there are only about 
six months of vigorous growth. 

The water supply is mainly from the rain, but :l.bont four times 
a year irrigation is necessary, the water being supplied from the 
canal. 

The selection work is carefully done and the general arraJlge
ments seemc;d to be quite satisfactory. 

As at other centres experiments are also being made on the 
manufacture of gur with a view to obtaining a brighter looking 
product ; trial was being made of Hibiscus as a clarifying agent. 
This affords a suitable way of utilising the experimental canes 
besides showing the local cultivators bow to imprO\fl their own 
product. 

Bot&nical Sub-station. 

The Botanical Sub-sta~ion has been set up for experiments with 
a "ariety of crops on rather wider lines than usual elsewhere. 

The work is carried out by Messrs. Kashi Ram Dnd R. B. Ekboti 
and the total grant sanctioned is !\S. 2.63,930. 

Wheat.-These experiments were started in 1930 Ilnd their pur
pose is to test the suitability of the Pusa hybrid wheat.~. especially the 
late maturing sorts

l 
for the cooler regions of the north and north

west. 
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l30tne changes in the wheats are also beinr attempled. The 
Pusa \Tarieties usually grown here are beardless but the cultivators 
prefer 4 bearded wheat as being less attractive to the nUJncrous bird. 
and other animal pests that steal the grain. Consequently trial ia 
being made of bearded wheats, and some are being bred for lhi' 
l>urpose. 

This work is carefully done and should be continned, 
Rice.-A collection has been made of strain. and varietics uf rice 

from the Punjab and Western United Provinces and 40 pure linea 
have been isolated: some of these are now being LelIted on large 
plotlt. 

Gram.-lmproved varieties are sought by selection and hybridi. 
Bation. 

Other crops are also under experiment. 

Karnal has now become an out ltation of the CflntrHl Research 
Institute at Delhi and the Council haa transferred iti grant to the 
Pusa sub-station. 

Pusa. Sub-sta.tion. 

Although the main research ",ork of Pus& hu been tl'ansferred 
to Delhi it is ob'Viously important to retain a botanical lIub~tation in 
north-east India and accordingly the Council is maintaining there a 
Botanical Sub-station. This should also, however, if mr proposal. 
are accepted, be taken over by the Delhi Institute. 

Rtt$1$ of wheat &ftd olluJr cerNll. 

(Visited November 16th, 1936.) 

This work was started by lJr. K. C. Mehta, of the Agra Coilege, 
. in 1923, but grants from the Councll were first given in 1930-31 ror 
& period of three years: these were subsequently extcn,dr.J. During 
the coUrse of the investigation a hill station was found to be nece. 
sary : a second laboratory was therefore set up at Simla. 

The annual grant is Rs. 41,920 with a non-recurring grant of 
Rs. 9,000 making a total for the three yean of Rs. 1,04,980. 

Rusts are among the worst of the fungus diseases of wheat, and 
cause serious losses in all the important wheat produciug eountriea 
of the wQrld. Three types of rust are common on wheat : 

(1) Black rust (Puccinia grami7lu Pers.) which causes lIeri011l 
damage in Australia. Canada and the United States. 

(2) Brown rust (P.lriticina, l1:riks.) also common in Australia. 

(3) Y'ellolf rust (P. pl"1M","', Eriks. and HeDn.) the ec.m
monest rust in England, but not foun.l in Australia. 
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All three attack wheat in India but barley is susceptible to black 
rust and yellow rust only. The yellow rust is found only in the 
north, as it cannot tolerate hot weather, while the brl)wn and black 
fUl:)ts occur wherever wheat is grown. These rusts occur ill. a number 
of physiological strains differing in their power of attacking the 
different varieties of cereals, some being much more poiellt than 
others. Fortunately only few of them occur in India : 6 I)ut of 144 
known strains of Black rust, only 3 of which, however, are widely 
distributed : 5 out of 65 known strains of Brown rust occur, but 
oniy two commonly ; and 6 out of 25 known strains of Yellow rust, 
but only 3 of these are common : a total of 17 out of 2:14: known 
strains. Dr. Mehta. attributes this paucity of strains to the rarity of 
the alternate host plants, barberry and ThaZictrum, on which new 
"trains have been shown in America to originate by hyhridisll.tion. 

There is a clearly marked difference between the plain.<i and the 
hills in the incidence and persistence of rust. In the plains rust does 
nOl appear till January or February, although the wheat is sown 
in October or November, and the c'onditions throughout the inter

,'VeIling period are favourable to the disease. The infection is there-
for" late, and obviously not from any local source. In th~ hills, on 
thE: other hand, rust may occur at any time during the grow1;h of the 
crop and it is always found there earlier than on the plains. 

The rust fungi are propagated by spores, which, when ripe, are 
blown about by the wind. If the spores come to rest on the leaf of a 
wheat plant, and moisture is present, they germinate and send out 
a thread-like hypha which penetrates the leaf and so enters the plant. 
There are several kinds of spoi"es, but the most important for dis
seminating the disease on wheat are the uredospores which constitute 
the reddish yellow powder seen in summer on the leavM of infected 
wheat plants. The uredospores, however, are not very rcsistant 
either to heat or cold, and are readily killed by the inteuse heat of 
the Indian summer, or by very cold winter weather. A more 
re~istant kind of spores, the teleutospore, can survive severer eonlli
tions but cannot directly infect wheat. The teleutos1Jores of black 
rust can only infect barberry, and those of brown rust infect 
Thalictrum ; on these alternate hosts a third kind of spore is pro
duC)ed, the aecidiospore, which can infect wheat again. . 

It had always been a mystery how rust survived from lleason 
to season on the hot northern plains where most of tlle wheat is {!rowu 
in l:ndia. The uredospores are killed by the intense heat of summer 
and therefore cannot survive in the plains. and other spores seemed 
!'uled out by the absence of the alternate host plants in or near the 
plains. No alternate host plant for yellow rust is known and the 
alternate host for black rust, Berberis vulgaris and .thllt for brown 
rust Thalictrum /lav'Um, are found only at altitudei of 8.00~ 
12,000 ft., and are not known to be rusted till March or May, where
as the wteat in the plains is rusted in January. 

A study of the occurrence of rust in various parts of lnrua 
Bhowed that the disease spread from the hill districts. the Nilgiris in 
the south and Nepal in the north. Uredospores are produced in these 
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districts from September to December: they are blown by the wind 
an infect first belts of wheat on the foothills, and at a later date, the 
wheat growing out on the plains. Dr. Mehta has preparcd a map .. how
ing that in Southern India infection with black rust bagan in Septem
ber in the Nilgiri hills, most of the crop being affected : it lipread to 
centres further north where it appeared in January and I!'ebruary. 
In Northern India infection of brown rust and black rust began in 
Nepal at the end of December (40 per cent. infection) while in 
Benares it did not appear till the middle of January. 

In association with the Meteorlogical observatol'Y at Agra he 
~tndied the wind currents (following the lines adopted in Canada 
and the United States) and showed 1'hat the winds blowing from the 
centres of infection were carrying uredospores. Shortly nfter tllcse 
spores reached a particular wheat area, the first infection could be 
found in the crops. The spores were produced in cool conditions and 
carried by wind at high elevation, so that they escapll(1 the heat and 
remained viable., 

The rusts differ somewhat in their tolerance of hill conditiona, 
depending upon their temperature relations : uredosporeB of )'e11ow 
rust survive all the year round at high altitudes (above ahout 7,000 ft.) 
but they cannot survive the summer at lower altitudes, though they 
may survive the winter. On the other hand the uredospores of the 

, black and brown rusts can survive the summer at both lower and 
higher altitudes, though they survive the winter only at the lower 
altitudes. 

This accounf8 for the occurrence of rust in the plainH, but it 
does not explain how the rusts survive in the two centre~ of infec
tion, the Nilgiris and the Himalayas. Dr. Mehta has Gone into this 
question of over-summering of the fungus in these regions Rnd eon
eludes that on account of the comparatively cool "Iummer there the 
ul'edospores survive on self-sown wheat plants and tillers, which are 
always present in quantity. 

Dr. Mehta suggests that these sources of infection could be put 
out of action by suspending the cultivation of wheat and barley in 
thtl hill districts for two or three years: in the absence of alternate 
host plants the fungus would, he states, simply die out. The areas 
under wheat and barley in the hills are only small rut IlUch drastic 
action is hardly likely to be taken and indeed it might not answer as 
alternate hosts though not recorded may still be thert'!. Instead of 
complete prohibition a good deal could. be done by prohibiting the 
April-May sowings in the NiJgiris and the PalniB. and the Au,.,aust 
and September sowing in the northern hills, and by destroying 
rigorously the .~ volunteers" and tillers that appear after harvest, 
anJ carry on the rust. 

A more feasible method would be to grow only rnst resist:mt 
varieties of wheat and barley in tlie hill districts. The breeding 
of varietieslresistant to every one of the prevalent pbysiological races 
of rllst has hitherto proved impracticable in the United States and 
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Canada, but may be easier in India where so few of thtl llLysiological 
races occur. Attempts have been begun to breed resistant varieties : 
thj~ work is done at Simla. 

As soon as a suitable variety is found it should be brought into 
general use as speedily as possible. Funds from some Central source 
would probably be needed for the purpose as the hill uistricts if they 
had nothing to gain by the change might feel under no necessity to 
make it. 

Sir Rowland Biffen has observed that small doses vr litbillm ~alts 
enable w'heat to withstand rust. Experiments should be made to ~ee 
if this holds good under Indian conditions, and if bO \~llf,thel· it can 
be put to any practical Use . .. 

Dr. Mehta's work appeared to me to be well doue and worthy 
of the support it has received. It is an application to India of the 
investigations initiated by Dr. Stakman and his co-wOl'kcl's in the 
United States on Rust epidemiology and Dr. Mehta ua" ~hown con
siderable ingenuity in making the necessary modifica:juns in pro
cedure. He has wisely kept to one problem, and so has been able to 
make much more progress than if he had scattered his energies in 
several directions. 

Other institutions visited at Agra.. 

While at Agra I took the opportunity of visiting several other 
institutions which. however, are not receiving grants from the 
Council, and therefore are not reported on here. 

(1) The A.gra College: a teaching institution. 

(2) The Upper A.ir Observatory.-Here the officcr in charge, 
Mr. Chatterji, explained the method of taking opserva
tions at high altitudes by means of kites, balloons 
etc. At present the practical application of this work 
is for aviation and general weather forecasting but as 
the investigations develop they may be found to have 
important bearing on weather forecasting fcr agricul
tural purposes. The Council should, therefore. keep 
itself informed of the progress made here. 

(3) Biehpun: demonstration farm.-~r.r. C. ll. Parr, the 
. Deputy Director of Agriculture showed me the v?,rious 

trials going on. One of the most interesting IS the 
0'l"0wth of berserm as a catch crop on land that would 
~ormanv be lyinO' idle between the kharif and the rabi 
crops: ·this b~l"s;em is then fed to buffal0es to increase 
the mill, supply. 

(4) Dyalbagh.-This colony of the TIadlJaswami Community 
was at tlle timE' of my \isit nni!t'r the leadership of 
Sahibji Maharaj Sir Anand Swamp, (1). and it affords 
an. interesting example of a self-contamed group of 
pe0ple liying- in th" country ill good couditions and 

(1) Sir Anand Swarup died in June 1937. 

L15ICAR 
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supplying a considerable part of their own needs 
They are attempting to build up a dairy herd, using 
Holstein and Scindi cattel as foundation and they have 
set up a milk factory which is too large for their own 
herd and can therefore take milk from the surrounding 
villages. 

UNITED PROVINCES. 

The agriculture of the United Provinces is more varied than in 
many other parts of India : there is no one dominant crop having 
the position occupied by rice in Bengal or wheat in the Punjab : there 
are several crops of considerable importance in the Province, but 
the distribution is not uniform, and segregation of crops occurs in the 
different districts. The western part is well irrigated by canals and 
tube wells : the eastern part is not, but its rainfall is higher : one 
gains' the impression, however, that the country is poorer. 

Sugar Cane investigations. 

The United Provinces are by far the most important producers 
of sugar cane in India, no fewer than 1.8 million acres out of British 
India's total of 3.36 million acres of sugar cane being grown there. 
But the crop is very localised : it is mainly concentrated in three
regions : the Meerut district in the West, P..ohilkhand in the Centre, 
and Gorakhpur in the East. Each of these has a sugar cane experi
ment station: the chief is at Shahjahanpur in the central district. 
An important sub-station at Muzaffarnagar serves the We.9tern area, 
and a second sub-station at Gorakhpur serves the ellBtern region : 
unfortu~ately I could not visit this and therefore make no report on 
it. 

The Council has made a graint of Rs. 1,01,260 to be spread over 
five years for work at the two stations Shahjahanpur and Muzaffar
Dal?ar under Mr. R. L. Sethi, the Economic Botanist to the United 
Provinces. (1 ). At the time of my visit, however, the investigations 
were in the hands of Dr. B. L. Sethi. 

(a) Shahjahanpur. 

(Visited November 23rd and 24th 1936.) 

Shahjahanpur is situated in the lower lying part of the Ganges 
plain: it has a modp.rate rainfall (38 inches in 1934 and 25.7 inches 
in 1935) most of which falls in June, July and August: the highest 
temperature (about 115°F) is in May and for some 50 days the 
temperature exceeds_105°F; the lowest temperature is in January 
but frost is :rare. . 

The experimental farm at Shahjahanpur is the oldest sugar cane 
experimental station in Northern India and the most important in 
the United Provinces. 'I'he programme of work includes field ex
perimel}ts and physiological investigations with some chemical 
control. 

(1) Now on the BtaJ'r at the Imperial Council at Agriealtural BeeeardL. 
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Field experiments. 

Varieties.-It is not possible to breed sugar cane varieties at 
Shahjahanpur and in consequence varieties are received from 
Coimbatore. Of these. Co. 395 and 421 appear to be the best on 
richer soils and Co. 393 the most generally useful on poorer soils : 
indeed Dr. Sethi calls it the poor man's cane because it is somewhat 
thin and is therefore less liable to be attacked by various pests than 
the thicker canes : further it is drought resistant. 

Of the early varieties Co. 350 and 385 are at present the best. 
They give less yield than the other but they ripen earlier and so they 
allow of better distribution of the cultivators' time and of course they 
greatly facilitiate the working of the factory. At present the factory 
pays nothing extra for early canes, but in my view there should be a 
premium sufficient to make their cultivation attractive. 

Both seed and seedlings are received from Coimbatore, and 
methods have been developed for germinating the seed and raising 
seedlings here. Any of these that reach the stage of large scale 
experiment are designated by the letters CoS: several appear to be 
promising. I was given. an interesting table comparing the financial 
advantage to the cultivator of the new canes over the old desi varieties 
which easily explained the supplanting of the old sorts by the 
new:-

008. oheed, oultivation and manuring 
Irrigation 
Rent 

Total cost 
Yield, maund8 
Value of gur, 10% reoovery Rs. 3 per maund 

Profit 

Per canal bigha (tacre) 
A. , 

Deai cane. Improved 
cane. 

Rs. as. Rs. as. 

51 6 55 10 
7 4 7 4, 

10 0 10 0 

68 10 72 14 
250 350 
75 0 150 0 

6 6 32 2 

Manurial trials.-In these experiments comparison is made 
between organic and inorganic sources of. nitrogen: green manure 
(sanai) , farmyard manure, and neem cake being the organic, and 
sulphate of ammonia the inorganic source. The results show that 
nitrogenous manures increase the yield of cane, but potassic fertilizers 
do not, although they may affect the sucrose content and the purity 
of the juice. The plots without manure yield about 600 maunds of 
green cane per acre, those with manure yield up to 1,000 maunds . 

. One interesting result is that green manure supplying about.60 lb. 
of nitrogen per acre seems to have the same effect as a dressmg of 
270 maunds of molasses per acre indicating that 1 ton of molasses 
supplies to the crop 6 lb. of nitrogen, i.e. 0.3 per .c~nt .. of it~ weight. 
In view of the important problem of molasses utilisation this figure 
needs confirming. 
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There are several series of these experiments : they lIhould be 
continued for two or three years longer and then replaced by a more 
comprehensive .scheme which would give fuller information. A eom
plex factorial experiment containing 3 types of watering (where the 
mechanical difficulties are not too great), 3 levels of nitrogen 
dressings, 3 kinds of nitrogenous manure : tested on 3 varieties would 
give very complete information as to the different reaction of varieties 
to differences in manuring and 'W'atering (1). A suitable lay-out is 
given on page 111. 

A good deal of analytical work is done on the cane and now that 
the preliminary tests are over J recommend that the question of 
sampling be thoroughly investigated. Chemical analysis is worthless, 
and may even be misleading, unless the sample fairly represents the 
bulk of the material, and in the case of sugarcane it is difficult to 
ensure this. The investigation should be done jointly by the Statis
tician and the Chemist: it would form part of the comprehensive 
investigation on sampling that I have recommended should be centred 
at the Delhi Institute. 

Physiological Experiments. 

The distinctive feature of the investigations here is that they 
include a phys~ological section recently started under the charge of 
Dr. Mathur, late of. the Imperial College of Science, London, and of 
the Rothamsted Experimental Station. This work at present con
sists of two parts a detailed study in pot experiments of the effect. 
of fertilizers on the growing plant, the lines being substantially the 
same as those developed by Dr. F. G. Gregory: and a study of the 
water relationships of the plant. These two problems are ample for 
one section and I strongly recommend that nothing more be added 
to the programme. 

(b) Muzaffarnagar Sub-station. 

(Visited November 19th, 1936.) 

This sub-station serves the western part of the province : the 
upper" doab " between the Jumna and the Ganges, an intensively 
cultivated region well supplied with sugar factories which stretch 
in a chain from Saharanpur to Delhi. 

The Station is about 180 miles north-west of Shahjahanpur but 
stands much higher : its ciimate is drier and more severe : the annual 
rainfall is aQout 29 inches and the temperature ran!re is from about 
25°F. to HO°F. and in winter frosts are fairly frequent so that the 

(1) For admirablt' t'xamples of expt'riments of this t:vPe, see the papers of 
F. Crowtht'r. Bull. No. 25. Tceh. Series. R{lv. Ag-rie. So .... E~t, 1936 ... Experi
ments in j:gypt OD the InterndioD of Faciors in Crop Growth, III. The eO"eeta . 
of variety, spaeing, nitrogt'n and wnter supply on Mvelopment of the Cotton plant 
and the rate of its absorption of nitrogenoU8 Fertiliser' '. 
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frost resistance of canes can be tested here. The climatic conditions 
are not unlike those at Karnal, which is indeed only about 50 miles 
to the west. 

The farm has been established for some time but the Council's 
sugar cane experiments were started only in 1934. The two main 
purposes are to test canes received from Coimbatore and Shahjahan
pur so as to see how far they are suited to this Gangetic canal area. 
Co. 385 appears at present to be the best early cane; Co. 312 the best 
medium cane under moderate conditions of soil, irrigation and 
manuring; Co. 421 and 331 seE'm promising in richer conditions, while 
Co. 331 seems better in water-logged soils. 

Search is also made for good late varieties of cane but the local 
agricultural conditions are not at present very suitable for these, 
since the harvesting clashes with the harvesting of wheat. Moreover 
it is not yet clear that the factories would find later crushing profit
able : their officers state that they have no control over the harvesting 
and high yields of immature cane are likely to be obtained by the 
grower and passed on to the factory. In spite of these difficulties, 
however, the production and selection of late canes must be continued : 
if later canes are to be grown at all the cultivator must obviously 
have the most profitable. 

Mr. P. W. Marsh, the Commissioner for the Meerut Division, 
told me that the work done in the province on sugar cane varieties 
has got through to the cultivator so E'ffectively that nearly the whole 
area is now under improved varieties. 

Fertilizer Expe,·iments.-These are on similar lines to those at 
Shahjahanpur and the results up to the present are of the same 
order, thou~h only two years data are ayailable, the 1933-34 crop 
having been largely destroyed by insect pests. The maximum effect 
is obtained with 60 lb. nitrogen per acre. Molasses applied as 
fertilizer gave the same results as an equal weight of farmyard 
manure, both being applied at the rate of 200 maunds (about 7 tons) 
per acre. Neither potassic nor phosphatic fertilizer increased the 
yields in these experiments. 

The purity of t.he juice differs in the different varieties, but it 
tends to be lowered by nitrogenous manure. 

The green manure experiments show that sanai increased the 
yield of cane, and that it can conveniently and advantageously be 
grown after cotton and before sugar cane, instead of leaving the land 
bare as at present ; this sequence cotton: sugar cane, is not unusual 
in this region. 

Other experiments dt'al with time of sowing, spacing, times of 
8pplyin~ fertilizers, and yarions modes of irrigation. Five irriga
tions seemed to give the best results: 80,000 to 120,000 gall{'ns lwr 
acre had been giwn t{) the highest yielding plots. 
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Entomological Investigations. 

These are a special feature of the work at MuzafIarnagar : they 
are carried out by Mr. R. P. Gupta. Insect pests in these western 
districts of the United Provinces appear to be worse than elsewhere 
and with the spread of sugar cane cultivation the problems of pesta 
and diseases have become stil more serious. I was informed that.in 
1934-35 most of the factories in the Meerut division had to close down 
early in the season on account of poor deliveries of sugar cane. There 
were heavy infestations by the Stem Borer (Argyria sticticraspis) 
before mons~on rains, by the Top Borer (8ciropophaga niveUa) after 
monsoon rains by the Root Borer (Emmalocera depressella) in 
August, by the leaf hopper and by the Pyrilla and white fly from 
the commencement of monsoon rains till the beginning of winter in 
addition to attacks of termites. Something like a quarter of the .{rop 
was de§..troyed by stem borer in June beiore the actual cane forma
tion began, and by harvest time the remainder suffered 50 per cent. 
or more infestation with top borer, in addition to the damage 
done by pyrilla and white fiy. 

Varieties differ in their susceptibility to attack and it is always 
possible to select. canes less liable to suffer than others growing near 
to them. It remains to be seen how far this is a practicable method 
of control : if only a few growers used the less susceptible caue3 
they might escape, the insects preferring the more susceptible varie
ties grown by their neighbours. But if all the growers in a particu
lar region grew the less susceptible canes the insects might simply 
adapt themselves to the change and, for want of anything bette~, 
attack the new canes. That, at any rate has been the usual expen
ence elsewhere. 

The programme of investigations includes (i) the study of alter
native food plants from which infestation is possible ; (ii) the rela
tion of time of planting to incidence of pest attack; (iii) the rela
tion of gennination, tillering and growth to pest attack; (ill) the 
behaviour of different varieties of cane. 

n is very desirable to investigate fully the conditions under 
which the insect pests multiply and do damage. Spraying and 
direct control methods are impracticable and breeding of resistant 
varieties is of limited application, but a knowledge of the conditions 
under which damage is done may enable the agriculturist to advise 
as to methods for reducing loss to a minimum. Phosphatic fertilizers 
appeared to decrease susceptibility to attack by the top borer, but on 
the other hand water logging of the soil appears to increase the suscep
tibility. Second or third year ratoons harbour pests badly. 

Various parasites of the borers have been found parasitising 
either the egg or the caterpillar, but it remains to be seen whether 
they can be made to play any important part in control. Some control 
()f leaf hoppers (Pyrilla) was effected by eollecting the adults and the 
nymphs in hand nets from the young crop and also by collecting egg 
masses from April onwards, and stripping and removing the dry 
leaves eAch month from September onwards. 
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NOTE BY MR. F. YATES, HEAD OF STATISTICAL DEPART
MENT, RETHAMSTED EXPERIMENTAL STATION. 

Design for a combined experiment on varieties quantities and 
forms of Nitrogen, and their interaction with irrigation. 
Four Course Rotation, including two years Sugar Cane. 

It is recommended that a factorial design including all combina
tions of three varieties, three levels of irrigation, three levels of Nitro
gen and three forms of Nitrogen be adopted. This will give 81 treat
ment combinations, which can conveniently be arranged in a 9 X 9 
quasi-Latin square in which the whole of each row is subjected to the 
Bame irrigation treatment. A square of this type is shown in the 
accompanying diagram, a, band c being the three levels of irriga
tion, and p. q, and r the three varieties; the numbers 1-9 indicate the 
quantity and form of Nitrogen according to the tables : 

Quantity. 

n. n 1 

SUlphate of Ammonia I 4 

OHCake 2 5 

Fa.rmya.rd manure 3 6 

ThuB 8 represents the double dressing of cake. 
b ~ ~ ~ ~ _ d 

& r6 r7 q8 q3 q4 r2 

& q2 
b q4 
• rl 

c p5 
& p7 

q6 
q8 
r5 
p9 
p2 
ql 

p4 
p9 
q6 
r7 
r3 
p2 

p8 
pI 
q7 
r2 
r4 
p6 

p3 
p5 

q2 
r6 
r8 
p7 

q7 
q3 
r9 
pI 
p6 

n. 

7 
8 

9 

p7 p2 p6 

p5 p9 pI 
rl r5 .9 

r6 r7 r2 

p3 p4 p8 

q4 q8 q3 

q9 qI q5 

r8 r3 r4 
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The experiment should clearly be a permanent one, being car
ried on for several years on the same plots in order to measure cumu
lative effects. As in all Rotation Experiments it would be best to 
have one set of plots in each phase of the experiment, i.6., four 9 X 9 
squares in all at each place. A reasonable compromise in this case, 
however, would be to use two 9 X 9 squares started at two year 
intervals. Thus one square would be under sugar cane in every year. 
A set of such trials carried out simultaneously at three or more 

. centres would make a really good experiment. In laying down addi
tional squartes either at the same place or in different placl'!! the 
square given above should be re-randomized by rearranging first the 
row (including irrigation treatments) and then the columns amongst 
themselves in random order. It will also be better if the four differ
ent keys given below are used in turn for the numbers 1-9. These 
keys being: 

, 
I II III IV 

-
n6 Dl DI DO Dl o. O. II, nl D. Dt u. 

S.A. .. 1 4 7 1 7 4 1 3 2 I 2 3 

Cake .. 2 5 : I~ 3 9 6 4 6 61 7 8 9 

H.Y.M. .. 3 6 2 8 5 7 9 8 ! 4 6 II 

Methods of computation are given in : Imperial Bureau Soil 
Science, Technical Communication 35. .. The Design and Analysis 
of Factorial Experiments". F. Yates. (In the Press). 

Nagina Rice Research Sta.tion. 

(Visited November 22nd, 1936.) 

Paddy occupies 61 million acres in the United Provinces princi
pally in the northern and eastern parts, and the early varieties in 
particular are widely cultivated. 

In spite of this large acreage, however, the United Provinces do 
not produce all the rice consumed, and there is in consequence an 
importation which the Department is trying to avoid by increasing 
the production in the districts irrigated by the recently constructed 
Sarda Canal. 

The-experiments are in general charge of Mr. R. L. Sethi, Econo
mic Botanist (Sugar Cane and Paddy) to the United Provinces 
Government; the local officer is Dr. B. L. Sethi, the Assistant Paddy 
specialist, with two research assistants, Mes.'!rs. T. R Mehta and 
P. S. <'¥tpta : the farm superintendent is Babu Sanjai Singh. The 
amount of the Council's grant is R!l. 1,39,660, spread over five years. 
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The Nagina farm was established in 1932 as the paddy breeding 
station of the United Provinces: it is about 50 miles ea.c;t of Muzaffar
nagar almost in a line with Kamal which lies 50 miles to the west. 
It is a district well-known for its early types of rice, including 
Basm~ti, claimed as the best table rice in India. It is about 44 miles 
from another rice experiment station, Kala Shah Kaku in the Punjab. 

The work consists in seeking for early varieties of good yield and 
high quality. This necessitates the possession of a considerable 
collection of strains and fortunately one had already been started in 
the United Provinces by R. L. Sethi in 1924 : he collected some 1,200 
samples from the different regions and from these isolated 135 types 
possessing constant characters. Others have since been added to the 
collection and now a considerable number of strains are grown at 
Nagina. The importance of earliness arises from the circumstance 
that rice is a kharif crop, sown in June or early July before the rains, 

. and harvested from September to December according as the variety 
is early or late : if it can be cleared by October gram can be sown as 
a rabi crop : if by November, wheat or peas can be sown, but if it 
remains on the ground till December nothing can be sown and the land 
must be left idle till the following June, unless a green manure crop, 
sanai, can be sown in April or May. The sowing of an early variety 
therefore permits the growing of a rabi crop. 

On the other hand late varieties give 10 to 20 per cent. or more 
higher yield than do the early varieties, and there are regions, e.g., 
the submontane regions liable to flood and the eastern districts, 
where late varieties alone can be cultivated. 

A further advantge of the early varieties is that they commonly 
escape the serious pest Leptocor-i.w varicornis, locally called Gandi, 
which from mid August to mid October, but especially during Sep
tembf'r, attacks any young grain that is still in the green milky stage. 

Earliness, however, does not invariably ensure immunity from 
Gandi : late varieties sometimes escape more completely through not 
being sufficiently advanced at the time when the insect is ready. 

The only immune rice is the local Satki, (60 day), a poor yield
ing early sort but with the great advantage over the good commer
cial varieties that the panicle is enclosed so that the insect cannot 
penetrate to the grain. This Satki was crossed in 1929 with better 
yielding varieties $,0 as to obtain new sorts combining high yield and 
~ood quality with the enclosed panicle and consequent immunity to 
Gandi. The F. 5 generation has now been obtained, and has yielded 
cultures. apparently fixed and pure, in which the panicl~. remai~ 
enclosed during the gri'en milky stage and then opens out gIVmg gram 
in large quantity and of high quality. 

In counection with this selection and hybridisation Dr. Sethi 
has been intermittently carrying out cytological investigations. It 
is unreasonable to expe'ct results in these conditions and if he is stay
mg on I shou1d recommend the appointment of a special assistant 
trained in cytolog.v to do the actual work. 
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There are a number of manurial experiments which are well 
designed and well laid out. They show the value of green manuring 
with Sanai : this is superior to sulphate of ammonia which in turn 
is superior to nitrate of soda. Other experiments deal with the time 
of planting, varying also the age of the transplanted seedlings ; these 
indicate, as usual, that the late varieties ripen at roughly the same 
time whenever they are sown, i.e., their time of ripening is fixed ; 
while the early varieties ripen earlier or later according to the time 
of sowing, i.e., their period of growth is fixed. Earlier ripening 01 
early ripening varieties can be secured by earlier sowing, but earlier 
ripening of late varieties cannot. Experiments are being made to 
see if earlier ripening can be obtained by vernalization. but so far 
the attempts have been without success. 

The troublesome problem of the shedding of rice nt harvest time. 
the result of each separate grain being on its own little stalk. is 
under investigation. The character is varietal and is probably con
trollable . 

.AB happens not infrequently, the yields obtained on the farm 
here are 35-45 maunds per acre as against the peasants' yield of 
15-20 mallnds for early sorts and 25-30 maunds for late sorts. 
For wheat the yield on the farm is 20-25 maunds per acre as against 
the peasants' average of 11. 

Work is also in progress on the hulling and cooking quality of 
rice and on the possibility of improving the storage. Consumers 
prefer rice that has been stored for some months and will not eat 
new rice if they can afford the older grain. A considerable quantity 
of rice is held in the villages and bazaars in tins, boxes, gunny bags, 
earthen jars, etc., for periods up to three years. Attempts 
are being made to improve" the storage. This part of the work. 
particularly that dealing with hulling and cooking quality, is neces
sarily vague and indefinite and should be regarded .simply as a minor 
adjunct to the breeding and selection. 

The field work is well carried out. The records are elaborate 
and their collection takes up much of the time of Dr. Sethi and 
Mr. Mehta, with such assistance as they can get from their small 
staff. This is inevitable. But they are in addition called npon to 
work out the detailed computations involved in the statistical calcula
tions. This is an uneconomic use of their time, and it would cere 
tainly be an advantage to give them help on this computing side. I 
understand that graduates could be obtained at a relatively low salal7 
who would be sufficiently trustworthy and who, if provided with 8 
hand calculating machine, could do all the necessary calculations. 

It would also be an advantage to appoint an analyst' who could 
under direction follow the changes in nitrate and ammonia content 
of the soils of the more important plots during the year : this might 
furnish the clue to some of the differences obtained in different years 
on the manurial plots. 

The COWlcil has DO experiments in the eastern part of the pro
vince. ' 
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Cawnpore. 

Research and Testing Station for the Indigenous System of Gur 
and Sugar Manufacture. 

GRANT: Rs. 1,67,380 to be spread over 5 years. 

In spite of the great developments of the cane sugar industry 
something like 80 per cent. of the sugar cane grown in India is worked 
up in the villages either into Gur or Khandsari sugar. The pro
cesses are very wasteful ; the mills are inefficient and the recovery 
from the cane does not usually exceed 60 per cent. of the total sugar 
present. It is of course impossible to hope for the high standard 
of efficiency attainable in a well conducted factory, but there is room 
for considerable improvement on the present methods. 

A station has therefore been set up at Bilari in the Moradabad 
district with the purpose of improving the village processes, and it 
is proposed to study the possibility of using small vacuum pans in 
the village factories and of improving in other ways the making of 
gur and sugar. -

A somewhat similar investigation is being carried out at Patna. 
but on a much smaller scale. 

I had no opportunity of seeing this work but I recognise its im
portance having seen a good deal of the making of Gur in the 
villages. 

Improved Juice Boiling Bel. 

GRANT : Rs. 3,440. 

This work was carried out at the Nagalia farm of Lala Mar 
Sahai Gupta ; it is purely technological, and I am not in a positioR 
to express an opinion about it. 

SUGAR RESEARCH INSTITUTE. 

The Harcourt Butler Technolegical Institute, Cawnpore. 

(Visited February 10-12th, 1937.) 

'fhis Institute, opened in 1921, adjoins the Agr~cultural College. 
It has four departments: General Chemistry, Oil, Sugar, and 
Leather. 

As soon as it was decided to develop the sugar industry of India, 
it was recognised that investigations would b~ needed on the techn:o
logical just as much as on the agricultural sIde,. and that soun~ dis
interested advice must be available for the factOrIes. Further, It was 
necessary to set up standards for different grades or qualiti~s of the 
sugar and to arrange for specifications to which the factorIes must 
conform. 
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Accordingly the Councll set up a Sugar Research Institute and 
placed it at the Harcourt Butler Technological Institute. The deci
llion was !IOund, as the Institute has good facilities for technological 
work and has acquired experience in connection with other industries. 
These technological investigations should at an early stage be handed 
flver to a Central Sugar Committee. 

The Director of the Sugar Research Institute is Mr. R. C. 
Srivastava and the Staff consists of a Professor of Sugar Engineer
ing now being selected; the Professor of Sugar Technology, Mr. Van 
der Meyden, a very competent Dutch expert who has come here from 
Java; four assistant Professors and two research chemists. The 
Statistical Assistant is Mr. P. V. Sukhatme. 

Experimental Sugar Plant and Training of Candidates. 

GRANT : Rs. 2,25,000 spread over 5 years. 

The duties of the sugar technologist are to advise sugar factory 
o~ners on difficulties that have arisen in the course of their work, 
to advise promoters of new sugar factories in regard to the selection 
of the site, the lay-out, machinery, etc., and to carry out experimental 
work with the object of improving factory practice. In order that 
this may be done effectively an Experimental Factory has been set 
up at the Institute where factory problems can be studied on a semi. 
eommercial scale. 

Provision has also been made for the training of sugar techno
logists. Students are received from all parts of India but the Gov
ernment of the United Provinces has the first claim to 20 per cent. 
of the places. 

A Bureau of Sugar Standards. 

GRANT : Rs. 32,610, spread over a period of 5 years. 

It is impossible to establish the sugar industry on a sound basia 
in India unless standard grades of sugar can be agreed upon and 
duly specified. For this purpose a central body is obviously neces
sary and the Council has made provision for the establishment of a 
Bureau of Sugar Standards at the Sugar Institute. 

The functions of the Bureau are :-
]. Preparing and supplying sugar standards. 

2. Maintaining a Museum of supplies of sugar and other sugar 
products. 

3. Publishing annual reviews dealing with the quality of 
Indian sugars and of competitive foreign sugars. 

As soon as the procedure and methods have been worked out the 
Bureau will become an administrati .... e rather than a research organi
sation Itlld it should therefore no longer be supported out of the 
Council's funds. 
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Statistical Branch. 

The statistical work of tDe Institute falls into two p'arts : 

1. the collection of statistical data in regard to the industry : 

2. advising in regard to the design of experiments made in the 
factories on various technological prOblems. 

In order to avoid the possibility of apparently conflicting advice, 
designs of experiments worked out at the Institute should be circulat
ed to the Council's Statistician and to Profe~sor ::'.Iahalanobis for in
formation and comment. 

Utilisation of Molasses. 

Approximately half a million tons of molasses are produced 
annually in India, and it is important to find SOllle method of utilisa
tion. 

Four methods are being studied : 

(1) For surfacing metalled roads.-Considerable lengths of 
roads have been treated and the results seem promising, 
but it remains to be seen how long the effect lasts. 

(2) As fertilizer.-Experiments in several of the agricultural 
experiment stations have shown that molasses has 
distinct value as fertilizer in some circumstances, though 
not in others. Successes are recorded at Shahjahanpur, 
Muzall'arnagar, Nagina and Bangalore ; on the other 
hand, negative results were obtained at Padegaon and 
Risalewala. 

(3) Cont'erswn into industrial alco"hol.-At first sight this is 
the simplest method of handling the molasses, as it could 
be done at the sugar factories, and would help in the 
spread-over of the work ; it requires no new organisa
tion but only an extension of the existing factory organi
sation and it presents no specially difficult problems to 
the technologists, suitable methods being already well 
known. Indeed it is understood that the Government 
Central Distillery, Kasik Road, contracts for the whole 
of the molasses of some of the sugar factories. There 
are, howewr, economic and excise difficulties in the way 
of unlimited extension of this method. 

(4) P"cparati()n of a caffle [ood.-A. gr,lI1t of TIs. 10.000 spread 
over 2 years lws been given f,11' illw~tig-atin~ tl1is pos
sibilitv, the trial f00ti"tnffs being prepared at t~le Insti
tute ~nd t·~sted at sen'ra] of the northern agricultural 
experimental stations. 

Bazasse screenin!Ys fr')In thE' can~ IlrE' dri"d :1nd mixed with 
boiled molasses and snnrces of protE'in such Rf> Chuui. mustar,l cake 
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or ground-nut cake, then pressed into cakes. These contain approxi. 
mately 17 pez: cent. protein and 62 per cent. carbohydrate. No feed
ing results arll available as yet, but European experience with this 
type of food shows that it can be made to give very good results. 

Other possibilities. 

Another method which I suggest should also be tried is to utilise 
the molasses for growing yeasts. Some of these are good cattle food . 
they are rich in protein and other valuable nutrients and ther~ 
should be no difficulty in growing them at the factory. This method 
was used in Germany during the war and ill attracting attention 
again, now that the policy of national self-suffi~iency is develop. 
ing. 

At the sugar factory in Mysore remainder yeast grown in molasses 
was readily taken by farmers, (1) and it seems desirable to experi. 
ment with other types also. 

In western countries molasses added to grass or other gree~ 
fodder as it is put into the silo improves the quality of the resulting 
silage. Experiments on these lines should be tried. 

In western countries also molasses has various other industrial 
purposes : it is used for making solvents and the shock absorber 
and " antifreeze" fluids associated with the motor car industry: 
as yet these uses are unimportant in India. 

Its use as fuel is mentioned on page 128.' 

Oil Section. 

GRANT : B.s. 90,000 for 3 years. 

The work of this section consists in training students, in render. 
ing technical assistance and advice to the industry and in carrving 
out investigations of technological importance, such as the bleaching 
of certain oils for technical use. The Council has decided to hand 
over this subject of Oil Technology to the Industrial Research Bureau. 
a decision in which I entirely concur. 

Cotton-seed crushing: supply of decortica.ted cake for educa.tion 
and propaganda. 

GRANT : Rs. 10,000 spread over 3 years. 

This work is not yet begun. Its purpose is to take over decorti· 
cated cotton cake made at the Harcourt-Butler Technological Insti· 
tute, and supply it to the Officers of the Agricultural Departments, 
for use in experiments and demonstrations on departmental farms. 

At the present time the large amount of cotton seed produced in 
India is not fully utilised. A little is exported to Great Britain and 
other countries as raw material for the oil and feeding stuffs 

(1) -lor American experience with this kind of yeast, 188 Broughton and 
Fry. Maryland Agrie. Expt. Sta. Bull., 349. 
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industries, but nearly all of it is fed direct to cattle, which involves 
wasting a good deal of the oil. The establishment of ap oil industry 
in India would necessitate the creation of a market for the decorti
cated cotton cake and this requires much preliminary demonstration 
work among farmers. 

Oil seeds crops are studied at the Cawnpore Agricultural College 
,with a view to classification and improvement. The work is in some 
respects similar to that being done at Lyallpur and the workers should 
keep touch with one another. 

Fibre Plants. 

Sunn Hemp, Cawnpore. 

GRANT : Us. 34,226 for 3 years. 

Schemes dealing with Sunn hemp are in progress in the 
United Provinces, Madras, Bombay, Bihar and the Central Pro
vinces, the general programme being similar at all the centres, 
though there are differences in detail. As the United Provinces 
are the chief producers and exporters of raw hemp in India .special 
stress is laid on the retting and the treatment of the fibre. Preli
minary experiments show that the existing methods can be consider
ably improved and the resulting fibre is worth much more than that 
now produced. 

Utilisation of Linseed Fibre. 

GRANT : Us. 33,000 to be spread over 3 years. 

The work has not yet begun. 

In flax growing countries it is recognised that the production 
of flax cannot be combined effectively with the production of oil, 
as no variety of linseed is known which possesses the triple quali
fications of producing high yield of oil, high yield of a good flax 
fibre, and good agricultural properties. The Indian oil varieties, how
ever, produce a short fibre for which it is believed a market can 
be found. The purpose of this investigation is to investigate the 
possibility of extracting this fibre thereby making the crop more 
profitable. 

If a definite outlet is found for the fibre this work could be 
undertaken, but if not, I recommend that the scheme be dropped. 

The Cawnpore Agricultural College. 

While at Cawnpore I took the opportunity of visiting the 
Agricultural College, an active institution where much teaching 
is done. It is claimed that an important percentage of the stu
dents go in for practical farming after they have completed their 
course. 
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The Experimental Farm. 

(Visited, February 10th-12th, 1937.) 

A large area is under experiment and an extended programme 
is carried out under the efficient supervision of Mr. P. B. Richards. 

While here I saw the sad sight of a large area of arhar cut 
down by frost. It is repidly becoming possible to issue frost 
warnings b~' wireless and it seems desirable to experiment with 
smudge fires and other devices for minimising frost damage, so as 
to see if they have any economic value in these regions liable to 
frost. 

Fruit Research: Chaubattia Station. 

It has long been known that fruit would grow well in the 
Kumaon Hills, and as long ago as 1870 a Government Orchard 
was started at Chaubattia; others followed. Then, for a time, 
interest died dl'wn : it revived, however, ,vith the development 
of cheap and relatively rapid motor transport, and from 1915 
fruit growing became more active and the· orchards are now 
increasing in number. 

All the ordinary English fruit can be grown here, and there 
is reason to believe that a good fruit industry could be developed. 

-The old Government fruit farm has now become the United 
Provincer. station for research on temperate fruits and a grant 
of Rs. 1,60,780 spread over 5 years has been given. I was not able 
to visit it but reports on the work were submitted. 

The soil investigations include studies of the suitability of 
the different soil types for different varieties of fruits, and attempts 
to trace out any connections that may exist between soil conditions 
and incidence of diseases. 

The entomological work consists largely in making a tree by 
tree survey with the purpose of acquiring a detailed knowledlre 
of the incidence of pest attacks and correlation of these with soil 
conditions. This method seems to me to be very Round and likely 
to give valuable results. 

The Mycologist is studying certain specific diseases: collar 
rot of apples, etc. 

The horticultural experiments include a search for suita.ble 
apple stocks, methods of propagation and management, pruning. 
mulching, etc. 

As far as it is pos~ible to judge from the reports the linp!! of 
w'brk seem to be satisfactory. 

Liflht trap!..-An experiment with li!!ht trap!! m:lrle at 
Ramgarh in 1932 was unsucce€-Sful ; out of 224 adult'! attra{'tecl to 
lil!ht oniy 14 were females. the rest being male'!. Thi~ i'! a 
common occurrence. Dr. C. B. Williams at Rothamskd hM, 
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howeve~, recently found that for certain months in England the 
proportIon of males and females captured depends .on the height 
at which the trap is placed.; a higher proportion of females is 
caught with a trap at 35 feet above the ground than in one at 4 
feet. If light trapping is practicable then the effect of setting 
at hjgher lev~l should be tried (see page 157). 

Lucknow. 

(Visited, February 15th, 1937.) 

LucknoUJ University, Botanical Department. in charge of Professor 
B. Sahni, F.R.S. 

Professor Sahni's investigations in paleo-botany and the 
borderland between geology and botany have given to the 
Botanical Department of thE! Lucknow University a high reputa
tion, which the standard of work in the various sections fully 
justifies. None of the work is definitely agricultural, and there 
is no scheme fostered by the Council, but the Department is too 
good to be omitted from this list. 

Dr, S. C. Varma has made some interesting ecological studies 
of the upper Gangetic :flora and traces the seasonal change of 
flora from tropical to temperate and to desert conditions during 
the course of the year. This seasonal variation of climatic 
factors is so great .that no species is likely to remain dominant 
throughout the year. Dr. M. P. Chowdhury is in charge of physio
logical investigations, Dr. S. P. Pande carries out morphological 
studies and is surveying the liverworts, while Mr. A~ R. Rao is 
making anatomical studies. 

Professor Sahni's laboratory is so well organised and he 
himself is such a capable investigator that some further develop
ment of his work could well be encouraged. He· considers that 
surveys of the various groups of the Indian flora would be of 
great scientific value. He points out, for example, that the fungi 
have never been adequately surveyed, and many of the groups 
also lack proper description. It could not be claimed that the 
work would be of practical value, but it would serve a useful pur
Jlose in the training of students and in the development of the 
careful critical habits of mind which are so rare, and yet so 
essential to good research. 

Allahabad. 

(Visited, January 15th and 16th, 1937.) 

Transformations of Nitrogen ('ompollmds in soil. 

• 

Dr. ~. R. Dhar has in the past ten years published a large 
number of papers on the transformations of nitrogen compounds 
in soil and he has recently put forward the idea that some of the 
changes are produced, not by bacteria as was formerly supposed, 
L]f.iICAR . 
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but by sunlight. Other in'tlcstigators in India, however, have 
been unable to find any evidence of this photochemical change. 
"There is nothing inhere~tly improbable in Dr. Dhar's claim: the 
question can be settled only by experiment, and only in tropical 
or sub tropical countries. The Council has given a grant of 
Rs. 9,360 to be spread over three years from January 1936. 

These questions are of purely scieritific interest and the 
investigation is therefore quite properly carried out at the Uni
versity of Allahabad. 

Dr. Dhar is also studying the changes in nitrogen content· of 
the soil consequent on the addition of molasses. lIe confirms the 
result already obtained by some, but not by all workers, that both 
the ammoniacal and the total nitrogen are inerea~ed, and he dis
cusses the mechanism of the process and the relative parts played 
by light and by micro-organisms. . 

While at the University I took the opportunity of visiting the 
laboratories of Professor Saha, whose researches in Physics are 
well-known. 

The American Presbyterian Mission. 
• I visited also the Agricultural Institute of the American 

Presbyterian Mission where I saw an admirable demonstration of 
the reclamation of eroded land. By skilful bunding Dr. Sam 
Higginbottom has succeeded in -restoring a com;jiderable area of 
land that had been destroyed by flood, and in so arranging the 
bunds that similar catastrophf'fl are unlikely to occur in future. 
The demonstration is worthy of careful study and of repetition 
elsewhere. 

Other demonstrations include the production of fodder stuffs 
for dairy cattle and the general improvement of the dairy herd 
which, however, lies outside my province. 

Benares. 

(Visited, February 13th, 1937.) 

GRANT: Rs. 67,920 spread over 5 years. 

Institute of Agricultural Research (Benares Hindu University). 

The work here is in charge of Dr. B. N. Singh, Kapurthala Pro
fessor of Botany. The Institute is unusually well equipped with 
modern plant physiological appliances, which were demonstrated 
to me by the assistants and the students. The work done nnder 
the Council's scheme consists in-

'(1) a physiological analysis of the effects of fertilizers on 
the growth of the sugar cane: this includes studies 
of the growth of the sugar content of sugar cane in 
relation to the absorption of nutritive elements, and 
of the effects of hydrogen ion concentration on 
growth, . 
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(2) a study of the effects of soil and climatic factors on the 
growth ~f wheat, and the relation of sail, nitrogen 
and mOIsture content to the protein content of the 
grain. 

In practice this means the application to sugar cane and to 
wheat of all the ordinary plant physiological exercises. The pre
sent work is confined to the laboratory, but it is hoped later on to 
make field experiments. 

In view of the wide range of work in the department. it 
would be unreasonable to expect detailed critical examination of 
methods or appliances : these tend rather to be accepted without 
making full examination of their validity. The chief value of 
the work lies in the training it affords to the men who are doing 
it j they learn how to handle apparatus and they know whose 
method they are using, while the variety of work going on in the 
laboratory widens their experience and prevents them becoming 
too narrow in their outlook. The training would be improved if 
the students were taught the use of valid statistical methods, not 
as a subject, but as an integral part of their physiolo[ical experi
ments. In view of the fact that the University has a strong mathe
matical staff this should present no difficulty. 

THE PUNJAB. 
The Punjab falls into three agricultural divisions: the hill 

districts to the north, where grazing and soil erosion furnish 
difficult problems for the agricultural, the livestock and the 
forestry departments : and where also fruit culture is possible: 
the irrigated regions where wheat is the dominant crop but, oil 
seeds, sugar cane and cotton are also important; and a southern 
dry region where dry farming is practised. 

The Punjab is characterised by the diversity of its agricul
ture and in. two respects it occupies a leading position: it has the 
largest acreage in wheat and in fodder crops of any province. 
One of the results is that milk is more widely used here than in 
most other regions. Wheat is the most important crop in the pro
vince, occupying 9 out of 26.6 million acres net area sown, and 
fodder crops come next with an area of 4,8 million acres; this is 
a larger area than in any other province, 

The Council's schemes in the Punjab are' concerned chiefly 
with wheat, fruit and oil seeds. The agricultural investigations 
are centred at the Agricultural College, Lyallpur; grants are 
given for some scientific investiO'ations at the. Punjab University, 
Lahore; and important investig~tions are carried . out. under the 
aegis of the Punjab Irrigation Board at the IrrIgatIOn R~search 
Laboratory, Lahore. The Agricultural Department also carrIes out 
a large amount of work. (1), 

(1) An officia.l publica.tion fI Department of Agriculture, Punjab; S,ummary 
of the more important results arrived at or indicn.ted by the Agncultural 
Stations and Re'8earch Officers in the Punjab, 1936 " gives a useful summar1 
ot the work done at the va.rious stations with sufficient detail to enable 8%perts 
to study the results. 
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LyaJIpur Agricultural College. 

,(Visited, February 6th, 7th and 8th, 1937.) 

The College was started in 1909, and many invest!gationa ill 
agricultural problems affecting the Punjab have been made there. 
It is now one of the great centres of agricultural research in India. 

Wheat Investigations. 

These are confined to studies of the milling and baking qualities 
of the different varieties of wheat. Unfortunately no simple chemi
cal determinations give sufficient information about these qualities : 
direct milling and baking tests are necessary for which special and 
rather costly equipment is required. 

The Council has given a grant of RB. 22,300 towards the estab
lishment at Lyallpur of an experimenta.. plant for carrying out 
milling and baking tests of wheats produced. in the Punjab and other 
provinces. It is proposed to send the baking specialist to America 
for training there. 

It is very desirable at the outset to agree on the purpose for 
which the wheat is required. Different markets have different 
requirements, and it is essential that the person in charge of this work 
should know definitely for which market he is to cater. 

In view of the fact that most of the wheat consumed in India ia 
probably made into chapatis, there should be an inquiry into the 
characters needed to give. the best results. If, on the other hand, the 
wh~at is being bred for export to Great Britain, then the requir~ 
ments of the English miller must be carefully studied: samples 
should be sent for report to the Miller's Research Institute, St. Albans, 
if this Institute can continue to undertake this work. 

Fruit Investigations. 

1. "CITRUS STOCKS AND GRAPE VINES. 

GRANT : Rs. 57,430 to be spread over 5 years. 

This scheme is under the charge of Sardar Sahib Sirdar Lal 
Singh who has an expert knowledge of fruit growing gai~ed in Cali
fornia : it is complementary to that of the Central Provinces. and 
deals with the Santra type of oranges ; mainly with Maltas. Seeds 
of numerous varieties obtained from the Punjab and outside 
regions have been sown and the. seedlings and resulting trees will 
be studied. Useful stocks will then be multiplied and distributed. 
Stocks of'the Santra types grown in the Central Provinces will also 
be grown so as to ascertain the effect of environment on quality 
and yield. 

The work on grape vines consist'! in collecting vanetie!!, grow
. fig them and selecting promising ones for multiplication and (li!!
tributic.n. The collection already includes 125 varities. 
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SAN JOSE SCALE (ASPIDIOTUS PERNICIOSUS). 

:8urveyin the 'Punjab and North-West Frontier Prevince. 

So far as is known the San Jose scale first came into India on 
infested nursery stock imported into Kashmir from Europe in 1913. 
I~ is als~ suspected to occur .in Afghanistan. There being an exten-
8lve fruIt trade from KashmIr and Kabul to northern India and no 
quarantine regulations on overland routes, the pest has spr~ad con
siderably and is now found in various parts of the Punjab and the 
North-West Frontier Province. Fortunately it is yet at a stage 
1Vhere it can be dealt with, though if it is allowed to remain uncon
trolled much longer, it may become very serious: it is one of the 
worst fruit pests known. A survey has therefore been arranged to 
ascertain the distribution and intensity of the ·infestation, the ento
lIlological work being done at Lyallpur. As soon as the information 
is available the appropriate action should be promptly taken. 

2. FRun AND VEGETABLE PRESERVATION. 

GRANTS : &S. 11,070, spread over 2 years ; application made for 
a further extension. 

~ 

A good start has been made with this work. 

In the cultivatiop of fruit and vegetables for market it invari
ably happens that quantities of material are unsaleable, either 
because they are not quite up to the market standards or because 
the market is already glutted with other produce. The establish
ment of a permanent fruit and vegetable growing industry therefore 
necessitates also the development of methods whereby material in 
excess of current demand can be preserved. 

Fruit preservation can be carried out in two ways ; as a factory 
industry on the large scale, and as a cottage industry. The factory 
industry is the only way of successfully handling large quantities of 
material and catering for the wholesale trade. It depends, however, 
on two essential conditions : 

(i) The produce must be of uniform quality so that the pur~ 
chaser of a tin or bottle of a particular brand may know 
exactly what it will taste like. Standardisation of 
quality is essential to a successful wholesale trade and 
the quality must be sufficiently good. 

(ii) Fruit preservation on the factory scale cannot be regarded 
solely as a means of dealing with unwanted produce. 
No factory can run unless it has full supplies to keep 
the machinery and the work people fully occupie.d 
during the normal hours of employment. Spasmodic 
activity would be fatal. 

Regular supplies must be forthcoming of the kind of ma~erial needed, 
which however is not necessarily the same as the materIal demanded 
by th~ fresh m~rket. A preserving factory can, in addition to its 
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normal activities, deal with an excess of produce, such as would arise 
in time of glut, but this can be incidental only, and not its main 
purpose. • 

When the technical difficulties are overcome and the supplies of 
fruit assured there will still remain important economic and ad
ministrative problems such as the relation of the new industry to the 
protected sugar and tin plate industries. 

The cottage industry, on the other hand, is. necessarily discouti
nuous in its operation, and can confine itself to any excess of mate
rial not wanted for immediate use or for sale. 

The products, however, are hardly likely to find any important 
place in the market because of their inevitable variation. 

At present the work is concerned mainly with factory products : 
tomato ketchup, citrus squashes, cordials made from culled fruit, and 
canned fruit of good quality made in regions where traDl!port is 
difficult, as in the Kulu valley. The biochemical examinations are 
made by Mr. Girdhari La! : they serve a useful purpose in standard
isation of the various products, but there is no point in attempting 
detailed investigations into the biochemistry of fruit. There is a 
certain similarity between the work·here and some of the work done 
in Professor Ray's Laboratory at Lahore and it would be advisable 
to link them up. 

Attention should be concentrated on the citrus and tomato pro
ducts until these have reached a standard when they can be put on 
the market and the industry started. 

The best way of ascertaining when this stage has been reached is 
to submit products to some of the large wholesale firms having expert 
knowledge of market requirements and to ask for their candid com
ments : e.g., Messrs Lyons for good standard qualities, and Messrs. 
Fortnum & Mason, if superfine qualities are deemed p~sible. 

This could be done forthwith. When the small scale products 
are passed by the wholesale experts there still remains the very con
siderable difficulty of establishing the industry on the large scale. 
This involves an entirely new set of problems which cannot -be invest~ 
gated till the industry is started. 

3. OIL SEED RESEARCH SCHEME. 

This work is being carried out by Khan Sahib Choudhury Ali 
Mohammed, and the grant is Rs. 36,070 spread over a period of 
5 years. 

The programme is on the same general lines as in the. Central 
Provinces, but it is confined to the Brassica oil seeds of which the 
Punjab provides no less than one-third of the total Indian produc
tion. Three groups are important: 

Sarson (Brassica campestris, var. Sarson) ; 
Rape or Toria (Brassica napus, var. dichotoma) ; and • Mustard or Rai (Bramca juncea) ; 
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all are rabi crops sown in September or October anq harvEl§ted in 
March or later. 

Within these main groups however, thert' is a 1l1rge and very 
eonfusing number of varieties or strains, the classification of which 
is one of the most difficult plant problems in India. It seems improb
able that much advance can be made until more is known about the 
cytology and genetics of the crop. It would be an advantaO'e to have 
the aid of a cytologist in this investigation. " 

The different varieties differ considerably in productiveness. 

In the meantime, however, some improvement has been effected 
by purely empirical means. Mass selection is stated to have given 
strains yielding 1 to 2 maunds more' seed per acre, containing 3 to 
4- per cent. more oil than the crop commonly raised from unselected 
seed; further, the selected seed matures more uniformly and gives a 
purer product. It is. however, difficult to maintain stocks in a pure 
condition owing to the circumstances that most of the varieties are 
usually self-sterile and are extensively cross-pollinated by insects in 
the field. The new varieties obtained by mass selection readily 
degenerate when sown in the field. 

It has already been possible to obtain some self-fertile forms and 
these are being further studied. 

Field experiments are made to ascertain the effect of manurial 
and cultivation treatments on the yield and quality of the oil in 
various crops. 

Somewhat similar work is being done at Cawnpore, and it is 
desirable that the investigators should keep in touch with each other 
and also with the Central Institute at Delhi. 

Tobacco Scheme. 

(Co-operative scheme on flue curing.) 

A grant of &. 2,500 was given for the construction of two flue 
euring barns, one at Lyallpur and the other at Ju!lundur. These 
are actually outside the zone in which good tobacco IS produced but 
they are needed to complete the main scheme of tobacco research. 

The College Departments, 

Several of the Departments of the College are carrying out in
vffitigations that are closely related to the Council's schemes. 

Botanical Section.-Rai Sahib Jai Chand Luthra and his staff 
have investigated various piant diseases. Some specially interesting 
work on ~ram blight has been done by J. C. Luthra, A. SattaI' and 
Kishan Singh Bedi, 

A council scheme on wither tip of citrus trees is bein.~ carried 
on here (p. 138). 
. Mr. Dastur is working on the so-called ." Failure" 0,£ Pun~ab 

eotton, apparently a physiological disease, whIch, however, IS outsIde 
my purview. 
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Cereal, S~otwn.-(Ram Dhan Singh).-Wheat breeding in the 
Punjab is greatly facilitated by the circumstances that two crops can 
be raised in twelve months. Seed harvasted in May in the Lyallpur 
district can be sent to Labaul in the mountains about Kulu. where it 
ean be sown forthwith and harvested in September or October. It 
can then be returned to Lyallpur just in time for the autumn sowing 
in October. Some good varieties of wheat, e.g., C. 591 and of barle1 
have been produced here. 

Oil Seed Section:-(K. S. Ali Mohammed). In addition to the 
Brassica group already mentioned other seeds are also studied: 
Sesamum, Castor, ground nut and soya bean. . 

Chemical, Sectitm.-(Dr. P. E. Lander). The work is divided 
into two main groups : soils and animal nutrition. 

The soil work includes studies of the reclamation of Kallar or 
alkali soils. Gypsum, sulphur, farmyard manure and green manure 
were all effective, but molasses was not. Where much calcium 
carbonate is present the method suggested is to grow rice during the 
kharif and berseem during the rabi season, then to plough this in al 
green manure. 

• Soil surveys have been made in connection ·with various irriga
tion projects ; the soil is classified into cultivable. reclaimable and bad. 
Surveys a.re also made of various tube well irrigation regions. The 
animal nutrition work consists in studying the nutritive value of 
different local crops ; a special feature is the determination of diges
tibility which has not previously been done in India. 

Sampling of Sugarcane.-A statistical study has been made of 
the best methods of samplng sugarcane for chemical analysis. 

The proposals should be critically examined at Delhi and at the 
other sugarcane stations with a view to arriving at methods that can 
be universally accepted. 

Utilisation of Molas.~es.-Both feeding and manurial vruues were 
tested. A ration of 5 to 6 lb. of molasses fed daily to heifers and 
'bullocks depressed the digestibility of protein and so resulted in 1081 
()f food constituents; 1-2 lb. daily,however, could be safely used and 
had no harmful effect. 

The experiments on the use of molasses as fertilizer gave nega
tive results. There was no evidence of nitrogen fixation and the 
results claimed by Dr. Dhar could not be obtained. On the other 
hand, it appears that molasses could be used as fuel, if .the price it 
less than 8 annas per maund (see page lI7). 

Potato DormQlncy.-Reference is made later (P. 207) to the fact 
that potato seed freshly lifted from the ground cannot be planted 
immediately, but requires a rest of several weeks before it will sprout. 
This problem is of great importance in the hill districts where 
potatoes are grown. Experiments on the influence of various vapoun 
and ga.'IJlS in shortening this period of dormancy were begun, but 
they had to be suspended. . 
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Vegetable Refllnet.-A·large section of the population in India 
are debarred on religious grounds from eating ordinary cheese made 
by the use of rennet prepared from the stomach of cal~es. 

It has long been known that the ripe berries of Withania coagu
lans, a small herb common in the Punjab, Sind and the North-West, 
contains a vegetable rennet by which milk can be as satisfactorily 
curdled as by animal rennet. The enzyme was isolated in a 
form so active that one part coagulated 25,000 parts of milk in 
40 minutes. It could, therefore, be used in cheese making should 
this industry ever be developed in India. 

Bacteriological Section.-(Dr. S. V. Desai}. 
The transformations of Nitrogen compounds in the Punjab soils 

ar~ studied : the effects of molasses and farmyard manure ; also 
bacteriological diseases of plants ; and the nodule organisms. 

Entomological Section.-(K. B. Mohammed Afzal Husain}. 

In addition to the advisory work two larger investigations are 
carried out : one on pink and spotted Boll worms of cotton, financed 
by the Indian Central Cotton Committee ; the other on Locusts which 
is part of the Locust Scheme of the'Imperial Council of Agricultural 
Research (see page 145). Two experimental bee farms are super
vised in the hills, one at Nigrota (District Kangra) ; the other at 
Kulu. 

Engineering:-(S. M. Dahi}. 

Investigations are made on the design of strainers and the equip
ment of tube wells. 

The farm.-(Labh Singh}. The experiments deal with green 
manuring, here found to be effective ; with fertilizers, of which nitro
genous alone are usually beneficial ; with rotations and cultivation. 
Improved implements effected considerable saving of man and 
bullock labour and gave better yields than the cultivators obtained, 
though not better than could be got if the best use were made of the 
old implements. 

Sugarcane Research : Risalewala.. 

This farm of 1,100 acres lies just outside Lyallpur. 
The rainfall is very low, about 8 or 9 incres a year (1 

) . 

The work consists largely in the testing of new seddling canes 
from Coimbatore or elsewhcre the conditions being unsuitable for 
the seeding of cane. Resis'tande to frost can be studied, as frosts are 
liable to occur in January. 

Manurial and cultivation experiments are made. ~n the first 
year manures produced no effect; in the second year, however nitro
genous manure increased the yield ; toria cake proved better than 

(1) At the Jullundur farm the rainfall is Clonsiderably higher but much of 
it comes in Auguat. 
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sulphate of ammonia besides being cheaper. There was no advantage 
in planting in trenches, a method commonly adopted in -many parta 
of India. 

Insect and fungus disease are watched and studied with a view 
to prevention or control Studies are made of Gur production. 

Water Supply to Crops. 

Water Requirements of Crops in Lyallpur. 

GRANT :-Rs. 1,73,970, spread over 5 years. 

This work is to be carried out at the Risalewala Farm. Its pur
pose is to study the influence of varying water supply on the yield 
of crops: comparing varying numbers of irrigations of the same 
depth ; frequent light irrigations with heavy irrigations at longer 
intervals supplying the same toW quantity of water; the effect of 
tillage; and the value of " kiaries " of different sizes and shapes in 
saving water~ The results will be applied to suit Zemindary's con
ditions and practices. 

This investigation should be put in hand and such subsequent 
adjustment should be made as would be required to fit into the larger 
investigation on irrigation, should this be undertaken. The investi
gation should be extended to include schemes of cropping which 
would be studied with the purpose of making the ·most economical 
use of labour and water, so as to avoid the clashing of peak' periods 
of demand. 

The La.hore Institute. 

Punjab Irrigation Research Institute (1 ), Lahore. 

(Visited February 5th & 6th, 1937.) 

Although this Institute deals only in part with agricultural 
problems and is not financed by a Council grant, the work is so 
important, both in itself and for its bearing on the question of an 
all-India Irrigation Research Scheme, that I must refer to it in ROme 
detail. The Director is Dr. E. McKenzie Taylor, and he is aided by 
a compete'nt std. 

The Institute being set up to serve the Irrigation Department 
much of its work is concerned with engineering problems and lies 
outside my province. Considerable attention is (riven in the Physics 
and Hydraulics Seclions, under V. I. Vaidhianathan and Dr. Uppal 
respectively, to the designs of weirs, dams, river training works, ete., 
with the puI'pose of avoiding undermining and counteracting uplift 
pressures. Large scale models have been del'ligned which accurately 
represent and reproduce the conditions in practice. 

------
(1) ~ full account of the work is given in &port ot the Punjab JrrigatioD 

Iutitute, 1936. 
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The work that touches 'most closely OD agriculture is that COD

cerned with the movements of the subsoil water and its effects on the 
soil. Thanks to the foresight of Sir Thomas Higham, annual read
ings of the spring level of the subsoil water were begun ip. 1891 and 
have been continued ever since, while a network, of rain gauge 
stations has been in operation for an even longer period. 

, The relation of the annual rise of the water table to the rainfall 
and irrigation water is studied by the Statistical Officer, Jai Krishan 
Malhotra. In some areas where annual rainfall exceeds 10 inches it 
accounts for some 80 to 90 per cent. of the variations of water level 
in July, August and September. Waterlogging in these areas when 
it occurs must be remedied by drainage of storm water. A similar 
result was obtained by Professor Mahalanobis at Calcutta for the 
areas'he investigated (page 160). 

The trouble is aggravated by the greater absorption of rain due 
to the making of bunds, and the blocking of drainage resulting from 
the construction of roads, railways and canals and the lOoser condi
tion of the soil due to cultural operations. 

Elsewhere, however, the waterlogging is due to seepage either of 
irrigation water from the cultivators' fields, or from the ,bed of the 
canal : it arises because the water cannot get away. A highly in
teresting piece of work has been done on this subject. The great 
plain of the Punjab is made up of sand and silt brought down by 
rivers a~d filling a basin of much older rocks ; the water easily soaks 
through the sand and silt but it cannot penetrate the rock so it 
simply accumuLates. The soil surface is fairly level, but the floor 
of the basin is not : a continuous ridge runs underground across the 
doabs and acts as a weir holding up the underground water on its 
upstream side. In general it' is only on this side that waterlogging 
occurs : down stream of the ridge there is a sudden drop in the water 
table. An important exception occurs at Lyallpur : the water level is 
here rising in spite of the fact that it lies on the downJ'ltream side. 
This is being investigated ; it may be caused by seepage from the 
canal, and the remedy is then staunching of the canal ; or by storm 
water above the ridge producing a kind of cascade effect, in which 
case the remedy is drainage of the upstream area ; or it may be due 
to the transmission of the pressure from the upstream to the down
stream side of the ridge. The ridge continues through the United 
Provinces, but here it runs parallel with the rivers and not across 
them : irrigation has not caused a rise in the water table. It is of 
course out of question to survey the depth of the sand and silt by 
boring through it to the bottom of the basin : fortunately .geophysical 
methods can be used for. finding the variations in depth. Dr. N. K. 
Bose, using a Torsion Baiance, bas constructed a gravity contour 
map of t.he rock bed of part pf the area, and Dr. McKenzie Taylor is 
boping to obtain the use of the more elaborate apparatus for deter
mining a few absolute values so that the rock contour depths can -be 
calculated. The maps thus constructed show very clearly the areas 
where waterlogging is liable to occur, and the expectation is borne 
out in practice. 
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The fate of. the water in the canals is also studied. Barely one
naIf of the water delivered at the head of the canal reaches the 
field (1 ), and even this is not all used well. In the rabi season prob
ably no water fs wasted, but at the beginning of tne kharif sellson 
when river supplies are high there is some waste, either in irrigating 
land that is not subsequently sown, or, and more frequently. in over 
irrigating fodder crops due to the fear that supplies will be reduced 
if all the water is not taken. 

An interesting investigation, also recalling the work in Profe88or 
Mahalanobis' laboratory, is the study of the effect of changes in 
'Water level on the life of the village. The histories of the plota 
are obtained from 'the revenue records : the changes in water level 
in areas irrigated, in total revenue, and in human and cattle popula
tion will be studied. 

No investigations of the optimum amounts and times of applica
tion of water to the different crops are carned out here, though ex
periments have been made by the Chief Engineer, Mr. Woods. The 
subject is extremely important: data are being accumulated at 
various centres in regard to rice and sugar cane, but some effective 
'Co-ordinating ,agency is needed. 

The loss by seepage is not only a W8Bte of valuable water : It 
leads to a waste of land by waterlogging and still worse by salt 
damage. Experiments indicate that in certain specified cases, fortu. 
nately of common occurrence, seepage can be greatly reduced by 
treating the bed of the canal with sodium carbonate ; the details 
have been worked out and as the cost is not high the method is now 
being tested in the Punjab and in Sind. 

The rise in the water table is closely associated with the appear
l1nceof salt or " Thu'l'''. When the water comes to within about 
18 feet .of the surface any salts pr~sent in the soil or the water may 
begin to appear at the surface. Durin~ the winter (November to 
April) they form a white incrustation which shows up very clearly: 
from April onwards the incrustation disappears, perhaps being blown 
away by the dust storms of the spring, and it does not reform. 
During the summer a dry crust is formed and the salts remain below 
it : apparently the rate of evaporation from the surface is greater 
than the rate of capillary movement. The mOllBoon rains tem· 
porarily clear the land of salt. In October or November, however, 
the salt reappears: presumably in the tower temperature and high 
humidity of the autumn the rate of evaporation falls below the rate 
at which the salts are brought to the surface. 

In the Chemical Department Dr. A. N. Purl, beside his work on 
methods of soil analysis (na~e 135). has made some interestin~ 
observations 011 the formation of the nodules of calcium carbonate 

(1) The estimate is by Mr. Woods, the details of tht> loeBe. being:-
17 per cent. in main lines and branches. 
11 per cent. in distributaries. . 

125 percent. in the cultivators' water eounel. 
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which occur at varying depths below the lJIll'face of illkaline soils, i.e., 
soils in which the clay contains sodillm as one of its bllSes. Evidence 
is adduced that the calcium bicarbonate in the water moving under
ground reacts with the sodium clay forming calcium clay and deposit
ing calcium carbonate, thus regenerating the layer in which the 
reaction is proceeding. Sodium carbonate is also formed and travels 
upwards, increasing the alkalinity of the surface layer, decreasing 
its permeability and intensifying the deterioration generally. The 
change proceeds from below and moves upwards. 

An interesting experiment in reclamation by electrodialysis :is 
being tried. 

I have devoted considerable attention to this work because it is 
among the best I saw in India and it has important bearings on my 
proposal for an all-India Irrigation Research Station. 

The farm at Cha.ka.nwali. 

For some years Dr. McKenzie Taylor had an experimental 
farm at Chakanwali where he investigated the effects of salt on 
growing crops and sought for methods of removing it and reclaim
ing salt-ruined soil : this section is under Mr. M. L. Mehta. Un
fortunately the work was stopped and so a good opportunity for 
solving some difficult soil problems was lost. Some useful results. 
however, have already emerged. Soils with pH of less than 8'5 
and a salt content of less than 0·15 per cent. will grow the ordi
nary crops. When, however, these values are exceeded wheat 
suffers. 80 long as the pH remains below 9· 5 additional salts can 
be economically removed : especially sodium chloride and sulphate ; 
these are removed by simple leaching and the growth of rice 
which takes up salt from the soil and reduces its alkalinity. If the 
yields of rice are 20 maunds per acre Senji.or other leguminous 
crop is grown and ploughed in as green manure so as to improve 
the nitrogen supply to the soil. Reclamation is now complete and 
cotton, wheat or sugar cane can be successfully grown. Reclama
tion is slower when souium carbonate is present, several crops of 
rice being required to clear the soil so that four or five years 
elapse before any profit is obtained. 

If the pH is above 9· 5 no known method of reclamation is 
profitable: though where money is no object, treatment with 
sulphur, gypsum, etc .. may be successful as in the United States. 
Usually the three sodium salts are the only ones present in the 
Punjab. In Sind calcium chloride also occurs and this facilitater
reclamation. 

Reclamation of land spoiled by salt. 

Land Reclamation is not a suitable enterprise for a small 
cultivator, still less for a non-resident Zemindar. The Govern
ment mig-ht well. however, consider the advisability of letting out 
derelict land on long leases at. peppercorn rents and favourable 
water terms' to large farming syndicates or active cultintorg of 
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known effic~ency. By keeping the land in cultivation, food and 
occupation ar& :I1ound for the villagers, the danger of malaria is 
reduced, and the adjacent land is protected. 

Prevention, however, is better than cure. Dr. McKenzie Taylor 
emphasises the need of making a proper survey before an irrigation 
scheme is started or extended. Tbe important facto1'8 to deter
mine are the salt content and pH values of the various layers of 
the soil profile, and the composition and depth of the subsoil water. 

Dr. McKenzie T'aylor's observation that the salta are washed 
down in the monsoOI! and come back again in the autumn suggests 
that the present practice of giving irrigation water only in summ(·r 
to soils liable to salt is unsound. If sufficient water could be sup
plied in winter to allow of more rabi cropping he considers that the 
salt would remain below the surface. 

Where the problem is more serious it is nece!lsary to chaDj;te 
the system of' agriculture and grow salt resistant crops. Rice is 
the commonellt, but lifter the quantity of salt is sufficiently reduced 
berseem, lucerne. and sugar beet are also possible where the climate 
is suitable; the tW(' former would fit in with dairying and the 
latter might be useful in a sugar cane area for enabling the factorie" 
to extend their working season. 

Unfortunately there is no means of knowing with certainty 
whether the salt trouble is spreading or not, though the indications 
are that it is getting worse. No soils surveys were made when th~ 
irrigation scheme started and such old records as exist are faulty 
The records of field cropping taken each season by the patwari" 
are periodically destroyed ; in an irrigated region they should b\! 
kept. A survey is urgently needed. Preliminary observations 
suggest that an aerial photographic survey from an aeroplane would 
enable a suitable ground map to be drawn, on the basis of which 
a salt survey could be easily made. The problem is 80 important 
that I suggest the Council should arrange for an experiml'tltal 
survey to test the "alue of this method. 

Micro1lora. of Alkaline Soils in the Punjab. 

GR.ANT proposed : Rs. 13,120 spread over 3 years. 

Certain soil micro-or/!anisms are very SMlSitive to the reaction 
and salt content of the soil and do not grow if either exceed a ~r
tain limit. An alkali soil unsuited to crop production is equally 
unsuited for their growth ; the micro-organic flora is thprefore very 
restricted. As. the process of reclamation continues and the condi
tions of the soil more nearly approach -the normal, 80 the micro
organisms are better able to develop, and the flora becomes more 
mixed. Finally. when reclamation is complete, the flora attains its 
normal complexity. , 

Micro-organism;~ mUltiply very rapidly, and adjust themselves 
very quickly to changes in conditions in the soil. 
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In Western laboratories methods have been designed for follow
ing the changes in the microflora and these are readily applied to 
discovering what r,tage the reclamation has reached. Vegetation 
experiments need to be carried out simultaneously so that the 
'reaction of the crop to the stages in the reclamation can be corre
lated with the reaction of the microflora. Usually in Western 
countries plant growth can take place satisfactorily when reclama
tion has gone f'ar' enough to permit nitrifying organisms to develop. 
The method has worked satisfactorily elsewhere and there is no 
reason why it should fail in India; it has not proved as useful as 
chemical methods and so is not widely adopted. 

In this investigation the field experiments were to have been 
carried out at Chakanwali farm and the bacteriological work at the 
Lyallpur Agricultural College. 

A similar scheme has been put forward for studying the micro
flora of Kalar soils in Sind. 

I am not prepared to recommend either scheme for adoption at 
the present time. If, however, a Central Irrigation Institute be 
started rand microbiological tests should be desired as part of a 
larger investigation then the matter could be reconsidered. 

The Purl Physico-Chemical Methods of SoU Examination. 

GRANT : Rs. 5,250. 

A large number of methods of soil analyses have at different 
times been devised and the International Society of ,Soil Science, 
after extensive trialc:; by selected experts, has recommended certain 
of them for general adoption. Wherever possible it is advisable 
for Indian workers to use these methods: 'apart from the fact that 
they have been carefully and critically tested, it is only whim they 
are used that the results can be compared with those obtained in 
oth~r countries, or Iltudied by other soil workers. 

So long as the International methods are adopted for all final 
and important tests int.ended for publication there is no reason 
against other methods for preliminary or local tests provided they 
give satisfactory rec:;ults. and that all Indian soil workers will agrep 
to use them. 

Dr. Purl has devised a number of methods and given reasons 
for preferring them to the standard methods. The next stage is 
for the Indian soil workers to try them, and to decide for what 
purposes they should be adopted, but always recognising the nece'l
sity for using tIle International methods in investigations likely to 
be of general interest. The' Council has taken steps to ~efer th~ 
matter to the Provinces but so far only Madras and Smd hay!' 
examined the methods in detail. 
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Dry Farming. 

Rohtak Dry, farming. Associated with Ihe Lyallpu,. Agricultural 
College. 

(Visited February 1st, 1937.) 

While a large erea in the Punjab is secured against famine by 
irrigation from perennial canals or from we}]s, a still greater area ill 
not. In parts of the south-east failure of the harvest is a common 
occurrence and. the provision of famine works has become an almost 
annual necessity. 

Five districts in the south-east, Hissar, Rohak, Gurgaon, Karnal 
and Ambala have between them 6·7 million acres of crops of which 5·4 
millions are grown by rainfall. A dry fanning research farm haa 
therefore been established at Rohtak. 

Rohtak is situated in the south of the Punjab about 40 mile. 
north-west of Delhi in a dry region where irrigation is usually 
impracticable by reason of the depth of the water table and the 
salinity of the water ; dry farming methods are therefore essential. 
The rainfall averages about 20 inches, falling mostly in July, August 
and September, but it is very variable. Rohtak itself, however, bar. 
the advantage that canal water is available if necessary. 

The chief crop is bajra, sown as a kharif crop in July. 

The work falls under three headings : 

(1) Soil Physics, done by Mr. Sukhdayal under the direction 
of Dr. Lander. 

(2) Plant Physiology, by Mr. J. M. Rao, working under Rai 
Sahib J ai Chand L;uthra. 

(3) Agronomy, dO!1e by Mr. L. Tehl Ram. 

The Station is new and a soil survey is being made by the Soil 
Physicist, profiles down to a depth of 10 feet being examined. Both 
light and heavy soils occur on the farm and the heavy soil is alkaline 
at the lower depths. 

The routine soil work consists in measuring the penetration of 
rain water on cropped and fallow land and the loss by evaporation 
under different conditions. 

Large numbers of estimation of moisture, nitrate. etc., are made ; 
at present it is not possible to determine the sampling error and I 
recommend·that the procedure should be modified so that this could be 
done . 

. The soil work bas the merit. that it is clo!!ely associatl'd with the 
field operations. It is done on the farm and is not confinf'd to the 
laboratory: the effects of the cu1tiva~ion processes and of the growing 
crops on the moistur~ content of the soil can be estimated. 
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The physiological work has only recently been started. It con

sists in the study of the water requirements of the vllrious crop 
plants grown in pots, and of the root system under different condi
tions of growth. 

The water requirements in pot experiments have been dete:' 
mined elsewhere and there seems little advantage in multiplying 
these particular mcasurements. 'I'he field experiments, however, 
should be developed. Certain parts of the farm are underlain by a 
layer of soil 6 to 8 inches below the surface in which roots are liable 
to rot. Preliminary observations suggest that those varieties grow 
best which have it. good horizontal root system above this layer and 
a tap root strong enough to penetrate and get through to the depth 
below. 

The agricultural work consists in finding the effects of deep and 
shallow cultivation on the absorption of rain water; on the effect 
of surface cultivation after showers of rain; on inter-culture of 
crops; the value of bunds in conserving rain water; effects of 
varying the seed rate, and of farmyard manure and different rota
tions on soil moisture and crop yield. 

Rohtak is a long way from the Central Indian group of foUl 
stations, but the Council has arranged that the staffs of all five 
stations concerned with dry farming should meet periodically for 
discussion of their work. 

Grass land experiments. 

PHOSPHATIC MANURING OF GRASS LAND UNDER LOW RAINFALL. 

Under moderate and high rainfall in temperate climates it ili 
well known that phosphatic fertilizers greatly improve the feedinr 
quality of grassland. An experiment was carried out at the Goveru
ment Cattle Farm at Hissar-to discover if similar results could be 
obtained in dry conditions. The rainfall averages 14 inches, but is 
very irregular, both in amount and distribution. 

It is very desirable that more experiments on this subject should 
be made : in Australia strikingly good results are sometimes obtained 
in equally dry conditions. 

MINERAL CONTENTS OF FODDERS AND FEEDING STUFFS. 

Officers in various Provinces and States in India make numerous 
analyses of fodders and feeding stuffs, paying special attention to thc 
mineral substances present. 

Dr. Lander has emphasised the necessity for adopting uniform 
notations and methods.. I agree that this is essential. Unless 
uniform methods are adopted by different analysts, ~here. is oonsi
derllble confusion and the results may be very mIsleading. Dr. 
Lander's suggestions should be carefully examined and a memo· 
randum should be drawn up at an early date setting out prescribed 
methods that must be adopted in all schemes financed by the Council, 
though leaving the individual workers free to adopt others also if 
they wish to do so. (See p. 175.) 
L15ICAR 
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The Punja.b University, Lahore. 

(Visited February 4th, 1937.) 

Investigations bearing on the work of the Council are proceedillg 
in several of the Departments of the University. 

Botanical Department. White,. tip 01 Citrus T,.ees.-Granta 
totalling Rs. 13,800 were given by the Council in aid of Dr. II. C. 
Chaudhuri's experiments on the wither tip of Citrus trees, a disease 
caused by the fungus, CoUetotrichum gloeosporioides, which besides 
causing the tip to wither, also causes a great loss by the dropping of 
immature fruits. A spraying treatment was devised which, it is 
said, has now become almost universal in. the Province as a means of 
effecting control. 

Organic Chemistry Department.-This is under Professor J. N. 
Ray, who had studied organic chemistry under Professor Robinson of 
Oxford, and therefore became interested in the organic constituenh 
of plants. Several of the investigations going on: here are related to 
the Council's work, especially those on dry plants, on fruit juice~. 
and on insecticidal plants. I recommend that the Biochemi.'It for 
the fruit preservation scheme at Lahore and the chemist in charge 
of the plant insecticide investigation at the Agricultural Depart· 
ment laboratories, Bangalore, should both spend some time here to 
learn what they can from Professor Ray. 

Physical Chemical Deparlment.-Professor S. S. Bhatnagar i!; 
well known for his investigations on electro.chemistry and electro· 
magnetism, and numerous studies on these lines are in hand in hid 
Department : unfortunately I could think of no way of linking 
them up with agriculture. He has, however, had charge of two of 
the Council's schemes.· 

(1) The effect of ions on the growth of plants. (Amount of 
grant, RB. 6,523.) 

The effects of salts of various heavy metals : uranium, thorium, 
cerium, copper, manganese and zinc have been studied in water, sand 
and soil cultures; the observations. however, being confined t·., 
measurements of plant height and of dry matter finally formed. 

The work is now concluded. In similar work elsewhere it ha~ 
been found that the chief interest lies in the physiological and patho· 
logical con~quences of supplying or withholding these various metallic 
ions, and if the subject is reopened it should be done in conjun('tion 
with a plant physiologist or pathologist. Many investigators have 
shown that IImall quantities of certain elements are essential 1'> 
healthy g-rowth and in their absence plants suffer from cert~iu 
physiological diseases. Sometimes these diseases occur in thl' fil'ld 
and in that case small additions of the missing element have remark· 
able effects in restoring the health and full growth of.the plant. 

(2) Another investigation which received a grant of RII. 4.153 
~pread over 2 years consisted in stUdying certain soil properties with 
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Sind Waterlo£rine- difficulties. 
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a view to explaining the field behaviour. The water ;xtract, hydro
chloric acid extract, total nitrogen and pH values were determine-l 
for a large number of soils, but no relation with fertility was found. 
It was recognised that there were variations in climate, in watN: 
supply and in seed. 

The problem of explaining soil fertility on chemical and physica! 
grounds is. extremely difficult, becausp. of the profound -effect of water 
supply and of climate, and if any future investigation on the subjec1 
is started, it should from the outset be associated with an elaborate 
system of carefully planned field experiments. The work, would, 
however, be costly and troublesome and I doubt very much whether 
it would be worth the expense 

SIND. 

IRRIGATION IN SIND. 

(Visited November ~6th, 1936.) 

The great irrigation schemes in Sind are served by a competent 
group o()f engineers, hy an Irrigation Research organisation at Karachi, 
and by an agricultural experimental station at Sakrand (Nawabshah 
district) on the left bank of the Indus. It is proposed to establish all 
experimental farm on the right bank at Dokri. The problems fall 
into two groups associated respectively with the safe delivery of the 
water and with its optimum ultilization. The Irrigation Department 
is concerned with the first of these : the pl'oblems include the avoid
ance of loss by' seepage from the canals, with consequent water
logging of adjacent land whereby both farms and villages may be 
spoiled. (1 ) As part of the programme, detailed records are kept 
of the 'fluctuations of water level in a number of observation wen~ 
so that the changes in water pr<>file can be followed. The Agricul
tural Department undertakes experiments on the utilization of the. 
water. 

THE AGRICULTURAL PROBLEMS. 

The opening of the Lloyd Barrage in 1932 has had some strikin~ 
effects on the agriculture of Sind. The area under fodder crop~ 
has much increased : the acreages of wheat and cotton have more than 
doubled, and. even more important, while formerly the cotton wa,; 
all short staple, now much of it is medium staple cotton of good 
quality. Even more of these medium stapled ~ottons could be Ip"own 
if varieties more resistant to jassid and whIte fly were avaIlable. 
Search for these is steadily proceeding. 

On the other hand the area under the grain crops has not 
increased in spite of the increased population ; indeed it is stated 
that both yield and quality of juar and bajri have fallen: the pro· 
duction of oil seeds has also decreased. 

The areas under the various crops and the estimated quantities 
produced are given in Table 1. 

(1) A Report on Waterlogging in the Khairpur State, through which the 
Rohri canal'passes, has been made by Sir Bernard Darley and Mr. Waller. 
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'1' A liCE L-C"opping in Sind before and after til.. setting up of tho 
, Lloyd Ba,.,.aq6 in 1933. 
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According to the original plan the 1933-34 area under wheat should 
have been 1· 01 million acres and under cotton 415,000 acres : both 
figures were in fact somewhat exceeded. (1 ) The ultimate area is 
planned to be 2 million acres under wheat and 800,000 acres under 
cotton. The cotton acreage may readily be attained: the wheat 
presents more difficulties, partly technical, partly economical. :Most 
of the wheat is sold out of the province, either to other parts of India 
or to overseas markets. In either case uniformity of quality is 
essential for obtaining the bl'St prices ; the Department has recognised 
the need for this and is endeavouring to replace the present mixed 
crop by improved selections from· the local yarieties or by strong, 
rust resistantPusa wheats. 

At present prices the cultivation of wheat is evidently profitable 
especially in Upper Sind where the relatively long winters are favour
able to the crop and tht' present improved varieties are sufficiently 
rust resistant. In middle and especiaUy in lower Sind the winter. 
are shorter, and the milder and more humid conditions are ledit 
favourable to wheat; present varieties are not sufficiently rust 
resistant. It is not easy to say what would happen if the original 
plan were fulfilled and another million acres of wheat were grown in 
Sind. The cheapest form of cultivation is presumably the" b08i ", 
i.e., where water is ·given before sowing only, and not afte.rward.s--or 
what amounts to the same thing, where the wheat is sown on the 
banks 6f. the Indus as the flood recedes. Bnt this area does not 

(1) W. J. Jenkins, Crop PlanDing Committee Coulerenee, 1935, p. 48. 
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increase : it remains roughly at about 200,000 acres: "the increase is 
in the ordinarily irrigatedare.a. How much further can this go? 
Can the two million acres of wheat be ultimately achieved? 

The answer to this question turns on the extent to which wheat 
and cotton can be successfully combined in one system. It is not 
a usual combination : indeed only in lower Egypt can it be found 
outside of India, and only in the Punjab and to a less extent in the 
United Provinces is it common in India. The southern limit of the 
wheat belt and the northern limit of the cotton belt overlap only in 
a relatively narrow zone. The difficulties are on the practical side. 

The two crops clash both at sowing and at picking time. The 
staple cotton m~st be sown between mid-March and mid-May, ju,;t 
the period when the cultivator wants to thresh his wheat : the cotton 
needs abundant water in October, when water ought to be put on 
the wheat land to allow it to be cultivated ; finally, cotton picking 
is in full swing from September ·to December, when the wheat ought 
to be sown. Desi cotton can be sown later up to mid-June, so as to 
avoid the clash with threshing, but it flowers and bolls at the same 
time as the staple cotton, hence the other difficulties still remain. Th~ 
trouble is intensified by the scarcity of population in Sind and the 
constant malaria. 

No way of reconciling these conflicting requirements is yet in 
sight. The cultivator usually tries to avoid the difficulty by sowing 
the wheat late, often in December or .J anuary, but this is rarely pro
fitable. 

The Agricultural Department could render valuable help to th~ 
cultivator by improving the implements so that work can be done more 
expeditiously' and economically(l) and by developing s'ome useful 
rotations that would avoid some of the present clashes. The r{)tatioll 
must be designed sO as to fit in with the agricultural facts. Wheat is 
the most desirable rabi crop : ,it requires less water than any other 
of the cash crops, (2) and it is always likely to be saleable as, apart 

(1) Mr. J. Cu,mmmg is doing some useful work in this direction. 
(2) Va.luable data on this point are contained in the" Statisties of ~rriga

tion Water Distribution and Working of Distributares of. the Cana.ls In the 
Punjab for the year 1932-33" (Government of t~e PunJab, Pubijc Works 
Department, Irrigation Branch, Lahore, 1934), showmg how mueh water W88 

supplied to various crops :-- -
A ores Depth Rsinfall 

irrigawd of wawr during ("anal----- per cusec. supplied growth; 
"Duty'-'. in feet. feet. 

Il ~ ". 

-
KlIan! crops-

78 4·7 3·0 Upper Chenah p. 40 Rice .. .. 
Cotton .. .. 139 2·6 0·3 LoW('r Cho! ab p. 46. 

Rabi-
Wheat .. .. 232 1·6 I .. 
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from the overseas demand, it is being increasingly consumed in India. 
Bajri and ju&' fit in to the agricultural programme more easily than 
wheat; they are sown in July and reaped in September, so that they 
do not clash badly with cotton operations, although they have about 
the same peak demand for water. Their economic value, however, i14 
less than that of wheat. Oil seeds might be better as cash crop •. 
They were formerly much grown in Sind but their cultivation has 
decreased considerably since the Barrage scheme developed, thp. 
present acreage being only about one-half of what it was. Attempt .. 
to increase the area are being made by the Department, the advant· 
age being that, as there are several sorts of oil seeds sown and 
harvested at different periods, they allow a better spread-over of the 
work than is possible with wheat. The rabi crops, rape and mustard, 
have always been the most popular. 

At present, however, the marketing arrangements are not good 
.and it might be difficult to improve them. 

Fodder crops are probably the best alternatives to wheat. 
Berseem or Shaftal (Persian clover(broadcasted in the cotton at 
the end of the picking season, furnish valuable food for livestock 
besides enriching the soil. Wheat could then follow, making a 
rotation :--cotton : berseem : wheat : (1) which could be followed, a~ 
in parts of the Punjab by the sequence: maize or some pulse crop 
sown in 'April, and this by rape sown in October, then back to cotton. 
An intensive rotation of this kind would necessitate manuring. Thert' 
is already considerable local demand for fodder owing to the largp 
cattle population(2) and so far as can be seen this is capable. of 
marked expansion, for Sind seems to be very suitable for developing 
a livestock industry : it possesses two of the best and most popular 
milch breeds in India : Sindhi or red Karachi,' and Thar Parkal' : 
good inilking cows can be produced for sale to the towns to replace 
the wastage.· 

. Dairy prodnce could no doubt be manufactured but the distancp
from market may cause difficulties in selling. Fruit and vt'getables 
also afford possibilities. 

This question of suitable sequence of crops is 80 important that 
it should be cl~sely studied in relation to the economy of the holding 
considered as a unit. 

In Sind, more than in most parts of northern India, there is special 
need for educational and extension work. There is no tradition of 
good cultivation among the HOIf'is. It is not uncommon for them to 
broadcast the cotton seed. t6 plough it in and do all the subsequent 
-cultivations by hand, a costly and ineffective method as compared 

(1) Cotton could follow wheat, but wheat could not follow eotton because 
the cultivator likes to leave the cotton plants standing till the end of February 
so that after picking is over in December his cattle ean eat the stems, leavea 
and unopened bolls: these are indeed tltl! chief source of food during January 
and Feqruary. After that the animals are given leaves and branches of trees 
till wheat straw is available in ApriL 

(2) There is a 1000al saying that it takes five eows to keep one Sindhi family. 
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with drilling in !OWS al1~ intercultivating by bullock-drawn imple
ments. The PunJab coloDlsts are better cultivators than the Sindhis . 
ma~y of them are i~telligentand good farmers: one recognises tli~ 
agrIcultural touch dIrectly one gets on to their land. 

Moreover there are in Sind, as in some of the other irrigated 
areas of Northern India, a certain number of pro;"ressive larae culti
vators bl()th European and Indian who manage their estates v~ well 
and who render general service not only by their example but also 
by multiplying desirable stocks of seed and maintaining good herds 
of cattle. 

The method of individual ownership and cultivation has beer. 
adopted in Sind, while in the Gezira (Sudan), perhaps the nearest 
approach in the Empire to the Sind scheme, the whole region was put. 
under the control of a Syndicate, which runs it as one large farm in 
a kind of partnership with the Government and the tenants. Tht' 
Government provides the land and water ; the tenants do the cultiva
tion ; and the Syndicate provides the minor canal system, advances 
the working capital seeds, fertilizers, etc. (which the tenant mu.;;t 
repay), prescribes the cultivation.s and treatments, provides ginning 
and storage facilities, and sells the produce. The proceeds are then 
divided on an agreed basis : the Government have 35 per cent., the 
tenant 40 per cent.. and the Syndicate 25 per cent. The arrangement 
works very well, the Syndicate in its own interests has to take goocl 
care both of the land and of the tenants ; the system, therefore, com
bine.s the economic advantages of large scale production and the social 
advantages of a settled tenantry. Time win show which of the two 
methods is the better, but in the event of any further large irrigation 
development in India it would be-advisable to consider the possibility 
of adopting the Gezira model. 

The work of the Sakrand Station. 

The Sakrand Station was started in 1925 by Dr. H. H. Mann who' 
rendered great service to the development of Sind agriculture. Dr. 
Tamhane was in immediate charge from 1930 to 1936 under the general 
direction of Mr. W. J. Jenkin.s, the Chief Agricultural Officer for Sind 
who published an excellent programme of work before he left. (1) Thl'! 
officiating administrator at the time of my visit was Rao Sahib K. I. 
Thadani. 

The Chemical. Section is now under Mr. M. A. Shama Iyengar, 
who, like his predecessor, Mr. Tamhane, is doing some good worK: 

The chief crops are wheat, juar, bajri, rice and cotton. 

The water requirements of crops are studied and a1s? the methods 
of maintaining soil fertility in view of the heavy croppmg plan pro
posed for the area. 

(1) See his' interesting .. Summary of present position work of the Agri· 
cultural Department in Sind, Karachi, 1936". 
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Stress is rightly laid on the value of berseem in maintaining the 
fertility of the land and providing food for livestock thus facilitating 
the develop~ent of mixed farming, wl)ich is regarded as the most 
suitable for the Barrage areas. 

The salt problem is studied in the Chemical Department: pro
perly managed it ought not to give trouble in Sind; it is much simpler 
here than in the Punjab, since the dangerous sodium carbonate iii 
almost absent. The usual salts are sodium chloride and sodium 
sulphate and the beneficial calcium carbonate and sulphate: the total 
salt content varies from 0'5 to 6.0 per cent. or more. The irrigation 
water is very good, containing only 23 part.'l of salts per 100,000 of 
which a considerable proportion is calcium salts. 

Several methods of reclamation of salt land (" Kalar") haw 
been tried by the Chemical and Agricultural Departments. ( 1 ) 81) 
long 88 the land is not alkaline it can be reclaimed by flooding 
followed by immediate cropping : a suitable combination is cotton 
and bajri in equal area in the kharif season and berseem on the same 
area in the rabi season. Fallowing, on the other hand, tends to brin~ 
the salts to the surface, and the cropping system is being arranged to 
reduce it to a minimum. . Indeed one method now under observation 
consists in leaving the soil to lie fallow and allowing the salt. to rise 
to the surface and concentrate in the top inch of soil which can then 
be scraped off and removed. 

Where the soil is alkaline more drastic methods are needed : 
prolonged continuous leaching followed by a crop of berseem. 

The Botanical Department under Mr. Thadani is concerned with 
the selection of suitable v·arieties of crops for the Barrage areal. 

The Physiological section under Mr. B. M. Dabral (Physiologist) 
is financed by the Indian Central Cotton Committee, Bombay, and 
deals exclusively with cotton, which lies outside my province. 

The properties desirable in ·the conditions of the Barrage areail 
"are stated to be a fairly long vegetativ.e period, flowers produced 
quickly and within a short time, and rapid opening of bolls. The 
need for water is greatest at the time of flowering and fruiting : in 
contradistinction to wheat, which grows equally well however the 
water"is distributed, within reason. 

The work on oil..seeds is financed by the Sir Sauoon David Trust 
Fund, Bombay. 

Citrus, particularly loose-skinned oranges and grap. fruit, and 
viRes grow well at Sakrand and attempts are being made to encour
age their growth elsewhere. The horticultural officer, Mr. mvi, 
seems to be doing good work. 

(1) About 1908 the Bomba.y Depa.rtment started a reclamation t&nll at 
Daulatpur (Sind) under Mr. G. N. Hender80n, who eame trom the Abukir 
Company in Egypt, and introduced their methods, which worked latistactoril,.. 
The first step in the reclamatiou was to level the land, then lIood it, and it It 
was aIPline, to keep it flooded tor any period up to 6 -monthe, theu to grow 
hillfSeem. The farm was e10sed aboilt 1912, ita work heine regarded a. (om
pleted. 
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The Agricultural Department under :Mr. M. V. °Barakzai aims 
at collecting th') results of the other Departments and applying them 
in practice. • 

There is no entomologist though as the work develops it will be 
necessary to appoint one, and also a plant pathologist. It is courting 
disaster to have large irrigated tracts under cultivation without 
keeping close watch on plant diseases and pests. 

Sind has the possibility of great success or of tragic failure 
depending largely on the quality of the staff selected to look after tht' 
irrigation works and to guide the cultivators. In no part of India 
I visited is it more essential to attract the best men possble for carry· 
ing out the soil and crop investigations. 

The Locust Scheme. 

(Schl".stocerca gregaria.) 

(Field work visited December 2nd. 1936 ; laboratory work at Lyallpur 
visited February 7th, 1937.) 

Parts of northern India are periodically devastated by locusts : 
the last visitation oommenced in 1926 and lasted until 1931. It did 
much damage 'but it also stimulated reSearch on the subject. 

The difficulty of the early workers was that locust swarms had 
not attracted attention till they became dangerous : the initial swarms 
which are of chief importanc~ to the investigator were unnoticed or 
unrecorded. Careful enquiries, however, enabled the great locust 
invasion of Sind in 1926 to be traced to the Mekran reks : the desert 
coastal region west of Karachi. Later observations proved that it WM 
in fact part of a world movement involving Persia and Arabia, but 
also showed that this :Mekran district is the source of outbreaks of 
locusts in India. 

The Council started a locust Ra<!earch Scheme in 1930. under 
the charge of Khan Bahadur M. Afzal Husain, then Entomologist to 
the Government of Punjab, stationed at Lyallpur. In his laboratory 
there he studied various problems connectled with the life history and 
bionomics of the insect ; at the same time a special touring staff was 
organised under Rao Bahadur Y. Ramchandra R.ao for making locust 
surv('ys in the desert areas of Baluchistan, Sind and Rajputana, 
seeking out the areas where the locusts breed and from which the 
swarms start. 

When Mr. Afzal Husain was appointed Principal of the College 
in April, 1933, the work was split into two parts: the main staff was 
established at Karachi ; but the laboratory work on bionomics was 
continUed at Lyallpur. 

The combination proved a particularly happy one. for no Indian 
('ntomologist was better able than :Mr. Husain to carry out the 
laboratory investigations and Mr. R&o bas been very successful in his 
studies of th:e locust in its natural habitat. 

The locust movements in India as traced by Mr. Rao are extra
ordinarily interesting. 
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The penMnent home of the locusts in India is the Mekran ; they 
are always to be found there, but ordinarily in relat .. ely small nt1D1-
bers and only 'In the solitary stage. In order to keep watch on thew 
a Field Research Station was set up in 1931 at Pasni, followed later 
on by a second Station at Ambagh, and locust observation posta in 
the deserts of Rajputana and Sind. A central laboratory was estab
lished at Karachi from which the desert surveys and the work at the 
research stations is organised. 

The eggs are deposited in the sand and if this is moil>t enough 
the first brood appears in March and April as solitaries. If, as often 
happens, there is no rain, only few survive. and the numbers nevel' 
become great. If, however, heavy rain comes at the time when the 
March brood is ready to breed, they multiply rapidly, become crowded 
and are converted into the swarming phase. The physiological basi' 
of this curious change from sol~tary to swarming phase is not fully 
understood, but its practical significance is very great. The incipient 
swarms, however, remain in Baluchistan till June and JUly. when they 
fly to Sind, Rajputana and the south-west Punjab districts. There 
the locusts breed as soon as the monsoon rains provide sufficient 
moisture: these last from mid-June to October, and when they end, 
breeding draws to a close ; if the rains' are sufficiently heavy. two 
generations are produced. In the autumn the locusts fly back llIZain 
to Baluchistan, and the cycle recommences. Sind, therefore, suffE'.rll 
two visitations : one in summer on the way out, one in autumn on the 
way back. Mr. Rao thinks that this is not a deliberate cyclic mon'
ment, but is the result of the difilerE'nt prevailing winds: in summer 
the wind commonly blows from the south-west and in winter from the 
north-east. The locusts are not actually carried by the wind. but 
they cannot fly against it and so it determines their direction. 

The continuance of the locust infestation, once it starts. seems to 
depend on the ability of the locust swarms to transfer from the aresl! 
of winter rainfall to those of summer rainfall and vice vt'rsa at the 
proper time to allow them to produce two generations in one sea "on. 

During October and November the locusts remain in the Baluch
istan coastal re,.<Pion. If the rainfall is good. they breed again ; the 
e~gs are laid in February and the hoppers are hatched out in April or 
May. So the cycle continues. 

It sometime!! hapnens in sea~on'! of heavy infestation. that somE' 
of the swarms, instead of ending in Rajputana. go much further east
wards ; in 1930 they went as far as Bihar and Bengal : then of course 
there is trouble. 

The work in Ambagh consists in studying the habits of _ the 
insect in its natural home and observing particularly the effect of food 
on thp. Jen!!th of the hopner sta!!'!' and in the interval betweE'n attain
ing the adult stage and sex maturation. (1) Certain foods. parti
cularly juar. maize. "Marrand~' (Heliofropium undulatum) 
co Kullichk" (Cyperllll arenarius) much accelerate sex maturation. 

Detailed observations of the density of the locust population are 
made "OAa.'! to /rive warning of 'any si!m of marked increase_ 

(l) Tbe locust ~es thTOU!!b four lIbysiolol!'ical sta!!'eB : the egg, tbe hopper, 
the sexulilly immature adult aud the eexually mature adult lIta~. 
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The Ambagh station-is in charge of Mr. Batra, who succeeds in 
achieving a large amount of work under very difficult ciJ;curustances : 
for life at Ambagh is lonely and very trying ; few men could remain 
there for long without their work suffering. It is essential that a 
competent entomologist should be stationed there but all possible 
efforts should be made to mitigate the solitariness and discomfort. 

The work at the other stations is on the same general lines: the 
conditions for the workers are at least as trying and difficult as at 

, Arobagb. 

The central laboratory at Karachi is in charge of Rao Bahadur 
Y. Ramchandra Rno. There Dr. Mukerji is studying the biometry of 
the locust. measuring the wing length and femur and calculating the 
ratio of one to the othpr, an important figurp since it constitutes an 
index to the phase of the locust. whethpr solitary or grpgarious. At 
present he has to makp the numprons calculations by ordinary 
arithmptic, but this is very wasteful and I strongly recommend 
that a hand-calculating machine be obtained. 

Rao Bahadur Y. Ram<'handra Rao has his staff so well organised 
that he could procPed to pxperimpnt on locust control should the 
occasion arise. Since 1930. howpver, there has been no swarm of suffi
cipnt size to pprmit of any pxperimental work, and consequently this 
part of the investigation remains in abeyance. 

The laboratory work at L~-allpnr has brought out somp wry 
interesting results. The main problem is the study of the effect of 
tempt'rature on the rate of mliItiplication. It is shown that several 
broods can be product'd in a spason if the temperature is favourable; 
the locusts can indeed start -egg-laying when only 13 days~ld if th(' 
temperature is high enough. though thpy do not remain healthy in 
these conditions. The solitary forms are green and. the gregarious 
black. 

This black colour. however. is 10f't as the temperature rises. and 
beyond a certain temperaturl' the lornst beromes whitp. 

At the time of my 'visit there were no pxppriments in hand 
becaus(' there was no Iitaterial ; if no further invasion occurs. it is 
propos('d to disband the Lyallpur staff. 

The question has arispn whpthpr locust watching and control 
should continup dirpctlv undpl' the a('gis of the Councilor should 
bpcome permanent sprvicp. I am str~n!~ly in favour of the lattpr 
conrst'. The locnst p)'oblpm is permanent. Constant watch must 
bf' kept and oontinuous experiments carried out to discowr ways 
whprpb~' incipil'nt swarms can be destroyed bpfore they rt'ach pro
portions at which they become a mpnact'. It is impprative to avoid 
the mistake of closing down locust research whpn tbprp is no invasion. 
for then only ha\'p tIlp locust officprs the time for doing thp necpssaTy 
carl'flll work. 

Thp sprvice besid:t>s being pprmanent should havE' its own organisa
tion : it should not be rpgarded simply as a part of the Entomological 
Dppartment. It should be linked up with the Council through the 
Standing Locust Committee. 
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The Baluchistan outbreak area is not restricted to the boundaries 
of India, it ¢ends into Iran, but no locust inve.'ltigations are carried 
on there. . ;rhe possibilities of extending the locust surveys into 
Iranian territory should be examined so that at any rate warning 
of impending invasion might be given. • 

Dr. B. P. Uvarov, with whom I have discussed this question, 
points out that apart from locally produced swarms, southern 
Iran and western India are liable to be invaded by swarms arriving 
by stages from Arabia and even Africa. A permanent locust IWrvice 
in India would not completely guarantee against future invasions : 
this could be done only by international preventive control throughout 
the whole area stretching from the Sudan to India. The question is 
urgent : Dr. Uvarov informs me that observations on the coastal areaa 
of the Red Sea made during the winter of 1936-7 suggest the possibi
lity of a new outbreak of the Desert locust. It is very important 
that the Council should get in touch with the Imperial Institute of 
Entomology and ascertain what steps could be taken to expedite locust 
control in these lands outside of India. 

Karachi is so far as I can judge the best centre for the permanent 
service and Mr. Rao's success points to him as a BUitable officer in 
charge. In view of the fact that locust trouble, if it comes. will 
come quickly. I recommend that a certain number of entomolo~ist8 
in northern India should spend some time at Pasni or Amball'h-IIO 
as to familiarise themselves with the Il'eneral Il'roundwork of thl! 
locust problem. If invasions occurred they could then readily act 
under the instructions of the Chief Locust Officer. 

BALUCHISTAN. 

Fruit growing and fruit canning at Quetta. 

(Visited November 29th-30th, 1936.) 

Excellent quality fruits are grown in Baluchistan, particularly 
in the plain around Quetta ; these include all the English fruits and 
in addition peaches, apricots and ~rapes. The demand haa I!rowu 
so mucn that the acreage under fruit is increasing. An Experi. 
Mental Fruit Farm was started in 1912 by the Howards at Quettta ; 
it was almost abandoneu in 1919 but was revived in 1932 and is now 
in full swing under Mr. A. M. Mustafa. The staff includes an 
entomologist and a mycologist who are studyi~ the local pests and 
diseases. The work is beinl! well done and seems likely to lead to 
useful results. The Council has given a grant of Rs. 67,000 sprelUJ 
over.5 years. 

A fruit canni~ scheme is shortly to be put in operation. a 
grant of Rs. 49,600 ,,!!,!ead over 5 yt'ars havin!! been l!iveJ1 f"p thp 
purpose. I recommend that th4! officer in f!harl!p. of this work RhonM 
spend,some time at Lyallpur. where I!ood results have alreadv been 
obtained. in order that he may thoronghlv familiarise himself with 
the methods of overcomi~ the. numerous diffieulties. 
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NORTH-WEST FRONTIER PROVINCE. 

(Visited February 2nd-4th, 1937.) 

This province compares favourably with any of the others in 
India in agricultural utilisation of its available land. Out of its 
.8! million acres only about 2Jj million are sown, but of these nearly 
1 million are irrigated : about 60 per cent. of the sown area is 
under rabi crops, 40 per cent. under kharif crops. Wheat is the 
most important crop _of the province and occupies nearly a million 
acres : maize comes next with about half a million acres : followed 
by gram, of which there is about a quarter of a million acres. 

While the present record is good the Government is anxious that 
it should be better. 

Two experimental farms have been organised : one at Tarnab 
near Peshawar and the other at Cha:rsadda about 20 miles away. 

Judging by purely physical consideration, there are ,four direc
tions in which the agriculture of the Province could be developed : 
general farming ; the breeding of livestock ; the production of seeds ; 
and the growth of fruit and vegetables. I shall confine myself to the 
laat two. 

The production of seeds. 

Already the North-West Frontier Province is the most import
ant source of supply of berseem seed, though I heard numerous 
complaints in other provinces of contamination with weed seeds. 
This could be remedied by the installation of· cleaning machinery 
and the Department should consider the possibility of issuing certi
ficates for properly cleaned seed. The raising of other seeds also 
Imight be tried, including seed potatoes. 

Fruit and vegetable culture. 

The soil and climatic conditions of parts of the Province are 
very suitable to the production of fruit and every effort should be 
made to develop this industry. The deciduous fruit trees familiar 
in West Europe--pears, plums, peaches (especially No.6 and 
Elberta), etc., flourish and fruit of really good quality can be 
obtained. 

Attempt.~ to improve the cultivation of fruit were begun in 1910 
and from that time onwards, good commercial varieties have been 
imported from America, Europe and Japan, and the Zemindars 
have shown considerable enterprise in planting orchards. . I was 
informed that in the last 17 years over half a million budded plants 
of these fruit trees have been distributed from the Government 
Fruit Farm mainly to the Zemindars of the Peshawar district, and 
that many ~ew orchards. have been laid out. This district and the 
~umaon and Kulu valley regions of the Punjab are am.ong the few 
areas in India where commercial orchards of named varieties of 
deciduous fruit trees are planted. 
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The CoUncil has sanctioned a grant 14 the Experimental Fruit 
Farm at Tarnab of Rs 20,000 spread over 5 years for the purpose 
of experimer.ts on the manuring, irrigation and management of 
deciduous fruit trees, particularly peach, plum and pear. 

In view of the distance from the large cities of India it would 
be necessary also to develop a fruit and vegetable preserving 
industry. A beginning has already been made at the Experimental 
Farm at Tarnab, and this should be further extended. The senior 
staff, however, should be sent for a refresher course to Lyallpur where 
considerable progress with these problems has already been made. 

A well developed fruit industry would alBo nece8l;itate as a 
subsidiary industry the making of containers, both boxes and 
baskets : there would also be the possibility of honey production. 

The growing and preservation of vegetables should also be 
studied. , 

Sugar Cane. 

Over 40,000 acres of sugar cane are grown in the Province, 
much of it in the Charsadda division. This district is so far from 
the other sugar growing districts of India that it needs its own farm 
where tests can be made to discover which varieties are best Buited 
to the local conditions. Tarnab farm while suitable for cane 
testing, is too far from the cane growing districts to be of full 
benefit to the Zemindars; hence the necessity for a second farm. 
The Council has therefore made a grant of Rs. 63,750 spread over 
5 years, in order that a sugarcane l'esearch station may be estab
lished in the Charsadda division. The work will consist in making 
varietal, manurial, cultivation and irrigation tests on the usual lines 
with the view of overcoming the" two chief difficulties of su~arcane 
cultivation in the Province : the liability to frost in winter, and the 
comparatively short growing season. 

Much of this work is of Provincial rather than all-India 
importance but two problems of I!eneral interest can be studied in 
this region more easily than in the Punjab or United Provinces: 
the question of resistance of the different varieties to frost. and 
windrowing, a method practised with success in Louisiana. Somp, 
observations are possible at the Punjab stations Lyallpur and 
Jullundur, and even at Muzafiarnagar or Shahjahanpur. but frost 
cannot always be relied upon; here, however, in the North-West 
Frontier Province it comes with certainty every winter, and sy!!
tematic tests of frost resistance can therefore be made. 

The Province differs from most of the others in India in that 
its area of sugar cane is not increasing. Apparently the cultivators 
find some .difficulty at the present prices of gur, probably due to the 
losses caused by frost. 

Much of the cane standing at the time of my visit in early 
February, 1937, was frosted, and it seems improbable that 8Upplies 
of any sufficiently frost resistant variety could be developed in the 
near future. Assuming that a suitable variety were found or bred~ 
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something like seven years must elapse between the' production of 
the new seed and the widespread distribution of the resulting cane : 
it would be unwise to count on this possibility in planhing a general 
improvement. The tests of new varieties for frost resistance 
should certainly be continued and the existing cane-growing culti 
vators should be given all possible help in dealing with their problems. 

Colonel E. W. C. Noel, who hllB worked strenuously for the 
development of the Province, has suggested that a combination of 
sugar-beet and sugarcane would overcome the physical difficulty of 
the frosting of cane, and I am not prepared to dispute this. The. 
difficulty of price still remains, for nowhere, so far as I know, can 
sugar beet compare economically with sugar cane : moreover with 
the rapid expansion of sugar production in India it is hardly possible 
to foreclIBt future developments. 

The Islamia College. 

This well known College possesses several scientific depart
ments and a farm of some 200 acres which could be used for experi
mental purposes. At present it has only a limited supply of water 
drawn from a private canal, but there is the possibility of tappin~ 
the river at a point'some 10 miles away or of sinking a tube well to 
the water table which is probably about 100 ft. down. 

It is understood that the College Authorities are prepared to 
take an active part in the development of the agriculture of the 
Province if the necessary means were provided, and this possibility 
should be very sympathetically considered. In view of the cir
cumstance that neither of the experimental farms possesses much 
in the way of laboratory equipment, it would be an obvious advant
age if the laboratory work iIi connection with the entomological, 
mycological, chemical and analytical problems could be carried out 
at the College, and I recommend that arrangements to this end be 
discussed. Among the chemif!al problems which the College could 
take up is the claim that the silt brought down by the winter flood 
has high manurial value. It is difficult to understand whr. and the 
question deserves proper investigation. first to discover if it is true 
and then to find out the reason. 

In regard to the £.arm. I recommend that representatives of the 
College and the Government should meet to draw up a simple 
scheme of field experiments on farming problems of practical signi
ficance, including fruit and vE'getable production, to be carried out 
at the College. The frost resistance tests of sugar cane could also 
be included. 

Technical Staff. 

Such good progress has been made in the province that the 
pioneering stage may now be said to have ended and the timE" seems 
opportune for the GovE"rnment to consider the advisability of sE'tting 
UP a technical department with a fuIly trained staff. on the lines 
adopted in other Provinces. the Director of which could exercise 
detailed supervision of the further agricultural developments which 
the present indications seem to jUl'Itif:v. 
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THE SIMLA EXPERIMENTS. 

'POTATO BREEDING IN NORTHERN INDIA. 

(Visited March 18th, 1937.) 

GRANT : Rs. 40,550 spread over 5 years. 

Although it does not occupy a large area the potato crop 
deserves special attention as wholesome and satisfactory food that 
can be grown in many parts of India, particularly in the hill dis
tricts, and it can be easily handled by the cultivators. It gives 
them a substantial reward for their labours, and responds to inten
sive cultivation and to relative high manuring. In the peasant 
countries of Europe, Ireland, Poland and· others, potatoes form a 
large part of the diet. 

Two difficulties have stilI to be overcome. Potato seed of satis
factory quality is not yet available in sufficient quantity to meet 
the demand· and consequently supplies for Bom~ay and Sind have 
to be imported fr{)m Italy and Cyprus. Satisfactory seed can, how
ever be grown in the hill districts in the Himalayas and Nilgiria, 
and attempts are being made to produce the necessary varieties in 
suitable quantity. The second difficulty is in connection with 
disease: late blight (Phytophthora ilnfestans) causes trouble in the 
hills, and virus diseases are bad in the plains. 

The investigations are under the general control of the Imperial 
Institute of Agricutural Research, Delhi. The first step was to 
choose the hilI station: Simla, Chaubattia, Ramgarh, Darjeeling, 
Shillong and Kulu were all tried and Simla proved the most suit
able so that the work will be done here under the local assistant 
Mr. Pushkar Nath. 

Varieties have been collected from the different provinces; 
and new species of Solanum from South America (obtained through 
Dr. Hudson {)f the Imperial Bureau of Plant Genetics, Cambrid~e. 
and :Mr. Salamon also of Cambridge). the U. S. A. and U. S. S. R. 
some of these are resistant to frost and some to late blight. 

The work has only just started, but it has gone on long enough 
to show that good setting of the seed can be obtained herf!! and that 
hybridisation can be properly carried out. The selection of the 
site seems to have been good and the work to be well begun. Potato 
breeding experiments are also made in the Nilgris (page 201). 

Wheat Breeding Scheme for Producing Rust Resista.nt Varieties-
Simla. 

This forms part of Dr. Mehta's investigation on Rust (page 98). 
The breeding experiments are carried out in the Rust R~earch 
Laboratory at Flowerdale. Simla East, by Mr. M. A. Aziz under the 
joint direction of Dr. Mehta and Dr. Pal. The work was begul\.!n 
1935, and a number of crosses have been made which are now beIng 
eiamiqed for resistance to the rUsts. It must be some time before 
results emerge, but the work appears to be well planned and properly 
carried out. '. . . . 
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but individual samples give 7 or even 10 per cent. (1) Seed is 
saved from these rich yielding plants in the hope tha.t the progeny 
also will give high yields. 

The restriction of the tea acreage resulting flrom recent trade 
agreements opens up the possibility of planting more cinchona. 
I recommend that this question be taken up with the Tea Research 
Associations at Tocklai and in Travancore. 

Tocklai Tea Research Station. 

(Visited March 1st, 1937). 

The Tea Research Station at Tocklai is a private institution 
maintained by the Indian Tea Association. It receives no grant 
from the Council(2) though it is associated with the Council in that 
its Chief Scientific Adviser is a member both of the Advisory Board 
and of the Governing Body. Its work, however, presents certain 
special features which give it partiCUlar interest and importance. 
The Staff are in close touch with the cultivators on the one hand and 
the buyers on the other: they are therefore fully cognizant of the 
market requirements and of the cultivator's difficulties. The 
samples of! tea produced in the experiments are examined by expert 
buyers in Calcutta and London, who assign marks expressing the 
opinion of the market about them. Contact with the tea-growers is 
maintained by arranging short courses for them at the station; by 
inviting them to an annual conference at which the programme of 
work is discussed; and, as far as circumstances permit, by arranging 
for the staff to visit and advise them on their own plantations. The 
task of keeping in touch with the tea growers is enormously facilitated 
by the circumstance that they are mainly educated men resident 
on the plantation. themselves actively concerned in the cultivation 
of the crop, and anxious to improve their practice in everY way 
possible. Further, they are in a position to adopt new methods as 
soon as their superiority has been proved. This of course is an 
advantage that few other research stations enjoy. 

The Station has the further advantage of perfectly free choice 
of staff so that it can select the best men available: the programmes 
of work are carefully thought out and directly re1ated to the most 
important of the grower's problems j and the staff confine themselves 
to a few important problems which they study thoroughly, instead 
of scattering their energies over a wild field. 

The station is nnder the general charge of Mr. P. H. Carpenter 
and is organised in 5 brllnches : Chemical. which includes the field 
work carried out on the w'ell equipped experimental farm, Entomo
logical, Mycological, Bacteriological and Botanical. 

(1) The Malay figures are somewhat higher, and the Java figures higher stilI. 
(2) The Governments of Bengal and Assam usually contribute a total of 

about Rs. 4,000 towards an annual expenditure of about Rs. 2,50,000. 
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The Chemical laboratories and field experiments are in charge 
of Messrs. H. R. Cooper and C. J. Harrison. 

The field experiments are well done. The designs are worked out 
in conjunction with the Rothamsted Station and the execution is 
beyond reproach. These experiments have shown that organic 
manure has nO special advantage for tea in spite of the fact that 
most tea soils are poor in organic matter: sulphate of ammonia is 
the most effective source of nitrogen. The ploughing in of a short 
term green manure crop gave no increase in yield, but the long term 
crop Teprosia candida seemed to be better. Both types while 
growing depressed the yield of the tea, but after they were dug in 
the yield increased. With short term crops the increase just about 
balanced the deprit'sion so there was no net advantage; after the 
longer growing Typhrosia plants were removed, howelVer, a sub
stantial increase in the tea crop followed. 

Cultivation beyond what is necessary to keep down weeds failed 
to increase the ~rop ; the elaborate cultivation, which some of the 
good growers like to give, proved unnecessary. Similar results have 
been obtained with other crops at Rothamsted and some ~£ the 
American experiment stations. The best economic results were 
obtained by giving the minimum of cultivation but supplying 
fertilizer containing 80 lb. nitrogen p~ acre; in these circumstances, 
the bushes grew so well that they touched each other, smothered the 
weeds and so rendered further cultivation unnecessary and indeed 
impossible. The pruning plane is here about 2 ft. 6 inches to 3 ft. 
6 inches in height. 

The work on diseases and pests is particularly interesting 
because it is based On the recognition that a knowledge of the condi
tions under which damage is done by the pest is far more important 
than studies of the detailed life history of the organisms concerned. 
Disease organisms occur in all plantations, but only in the suitable 
circumstances do they do harm. Careful records are kept, therelfore, 
of the incidence of the various diseases and special note as to 
whether the disea8c progresses or dies out as the season advances, 
80 as to discover the conditions favourable or unfavourable to the 
attack of the organism. Favourable conditions are th'ep as far as 
possible avoided; direct treatment is adopted only when other 
methods fail. Ai:> an example-red rust (C ephaleuros) used to do 
much damage to tea. The records, showed, how'ever, that it Was 
harmful only in conditions of defective drainage. The drainage 
was there'£ore improved and the disease ceased to be serious. The 
number of bushes infected may not have, altered, but the conditions 
no longer allow sufficient multiplication of the organisms to do serious 
'harm. 

Another intenosting investigation deals with the incidence of 
disease after the heavy pruning necessary for th(' proper manage
ment of the plant. Sometimes disease attacks are ve;ry severe, at 
pthers the;}: are lig~t. Mr. A. C. Tunstall show~d that severe att~cks 
~e aSSOCIated WIth low reserves of starch In the root and bght 
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attacks, or freedom from attack, with larger reserves .. He devised 
a very simple test which the grower can himself apply to find out 
whether the reserves are adequate permit o~f: the usual pruning. 

In the Bacteriological Laboratory some good work has been 
done by Mr. Benton on the influence of bacte'ria in the curing of the 
tea. This proces5 is essentially enzymic, but bacteria invariably 
present in the buds are always liable to give trouble. Some of the 
worst of them persist on the curing floor even after it has been appa
rently well cleaned. A very simple and elegant test of the cleanliness 
of the floor has been w'orked out by Mr. S. F. Benton: this enables 
the manufacturer speedily to ascertain whether more drastic cleaning 
is necessary. -

The Botanist, Mr. W. Wight, is in charge of the work on selec· 
tion and breeding of tea plants; this is very difficult, because they 
easily hybridize. Of the various possibilities the most promising 
seems to be to set up clones. 

Soil and manurial investigations are made by the chemist, 
Mr. Harrison, who has demonstrated the very serious difficulty of 
relating chemical composition with quality assessed by the expert 
buyers. Simple relationships can be found where teas are grown 
under almost identical conditions, but not when samples from differ
ent plantations are compared. 

One of the most interesting of the discoveries of the Station has 
been the necessity for acidity of the soil; a pH value of about 5.0 to 
5.6 seems to be the most favourable and at pH 6 difficulties begin to 
arise. Methods are therefore investigated for increasing the degree 
of acidity whenev'er this is necessary. 

The success attained by the Station among the growers has been 
very marked, and I consider it would be an advantage if a certain 
number of' Indian workers could receive some training at Tocklai. 
The work is of eourse specialised, but the methods of discovering 
and attacking the important problems are very sound and could 
'\Yell be adopted in other ce,,tres of agricultural investigation. 

J orhat Farm. 

(Visited March 1st, 1937.) 

Stlgar Cane Investigations. 

GRANT : Rs. 63,000 spread over 5 years. 

Some 36,000 acres of sugar cane are grown in Assam : this are!!. 
has remained practically unchanged for the last 30 years. The crop 
is entirely rain grown; there is no irrigation. The plant cane is 
usually followed by two ratoon crops, then the land is abandoned 
for a few years; after which it is again cropped with sugar cane. 
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The purpose of the Jorhat experiments is to work. out effective 
achemes for the cultivation, manuring and management of the cane 
and to find suitable varieties. Canes from Coimbatore are tested and 
suitable varieties are multiplied for distribution; no vrable seed can 
be produced here and all ncw varieties must be imported. About 6 
or 7 years are usually needed to get a new variety to the cultivator. 
Improved varieties are adopted without difficulty, and I was informed 
that more than half the area planted is under the new sorts, but 
there is clearly mllch work yet to be done, for while at the station the 
yields are about 25 to 30 tons per acre, the cultivators commonly 
obtain only about 8 to 10 tons. 

Cultivation and manurial experiments of local interest are also 
done. Combined yarietal and manurial experiments are made. using 
7 varieties replicated 6 timcs-3 out of the 6 crops receiving cow-dung 
and oil cake manllre, the other 3 receiving none. The eifects of arti
ficial fertilizers should also be studied. I noted that green manuring 
with cow peas was adopted as of proved advantag-~, While ~t the 
neighbouring tea !'l'seareh station at Toeklai no bencfit could be dis
covered. There is no necessary discrepancy here because of the 
difference in cultivation conditions, but experiments should be started 
to discover whether cow pea manuring is really beneficial at the J orhat 
Station. 

The Entomological Laboratory is in charge of Mr. K. C. Sharma 
who is studying the incidence of insect attack on the sugarcane using 
light traps to catch the insects (1 ). He is also making studies of 
bees. 

In the Mycological Section yarious fungal and bacterial diseases 
found on the farm are studied. 

In the Chemil'al Laboratory }l4:r. Phookan among other activities 
is making a soil Eurvey of the sugar cane tracts. Sugar cane in 
Assam is rain-fed and there seems to be considerable possibility of 
extending the area under cane; a considerable amount of land said· 
to be suitable is not at present fully used. 

It will be interesting to see how far the sugar cane industry 
develops in Assam. At the outset expert opinion was rather against 
it j the disadvantages being low tonnage, unhealthy climate, diffi
culty of road communication and scarcity of labour. There is the 
furthrr difficulty that the sugar cane is much liked by jackals so that 
it is necessary to grow varieties with rind sufficiently hard to be safe 
from them. Several of the Coimbatore seedlings combine this charac
ter with high yielding capacity. 

The experiments seem to be better conducted than they were in 
the beginnina and their small cost relative to the acreage of cane 
raises the h;pe that they may justify their continuance. 

(1) See page 121. 
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:&ice InveatigatioDl. 

D.ep water paddy: Habiganj, S'III'fM Valley. 

GRANT: B.s. 1,17,882 for a period of 5 ,yeam. 

I was not able to visit this station, but Mr. Majid, the officer 
in charge, met me at Sylliet and explained the resulta. 

Three t,ypes of rice are grown in Assam :

(1) Spring or boro ; 
(2) Summer or Aus, of which there are three sub-groupa ; 

Dumai, Murali and Changbir ; 

(3) Winter rice subdivided into Sail, for which the optimum 
water depth is about 3-6 inches; and the deep 'Water 
or long stemmed Aman paddies. 

The Aus and Sail varieties are studied b,y Dr. Mitra, as part of 
the Departmental work; ?tIro Majid is conceTIled only with the Boro 
and A.man varieties. 

The deep ·water or long stemmed paddies, for'the stud,y of which 
the grant is given, are among the most remarkable plants in India. 
They are sown about March on the low l,ying land, and b,y June, when 
the monsoon floods come, the,y have attained a stage of such vigorou .. 
growth that they can keep pace with the rising water lev~l even though 
the rise be as much as 6 to 12 inches in 24 hours and the final dept.h 
attain to 20 feet. 

When the water recedes at the end of the flood season, it leaves 
behind masses of entangled lodgcd plants, 12 or 14 feet in length, 
which makes the experimental work very difficult; a special 
technique has to be devised. 

. In addition to his principal w4)rk of selection of pure linea for 
multiplication of promising strains and for hybridisation, Mr. Majid 
takes daily measure of the growth rates during the flood season by 
means of long baruboo canes, the work being dane from a boat. The 
data are to be properly worked np in Professor Mahalanobia'.labor .... 
tory and should give some very interesting results. 

. Mr. Majid's work appeared to me to be very good. 

Potato Experiments-Upper ShUlong Experiment. 

(Visited March 3rd, 1937.) 

The hills round Shillong are very suitable for the ,"owth of 
potatoes and the bill people have developed a method of shifting 
cultivation called jhuming, in which branches of trees are spread 
over the virgin soil and then fired; the heat makes the soil friable so 
that it can easily be cultivated. Potatoes are then planted. Two 
erops a year ean be obtained. The main crop is planted in February 
and M:arch, then harvested in July and August, a secol!d crop can 
follow immediately and be harvested in November. The main crop 
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rarely exceeds 3 tons per acre on cultivators' land, though it amounts 
to 4 or 5 tons on the experimental farm; the winter cr.op is used for 
seed. 

The experimeuts consist in testing different varieties and various 
fertilizers. Th~ land, however, is very uneven and quite unsuited 
for this purpose. Unfortunately the crop is subject to a good deal 
of disease, particularly Phytophthora virus diseases, various rots on 
storage, Fusarium, etc., and in extreme cases as much as 20 per cent. 
of the seed may he lost. A Mycologist is badly needed here: he 
should work under the guidance of' the Plant Pathologist at the 
Central Institute. 

At present there is no scheme in operation under the Council, 
but. when the potato investigations in the Nilgiris and, at Simla are 
further advanced, the possibility of including Shillong in the scheme 
should be considered. The crop has consid~able importance in the 
Province, being grown even by the smallest cultivators; in addition, 
important supplies of seed might be obtained from here if the diffi
culties caused by diseases could be overcome. 

Assam. Fruit Research Scheme : the Khanpa.ra. orchard. 

Grant: Rs. 37,424 spread over a period of 5 years, to provide a 
horticultural assistant for the Director of Agriculture, Mr. J. N. 
Chakravarti. The main item is the work on citrus. 

Travellers along the magnificent new road. from Shillong to 
Sylhet are familiar with the sight of oranges brought by cultivators 
to collecting stations where they are loaded on to lorries for delivery 
to the town. The citrus trees are probably indigenous; hitherto 
they have never been adequately studied either as !fruit producers or 
as stocks on which to bud other varieties. The Khasi orange, seems 
to have definite possibilities which will now be investigated. 

Bananas are also commonly grown, and there seems great scope 
for their improvement. 

BENGAL. 

Calcutta University and other sciel1tific Institutions. 

Calcutta is ono of the most important centres of scientific acti
vity in India and several of the investigations are supported by the 
Councilor bear closely on its work. I made four visits to the city 
and on each occasion spent most of my time with one or more of the 
scientific workers 80 as to gain a fuller knowledge of what they were 
&~ . 

Colloid Soil Constituents-Professor J. N. Mukherjee. 

(Visited January 18th, 1937.) 
(Grant sanctioned: Rs. 32,910 spread over a period of 8 years.) 

It is now widely recognised that the colloidal constituents oJ; the 
soil are responsible for many of its most important prop'erties includ
ing its power of holding water, of forming crumbs and tilth, and its 
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general relatIons to plant growth. In all countries where agricul
tural science is seriously studied investigations on the soil colloids 
are in progress. 

The subJect, however, is extremely difficult, requiring for its in
vestigation not only training in physical chemistry, which any intelli
gent chemist conld acquire, but a gift for research which is extremely 
rare. Fortunately Professor MukherJee possesses the nece.'lsary quali
fications and his investigations on sOlI colloids are reeogrused in 
Europe as being both sound and important. 

His programme is the study of the properties of: the hydrogen 
(acid) clays. He began with the simplest case; a non-colloidal 
sparingly soluble Ilcid, cinnamic acid; he determined its titration 
curves by the potentiometric method and studied the inlllleJlce of 
the solid phase. In absence of the solid phase the curves could be 
interpreted in the usual way and the dissociation constants satisfac
torily obtained, but in the presence of the solid phase no constants 
could be obtained, the values differing at different parts of the curves. 
He then proceeded to the more complex case of relatively simple 
colloids: palmitic acid and silicic acid soils, and obtained their titra
tion curves, studying their divergencies from the simpler case. 
Finally he procepdcd to the far more complex hydrogen clays and 
studeid the mobility of the hydrogen ion under different conrlitions. 

Professor M:ukerjee is f:ortunate in having the help of a group 
of competent students and assistants, and the investigation is not 
only adding to knowledge of the soil but is also affording a soulJd 
training to a number of promising young men. It should certainly 
h'p. continued. 

In view of the very good physical laboratories available in 
Calcutta it is very desirable to make physical studies of the cIa) by 
the modern X-ray and optical methods which are now giving much 
new information on the subject. These, however, should not be re
garded as a mere exte'nsion of the chemical investigations but as 
work. for an experienced and able physicist. 

Professor Mukherjee is the only man in India-or indeed in the 
whole of Asia-who is working on these particular line~ amI in (mn· 
sequence he has but little opportunity of discussing his experiments. 
With so complex a substance as acid clay there are always difficulties 
i,n interpreting results and I recommend that Professor Mukherjee 
should be given facilities for proceeding to England for six months 
in order to settle down in a good soil laboratory, preferably at 
Rothamsted, and repeat some of his experiment'J there~ so that the 
significance of the results can be discussed with others engaged in 
similar investigations. - In view of the good start that has been made 
I consider .that a period spent in this way would prove Vf!rY valu
able. 

Statistical Investigations: Professor P. O. Ma.ba.J.anobis. 
(Grant sanctioned: Rs. 52,625 to be spread over 10 year!!.) 
Ttese are among the most interesting I saw in India. 
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Professor Mahalanobis' investigations have largely. been shaped 
by his tw'o great teachers: Einstein and Tagore. He began as a 
physicist, but under Einstein he naturally became attracted to the 
mathematical side, and developed a flair for mathematical statistics. 
His first important studies were on rainfall and floods in North 
Bengal in which he showed that the damage was done, not by water 
coming from outside, but from the rain falling within the area. It 
had been proposed to set up dams and reservoirs to keep back the 
outsiLle water; his investigations showed that the proper treatment 
was to provide better drainage. Later investigations dealt with the 
Orissa floods and with the need of storing water for the Hoogly
Howrah irrigation scheme. 

His present investigations fall into three groups ;-
(1) P1t1~C stafistics.-This section is in charge of Mr. S. C. Bose 

who has used successfully hypergcometric methods on a number of 
problems, some of anthropological. others of agricultural interest. 
Five eharacters of four varietips of Aman rice were studied and 
,£rom investigation<;: of the differences it is hoped to arrive at some 
mathematical description of a variety. 

With characteristic enterprise Professor M:ahalanobis has started 
a mathematical journal Sankhya in which these necessarily abstruse 
papers can be published. This deserves more financial support than 
it receives. 

(2) A.gricultural problcms.-'l'his section is in charge of 
Mr. S. S. Bose. Here the field experiments on rice at Chin sura were 
designed and the results worked out; two feeding experiments were 
also designed for Dacca : one was to ascertain the digestibility of 
protein in straw and in cake, both being fed together; the other was 
to compare two foods as milk producers when fed to dairy cattle. 

(3) Village surl'eys.-From Tagore Professor M:ahalanobis 
imbibed wide humanitarian teachings which gave him an abiding 
interest in village welfare, so that he has devoted considerable time 
to developing methods ;for making proper surveys. There are some 
90,000 villages in Bengal, and the task of surveying them all would 
be hopeless. CluUlce selection of individual vil1ages might lead to 
very misleading results. It is proposed to survey one village in a 

. hundred by welfare workers, making a properly randomised selec
tion: the cost is estimated at about Rs. 200 per village. Professor 
Mahalanobis lays great stress on the need for the w'elfare worker 
being a true resident in the village and not a mere visitor: he should 
also be obviously I'arning his own living by starting a school, giving 
medical aid, sellin~ medicines, seeds, yarn, etc., or markE.'ting village 
products; but h('~ must also be giyen a subsistence allowance for the 
first year. The eentral organisation must of course keep touch with 
him and look after him; if one village will not receiyE.' him. he must 
be transferred to another. 

Professor Mabalanobis recognises, however, that the lack of 
suitable workers is more serious, and more difficult to remedy, than 
lack of funds. 
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In addit10n to these research activities he is actively occupied 
.in the training of young men who can apply statistical methods to 
,agricultural problems. The subject being new it does not come in to 
the ordinarj University course except in an elementary way, and 
Professor Ma.halanobis has good facilities for giving special addi. 
tional training. It is desirable that such facilities should be available 
in India, the more so as his old students can always consult him in 
.any difficulties they meet in the course of their work., 

The work of this section is so good and so helpful'to investigaton 
in agriculture that it should certainly be continued, and sympathetic 
consideration shouJd be given to the possibility of! extending it. The 
Statistical problems raised by the Council's work are so numerous 
that the Council's Statistician could not possibly deal with them all, 

,and it is very important that the additional help which Professor 
Mahalanobis renders should be available. 

Botany Department. 

This department is housed in the former residence of the late 
Sir T. N. Palit, one of the patrons of the University, who gave his 
residence and ground for the purpose. The Head of the Department, 
Professor S. P. Agharkar, is an active organiser. In addition to 
purely botanical studies the investigations include some that bear 
on agricultura.l problems: cytological studies by P. N. Bhaduri and 
P. K. Bose and Miss Sally Meyer; algae of paddy fields by J. C. 
Banerji, the Keeper of the Herbarium: the physiology of parasitism 
of certain fungi by P. V. Ghabale and H. K. Barna: and water reo 
quirements of the rice plant by B. N. Ghosh, for this latter special 
.cement tanks have been constructed in the grounds, but the work is as 
yet in its early stages. It is proposed to study water hyacinth, a 
terrible water weed that does increasing damage in water courses 
and tanks. 

No scheme fostered by the Council is at present in hand, and 
therefore I make no report on the very interesting work being done 
"here. 

Zoological Department. 

Professor H. K. Mukberji is hE.'ad of the Department and showed 
me two investigations of Agricultural interest though both lie outside 
my province ; I ruust, how'ever, mention them because of their 
importance. The Indian silk worm spins a cocoon containing about 
500 ft. of thread, yellowish in colour. The Italian silk worm on 
the other hand spins a cocoon having 800 ft. of thread which is white. 
"These differences are being studied 'and the knowledge gained may 
lead to improvements in the making of Indian silk. (1 ) 

(1) The Bengal Department of Agriculture haa done eome ~ood 1I'ork
l'eeently transferred to the Bengal Industries Department.--on the Impronment 
of indian Bilk worms. Miss Clegg'9 studies of the various raeea and h,.bridt 
.cleserve mention. 
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The work o~ the cultivation of edible fish is foster~d by a grant 
from the Co~cll, but as the subject is outside my purview I cannot 
report on It. I can only say that I regard the suliject as very 
impo.rtant: t~e stockin~ of the village tanks with fish would not only 
proVlde the ,:lliagers ~lth a food containing a much needed supply 
of go~d quality prot~n, but would also help in keeping down 
mosqUltoes. 

Calcutta.-School of Tropical Medicine. 

(Visited January 19th, 1937.) 

(a) Cultivation of Medicinal Plants ; 

(b) Study of Food poisons: 

Grant sanctioned : Rs. 62,860 spread over 5 years. 

The purpose of the first part of this scheme is to study the 
medicinal plants growing in India; it was hoped also to encourage 
their cultivation hut this has proved very difficult. India is rich in 
medicinal plants, and Colonel Chopra began by collecting the 
scattered informa.tjon already existing and putting it into a form 
available to medical men generally. (1) -With the assistance of 
Mr. R. L. Badhw'ar, the Botanist, he is now widening the scope of 
the enquiry and seeking new information about the occurrence of 
medicinal plants and also about their therapeutic action. This will 
necessarily take a good deal of time. 

Unfortunately through no fault of Colonel Chopra the Agricul
tural Departments have hitherto shown but little interest in the 
possibility of cultivating medicinal plants: a few have experimented 
with one or two plants but there has been no systematic study to 
correspond with the laboratory work. Yet if the full advantage is 
to be gained from the investigation it is essential to find out whether 
the plants can be grown in practice and if so whether they lose their 
so-called •• active principles" on cultivation--as does sometimes 
happen. The Council is dealing with this matter. 

The investigation of food poisons has proceeded slowly. There 
are in India a number of food poisons about which little is commonly 
known: poisonin~ of the nature of e'rgotism is occasionally reported 
as the result of eating infected barley, oats, or wheat; the pollen of 
eertain grasses hilS harmful effects; and lathyrism results from a 
too exclusive lathyrus diet. At the present time epidemic dropsy 
is being studied: this is usually attributed to some infection of food, 
especially rice ana mustard oil. Investigations of this sort. are 
necessarily slow and there is no pnint in frying to hurry them, 

The School of Tropical Medicine is well equipped for the enquiry. 
It has good departments of Chemistry, Pharmacology, Pathology, etc., 
and a competent staff, having the advantage of Colonel Chopra's 
guidance and accumulated experience in regard to standard medicinal 
p:r:eparations. The work should certainly be continued. 

(1) See his useflll volume Indigeuous drugs of India, Art Press, Calcutta, 
IP33. 
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An inve~tigation in the Chemical Department on Saussurea 
Zappa.-a potent insecticide in addition to its other properties
suggests that this Department could render useful help in connection 
with the CO)lllcil's plant insecticid~ investigation. 

Physiology of the rice plant. 

In September 1936 the Council approved, subject to the Govern
ing Body's sa~ction, a grant to Dr. B. Sen, of the Vivekananda 
Laboratory, Calcutta-;-a private institution not forming part of the 
University--of Rs. 7,500 to be spread over three years for the purpose 
of studying the effects of various cations and anions on the proto
plasm of root hairs. I was not able to see this work, and cannot 
thereforp. report 011 it. 

Rice Experiments, Chineurah. 

(Visited January 21st, 1937.) 

Bengal has a larger are<:L under rice than any other Province or 
State in India: no fewer than 20.7 million acres out of a total of 
79.5 million acres of British India. Nevertheless in average years 
the crop is insuffil~ient for the needs of the Province, particularly in 
the eastern part, and rice has to be imported from elsewhere; only 
when unusually high yields are obtained does the supply meet the 
demand. Parts of the west of the "Province usually have a Burplus 
which, however, is not easily sent eastwards because of transport 
difficulties. 

There seems little scope for increasing the area under rice and 
consequently the Department is aiming at increasing the yield per 
acre by the introduction of improved varieties and methods. The 
present work is based on the classical investigations of G. P. Hector. 

The problems of eastern and northern Bengal are studied at 
Dacca where rice breeding has been going on .for some 25 years. For 
western Bengal tvo stations have been set up: one at Bankura, 
about 100 miles north-east of Calcutta, and the other at Chinsurah, 
about 25 miles to the north of Calcutta. The Council has made a 
grant of Rs. 1,56,3~2 to be spread over five years for the work of these 
two stations. The experiments are under the supervision of Dr. S. 
ITadayatullah; the Chinsurah farm is in charge of Mr. S. C. 
Chakravarty with Mr. E. A. R. Banerjee as Chief Assistant, and the 
Bankura farm is in charge of Mr. K. C. Banerjee. I was Dot able 
to visit the Bankllra farm but the Officer in charge met me at 
Chinsurah and showed me the results of the experiments. 

There are some differences in conditions between these two 
stations. At Chimmrah the land is flat and is irrigated: at Ban1ml'a 
the land slopes lIud is terraced, necessitating special arran~ment. 
of the plots; thl'l"'C is no irrigation, the water supply is entirely from 
the rain. 

At both stations both Aus and Aman varieties are studied, the 
Aus ~ein~ hi!!'h-lanrf types grown with rain only, sown in April. 
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usually having a fixed life period Oif 90 to 115 days independent of 
the time of sowing; while the .Arnan varieties are low-land rices, 
SOWn in beds in June, transplanted in July; they have a constant 
flowering date in mid-October independent of the time of sowing, 
.and are harvested in November-December. Economically, they are 
the more important, covering about three quarters of th~ area under 
rice. 

As at other stations, a considerable collection of varieties has 
been made out of which the separate types have been selected. The 
.agricultural characters are then studied and promising strains are 
either multiplied for distribution or used as parents for hybridisa
tion. 

Before beginuing the field work a very striking uniformity trial 
was made at Chinsul'ah-one of the most impressive that has heeu 
earried out in India. Professor Mahalanobis designed it and worked 
-out the results, deducing valuable information in regard to the 
optimum size and shape of the plots. Another interesting experi
ment, also designed by Professor Mahalanobis and made at Banlmra, 
shows the effect of various treatments, such as age of seedling at 
transplanting, broadcast sowing, and dibbling, with different varieties, 
while at Chinsurah an even more complex experiment is carried 
out-three varieties -tested against four ages of seejdling, 3 spacings 
and 3 different numbers of seedling in each hole. 

These complex experiments have several statistical advantages, 
but beyond a cert~in limit the practical difficulties become so great 
that they are liablt: to break down; nothing but actual trial can show 
where the limit lies and it varies with the officer in charge. 

At neither station are any manurial experiments made as yet 
though there are pot experiments at Bankura. 

The work here is well done and the proximity to Calcutta e;nables 
Professor Mahalanobis to give the necessary assistance on the statisical 
ilide. 

Dacca. University. 

(Visited March 5th-7th, 1937.) 

When the Dacca University was established in 1921, the old 
Dacca College Chemical Laboratories were considerably extended 
under Professor Ghosh and further developments have gone on 
since that time. 

Two of the Council Schemes are carried out here dealing 
respectively with the nutrition of rice and the mechanical ana
lysis of lateritic soils. 

Biocbemical work on rice.-Dr. Kalipada. Basu. 

GRANT : B.s. 21,600 for 5 years. 

This work conflists in two parts : chemical analysis of both 
Aus and Aman varieties; and feeding experiments, by botb 
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balance sheet and growth rates methods. It is subsidised from 
the Indian R.esearch ll'und Association and is being done in asso
ciatio'n. with Dr. Aykroyd and with Professor Wilson who is in 
charge of Hygiene at the School of Tropical Medicine, Calcutta. 

Dr. Basu has found some interesting differences in the 
cystine content of the AUs and Aman varieties i the former con· 
taining less than the latter. The work seems to be good, and the 
linking up with the medical side is a particularly sound feature. 

The Council's other schemes on quality in rice, and the pro
posed scheme for Sabour, should be reviewed in the light of these 
investigations to see if they are really necessary. The subject is 
of course of great scientific and medical interest but 'it need not 
be taken up at more than One Institute. On the other hand the 
imporant question of finding practicable methods 'of supplying the 
nutrients in which rice is known to be deficient must be studied at 
u number o.f centres. 

The nitrogen nutrition of rice. 

This is being investigated in the Chemical Department bT 
lIr. Prai Kumar De. The problem is interesting, though largely 
academic. The export of rice from Burma and Bengal has gone 
on for many years, removing much nitrogen from the soil. No 
nitrogen is ever put back, and yet the soil fertility is apparently 
unimpaired; there must therefore be some recuperative agency. 
This is an old problem in agricultural chemistry: it. was stated 
very much in these terms by Berthelot in 188;; and it has been 
continuously discussed ever since; the explanation nOW given 
is that some of the soil organism fix gaseous nitroge~ from the 
atmosphe:re. The action has been well studied in western coun· 
tries, and Mr. De is proposing to investigate it here : he ill examining 
the possibility of fixation by the combination of Algae with 
bacteria, an action shown to take place by Kossowitsch in 1894 
and much studied ever since. He is at present working under 
Professor Fritsch at the Queen Mary University. College, London, 
endeavouring to separate alga! from bacteria so. as to ascertain 
what part each plays in the proces.'1. I learn from Professor 
Fritsch that Mr. De is making satisfactory progress 'Yith the in
vestigations and I recommend that he be given such additional 
time as is necessary for their completion. 

The investigation is very suitable for a University laboratory. 
It· should be extended to include a repetition of the work of 
Harrison a~d Aiyar on the part played by algre in supplying 
oxygen to the rice root~also a matter of scientific interest. As 
a Uiniversity problem the question whether the work is likely to 
lead to practical results does not arise: in Java, where the in
vestigations are in the main practical, the function of the algre in 
paddy fields is no longer studied as they are not regarded as play
ing anv part that can be controlled 
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Respiration of rice plants. 

In addition to the Cou'ncil's Scheme there are ather investi
gations proceeding in Professor Ghosh's laboratory,among them 
one on respiration and assimilation by rice plants, using some
ingenious micro-chemical mehods designed by Professor Ghosh, 
who is very skilful in these matters. 

Jute. 

A considerable amount of interesting work is being done in 
the chemical department under Professor J. C. Ghosh on the 
chemical and physico-chemical properties of jute. This subject 
comes under the purview of the new Jute Committee, and is there
fore outside the province of the Council and of this report 

The investigations of red soils. 

GRANT: Rs. 71,479 spread over 8 years. 

The red or lateritic soils of India form a very important group 
which is being studied by Dr. Ashutosh Sen with a staff of 
assistal1ts. 

A striking characteristic of these soils is that while they are 
rich in the clay fraction (particle size : below .002 Jl!m. diameter), 
containing up to 40 per cent. of this finest material, they can still 
be cultivated when wet without having their texture ruined. As 
a rule they are not very fertile. 

Dr. Sen has designed a method for the mechanical analysis 
cf these soils. It is well known that the international method is 
not entirely suitable for laterites and lateritic soils and when he 
came to Dacca in 1930, he continued some investigations he had 
already be!mn at Rothamsted and showed that the i~ternational 
method could be used though it was not at all convenient. In the 
first place it requires the use of hydrogen peroxide as ~n oxidizing 
and dispersing agent, and in India this reagent is both expensive 
and unstable. He therefore set out to find a substitute and 
showed that alkaline permanganate is quite satisfactory, being 
inexpensive and free from objectionable properties in use. 

He is also studying the general chemical and physical pro
perties of these soils, and in view of the importance of the group, 
and of the special knowledge which he has acquired, I recom
mend that he be allowed to devote himself to this work. and that 
he should establish contact with workers on similar soils in the 
West Indies and Central Africa so as to see how the Indian soils 
compare with these other soils in chemical and physical properties. 
The problems involved are of wide-spread scientific interest. and in 
view of the circumstances that the name "laterite" originated in 
India as a result of Buchflllall's early obsf'rvations. it seems only 
tttin!! that the Indian soil scientists should continue to hold an 
illlp,,;·!p.nt position amon~ the workers lin this particular !!rOll!1. 
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Conside;able data have been accumulated relating to the 
physico-chemical properties of the clay jn these lateric 80~, and it 
i .. advi&abl~ ihat these should be statistically analysed e~thcr by the 

. COUJl(·:al's Statistician or in Professor M~alanobis' laboratory. 

Organic matter in the soil 

GRANT : RB. 11,200 spread over 5 years. 

The programme includes estimations of carbon and nitrogen in 
various fractions of the soil organic matter ; determinatio~ of ~l'OUp8 
Qr elements present in a so-called "humic" acid obtained frum 
peat; and estimates of the loss of the various organic components of 
straw during humification. 

These are standard methods which have frequently l.!lten applied 
to soils in other countries though unfortunately without giving much 
information. The problem is one of the most difficult in the whole 
range of soil chemistry because of the extraordinary complexity of 
the mixture and the difficulty of ascertaiIti.ng whether any particular 
substance isolated actually existed in the soil 0.1' is only a decomposi
tion product resulting from the chemical treatment. 

At the time of my visit the Chemist.-w-as endeavouring to extract 
organic substances of the soil by the Schreiner aQd Shorey method 
devised in 1910. The workers should study the recent literature and 
adopt some of the more modern methods. 

Investigatio.ns o.f the nitro.gen cycle in paddy Bo.ils. 

Studies in the changes of the nitrogen compounds in paddy soils 
are als(\ being made ; these are exceptionally difficult, o\\jng to the 
l'ariability of the soil, and I am not satisfied that the sampling 
technique is adequate. The question shQuld be discussed with the 
statistician and a method worked Qut that avoids the errQrs due to. 
differences compactness of the soil at different dates Qf sampling, 
and also allows the error of sampling to be estimated Qn each Qcca
sion so that a valid estimate can be made Qf the significance Qf the 
analytical figures. 

The Dacca Farm. 

The farm is not part (\f the University but is under the De
partment . of Agriculture. Hitherto. the research work has been 
in charge of Mr. M:. Carbery, but nQW that he is appointed Direc
tor Qf Agriculture he will have less QPportunity for close supervi
sion. The Council gives a grant of Rs. 22,570 spread Qver 5 years 
for the study Qf the physical properties o.f the Boil Qf the farm, 
the ~ork being done by Babu Manindra Nath Chakladar under 
Mr. Carbery's directio.n. • 
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A number of determinations have been made of soil moisture 
rates of evaporation, etc. It is at present a little difficult to se~ 
where this work is leading, and if Mr. Carbery finds it necessary 
to give up the actiye dir~ctio.n, I suggest that it be put .under the 
control (\f the PunJab IrrIgatIon Station where a somewhat similar 
problem is under investigation. 

Rice Improvement. 

Nearly 1,000 classified pure line strains of Aus (highland 
.autumn. padd~) and Arnan (lowland winter paddy) are grown, 
and theIr agrIcultural and botanical characters noted. From 
these desirable strains will be selected. This work, like that at 
Chinsurah, is a continuation of Hector's classical work <>n the 
Eastern Bengal rices ; it is on similar lines to that at ·Chinsurah : 
it is not aided by the Council. 

Dacca Sugarcane Seedling Testing Station. 

GRANT : Rs. 24,850 spread over 10 years. 

The purpose of this work is to test sugarcane se~dling with 
a view to finding their suitability to various conditions in Bengal. 
Coimbatore cane C0213 has proved successful and it is used as a 
standard for testing new seedlings. A certain nUmber have 
already been picked out as deserving further investigation. 

Linseed improvement. 

The oil content of Bengal linseed is very variable ranging 
from 35 to 42 per cent. It is proposed to collect pure" types from 
Bengal and also from other provinces to study their agricultural 
properties and select varieties that could be recommended for 
general cultivation. It is vety desirable to improve the linseed 
crop and this work is worthy of support. 

Krishnagar Fruit Station: Nadia District. 

GRANT: Rs. 57,030 spread over 5 years. 

This station has only recently been started and I was unable 
to visit it. The programme consists in varietal, m~nurial and 
propagation. trials with mangoes, papaya, pineapples, leitchis, 
guava, plantain and citrus fruits. 

Power Cane Mills for Crushing Gur Boiling Plant. 

The Council has given grants to the United Provinces, 
Punjab, Bihar and Orissa and Bengal for doing experimental 
work on cane crushing and gur boiling plants. The Bengal grant 
amounts to Rs. 5,703 spread over 3 years. 

The importance of replacing the present b';illock-driven mill 
py power crushing plant arises from the congestIon of farm work 
.in the early part of the year. In ~enga1 th~ very ~arge paddy 
crop ripens mainly in December and Its threshing begms then and 
L15ICAR 
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continues· into February or later. Also the kharif season comell 
early and so wings begin at the end of February, and continue till 
1\1ay or later. The cultivator is therefore very busily occupied 
at the ~eg~ning of the year and when in January th~ sugarcane 
starts rIpenIng he is unable to spare his bullocks for working the 
crushing mill. An effective power mill would be very valuable. 
The Bengal bullocks are in any case among the poore.st in India. 

The Visva.·Bharati activities. 

At the invitation of Dr. Rabindranath Tagore I was fortunate 
in being able to visit the Visva-Bharati, Santiniketan and to 
!Spend some time both there and in the Sriniketan section where a 
:8erious effort is made to devise methods for improving the life of 
the village in all its aspects, including agriculture, village indus
tries, organisation of social services and above all the instilling 

.into the young people of the village the sense of their respon
..sibility for improving the p.onditions in the villages. A number 
()f experiments are being made with the purpose of finding the 
best way of educating the children in the village; it is certain 

"that the ordinary literary education of the to~ school is quite 
-unsuitable. Some interesting village surveys have been pub
lished which include not simply the ecqnomic factors, but go fully 
into questions of social conditions, religious observances, etc. 
These village surveys have the advantage of being supervised by 
Professor P. C. Mahalanobis, thus ensuring that the statistical 
basi~ is sound. 

The rural economic research which was proceeding at the 
Institute is in three directions :-

(1) Agricultural production; 

(2) Rural surveys; 

(3) Sudy of the village psychology and human relation
ships. 

The work, however, is not confined to the Instit.ute : it ex
tends to the villagers themselves and I had an opportunity of 
seeing something of it. This outside work continues the purpose 
of the Institute : it aims at improving the material conditions in 
the villages by raising the standard of farming, introducing new 
varieties and improved methods, improving also the water supply 
for village use and for irrigation by clearing out the old tanks 
that have been silted up through negligence. Over a hundred 
irrigation' scoieties have been organised for this pUfP.ose and the 
total area irrigated has been 1,283 acres. The Visva-Bharati Co
operative Bank has 268 affiliated primary societies, mostly credit 
with unlimited liability, 42 irrigation societies· and one eo
operative store. A feature of the work which impressed me very 
favourably was the deep interest taken by the workers in the 
welfare of the cultivators. They are inspired by the true 
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mis8ionary spirit and they recognise that the surest way of accom
plishing their purpose is to organise the- villagers to imt>rove their 
own conditions. The work is done by the villagers themselves 
under expert guidance from the Institution's staff and inspection 
of two of the villages showed that the cultivators have been made 
sufficiently interested to accomplish a great deal without any other 
reward than the improvement of their village. Roads have been 
made and drains constructed and the people have been taught to 
keep their villages clean. -

Considerable attention is devoted to the handicrafts of the 
village. W caving and leather work have both been considerably 
improved and a new industry-batique-has been introduced. 
Further, the cleaning out of the old bunds and the improvement 
of the ehannels for irrigation and of the roads, has given the 
cultivator greater possiblities of using his land to advantage. 

The Council has given a grant to Sriniketan for working out 
methods for the systematic improvement of village life. Methods 
adopted in -other countries are studied, but it is recognised that 
new methods must be evolved suited to Indian conditions. 

The statistical side is under the supervision oj ~ofe88or 
lIahalanobis. 

BIHAR. 

PuSA.. 

Imperial Research Institute Botanical Substation. 

(Visited February 18th, 1937.) 

Fortunately neither the botanical laboratories n~r the plots 
suffered during the earthquake, and the work is continuing under 
Mr. B. P. Pal. Like the Station at Karnal, this is an exte!!sion of 
the Delhi Institute available for general agricultural botanical 
purposes. There are obvious advantages in establishing a sub
station here and I recommend that it be put on a permanent basis 
as early as is convenient. Mr. Pal is concentrating C?n two pro
blems, the search for varieties of wheat resistant to rust, in asso
ciation with Dr. K. C. Mehta of Agra ; and for varieties of potatoes 
resistant to late blight. This latter problem is ml're difficult than 
it appears, but he is using as parents certain varieties from ~outh 
America which, however, th?ugh resistant, possess undeSIrable 
characters that have to be elIminated. 

He is workjnO' also on the mosaic diseases of tobacco, of which 
~e ~as found 5 types, 4 of which seem to be distinct while the 5th is 
11 mIx1;ure of two others. 

This work appe-ars to be quite good. 
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• The Sugarcane Research Scheme, Bihar. 

Muskeri Research Station. 

(Visited February 18th, 1937.) 

GRANTS : Re. 2,25,850 to be spread over 5 years. 

Sugarcane Specialist: Mr. K. L. Khanna. 

The programme consists mainly in the selection of more suitable 
varieties for the different areas of the Province, the findil!g of disease 
resistant varieties, and of early and late maturing varieties. 

This station suffered very badly in the earthquake of 1934 and 
many of the plots were damaged. 

Mr. Khanna is making. numerous studies of the relation 
between the various properties of the cane, with the view of find
ing early indications of yield capacity. Thus he finds that the 
weight of dry matter per plant during July and August is highly 
correlated with the final yield of sugar in the following February; 
a series of relationships of the sort would enable good canes to be 
selected at an earlier stage than at present. Under present 
methods 7 years must elapse between the production of a nl'w 
cane and its confident recommendation to cultivators. For the 
first 3 years it is confined to the nursery; in the fourth and fifth 
it goes into field trials at the station, in the fifth and sixth it can go 
to the mill for mill trials ; and in the seventh it can be distributed 
to various cel'Jtres. The work could be considerably lightened 
if good correlati(lns could be traced between properties showing 
in the seedling stage and the desirable characters required in the 
field crop. Further he has shown that the yield of sugar in 
February is closely correlated with the readings given by the 
pocket refractometer of samples of juice extractt'd with a syringe 
during the preceding growing season. From these readings he 
is working out a prediction equation to show the grower what 
yield he may expect, and he is simplifying both syringe and 
refractometer with II view to making them more convenient for 
use in the field. He is also investigating the po!!sibility of testing 
the vigour of canes by injecting various salts and observing their 
effects on the leaf. If these tests should prove to be valid they 
would be very helpful to the brel'der. Chemical studies are be
ing made on sampling technique and on the progress of ripening 
and the maintenance of juice quality. 

:Mr. Khanna is also making studies of draught resi .. tance. Thili 
district .of northern Bihar is peculiar in that most of the sugarcane is 
grown ht're without irrigation; out of about i million acres under 
cane in Bihar about 350,000 are rainfed. The really important 
test of the different varieties is their behaviour during the dry 
Rt'8son. Almost any variety ~ows 'Yell during the monsoon, bnt 
fh4 crucial test is the growth during the dry five months from Febru
ar~' to mid-June, when the canes have no rain bnt are dependant 

entirely on soil moisture. 
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Home varieties of sugarcane ripen In Musheri apd produce 
"iabl(' sel'd : it would be possible to breed sugarcane if this were 
eYl'r desired. 

Like st'yeral other of the younger workers I met Mr. Khanna 
is interested in modern statistical methods and ha~ -taken much 
trouble in trying to understand them; he is an ingep.ius experi
Dlenter and I was favourably impressed with his work. He will 
do even better when he can concentrate on one or two problems 
instead of scattering his energies over many. I recommend that 
at an early date he should be sent to England for a term of study 
in the Statistical and Crop physiological Departments at Rotham
sted. 

This part of Bihar is the old indigo-growing region, and some 
of the European planters still remain. When indigo cultivation 
became unprofitable they took instead to sugarcane.' Their 
standards of cultivation and management are high aQd they fully 
underst~nd their work. Further, they adopt a method much used 
for the indigo crop : they contract with the factories to supply a 
large proportion of their requirements, growing ~ good deal them
selves and arranging with the surrounding small cultivators to 
produce the remainder. They advance money to these cultiva
tors, but require the cane to be grown according to their instruc
tions : they decide on the variety, manuring and cultivation and 
see that these are properly done. The arrangement has many ad
vantages. 

The presence of this skilled and intellig~nt planting com
munity is a great advantage to the research workers j construc
tive criticism is possible and useful results can spee~i1y be put 
into practice. 

Sabour. 

(Visited February 21st and 22nd, 1937.) 

The Sabour Institute was started as an Agricultural College, 
but it is now restricted to agricultural investigations. 

Investigations on rice. 

Bihar has some 15 million acres under rice and produces about 
one-fifth of the total Indian rice crop. It is proposed to set up an 
advisory and research organisation similar to that adopted for 
cotton in Madras; a paddy specialist is to b~ placed. at the Central 
Rice Research Station, with competent asslstants In ~ach of the 
four main rice tracts; North Bihar, South Biliar, Chota Nagpur 
and Orissa. 

Meanwhile a comprehensive programme of research has been 
drawn up. 
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Sabour. Paddy investiga.tioDl. 

GRANT: Rs. 2,02,140 spread over 5 years 

Rice Specialist: Mr. 1\1. M. Alam. 

The Rice Research Scheme consists of four parts :-

(1) Studies of the agricultural and botanical charactpristic8 
of the 5,000 pure lines of rice now grown here with a view to mul
tiplication of promising varieties. 

l!'or purposes of classification Hector's criterion the weight per 
unit length, i.e., the weight of ] ,000 grains divided by the average 
length of the grain, is used. It is considered to afford a valuable 
index of the quality and fineness of the grain. 

(2) Selection to suit the four different conditions of cultiva-
tion in Bihar :-

(a) the one crop area ; 
(b) the irrigated area around Sabour ; 

(0) the terraced hill area around Chota N agpur ; 
(d) the rainy area of northern Bihar, 

Later on it is hoped to start breeding of new varieties. 
(3) Cultivl!tion experiments; manurial and general agricul

tural trials on questions such as spacings, number of seedlings 
per hole, ruge of seedling at transplanting, etc. The varieties 
studied include the Aus (autumn), .. Aman " (winter), and Dalua 
(,;unqnel'). 

(4) Certain physiological experiments. The water require
ments of rice is about 400(1) on the unmanured plots. but is 
reduced by fertilizers or farmyard manure. It reache!! a maxi
mum at the flowering 'period. 

As with sugarcane (page 209), shortening the day by cutting 
off some of the hours of ~unlight expedites flowering ~v~n of tll'! 
so-called time fixed vax:ieties; even a small reduction, e.g., of 2 
hour!: per day, has a considerable effect. Mr. .Alam proposes to 
rUst" this device for breeding new varieties. On the 9ther hand, 
lengthening the day by artificial light causes only a small delay 
in flowering. 

Dr. Mirchandani discussed the chemical investigations with 
me : it consists of two parts ; a detailed study of the effect of 
cultivation and fertilizers on yield; and investigations on the 
composition of rice. The fertilizer and cultivation problema 
should 1 consider be studied seriously and adequately. Work on 
composition "lhould be undertaken only if needed to round-ott 
!lome larger investigation on the value of rice in human nutrition. 

, (1) i.e., 400 parts of water are transpired per unit of dry matter formed. 
The relationship is not causal, so that the figure has no ab80lute value. 
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Mineral composition of pasture plants. 

GRANT: Rs. 25,470 spread over 5 years.. 

Thill is part of a general scheme for the study of pasture 
plants. The samples are supplied by forest officers who, how
ever, do not send samples of soil as well. This should be done in 
future, now that the preliminary analyses have been made. The 
mineral composition of herbage is related to the soil conditions 
and it is more useful to discover the general nature of this rela~ 
tionship than to a mass data in regard to casual samples of her
lJage. Samples taken from Government farms can of courSe be. 
studied more completely, because something is already known of 
the soil (see page 137). 

The Fruit Research Scheme. 

The fruit research scheme at Sabour serves not only Bihar 
but the United Provinces also, a commendable and economical 
arrangement. It is concerned largely with the three fruits most 
important in the plains : mangoes, leitchis and papayas. The 
staff includes Dr. P. Ie Sen, who at the time of my visit was still 
at East Malling completing a period of two years stlldy ; Mr. R. 
Zarbakht Khan in succession to Mr. K. C. Naik ; with Miss Rajul 
Shah as Assistant. . 

Mangoes.-Some 50 varieties of mangoes have b~.m planted from 
different parts of India and methods of propagation are being 
studied. Inarching is the old method, and the one almost WJi
versally practised, but it is costly. The usual method is to use 
one year old seedlings; a modification has. however, been devised 
that can be carried out with seedlmgs only 2-4 months old. So 
long as the stocks are seedlings, however, the resultin~ trees are 
bound to be variable no matter how the graftin~ is done. 
Hitherto propagation by cutting; layering and budding have 
failed but it is desirable to persevere, with vegetative reproduc
tion of stock~ which would at any rate give uniform trees. 
Growth promoting substances such as illdolyl acetic acid are now 
obtainable which cause cuttin.,.s to send out rootlets; the effect 
of some of these might be ex:mined. 

A considerable amount of work on cultivation is proposed 
including a comparison of clean culture with grass culture. 
Mangoes appear to show some periodicity in beltring, giving a~ter
nately larg-er and smaller yields in ~uc~ess!ve seasons.. Varl?us 
methods will be trieci for deali'n,g WIth thiS property, mcludmg 
s"nudging. i.e., lighting a smouldering fire unJer each tree--a 
dCVI,,!, which in the Phillipine Islands is stated to force the 
d')rlnlln\ buds into breaking. 

Papayas.-Payayn trees are extremely variable and it is 
difficult to make reliable field trials with them. It is proposed to 
repeat Dr. Hofmeyer's experiments on the continued interc~
sing of plants raispd from seed of the same tree, so as to see if 
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some steady condition can be attained. As at Poona.. attempts 
are ·made to find some correlation between the external characters 
and the sex of the young plant. . 

o 

9ther crops. 

A considerable amount of work on other crops is being done 
at Sabour. 

Sunn hemp.-IIitherto mass selection has been adopted in: 
attemp~ing to improve SUDD hemp. lIr. T. C. N. Singh is work· 
ing on single line methods fertilizing the plants by means of bees 
washed in formalin so as to kill any foreign pollen. rSee page 
184]. 

Barley.-Samples of barley selected by Mr. Singh have been 
tmbmitted to the Institute of Brewing for report. 

Tube wells.-S6me interesting work is being done here on 
thi'! subject by the Agricultural Engineer, Mr. H. W. Stewart. 

Improved implements. 

I heard good accounts of the successful demonstl'ation work 
done by Mr. A. P. Cliff who took improved implements round in 
8 bullock cart among the cultivators and would o~ tlj.e !Wot arrange 
8 demonstration unyoking the bullocks from the cart for the pur
pose. 

Patna. Farm. 

Economics of irrigation from tube wells.-A considerable area 
in Bihar is successfully irrigated from tube wells, and it would be 
possible to irrigate further areas if this should prove economical. 
An .application has been put in for 8 grant of ;Rs. 78,680 spread 
over a period of 5 years, for investigations dn the costs of the 
water at· pumphead and the costs of its distribution, the best way. 
of stili zing it and the measurement of the losses. The subject is 
important and the application should be favourably considered in 
relation to the irrigation investigations as a whole. 

ORISSA. 

Cuttack Rice Resea.rch Station. 

(Visited March 10th, 1937.) 

The chief work here is the collection of strains and lIelection 
from these of desirable varieties. Three kinds of rice are im
portant in this region :-

(1) . dalua or summer rice--a boro variety ; 
(2) an Aus variety, Beall ; 
(3) an Aman variety, Saradh ; 

these being respectively early, mid and late season. 
SeverAl different varieties are needed to satisfy the different 



Bec1aimjDg the s~d. 
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types of physical and economic conditions. A considerable area 
in this part of Orissa lies low and is flooded during the monsoon. 
The paddy must tolerate submergence for about 15 days and the 
roots and stems must be strong enough to withstand> the current 
of water. 'Fhe flood. water subsides by the end of October, but 
the depressIOns remam full of water. As this evaporates or soaks 
away/ boro rice is planted. But the supply of slled is never 
plentIful, and it becomes wholly insufficient in years of heavy 
flood when the area under boro greatly increases. !>:n attempt 
therefore is made to find earlier Aus and Aman varieties so that 
in an emergency they could be used to supplement the boro. 
Near the coast, however, is a belt liable in the summertime to 
inundation from the sea, consequently rices planted here must 
tolerate salinity. 

Another problem arises from the circumstance that the food 
supply of the pC/(lJ" cultivators tends to be exhausted by July, 
owing to the sm_allness of their holdings. The earliest rice, sown 
in December and harvested in April or May, is all used up and the 
Aus, which is broadcasted in May or J~ne at the break of the 
mom;ooll, is not ready until September. Search is being made 
for a variety which could be sown about the' end of May and 
harvested about the end of August. 

In addition to the selection work there are also manurial 
trials which, however, are not well designed and should be re
placed by a better series. 

Ravesnshaw College. Investigation on Water-hyacinth. 

(Eichonia crassipes.) 

'.!'hese investigations are now completed : they were in charge 
of Professor P. Parija and a grant of Rs. 4,040 has been made. 
Professor Parija showed that· this plant propagates from seed: he 
studied its method of growth and floating up ; and explained why 
it reappears in tanks which have bccn cleared. Further, he 
demonstrated that there are critical periods in the year when a 
single clearance d a tank prevents the weed coming back. 

Water hyacinth. and the equally harmful lantana, are both 
foreilm plants, introduced by well meaning and enthusiastic 
gradt-ners, and have now become serious scourges. They r~nk 
with cactus in Australia and gorse in New Zealand as standmg 
warninO"s a<Yainst the introduction of new plants into the country. 
excepti~g :fter most searching test in some crmpletedisolated 
area. 

Cocoanut Plantation, Pun. 
A cocoanut plantation has been set .up on th~ light sand-belt 

running along the sea coast.; other frmts are bemg gr~w.n. also. 
The results seem quite promlsin!! 8 r O sl1(TQest the POSSibIlIty of 
putting' to good me much land now lying waste. 
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CENTRAL PROVINCES. 

The S?wll.area of the Central Provinces is fairly evenly divided 
between nce, Juar, cotton, wheat and linseed added together, and all 
other crops ; the total sown &,rea is about 25 million acres and each 
of these crops or groups adds up to about 4 or 5 million acres. The 
disti:'lctive features a~e the large area under linseed, the high pro, 
portIon. under cotton ill Berar, the increasing area under groundnuts 
ill rotatIon wIth cotton, and the small areas of bajra and sugar cane. 

Nagpur Agricultural College. 

(Visited January 7th and 8th, 1937.) 

In several of the Departments work is going on which bears 
closely on the schemes fostered by the Council. 

Chemistry· Department.-The work is in charge of Profesltol" 
A. J. B,a!. He proposes to complete the SUl"Vey of the rice soils of 
the region ,which was begun by Dr. Mukherji, of which about two
thirds is already done. He is also making analyses of vegetable5 : 
in this I suggest that the co-operation of Dr. Aykroyd be secured. 

Dr. Bal has repeated Dr. Dhar's experiments on photo nitrifi
cation, but is unable to confirm his results. 

The laboratories are sufficiently equipped and the work is on 
sound lines. 

The Botanical Depa.rtment.-Professor K. P. Shrivastava. 
Experiments are in progress on the improvement of wheat, 

gram and other crops. Rust resistant varieties of wheat are sought 
for the northern parts of the Central Provinces and eal"ly ripening 
varieties fOl" the plains of south. The work appears to be well 
done. 

Mycological Department.-Mr. J. E. Dastur is studying root 
diseases of rice and wheat, various wilts, etc. 

Some . interesting cotton experiments are t!arried out by 
Mr. D. N. Mehta, Economic Botanist for cotton and connected crops, 
and some good marketing investigations by R. H. Hill ; these, how
ever, lie outside the province of this report. 

Oil Seeds. 

. A scheme for Research on Oil Seed 'I in the Central Provinces 
has been sanctioned, the grant being RII. 52,280 to be spread over 5 
years. The work had not been begnn at the time of my visit. 

It will be confined t{) four crops : Iin8eed, sesame or til, salllower, 
and niger ·(Ramtil). Of these linseed is the most important in t1~e 
Central Provinces, occupying an area of nearly 1 million acres, thIS 
being much larger than in any other province : indeed the total pr~ 
duction here is about one-half that of all India. The yields, however, 
are lo)'\' : only about 235 lb. per aert' while in the United Pro,vinees 
and in Bihar and Orissa they arp. more like 500 Ih. per acre. OIl seed 
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schemes are in hand in other Provinces : the distin<>'uishing feature of 
thi:: one is t~at the experimental crops will be gr~wn in black soils 
winch are saId to produce about a quarter of the whole Indian crop, 
and a valued trade type, while in other schemes the Soils are differ
ent : for the past 30 years, for instance, experiments have been made 
on the Indo-Gangetic Plain. 

Sesame comes next in importance with about 338,000 acres : 
the Central Provinces being the second lar"est grower ; the largest 
is Madras. '" 

As at the other centres, tbe work will consist in the search for 
varieties giving highl'r yield and better quality of oil. Linseed 
,·arieties will be sought resistant to rust. 

Sunn Hemp, 

A Sunn hemp Scheml' has also been sanctioned, the grant being 
Rs. 10,600 to run over 5 years : this work is not started. The pro
gl'arunw will be in general similar to that in Madras, Bombay Bihar 
and Orissa. ' 

In view of the good laboratory accommodation available at 
Nagpur, and the standard of the scientific work dOne there, one may 
expect useful results from all the>:e schemes. 

Fruit-Oranges (Santra or loose skinned type), 

A grant of Rs. 71,160 spread oYer five years was made in June 
HJ36 for investigations into the cultivation of the Nagpur " Santra " 
loose skinned oranges. 'I'hese 8,re now known all over India and 
budded plants are in considerable demand: but no guaranteed 
sl lPllly is available. It is proposed to study root stocks and their 
flfl'ect on the yield and quality of fruit. the vegetative reproduct.ion 
of the trees, the irrigation, manuring, pruning, and general manage
ment. The work certa.inly needs doing, and Nagpur isa suitable 
place. 

Gangai pest Scheme. 

En.tomologicaZ D'eparlment.-Rai Sahib G. R. Dutt, the Gov
ernment Entomologist, is investigating the Gangai pest of rice, 
caused by PMkydiplosis oryzae, a small insect that gets into the shoot 
and eats part of it so that no ear forms. Considerable damage is done 
in some circumstances. The programme of investigation includes 
t.he search for alternate hosts among the grasses growing near the 
paddy fieldl'l with the purpose of finding how the insect survives 
from' one sl'ason to another; particular watch will be kept on wild 
grasses and Kodon (Paspalu1n scrobicltlatum) which suffers in a 
similar way, presumably from the same pest. 

The incidence of the attack on plots sown earlier than usual, 
the effect of fertilizers. I1nd the natural enemies and parasites will 

"1111:0 be studied. 
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The grant sallctioned is Rs. 5,924 to be spread o\"f'r a period of 
two years. ~ 

The field work is to be done at Raipur. The work seems to he 
well begun 8J1\.i Mr. Dutt shows much ingenuity in overcoming the 
practical difficulties. 

Raipur Rice Station. 

(Visited January 9th, 1937.) 

GRANT : Rs. 91,927 for a period of 5 years. 

The work was started in 1932 a.'I part of the co-ordinated scheme 
of rice investigations carried out at Nagina, Coimbatore and other 
centres ; the Raipur programm:e differs in that more emphasis is laid 
on soil analysis and on fertili7.er requirements. Dr. Mukherjee was 
in charge until he was appointed agricultural. chemist to the United 
Provinces. 

The Botanist, Mr. B. B. Dave has made a collection of about 700 
·types of rice and has classified nearly 400 fixed strains. 

Part of his work consists in finding some way of dealing ltith 
,vild rice, a weed which reduces both yield and value of the crop on 
the light soils where the rice is broadcasted ; the problem does not 
arise on heavy soils where it is transplanted. This wild rice has a 
green stem ·like the ordinary varieties and so is indistinguishable 
from them and cannot be weeded out. 1\lr. Dave is therefore follow· 
ing Mr. Parnell (page 212) and breeding a rice with a purple stem 
which the cultivator can easily distinguish from the wild rice. A 
variety possessing purple auricles was crossed with a commercially 
desirable variety and the offspring while retaining theSe good quali. 
tillS had also the purple colour. . 

~Ir. Dave is a capahle Botanist and the work is being well done. 
Thp. field work in connection with the Gangai pest is done here. 

Professor Bal is now in charge of the soil work. Reference baA 
already been made to the survey of the Rice Soils. In the manurial 
experiments nitrogenous fertili7.er alone, whether organic or in· 
organic, had little effect on yield, but phosphate fertilizer gave a 
substantial increll$e~ 

Another problem being studied is the possibility of converting 
rice husk into useful compost. Much hulling of rice is done in the 
local mills and considerable quantities of husks are available. They 
rot extremely slowly in ordinary circumstances, however, and 
Dr. BaJ is studying methods of hastening the decomposition. 

INDORE. 

Indore Institute of Plant Industry. 

(Visited January 12th and 13th, 1937.) 

The Institute of Plant Industry at Indore was set up iu 1924 
through the join action of a number of bodies which united to form 
a society incorporated under the rules of the Holkar State. The 
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principal supporters are the Indian Central Cotton Committee who 
paid for the buildings, land and equipment and who contribute 
liherally to the maintenance : in addition some 27 States make annual 
grants. 

The first idea had been to provide a farm for the Agricultural 
Adviser to the States in Central India, Mr. Bernard Coventry, but 
the scope was soon widened, and the main work now is fundamental 
research on the breeding and cultivation of cotton, though other crops 
are also studied. 

The first Director was Mr. (now Sir) A. Howard, who with his 
late wife were lent by the Government of India to the Institute in 
1924. The general principle underlying the Howards' administra
tion was that there should be no fragmentation of scientific work 
into departments, but that the staff should take the crop as their 
nnit, studying it in relation to the field and the village. During this 
period the land W88 brought into good condition, erosion was stopped, 
the pernicious weed Kans was brought under control, and provision 
was made for supplies of organic manure. 
. In 1931 Mr. Keith Jackson succeeded as Director and arranged 

for studies of the soils in relation to crop varieties ; he was followed 
in 1936 by the present Director, Mr. T. R.. Low. 

The work on cotton and food crops. 

The main work, as already stated, is on cotton and at the time 
of my visit this was in the hands of Mr. C. M. Hutchinson who has 
since left for the West Indies. It was among the best work I saw in 
India. Mr. Hutchinson has not only surveyed the existing varieties 
and bred new sorts from them, but he has studied in great detail 
the principles on which selection should be done. Usually selection 
is mainly empirical : these investigations are opening the way to a 
more definite basis. Work of this quality is rare and it is a great 
misfortune that it has been terminated. 

He is succeeded by Mr. Ramiah, paddy specialist from Coimba
torp,_who ha.<; a good record of useful work. 

There is also some useful selection work on juar. Mr. Hutchin
son has adopted a " compartment" method of mass selection which 
seems promising. 

The Chemical Section. 

This is under Mr. Y. D. Wad and is concerned with the study 
of the effect of environmental conditions on the growth of the cotton 
crop ; he is also continuing the work on composU begun by the 
Howards. His programme is very extensive and I re.commend that 
it should be much compacted and restricted to two Items :-

(1) The influence of cultivation and manuring on the moisture 
and nitrate content of t.he soil and on the growth and character of 
the cotton plant. 

(2) The manurial value of compost in C?mparison with cattle 
manure, green manure and sulphate of ammonIa. 
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The work OD Compsts. 

The best-known work of the Howards' at Indore was that ou 
the making of compost from waste vegetable matter. His succelil\or, 
F. Keith Jackson, gave a new turn to the subject by showing how 
to bring in habitation wastes and human excreta and In consequence 
made it of sanitary as well as agricultural importance. (I) This 
two-fold value is now widely recognised: the Provincial Depart.
ments have become definitely compost-minded; and in every village 
I visited where rural uplift has begun, I was proudly shown as its 
first fruits the trenches dug to receive the wastes and ordure that 
~therwise lie about in the village street, a menace to health and com
fort,. Even if the compost had only small fertilizer value, great 
efi'o~ to bring it into use would still be worth while for the sake of 
keeping the village clean. 

The making of compost appeared in the programme of most of 
the experimental farms I visited. A variety of methods are being 
tried, the Indore methods, especially the later one, Dr. Fowler 'I, 
Professor Subramaniam's at Bangalore. and several others 

Certain general results are well established. In making com
post the initial difficulty is the loss of moisture from the heap, which 
if not corrected would soon bring the whole process to & standstill. 
This is overcome by adding soil which retains sufficient moisture for 
completion of the process : for convenience urine earth from under 
the cattle is used. 

There must also be some relation between the 110ft and hard 
wOody material in the heap : more soft leafy vegetation must be 
added if much hard material is present. 

Composting affords a satisfactory way of disposing of house
hold wastes and excrements. It is, however, not necessary to use 
either these or farmyard manure: the young leafy material provides 
sufficient carbonaceous and nitrogenous matter to promote satisfac
tory decomposition. 

Adequate supplies of air and water are necessary. 
The nitrogen in the compost at the end of the process may be 

as much as 1 per cent. in farm compost and 1· 5 per cent. in habita
tion wastes. :Much nitrogen is lost during the process especially froua 
habitation wastes, and no way of avoiding this has been discovered. 

The field experiments with compost are few and inadequate. 
It is everywhere assumed that compost is useful but few of the 
officers could point to any evidence. Recent Indore • experimentA 
SllgO'est that it acts well on irrigated land but is less efi'ectin On the 
uni~igated black cotton soil unless it can be worked into the sub
soil. Proper: tests should be made so that the agricultural officera 
may know under what conditions compost gives its best results. 

In any case the cultivators should be encouraged if only on purely 
sanitary grounds to make compost of their wastes and village sweep
ings ang to put it on the land. 

(1) See BulL I, 1934, lDst. of I'Jaat hduU7, Indore (I'. Keith .JaekIcm 
alld Y. D. Wad). . 
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BO~AY PRESIDENCY 

Bombay is the second largest of the Provinces ils total are~ 
being nearly 79 million acres, but nearly 20 million ~cres are classed 
as " l!0t available for cultivation" this being a larger proportion 
than In any except the North West Frontier Province. Of the net 
area sown (32, 8 million acres) just over 5 million acres are irrigated 
mostly by Go.vernm~nt canals. The cropping is characterised by the 
large proportIOn of Juar or cholam as it is here called; and of bajri, 
,but there are Illso moderately large areas of wheat, rice oil seeds, 
and fodder crops (2·6 million acres). Cotton is the most'important 
tlMh crop, sugar cane being but little grown. 

The city of Bombay is well provided with scientific institutes 
and while there I had the opporttmity of visiting both the Royal 
Institute of Science and the Cotton Research laboratories at Matunga 
where some admirable work is being done (page 8). One of the 
Council's schemes was located at the former institution. The work 
is completed, and owing to its importance I shaU here describe it. 

Rice Physiology. 

Dr. R. H. Da.~tur. 

Dr. DastuI's physiological studies of rice began in 1927 in tbe 
Botanical Department of the Royal Institute of Science, Bombay, 
and went on for severa! years. 'fhe work consisted in the study of 
osmotic and suction pressures of the roots and leaves of the rice 
seedlings at different stages of growth and their relation to tl;1e con
centration of salt solutions in which they are immersed. There was 
('vidence that ammonium ions were absorbed in preference to the 
nitrate ions in the early stages of growth but not at the later stages, 
and itwM suggested that the mixture' of ammoniacal and nitrate 
nitrogen might be a better l)~lUCe of nitroge~ to the plant in the 
field than either taken separately. Field experiments, however, 
have shown that this is not SO(l) this is of course no reflection on the 
work; it is well known that soil and the climatic conditions play an 
important part in determining the relations between the plant nut
rient and plant gro'wth. 'rhe value of the work lies in the help it 
gives to students and teachers, and I suggest that a connect~d acco:unt 
of the phy&iology of the rice plant should be prepared, if possIble 
by Dr. Dastur himself, so that they may be able to make use of it for 
teaching purposes. 

The Poona. investigations. 

(Visit~d December 5th-9th, 1936.) 

The most imnortant centre of agricultural research in the Presi
dency is Poona, ~here the Agricultural College, the Meteorological 

(t) See p. ,213. 
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Office and the Ganesh Khind fruit farm are placed. Out in the Pro
vince, howeV'er, there are some well equipped and well statIed experi
mental farms. 

The Council's schemes at Poona are concerned with plant 
diseases, fruit and agricultural meteorology. 

THE POONA AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE. 

This College was founded In 1909 and has become one of the 
most important in India both as a teaching and as a research 
centr('. 

Several of the Council's schemes are directly or indirectly &.'110-

ciated with it. -

Plant disease and pesta. 

Virus disease of plants. 

(Visited December 5th-9th, 1936.) 

GRANT: RB. 80,474 spread over 5 years. 

The work is in charge of Professor B. A. Uppal (Plant Patho
logy Section) and has only recently started. 

As a preliminary step Dr. Uppal was sent on deputation to the 
more important plant pathology laboratories in England and 
America, to study the methods in use and the results obtained there. 
Six months were spent at Rothamsted wh('re he favourably im
pressed the statI by his ability, and the remainder of tne time was 
spent in seeing the b('st of thE.' work done in other laboratories in 
England and America. TIe begin't his work, therefore, well infonned 
as to what has been done elsewhere, and he is to be provided with 
a suitable statI and satisfactory appliances including a good glass
house. He will make a general· survey of virus diseases in India, 
giving particular attention to those of chillies, cardamoms and Bhendi 
(H10isctts 6Sculentus). His programme seems to be quite sound and 
promising. 

Besides this work for the Imperial Council of Agricultural 
Research Dr. Uppal has a number of other schemes in hand, includ
ing work on cotton wilt for the Indian Central Cotton Committee; 
on linseed for the Sassoon David fund ; on SUllO hemp where he is 
cleansing the pollinated insects with disinf~ctant to remove foreign 
pollen ; he has also some 10 or 12 departmental problems i in addi
tion to College lectures and advisory work which takes him away for 
many days during the year. It is of COurse impossible for one man 
adequately to take charge of so many things, and the Council and 
College authorities should consider whether he could not be relieved of 
all but one or two items of his heavy programme so that he can do 
justice both to the work and himself. 
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The ParCIISite II 8tNga," of the Juar crop. 

GRANT: Rs. 27,060 spread over 5 years .• 

The work is only just beginning and Professor L. S. S. Kumar 
is in charge. 

The parasitic plant " Striga " causes considerable loss in certain 
districts to gr?wers of juar ; it is a flowering plant producing a large 
number of mmute seeds and once established its eradication seellls 
to be almost impossible. Fortunately some varieties of juar are less 
susceptible than others and it is proposed to select these and, if 
necessary, breed from them so as to c.btain a rehlstant variety pos
!lessing also other desirable characters. 'l'he Programme of wc.rk 
includes studies of the effects of cultivation and rotation. The work 
lIhould be done on land known to be infested, as it is always dillicult 
to ensure the maintenance of natural conditions on artificially infest
ed land (See page 196). Various physiological historical and cytolo
gical studies are also proposed but these should be strictly subordi
nated to the more practical experiments : parasitism as a scientific 
study is llluch more appropriate to a University than to an experi
mental station (1 ). 

A similar, but not. identical, pest affects millets in South Africa 
and has been successfully dealt with by finding resistant varieties. 
There is, therefore, hope that the problem can be solved here also. 

Various other investigations at the Agricultural College are 
closely allied to some of the Council's schemes. 

Agricultural Economics Si.'ction.-Mr. M. B. Ghatge. 

Costs of production of individual crops are studied in selected 
villag'e~ in the Poona, Sholapur and Nasik district.s. Studies have 
also been made of the economy of the farm as a whole. Some of the 
results have already been published as bulletins of the Department 
of Agriculture. A conSiderable amount of trouble is taken to obtain 
the necessary basic figures and the work seemed to be well done. 

E11tOlllology Section.-Mr. Jhaveri. 

The bionomics of various insects are studied including Chillie 
Thrips (Sdrtofhrips dorsalis) and a beetle-vine bug (D~sphincttls 
measllrum) work is also done on the control of cabbage aphIS. 

Plant Path.ology 8ection.-Dr. B. A. Uppal. 

Numerous investiO"ations have been made here, including the 
well-known" ~ork of Dr. Burns and Patwardhan which led to the 
control of downy mildew in grapes by spraying with Bordeaux mix
ture. Another mildew, the powdery mildew of grapes, cannot yet 
be controlled ; it is now being studied. 

(1) Parasitism is studied in the Botaniral Deptt. of the University of 
:::nlrutta (p. 162). 

L15ICAR 
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Ohemistry' S6ction.-Rao Bahadur D. L. Sahasrabuddhe (now 
retired). 

The work of this section has included studies of nitrogen changelJ 
in rice soils : some fixation is stated to occur. 

The intake of plant mutrients by wheat and sunn hemp, and 
the changes during the ripening and storage of fruits and the com
position of the proteins of cereals and legume~ have also beel1 
studied. 

Agricult1,ral-Engineerinfl Sections. 

Experiments nre made on the threshing and winnowing of gram. 
on the improvement of culth'ating implements, and of the bullock 
cart; especially the fitting of ball bearings, which is within the means 
of the cultivator, while rubber tyres in general are not. 

Some interesting soil erosion observation studies are made here 
and also in certain areas liable to erosion. 

The Ganeshkhind Fntit Experimental Farm. 

COLD S'l'ORAGE RESEARCH SCHEME. 

This work began in March 1934 and is carried out at the 
Ganeshkhind Fruit Experimental Farm, Poona, in charge of 
Dr. G. S. Cheema, with Dr. D. V. Karmarkar and Mr. B. M. Joshi 
as assistants. The grant is Rs. 17,926 annually for 3 years with 
Rs. 36,375 non-recurring, making a total of Ra. 90,154. 

There appears to be a marked increase in consumption of fruit 
in India, and in consequence in the Deccan, as in most other part. 
of India that I visited, there is considerable interest in fruit grow
ing. An increase in fruit production in India would in many ways 
be a most desirable development : it can come about, however, only 
if adequate transport and storage facilities are available and this in 
turn necessitates the development of refrigeration. 

Investigations on cold storage of fruit are therefore essential 
to further extension of fruit growing. They are carried out here 
'lith apples, mangoes and other fruits of economic importance, and 
they are extended alw to include seed potatoes, the storage of whicl: 
during hot weather presents many difficulties in ordinary practice. 

The apples were keeping satisfactorily ; thooe shown to Ill' 

were unsuitable for export because of their bad colour: some were a 
dirty red, others dark green but with many spots on them : they wert 
much les9 attractive than the pleasing lOOking apples of the Quet~ 
region. This, however, appeared to be more a qu~tion of variet! 
than of storage, and in any case it was said to caUlle no difficulty i~ 
practice, since the local market raised no objection to the colour. . , 

Considerable work is being done on the storage of the mangq: 
and it is claimed that shipments to England are now possible, but 
. much work remain!! to be done both in India and in England befor: 
an export trade can be started. In the meantime the area undel 
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mangoes ap.pears t? be extending in the presidency, presumably in the 
hope of an mcrea.~mg export trade. Even if this failed to eventuate 
however, an increased consumption in the Indian cities "flould still b~ 
desirable. 

Suitable conditions are being studied for the stora"'e of seed 
potatoes; at present it appears that 40'~F' is a suitable te~perature. 

Other investigations not coming under the Council include crown 
grafting of l!1~ngoes,. studies of two abundant and popular fruits, 
gua.va and zlzlphus, and of several higher grade fruits; grape 
frUit, figs, pomegranate : also of cashew nuts and vegetables includ-
ing the very popular brinjals and chillies. . 

In view of the interest being taken in fruit growing and the 
difficulty of ensuring that stocks and varieties supplied shall be true 
to name, it is proposed to establish a register of nurserymen wh08e 
stocks have been properly examined and can be vouched for by the 
Department. 

The Station is well equipped for its work and suitable for fruit 
and vegetable growing. 

rr:he College also has a Department of Mycology and Entomology 
and a Horticultural laboratory where among other things fruit 
preservation is studied. 

In view of the importance of increasing the supplies of fruit 
and vegetables to the towns I consider that the work on cold storage 
should be continued, and that the possibility of expansion on the 
production side should be considered. 

Improvement of Papaya Breeding. 

GRANT : Rs. 6,000 spread over 3 years. 

The work is to be done by Professor L. S. S. Kumar and Dr. G. S. 
Cheema. The original scheme included experiments on cultivation 
and manuring; attempts to distinguish the male and female trees 
at an early age; studies of the occurrence and inheritance of sex; 
anrl the cytology of the sex forms in the Papaya. The Board limited 
the investigations to this last problem. 

There would be considerable advantages in being able to detect 
female trees at an early age so as to ensure that adequate numbers 
were pfanted, and only the necessary minimum of males. Drs. 
Kumar and Cheema are well equipped for finding some solution of 
the problem, if on present knowkledge t.his is possible. 

Vitamin Content of Mangoes. (Completed Scheme.) 

This was supplementary to the scheme for experimental shi.p
ments of mangoes from Bombay to London. Analyses made by MLSS 
Edith O. V. Perry and Dr. S. S. Zilva showed that mangoes were 
rich in vitamin C contained moderate quantities of' vitamin A. but 
no si"'nificant amo~t of vitamin D. If the export trade in mangoes 
ever "'reached important dimensions, this information might have 
value for propaganda; in the meantime it is useful for the Indian 
medical authorities. 
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Agriculiural Meteorology: Meteorological omce, POOD&. 

These investigations were begun in 1932 in charge of Dr. L. A. 
Ramdas, the Agricultural Meteorologist, and It. J. Kalamkar, Statis
tician. 

The annual grant is RB. 20;470; the non-recurring grant is 
Ra. 5,600 and the total sum allotted is Rs. 1,07,950. The work is 
divided into two sections : experimental and statistical ; the experi
mental part being <lone on the College farm where an Agricultural 
.Meteorological obs,ervatory has been set up, while the statistical part 
is done at the office. 

The general purpose is to work out two balance sheets : 

(1) a thermal balance sheet showing what becomes of the 
radiant energy received from the sun ; 

(2) a water balance sheet for the earth'8 surface, showing the 
amount received at the surface from the rain and the 
amounts lost by evaporation, transpiration and perco
lation. 

The Agricultural Meteorological observatory is welI equipped 
for an unusually wide range of observations dealing with the Moil. the 
air, the fate of the rain water, and effect of the growing plant on the 
climatie conditions around it. ' 

The total radiation from the sun and sky on unit area of a 
horizontal surface, a fundamental element in meteorological and 
biological research, is measured with a solarigraph. Another instru. 
ment has been devised to record the heat lost through convection by 
the soil surface in the daytime. Measurements of (1) the albedo 
(or refiecti(ln) coefficient of cliffereut soil~, (2) the heat radiated 
from the soil surface, (3) the heat returnerl to the surfaC'e by ra(l i8-

tion from water vapour in the atmosphere, and (4) the h('at 
uchanged by conduction within the soil itself between the surface 
alid the lower layers, provide further information rl'gardjn~ the heat 
balance at the surface of the ground. 

Detailed studies of the soil temperature at different depths are 
madeo As is well-known, the surface of the soil becomes very hot in 
8um.mer : at the observatory it has risen to 75°C in ~lay ; during the 
night it is much cooler. A little below the surface the daily variation 
of temperatur(> is much less, and at a dl'pth pf one foot there is no 
difference between day and night temperatures : the root"! of plants, 
therefore, live at much mOre uniform daily temperatures than do the 
leaves and ,!!terns. The sea~onal changes of temperature, however. are 
felt in the soil even to a depth of 6 feet, the /n"eatest depth at which 
observations aloe taken, through the difference between the hot and the 
eold season~ is mucb less than at surface. The temperature of the 
upper layers of the soil, however, depends very much on the colour of 
a bar~ soil and on the covering of a covered soil, a light coloured soil 

- being much cooler at the !lurface than a darker Iloil. 
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Attempts are being made to devise an apparatus for the mea
surement in situ of the soil moisture. A porous pot candle and 
gauge are used and the results are checked by direct determinations. 
These attempts should be continued : a trustworthy and easily worked 
!'letho~ w.ould be of great assistance in irrigation and dry farming 
investIgatIons. 

Much attention is given to the climate within the growing crop 
--the local or microclimate-as compared with the general climate 
round about it. There is no simple relation between the micro
climate within the crop and climate outside, but there are certain 
general differences. At the maximum period (afternoon) the 
temperature within the crop is distinctly lower than the temperature 
outside, especially at the surface of the soil : for the densely growi:ng 
sugar cane the difference there may be as much as 10°C, though it is 
much less at 4 ft. above the surface ; for the more open growing 
jowar the differences are of course less. The microclimates within 
the different crops arc closely correlated at minimum temperatures 
but not at maximum temperatures : the dift'erence is attributed to 
turbulence. 

l\Ieasureme:nts of the variation of air movements with the help 
of a sensitive anemometer, both in the open and inside, crops, are 
j'eing arranged; when such additional information is obtained it may 
be found possible to express the climate of the crop more fully in 
terms of the climate of the open. During the day the air is warmest 
just at the surface of the ground a:nd cooler as one rises to 3 or 6 
inches, while the stem of the sugar cane is coolest at the surface of 
the soil, a little warmer at 3 inches and still warmer at 6 inches 
height : but it is always cooler than the air though the difference in 
temperature diminishes rapidly from the surface to the 6 inch height. 
At night, on the other hand, the stem is warmer than the air, though 
the difference is not great. 

During calm weather the mi:nimum air temperature is not 'on 
the surface of the soil but about one foot above, indicating that the 
cooling is not from the soil but from tile air itself. 

Evaporation of water, an extremely. important factor in Indian 
agriculture, is measured direct from a free water surface. A much 
slIDpler device, however, is said to give sufficiently good resul~s for 
ordinary farm purposes. The .rainfall here awrages about 27 mches 
yearly but the evaporation from a ,,'ater surface exceeds 100, The 
soil of course loses less than this and fortunately eyen the water 
l'vaporated from the soil is not all perma,nently lost. Part of the 
water evaporated durin'" the nay falls back as dew, a long-known 
source of water for pla;:ts : " there went up a mist from the earth, 
and watered tlH~ whole face of the ground". During the very dry 
period, when the surface layer of the s.oil is so far dessica~ed as. to 
contain only hygroscopic moisture, the SOlI abso~bs from the aIr dUrIng 
the night practically all the moisture it lost dnrmg the day, so that the 
oet loss is practically nil. 
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The subject being new a good deal of attention is necessaril1 
dcvoted to the comparison of various types of instruments to find 
which give the most accurate readings or which are in practice the 
most useful for the purpose. 

A beginning was made some years ago with the issue of frost 
warnings to the grape growers of Nasik, 8Jld arrangements have more 
recently been made, as an experimental measure, to issue cold wave 
warnings from the forecasting section at Poona to those provinces in 
India which are liable to the incidence of frost. Experiments on 
preve,ntion of frost damage have been begun at Nasik. 

A provisional scheme for issuing warnings of heavy and untimel1 
rainfall to the various districts of the Bombay Presidency has also 
been drawn up. 

The section at Poona has been co-operating with the officers in 
charge of other Research Schemes inaugurated by the Imperial Coun
cil of Agri~ultural Research, e.g., the sugar cane, dry farming, R1\st 
and Locust research schemes, by advising them on the meteorological 
aspects of their work. The section also assists agricultural depart
ments and institutions in India by training agricultural assistants, 
and by advising in regard to meteorologicai equipment, etc. 

The statistical work is done by Dr. R. J. Kalamkar. He haa 
applied thc methods of R. A. Fisher for studying the yields of wheat 
in the long continued experiments (29 years) at Cawnpore, and finds 
no evidence of soil deterioration (1) though other Illow changes appear 
to have taken place. Continued high yields were obtained by artificial 
fertilizers without the use of organic matter:, and the annual variation 
in yield was least wbere nitrogen was supplied. The effect of rain
fall on the cotton yields at Akola, in the Berar cotton tract (28 years' 
records) was alsG shldietl by Fisher's methods. The cotton is sown 
early in June; rainfall appears to have an adverse effect if it comes 
in late May, i.e., just before sowing ;-a beneficial efft'ct if it coml'll 
soon after June; and an adverse effect in July, August, and earl1 
October: the significance of these effects, however, is not very marked. 
On the other hand high maximum temperature in May tendH to 
increase the yields (this may explain the rainfall effect) by causing 
the black cotton soil to become more friable. 

Precise records of the development of the wheat crop are taken 
at periodic intervals, on lines similar to those take,n at Rothamsted, 
Woburn and elsewhere in England. 

The Director, Dr. C. W. B. Normand, was absent on leave at the 
time of my visit but I was shown over the office by the acting Director, 
Dr. S. K. Banerji. 

Up to the present the cost of· the Agricultural Meteorological 
scheme has been defrayed entirely by the Council. I.n the next five 
year period it is proposed that the cost be shared in equal parts with 
the Government, and thereafter that the Government should take over 
tlie whole of the cost. This arrangement seems to be satisfactory : 

(1) See also p. 25. 
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the need for investigations in agricultural meteorology is beyond 
question v,nd Poona is the obvious place for the work. It should now 
be on a permanent basis. 

Some problem may always emerge, however, that deserves fuller 
investigat.ion and necessitate temporary additional staff. The 
Council could then consider the possibility of making a specific grant, 
The fact that meteorological observations are being made in associa
tion with the growi,ng crops gives a good opportunity for some interest
ing work on plant physiology of which the Agricultural College 
might wish to take advantage subject to the approval of the Meteoro
logical Department. It cannot be claimed that immediate results of 
practical importance would follow, and any grant which the Imperial 
Council might give would be in the same class as grants to Univer
sities. 

Other schemes. 

SUN HEMP. 

GRANT : B.s. 6,000 spread over 3 years. 

The work is done in the Rajapur, Devgad a,nd Chiplun districts, 
the parts of the Bombay Presidency where the best quality sunn 
hemp is grown. The region is hilly. and the soil rocky ; sunn hemp 
is the only cash crop. The purpose of the investigation is to study 
the' possibility of increasing the present area under the crop; to 
increa.<;e the yield of fibre a,nd to improve its quality. 

Tractor cuT:Ht·ation. Burmah Shell Company. 

Experiment.s carried on from 1930 to 1935 to find out how far 
tractor cultivation would be possible in India showed that it was 
useful for breaking up new land, eradicating some of the deep rooting 
weeds, and for other special purposes. 

Padegaon Sugar Cane Investigation. 

(Visited December Rth and 9th, 1936.) 

Grant Rs. 3,86,402 spread over 5 years. A further grant is made 
by the Bombay Gover,nment bringing the total for the five years to 
Rs. 5,15,686. 

Bombay Preside~cy is not a great sugar producing province but 
the Padegaon experiments are in some respects, e~pecially on. the 
manurial side, more complete than most others, the mtrogen gradIent 
and the uptake of nutrients being especially studied. 

The work beaan in 1932 and the Staff includes the Agriculturist, 
Rao Sahib B. P."Vagholkar. the Crop Physiologist, Dr. R. D. Rege. 
and the Soil Physicist, Dr. J. K. Basu. 

Like some of the other stations, this was not selected for the 
purpose of agricultural research. The buildings were put up by. the 
P. W. D. for cOnstructiou purposes, and when they were no longer 



;needed they. were acquired by the Agricultural Department, along 
with 'the necessary land. From the workers' point of view the Station 
is malarial apd somewhat lonely. Padegaon lies on the e¥t side of 
the Western Ghats, on the Nira river irrigation systems, some 50 
miles south-east of Poona from which it is about 21 hours journeys by 
rail or by car. It differs in many respects from the stations described 
in the preceding sections-Kamal and those in the United Provinces. 
The ciimate is hotter and drier so that far more waterings are needed
some 37 given at 10 day intervals instead of 3 or 4 ; and a total 
quantity 95 inches appear to be the optimum dose of water. The 
cultivator uses even more water : up to 130 inches. 

The work differs from that of other Stations in that it coneeD· 
trates mainly on the effects of soil conditions and water supply on the 
growth of sugar cane. 

Although the work on selection is les.'! prominent than the soil 
and physiological investigations it goes on steadily. Unlike Shah· 
jahanpur where only medium canes are grown, this Station grOWl 
mainly thick canes for the factory, father than thin and medium 
canes that can be crushed in the village mill and u~ed for making 
gur. At present the best thick cane is Co. 419 : it has a low proportion 
of leaf to stem, hence its wastage is small, and it grows so rapidly 
that it speedily passes the stage at which the borer can attack it, 80 
it escapes serious damage. 

In spite of its vigorous growth, however, the cultivators do not 
like it partly because it is too hard for their mills and partly because 
it flowers freely and the cattle cannot eat the tips; while the local 
sort, Pundia, is soft, and suits their mills: also Pundia rarely flowers 
so that its head consists of leaves which cattle eat readily. But it 
gives a lower yield, it is more subject to the borers and more susceptible 
to seasonal variations than Co. 419. 

Other promising varieties are Co. 360, 413, 417 and 421. None 
of the improved varieties grown here are flowerless. Apart from 
this character, Ek. 28, a Java seedli.ng, and lIm 320, a lIysore 
" noble cane ", are both well suited to the small cultivator: they; are 
soft and they give better yields than Pundia. 

The experiments on the watering of the cane are well-planned 
and carefully done. Four rates of watering are studied. supplying 
respectively 70, 95, 120 and 130 inches_ Till earthing up time higher 
waterings have a favourable effect on both varieties, increa.<;ing the 
height. the leaf area, and tillering. The root system on the other 
hand becomes smaller, less spread out, and weighs less. Flowering 
is earlier at the higher dose of water than at the lower presnmably 
because the soil nitrates are more completely washed out. Finally 
the yield at'harvest is less with 130 inches of water than with 95. 

The moisture content of the soil in the upper layers is the same 
for all the rates of watering, but the depth to which the water pene· 
trates jIiffers ; this Il1?rees with tIle results obtained in California. 
There IS no evidence of any upwards rise of water by capillary actiOD_ 
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The effect of water shortage is also studied. The plant wilta 
and some of the rootlets die, but directly water is added new rootlets 
(orm and rapid gro~h takes place, especially in April alld May. The 
result sugg~S~ that If water is short it is best not to apply in several 
small quantItIes, but to allow the plant to wilt and then to give a good 
supply as soon as this is available. 

Atmospheric humidity appears to be the most important climatic 
factor determining high yield. 

The. manurial results show several peculiarities: a remarkable 
feature IS that farmyard manure is ineffective while castor cake, 
ground-nut cake and sulphate of ammonia all act well. Phosphate is 
also nceded. The results have been iurthercorroborated by bacterio
logica~ studies in pots. Mo~asses do not, as at Shahjahanpur, increase 
the YIeld of sugar cane ; I.IIstead they decrease it and there is no 
evidence of benefit to subsequent crops. . 

Dr. Basu has begun a genetic soil survey in the canal zones of 
the Bombay Deccan. He has already surveyed. the areas served by 3 
major canals; the Nira, Right Bank and Godavari Canals, and has 
traced nine distinct types of soil. A considerable area (about a lakh 
of acres) of alkaline soil (" Chopan soil" containing much exchange
able sodium), occurs in this region, and experiments are being made 
to see if the alkalinity and the sodium can be sufficientiy reduced by 
treatment with sulphur or by suitable crop rotation to allow the soils 
to be cultivated. Some indications of success have been attained, but 
no process is yet economical : at present certain sequences of crops 
with slight irrigations improve the soil tilth and lower the exchange
able sodium. 

In the Soil Fertility surveys of the Nira and Godavari canals 
Dr. Basu found that shallower soils were more fertile and less liable 
to deterioration under cane growing than the deeper ones. Soil 
deterioration under cane growing was associated with carbon-nitrogen 
ratios of 15 or more. 

A vast amount of analytical work has been done to follow the 
uptake of the di.N.erent mineral constituents and the nitrogen, and 
many crop measurements have been made on the various growth 
phenomena such as tillering, growth rate, measures of leaf area, 
assimilation rates, and rate and type of root growth. These should 
be discussed with a good botanist. 

A useful leguminous wild piant locally called Pat ada Shevra 
(Alysicarpus belgaumensis) has been found which grows well on the 
fallows even without water (though of course better with it) pro
ducing a great mass of foliage suitable for fodder or green manure. 

Now that the first period is over' and the preliminary survey of 
the problems is well advanced, I consider that the programme should 
be curtailed. so that the attention can be concentrated on the highly 
important problems connected with the water and fertilizer require
ments of the cane. Dr. Basu should continue his soil survey pro
vided it doE'S not interfere with the sugar cane investigations. 
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." Both Dr.' Rege and Dr. Basu have to make large numbers of 
llOmputations for their statistical work and they not only have no 
«'omputor but-no machine capable of doing the work i in consequence 
a great amount of their time is spent in laborious elementary arith
metic. I consider they should be given either a computor or a machine, 
preferably both, so that they may be relieved of the mechanical labour 
involved in all these calculations. The work at this Station is very 
good. The close connection between the field work, the soil studies 
and the physiological investigations is admirable, and the fact that 
the workers confine themselves to sugar cane enables them to concentrate 
on the one problem. 

THE DRY FARMING SCHEMES. 

• In Central India four stations are concerned in dry farming 
research; Hagari in Madras, Sholapur and Bijapur in the Deccan, 
and Raichur in Hydrabad : at the two former detailed soil investi
gations are "in progress and the two latter are more concerned with 
local problems. Hagari has the lightest rainfall but its soil is deeper 
and less sloping than at the other stat.ions : it also carries a larger 
range of erops, juar, Italian millet and cotto.n all being important, 
while at the o~her Stations rabi juar is alone grown. 

A coherent and unified scheme is in operation at all four stations: 
the soil examinations are made by the same methods : the " Bombay 
dry farming method" is to be tested at all four, also the method 
of alternate cropping and fallow : the wafer requirements of juar, 
are studied at Sholapur and of Pennesetum at Hagari. 

It was made a co.ndition of the grant that workers should 
visit each other so a~ to discuss their problems p.nd compare results. 
This arrangement should be carried out. 

Bombay scheme-Sholapur. 

(Visited December 11th, 1936.) 

The Western Ghats which run parallel to the west coast inter
cept a good deal of the rain of the summer monsoon coming from the 
Arabian Sea, and in consequence much of the land in the central 
part of the Presidency has only the rain of the winter monsoon 
coming from the Bay of Bengal. Unfortunately this usually takes 
the form of storms and as much as 4 inches may fall in 2 hours. The 
rainfall is therefore very variable and unevenly distributed: at Shom
pur it has varied from 14 to 48 inches, all falling between July and 
November; much of it in September or October. Rabi cropping alone 
is possible, and this is in practice largely confined to juar. 

This irregularity in the rainfall constitutes a great problem, 
and soil erosion is another. The topography of the land lends itself 
to eresion in these severe rainstorms : there are long undulations 
down which water can run off, carrying the soil with it. 



Bombay dry farmiDg successfully practiged. 



The adjoining land: dry farming not practised. 
Cultivation and sowing wrongly done. 
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.. Experiments w~re started in October 1933 at Shoiapur and at 
BIJapur to deal WIth these two problems. The annual grant is 
Rs. 37,640 and the non-recurring grant Rs. 46,800 making a total of 
Rs. 2,35,000. Dr. Burns was at first in control but that responsibi
lity now devolves on his successor; Mr. Jenkins. I visited Sholapur 
but unfortunately could not get to Bijapur. 

The Chief Investiglrtor is Mr. N. V. Kanitkar and there is a 
staff of assistants, of whom Dr. J. A. Daji is in charge of the soil 
section and Mr. R. B. Gode of the plant section. Mr. G. M. Bapat 
is .Farm Superintendent at Sholapur. 

Sholapur is about 140 miles due south east of Poona on a rolling 
plateau, the altitude of which varies from 1,000 to 2,000 feet. 

Soil Erosion. 

The cultivator's method of avoiding erosion is to put a large 
bund at the bottom of the field to hold up the water as it runs away. 
The bund, however, not infrequently breaks when the flood water 
rushes down and in consequence both soil and water are lost. A 
much better plan is to set up a number of low bunds at shorter inter
vals, but placed sO as to ensure the maximum effectiveness. 

The experiments at the farm consist mainly in measuring the 
amou.nt of erosion under three different treatments ; ordinary culti
vation and cropping; cultivation with a special implement that 
leaves little depressions every few inches on the plots; and unculti
vated fallow, i.e., allowing the land to become covered with weeds. 
The plots are so arranged that the water running off is COllected 
along with the accompanying silt in a cemented pit where the 
quantities of both silt and water can be determined. The uncultivat
ed fallow loses least silt and water by running off, and the cropped 
and cultivated land loses most. This, of course, is well-known : the 
interest of the work lies in the search for some special mode of culti
vation which will give results similar to the uncultivated fallow. 
The plots should at an early date be extended so as to allow more of 
this work to be done. 

There are some experiments on bunding, and these should in my 
view be extended, since bunding offers a practicable method of reduc.
ing erosion to a minimum and ensuring the- maximum retention of 
water. The experiments should be done not ouly on the experi
mental farm but on cultivators' land, working if possible across some 
depression on sloping ground where erosion may be serious : they 
would ;not only give useful information to the Staff but serve also as 
demonstrations to the cultivators. Extended outside experiments of 
this kind are an indispensable pre-liminary to any large scale attack 
on the problem of soil erosion. 

Experiments should also be made on the possibility of setti!lg 
up, in places liable to erosion, protective. strips of land covered WIth 
some native plant, capab;e of making good growth and of some value 
as fodder: such for example as Cynodon dactylon. The Forestry 
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pepll.rtment t.hould be consulted as to the possibility of establishing 
~mal1 plantations as protection in places where the erosion is likely 
to occur so tDat an undergrowth IPJlY have some chance of developing. 

Dry Farming-Sholapur •. 

The importance of dry farming investigations lies in the fact 
that nearly one-third of the total area of the Bombay Pr~sidency as 
:\:tow constituted is. considered very liable to periodic famines and 
scarcities due either to the total failure of rain or to unsuitable dis
tribution. Another large area, also estimated at one-third of the 
total, is liable to famine, though more rarely. The famine tracts 
include the districts of Ahmednagar, Sholapur, Bijapur in the East 
Deccan and the eastern portions of Poona, Satara, Belgaum and the 
Dharwar Districts; these contain about 25 per cent.. of the total 
popu~ation. The other tract less liable to famin~ contains about 38 
per cent. of the tolal, RO that the two together contain about 63 per 
cent. of the entire population of the Presjd~ncy. Irrigation only to 
a small extent meets the difficulty, but little of the cultivated area in 
these disricts being supplied with water. 

The loss of rain water by linrface run-off is con'iiderahle. and 
various methods of cultivation are being tried to ascertain their effect 
on the retention of water by soil. These are made on the two types 
of soil, the light and the heavy : they are laid out on a good modern 
plan so that the results can be analysed statistically: determinatioll.l 
of soil moisture and of nitrate content are also made. In addition a 
large scale test is made of the so-called Bombay method of dry farm. 
ing, a combination of proper bunding, i.e., small bu.nds about 9 inches 
high made by the plough for each half acre : deep ploughing : three or 
four harrowings after each rain in the early monsoon ;' thin sowing 
in wide rows using good seed 1reat~d with sulphur to protect against 
smut: and hoeing between the rows whenever the soil cracks .. Not 
far from Poona I had been shown a good crop of juar produced in 
this way while the surrounding crops grown by the ordinary methods 
had almost failed. An these operations are weIl-known to be effective 
in dry conditions but there are almost certain to be many ways in which 
the combination could be improved or cheapened and I rerommend 
that serious attention should be given to this pOllsibiJity. These pxneri
ments also, like those on bunding. shoulil not be confined to the Experi
~ental ~arm but should be carried on to the cultivators' fields 80 a~ to 
£nsure a wider variety of conditions : the effects on soil moiilhne and 
on crop yield ShOllld be determined. 

The exneriments should he extenited to include the eft"l'cts of sbl'l'p 
folding. which in the preliminary trial!! inereased the yields. 

In the plant ~ection observations are made on the common weeds, 
one of whicn "Strigoa". is a parasitic nlant often doin!!' mueh dama!!e 
on the peasants' land. The presl'nt yariptil's of jnar are a11 Rl1"I'Ppf i hl" 
to its attack. and no resistant varirty is yef known. A scheme dealin~ 
with Strilra has bee:n Rtarted at Poona anit at an early date lIome of 
the fil'ld work should be done here. In dI":" farming conditions weed~ 
are particularly harmful and work on these should be extended. 
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Another useful line of work is the !>election of var~eties of juar 
that are more resistant to drought than those commonly grown now. 
For the present the selection has to be mainiy empiricar, there being 
no sure criterion of drought resistance, except the actual test.· As no 
one can tell where a more resistant plant may turn up the work of 
selection should not be confined, as at present, to Mohol, but Mr. Gode 
should be encouraged to study any promising plant he happens to 
find in the course of his work. 

Studies of the root systems of the different varieties should be 
JlIade on the lines adopted at Padegaon for the sugar cane. 

In addition to the field work there is a good deal of pot culture 
and analytical work which in my view could be curtailed when the 
present experiments are finished and the results prepared for publi
cation. This part of the work suffers from the small sc:.le on wlii('h it 
is done uue to limitations of staff and equipment : the most hopeful 
direction of further progress is to concentrate on the field experiments, 
to extend these to cultivators' land outside the farm, and to carry out 
~n the plots estimations of moisture and nitrate content, studies of 
root development and of weed suppression. Pot experiments and 
.analyses may of course be needed to interpret the field results but they 
should be regarded as accessories and not as principal subjects. The 
physiological and chemical studies of the plant cnn well be left to 
80me larger Institutions, where there is a fuller staff and where the 
practical problems are less urgent. 

The Hyderabad (Deccan) Scheme-Raichur. 

(Visited December 12th, 1936.) 

This work was begun in December 1933, the average annual 
grant being: Rs. 10,631 and the nOll-recurring grant Rs. 6,225 making 
a total for the five yea"1's of TIs. 39,:180. The technical staff co.nsist 
of-

(1) the Superintendent, Mr. Shameen Zuhrie, 

(2) the Senior Assistant, Mr. P. K. Savanur, 

(3) and the Juuior Assistant, Mr. Suryanarayan Rao, lent 

to the Scheme by Agricultural Department. 

The work was shown to me by the Director of Agriculture. Mr. 
Nizam-ud-Din. the Deputy Director, Mr. H. B. Rajdey and the 
Chemist. Dr. P. G. Krishna, who though stationed at. Hyderabad, 
keeps touch with the work and makes periodical visits. 

Raichur lies in the south of the Nizam's dominions, right in the 
centre of the Peninsular, 140 miles due S. E. of Sholapur, but it is 
at a lower level, the altitude of the surrounding country varying 
from 1,000 to 1,500 ft., and it is in basin of the Kistua river system. 
A further difference from Sholapur is that there are two rainy 
seasons, one in June and July 'from the south west.monsoon. the other 
in September and Oetober from the north east monsoon. The total 
annual fall. however, is not great and a!J in all semi-arid regions, it 
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is variable. "In general, however, both l'abi and kharif crops can be 
grown, and in consequence the range is fairly wide : juar is the chief 
food crop, but there is some bajra and pulse : cotton and ground nuts 
are also grown as cash crops . 

.As usual in the Deccan there are the two types of Boil, the black 
cotton soil which predominates and on which rabi crops do weH ; and 
the lighter land(l) on which kharif crops are grown. 

The field work falls into two divisions : 

(1) Comparison of varieties of Juar (Bombay strains), millets 
(Madras strains) and cotton, to study their suitability 
to the local conditions. 

(2) Cultivation experiments to compare the Bombay dry f"rUl
ing method with the local methods, and to compare 
continuous cropping with alternate cropping and fallow
ing. 

In addition lysimeter readings are taken to show the proportion 
of rain-water evaporating and percolating also the run-oft' of water 
is recorded : meteorological observations are also made four times 
during the day between 8 A.1I and 5 P.M. Thg. work on varieties is on 
the usual lines anti ealJs for no comment. As already pointed out, the 
search for improved drought resistant plants must be largely empiri
cal and no opportunity should be missed for selecting and further 
cxaminillg any promising plant that appears on the plots. At pre
:..ent this is no part of the duty of the Staft' : in my view they should 
be en!louraged to do it : as in all empirical work there is an element 
of chance, but ~erienced observers having so much material under 
observation might make some new and valuabre selection. 

Spacing trials of various kinds are made with juar. No manurial 
trials, however, are made. I consider this should be done and a 
suitable place would be in connection with the cultivation experi
ments: the plot should be split into manured and unmanured 
halves. In the first instance the manure might be compost, made 
under the supervision of the Chemist and analysed by him. 

In 1936 all the field experiments were recast as suggested by the 
Dry Farming Research Co-ordinating Committee, and with the ex
(leption of the comparison of the local with the Bombay dry farming 
methods all plots <~re now laid out on modern lines approvt'd by the 
Cou.ncil's statistician : the validity of the results can now be deter
mined. As at other place~ however, the calculations have all to be 
done by laborious simple arithmetic, there being no calculating 
machine available, not even a slide rule except one belonging per
sonally to. a member of the staff : in consequence much time is spent 
that could be better t'mployed. 

(l) This black soil is heavy, but loose-textured when dry and is then very 
liable to erosion; ib is underlain in the 8ubsoil by noduleB of karkar (ealeium 
ea.rbNJate)_ The lighter Boil, locally called Chalka, is red and varies from I18Dd 
to loam : it is estimated to lIOTer about one-thh-d of the area. 
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The yaria1ions i,n the soil moisture of these plots" are followed 
closely, .some 10 to 15 soil samples being taken daily for the purpose. 
A cODSIderable mass of data is thus accumulatinoo which should as 
soon as possible be worked up and submitted to the Council's statis
tician for examination and comment. It was soon discovered that 
the plots are by no means uniform, and I saw at Raichur an unusual 
sight ; underlying rock being blasted out so as to increase the area of 
land available for cultivation. It is possible that these soil irre!ru
larities might necessitate some further modification in the desi!!'Il" of 
the experiments, or even the abandonment of the farm, and this 
question should be settled as soon as is practicahle. 

I recommend here, as at Sholapur, that the work should be 
carried beyond the confines of the farm. and that some of the culti
.ation experiments, should be made by the staff also on cultivators' 
land to discover how far the same kind of result is obtained. Both 
experimenters and cultivators would gain. The method adopted in 
the Nizam's Dominions of giving grants-in-aid to approved culti
vators for carrying out specified work would readily allow outside 
experiments to be done. 

OTHER HYDERABD SCHEMES. 

(Visited .January 4th-6th, 1937.) 

Castor Improvement Scheme.-About 11 million acres of Castor 
are grown in India of which mOre than half are in the State of 
lIyderabad. 

The method of cultivation in Hyderabad differs in some details 
from that in the neighbouring provinces ; it is here grown by itself 
whereas elsewhere, e.g., in Mysore and Madras, it is usually grown 
with other crops or even simply as an outside row. The yields are 
low ; for all India the average does not much exceed 300 lb., per acre, 
and in IIyderabad yields are even lower. Other countries, e.g., 
Ceylon, Queensland;, obtain 1,000 lbs. or more per acre. There seems 
room therefore for considerable improvement in the crop, and in the 
method of cultivation. 

A collection of varieties, and selection of improved sorts, was 
started some years ago at Himayatsagar by Mr. Bhide ?f the Bombay 
Agricultural Department, who however has now retired. In 1935 
the Council made a grant of Rs. 61,050 to be spread over 5 yea~ for 
continuing the work, and two assistants have been appointed. From 
a considerable number of varieties and strains a few have been select
ed ; these are being selfed and multiplied. 'The aim is a variety with 
mostly female maip. spikes, non-dehiscent capsules so that the seed is 
not easily lost, and small seed of golden colour. 

Hyderabad Fruit Sckeme.-While many fruit trees can be found 
in various parts of the Dominions, there is no important fruit growing 
industry ; indeed fruit is imported from ot~er parts of India. A 
scheme was tl;lerefore submitted to _the Council and was accepted for 
experiment on Custard appJ.es and grapes, and a ~rant of R'I. 33,16CJ 
to be spread over 5 yean was sanctioned in 1936. The work is carried 
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on in the frUit gardens adjoining the farm al!d consists in the first 
instance in the classification of local varieties, the selection of types 
and the prop'agation of improved varieties, especially suited for com· 
mercial purposes. A considerable quantity of material is available, 
.as the Custard apple grows wild in this region. 

It is too soon to expect results ; I can only say that the gardens 
are well kept and a beginning has been made with the work. 

The Science Oongress. 

While at Hyderabad, I attended Meetings of the Science Congress 
to hear Professor J. N. R.ay's address on the Chemistry of Anti. 
Malarials and to take part in the discussion on the need for a soil 
survey for India. 

MYSORE STATE. 

Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore. 

(Visited December 15th, 1936.) 

This Institute is now well-known throughout the scientific world 
as a busy centre of scientific research. TlJ.e very impressive Physics 
Department is uuder Sir C. V. Raman, tlie Organic Chemistry Depart
ment is under Professor P. C. Guha, while the Biochemistry Depart
ment, where two of the Council's Schemes are being worked out, is' 
under Professor V. Subramaniam. Among other problems of agri
cnltural interest included in the very wide and varied programme 
may be mentioned the studies of pretelll'l of Indian fodstuffs 
(this does not overi.ap the work done at t1e Presidency College, 
Madras), of starches and enzymes, the oxidation of soil organic 
matter and the influence of iron and manganese oxides thereon; 
while on the technical side, work is proceeding on the production of 
paints and adhesives from non-edible nuts, eradication of la,ntana, 
and chemical control of spike dieasse of sandal wood. Although I 
visited the whole institution I shall deal here only with the Council's 
schemes. 

(1) Preparation of mamlre from town refttse and waste 
material.-This scheme started in January 1935 with a grant o.f 
Rs. 4,950 to be spread o.ver two. years. Mr. A. V. V. Iyengar was 
appointed to. do the work, but after two. months he left and was 
succeeded by Dr. J. G. Shrikhande, who in turn left after 8 months, 
and was follo.wed a.t the end pf December 1935 by Dr. A. N. Acharya.. 
The subject is impo.rtant, and the locatio.n of the scheme is eminently 
suitable. as Professor Subramaniam is an authority on the nitrogen 
changes involved. and Dr. Gilbert Fo.wler, one of the leading experts 
o.n to.wn waste'! and sewage. resides at Bangalorb ~nd is interested in 
the work. -

The method under investigatio.n consists in eomposting town 
refuse with waste vegetatio.n, adding a nitrogeno.us "starter"
sulphate of ammonia, night soil, etc.,-aUo.wing the heaps to. undergo. 
an initial aerobic fermentation so as to attain the maximum rise of 
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temperature, then compressing them tightly in closed chambers; 
After three months the material was removed and analysed. l'he 
loss of dry matter was about 10 to 15 per cent., but of nitrogen was 
usually less. • 

In further experiments attempt will be made to simplify the 
procedure. 

Considerable interest is being taken at a number of the agricul
tural experimental stations in this question of composting and a goo.t 
deal of disconnected and unco-ordinated work is being done. 1 
strongly recommend that the results obtained up to the present should 
be brought together by some competent impartial person and issued 
as a monograph which could serve as a basis for discussion and 
further experiment. 

(2) Quality of rice.-A grant of Rs. 5,400 was made in December 
1934 for a two year investigation on the quality of rice, the work 
being done for the first six months by Dr. V. N. Patwardhan and 
after that by Mr. A. Sreenivasan under the supervision of Professor 
Subramaniam. The subject was recognised as being' too vast to be 
worked out in full and so was narrowed down to two problems :~ 

(i) an investigation into the conditions of storage () ~ paddy 
and of the changes taking place during storage : 

(ii) an investigation into the methods of par-boiling with a 
view to standardising the conditions so as to improve 
the quality of the marketable produce. 

Consumers always prefer stored rice to fresh rice, claiming that 
it is either more palatable, or more digestible. Rice is generally 
stored as paddy, not after par-boiling, and the storage may be either 
in granaries in aerobic conditions, or in underground hermetically 
sealed pits where the conditions are more likely to be anaerobic. The 
experiments began on the hypothesis that the changes during storage 
would be a continuation of those taking place during maturation. 

Par-boiling is now very widely practised : much of the rice 
grown in India, as well as that in the other rice-producing countries, 
is parboiled before it is milled. The process consists in steeping the 
rice in water for a period varying from 24 to 72 hours, then subject
ing it to live steam till the husk slightly dehisces and subsequently 
drying either mechanically or in the sun. Parboiled rice is consider
ed to be superi or in various' ways to white rice : it is said (though 
without much evidence) to be more digestible, more sustaining, more 
palatable; to remain for a longer time sweet after cooking, and to 
be less liable to breakage in the mill. 

Previous work has suggested that material is absorbed from the 
husk by the grain during parboiling, so that there is less loss of 
nutritive value on subsequent milling: thus Aykroyd showed that 

\ highly polished parboiled rice is richer in Vitamin B and in phos
: phoru.'1 than raw rice milled to the same degree. The present work 

Ll5ICAR 
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confirms and. extends this result; it holds true only for & limited 
degree of milling : beyond a certain stage there is no difference U. 
composition between parboiled and white rice. . 

• 
. I~ th.e wor~ is continued it should if possible become a joint 
mvesh~atlOn. WIth Dr. A):'kroyd of the Coolloor laQorlltories. Some 
tests WIth pIgeons and WIth rats have already been made and they 
suggest that medical collaboration would be very useful. 

Department of Agriculture, Mysore.--Bangalore laboratories. 

Insecticidal value of plants 'Used as ~h poisons. 

- This work is not carried out at the Indian Institute of Scil.'nce 
but at the laboratories of the Mysore Department at Bangalore. Tho 
grant is Rs. 15,288 to be spread over 2 years and the work began 
in January, 1935. It is under the direction of the Government 
entomologist, Mr. T. V. Subrahmaniam and the senior assistant 
c:hemist, Dr., B. T. Narayanan, the actual assistants being Mr. K. 
Lakshmi Narayana Bhatta, Chemist, and Mr. M. Puttarudriah, the 
_Entomologist. 

The work consists in making somewhat rough comparisons of 
-the effects of a number of fish -poison plants especially TephroBia 
-candida and Mundelia suberosa on a variety of insects. Considered 
as a preliminary investigation it serves a useful purpose for diB
tinguishing useful from useless plants, and it could be extended to 
ascertain whether the plants lose their toxicity on cultivation: if 
not, there would be the possibility of growing some of them on the 
commercial scale. This type of work would be useful in view of the 
growing demand for vegetable insecticides. 

The chemical work suffers from the circumstances that it is on 
too small a scale : to carry it beyond its present stage, where it is 
concerned mainly with the preparation of extracts, would require a 
large well equipped organic chemical laboratory with a staff of com
petent assistants. I do not recommend this, partly because of the 
expense, partly also because this fuller work is already being done 
at Rothamsted, in the _ United States, and elsewhere. If it were 
desired on general grounds that Indian workers should participate 
then the work should be done in one of the existing organic chemical 
laboratories such as Professor Ray's at Lahore Or Col Chopra'. 
at the Calcutta School of Tropical Medicine. This is not to be taken 
.as implying any reflection on Dr. Narayanan's competence to direct 
the work, which I certainlv should not wish to call in question, but 
there are so many other u;gent problems awaiting study that I CAn
not advise spending time on this. 

The simplest and most effective plan is to concentrate on the 
, biological- tests, combining these with a definite but simple chemi.cal 
examination which can be carried out in the existing laboratones. 

JThe survey of Indian insecticidal plants is too important a matter 
'to be propped, and I suggest that the Chemical Assistant be sent to 
. the Insecticides laboratory at Rothamste,d for six montha or more to 
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work out, under Dr. Tattersfield, methods suitable for IJt survey of 
Indian insecticidal plants, and that while there he should learn the 
quantitative biological method of assessing insecticidal value which 
is at present safer than the chemical methods. ' 

Field experiments should be made with the cultivation of Derris 
elliptica and D. 'IIIalaccensis to see if they are superior to the native 
plants and if so whether they can advantageously be grown for use 
in India. 

Mysore Sugar Cane investigations. 

, The climatic conditions prevailing in the Mysore plateau are 
well suited to the breeding of sugar cane, and work on this subject 
was started by Dr. V. K. Badami in 1912, though' only on a small 
scale. . 

8ince 1933 it has been aided by a grant from the Council of 
Rs. 21,000 spread over five years. 

Dr. Badami sets out on the basis that all the noble canes are 
hybrids, hence he does not cross them with wild Saccharums like 
Saccharum spontaneum to introduce vigour. Instead he selfs them, 
when they produce seedlings of various kinds; some being thin or 
reed canes and others thick : some are rich in sugar and others poor. 
By selting a few generations of selected seedlings, it is hoped to 
establish pure homozygous canes, rich in sugar, both thick and thin, 
and from this foundation stock he proposes to build up seedling 
varieties. This method was in fact extensively tested by Dr. Barber 
with the object of producing medium canes for North India, but it 
did not prove effective. It remains to be seen what success can be 
achieved at Mysore. 

The work on cane breeding is not, however, confined to the 
crossing of promising parents: attempts are also made to induce 
artificial mutations. 

It is known that X-rays will bring about changes in the 
~hromosomes thus altering the characters of the resulting plants. 
When the late Director of Agriculture, Dr. Leslie C. Coleman, visited 
r ava, he saw at the Klaten Experiment Station new strains of tobacco 
being produced by exposing the seeds to X-rays before sowing. On 
returning to Mysore he arranged to have similar experiments made 
with sugar cane bud sets and this has been done by Dr. Badami who 
las already obtained some interesting and promising results. (See 
page 212). 

Single eye bud sets (1) of the local striped cane were treated with 
[-rays and then grown. About half of the resulting cane'l differed 
rrom the patent and formed a series of variations including p~e 
rellow canes, pure red, striped canes, both. yellow and red, s?me thin 
md reedy ; canes of varying degrees of vigour, some of which were 
lluch superior to the original local cane. 

(1) Work by Dr. A. Eo Murneek on bud variations in the apple caused by 
I!:.ray ia reeorded by Stadler (Journal of Heredity, 1930, Vol. 21, pp. 3-19) bu~ 
r know of no work on sugar eane buds eomparable with Dr. Badami '8. 
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X-ray 'reatment of sugar cane seeds in 'l'rinidad, Hawaii, 
Mauritius and Java, does not seem to have yielded valuable results, 
but Dr, Badami attributes this to their using seeds from hetero
zygous canes. Dr. Badami is an ingenious investigator with a flair 
for this type of work. So long as he remains in charge some valu-

, able· results may be expected. 

Other experiments at the Departments laboratories or at the Bebbal 
Fa.rm. 

The laborato1'1·es.-In addition to the usual investigatioDJJ arising 
out of advisory work there are experiments by the chemist and the 
botanist on the Sandal spike disease which is of some importance to 
Mysore. The problem is obviously difficult and if it is desired to 
make much progress it should be put in charge of a good plant 
pathologist who would devote his whole time to it and find out more 
definitely the class to whicb the di~ease belongs and its relations to 
the associated plants. 

Thefarm.-In addition to the usual experiments on crop&
including tapioca-there are experiments on the crossing of tihee\, 
with .a view to improving the wool : on the making of composts: 
and on beekeeping. 

Mysore.-Fruit. 

Tn view of the successful growth of apples at Bangalore it 
appears that their cultivation could be extended and there can be 
little question as to the advantage of doin~ this. Other fruitH alljll 
do well. A scheme has been submitted to the Council by Mr. H. C. 
Javaraya, the Superintendent of the Government gardens in Mysore. 
but at present a senior marketing officer on the central statY of the 
. Imperial Council of Agricultural Research, for research on Fruit 
growing and with some modifications it has been accepted, a /Cront 
of Rs. 46,200 being given to be spread over five years. 

The Irwin Canal Irrigation Scheme. 

While in MYl'Klre I visited the experimental farm lIet up in 
1931 as part of this irrigation scheme. It serves an area of about 
100,000 to 200,000 acres of irrigated land of which 40,000 acrM 
may be under a monsoon crop like paddy requiring a continuous 
supply of water, 40,000 under a dry crop requiring occasional water, 
and the remainder under any crop requiring intermittant irrigation 
throughout the year. 

MADRAS PRESmENCY. 

. ·Tbe agriculture of Madras is characterised by the dominance 
Of rice and millets among the food crops, these, however. being com· 
plementary to each other. One of the milleta. Ragi, is almost con
fined to Madras and ·l\Iysore. Wheat is hardly grown at all but 
there are considerable areas under oil seeds and relatively large 
utas under fruit and vegptables. ·About one-third of the SOWJI 
area is irrigated; . 
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Madras University: Presidency College : Medical qollege. 

(Yisited December 13th and 14th, 1936.) 

The Madras Univl'rsity was until rl'cent years I!. co-ordinating 
body like the Lundon University: it is now, however, establishing 
Rl'Search Laboratories, several of which dl'al with subjects under
lying the C?uncil's ~"ork. The Botanical Research laboratory is 
under the Directorship of Dr. M. O. Parthasarathi Ayyangar. Much 
.of the work is concernl'd with the study of alga" both of soil, of 
paddy fields, and tanks. The diatoms of the river Cooum. and 
elsewhl're are also studil'd. The investigations are on pure botanical 
:lint'S but it should not be difficult to etfl'ct some linking, or at ll'ast 
understllnding, with the workers on the alga> of paddy fields at 
'Dacca. 

The University Biochemical Research Laboratory is directed 
by Dr. M. Damodaran : the work is largely concerned with the 
proteins, both animal and vegetable, but especially the latter. 
Studies are made of proteoclastic I'nzyml's, and of the nitrogen 
metabolism of germinating seedlings. 

The work of the Zoological Research Laboratory, under Dr. R. 
Gopala Ayyar, is concerned with marine biology, the lines being 
similar to thoS!' of the Marine Biological Laboratory at Plymouth. 
The life histories and life phenomena generally of the fishes found 
along the coast are studied. The knowledge thus accumulating will 
prove usf'ful for any organiSl'd development of the sea fishing indus
try. As many of the animals described are but little known it would 
be useful to provide more help for identification and for giving 
greater detail in the plates and description. 

The Director of the aquarium is interested in the culture of 
fresh water fish some of which·~ertain earps--grow so rapidly 
'that, if introduced into village tanks at the beginning of the rains, 
they are large enough to be eaten before the tanks run dry. 

, Presidency College is one of the constituent Colleges of the 
University and several of its Departments deal with subjects import
ant to agriculture. The Botanical Department is under Professor 
T. Ekambaran who took charge at the end of 1934 : the work includes 
morphological and physiological. studies (absorption, transpiration, 
'ptc.). A scheme has been sanctioned for l'esearch on the develop
ropntal morphology and anatomy of the sugar cane-sorghum. hybrids, 
and a grant of &S. 8,600 spread over 3 years has been allocated. The 
work is to be done under the supervision of Professor T. Ekambaran 
in his laboratory but both Rao Bahadur T. S. Venkataraman and 
Dr. Jllnki Ammal will kppp in touch with it. Th~ .rese~rch sho?1d 
he recognised as being solely f~r the purpose of giVIng lDfo!mation 
not of furnishin'" directly practIcal results though of course It has & 
hE-aring on the ~auses of .. standing" power and resistance to 
lodging : it should be judged on its soundness, and not on any 
standard of practical value. 
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In the Chemical Department (Dr. B. B. Dey) peroxidasea have 
been studied and also certain medicinal plants. 

Special mention must be made of the work of the Department 
of Physics (Professor H. Parameswaran) although it Ues outaide 
the province of the Council. 

Tobacco Substation of the Imperial Institute of Agricultural 
Research, Guntur, Madras Presidency. 

In recent years there has been a change in the demand for 
tobacco: with the enormously increased. consumption of cigarettes 
it has become necessary to concentrate more and more on cigarette 
tobacco and to give up the old varieties and methods used for cigar 
tobacco. TheCounciI therefore established at Guntur, the centre 
of the well-known tobacco growing di!!trict, a substation of the 
Imperial Research Institute for stUdying the effect of environmental 
conditions on the quality of cigarette tobacco, giving a grant of 
B.s. 1,01,240 to be spread over five years. 

Two well-known Virginian varieties, Adcock and Harrison '. 
Special, are grown under a variety of conditions ; soils being brought 
'from other parts of India for the purpose. Chemical investigations 
'of the composition of cured tobacco leaf are proposed, but I am 
.doubtful whether much useful information can be obtained by 
analysis of plants grown under the very artificial conditions neceS
sitated when soils are imported from other areas. Flavour is a very 
complex and subtle phenomenon, rarely reducible to any chemical 
formula even in the simplest case, and tobacco presents a difficult 
problem. Chemical analysis can of course show how much nicotine 
is present and may thus eliminate bad samples, but a surer method 
would be to secure the co-operation of the buyers who have a fuller 
.knowledge than anyone else of the consumers'. requirements and who 
have their· own standards to which the tobacco must conform if it ia 
'io find any place in the market. 

, investigations on the virus diseases are also contemplated. If 
·these ·are undertaken the work should be on a proper scale and done 
ina well equipped laboratory, in close touch with the English 
laboratories where· virus diseases are studied, and if possible, with 
the Java laboratories also. Tobacco mosaic virus has a great tendency 
.to . throw off variants with different pathogenic properties. This 
makes the search for. virus-resistant varieties somewhat hopele8IJ 
:since a variety resistant to one variant may not be resistant to 
another.. A possible method of control, if ever virus diseases 
:became common, is the, introduction of comparatively innocuous 
-strains of virus which may confer immunity against the more 
destructive types of disease. (1 ) 

, '(1) This method is studied in Java by Dr. T. H. Tung of the Dell Proet
'Station: an account is given in Review of Applied Myeology, 1936, Vol. 15. 
'p .• ';33 : 1937, Vol. 16, p. 414. Needless to say the method eonld be adopted onlT 
1lIlder the strictest expert supervision. d., 
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The Nilgiris. 

Coonoor-Nutntional Research Laboratory. 

(Visited December 19th, 1936.) 

. The w~rk here is under Dr. W. R. AykroYd but as it is not 
dIrectly assISted by the Council, it falls outside the scope of this 
report. It bears so closely on the present enquiry however that I 
have to refer to some of it in some detail : tltis is done on pa~e 19 et 
seq. 

Potato Breeding at Nanjanad in the Nilgiris. 

Parts of the Nilgiri districts are particularly well suited to 
potatoes, so much so that no fewer than three crops can be grown in 
one year, viz., 

(1) The main crop (rain-fed) planted in March-April, and 
lifted in August-September; this is the most import
ant and occupies about 6,000 to 7,000 acres. 

(2) The second crop (also rain·fed) planted in August
September and lifted in December-January; this 
occupies about 4,000 acres. 

(3) The third crop (irrigated) planted in January and 
lifted in May : the area has increased from about 300 
acres a few years ago to 1,200 acres at present. 

A scheme for research on the breeding of potatoes is carried 
out at Nanjanad 9 miles from Ootacamund under the supervision 
of Mr. V. K. Subramanya Mudaliyar, a grant of Rs. 20,000 to be 
spread over five years being given for the purpose. The work con
sists in crossing Coonoor White, a variety found at Coonoor but 
of unknown origin, with various other potatoes, and observing the 
results. Work of this kind is to a large extent empirical, and some 
of the plants obtained have already been discarded. Coonoor white 
was chosen because it flowers and seeds profusely. 

Difficulties were at first experienced in obtaining successfu,I 
settings .and in raising the seedlings, but they are believed to have 
been largely overcome. If this turns out to be the case further corsses 
should be definitely planned with the purpose of obtaining disease
resistant and heavy yielding varieties of commercial value. 

It is often difficult to obtain seed for the second crop as that 
supplied for the first crop will not grow satisfactorily without a 
period of rest. Various chemical treatments are now known, how
ever, for shortening the rest period of potato seed, and these should 
be tried. (1 ) 

.'''.: (1) See, 6.g., F. E. Denny and L. Miller, Boyce Thompson lllst. 'Prans., 1935, 
Vol. 7, p. 157. 
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The Coimbatore (Madras) Schemes .. 

A group ~f Agricultural Institutions has grown up at Coimbatore, 
making it one of the most interesting and important research 
colonies in India. It stands at the foot of the southern extension 
of the Nilgiris on the east side, at the edge of the plateau some 1,000 
to 1,500 feet above sea level which separates the coastal plain of 
the west from the wide expanse of the Coleron river system draining 
eastwards into the Bay of Bengal. The situation is very favourable 
to the growth of all tropical and subtropical crops, and the proximity 
to higher land widens the range of possible investigations beside. 
improving the conditions of life for the workers. 

The animal rainfall is ab.Qut 20 inches and comes from both 
monsoons. The south-west monsoon, however, which sets in about 
the beginning of June, brings only little rain and its effects are offset 
by high winds so that sowing can usually only be done in Augus' 
The north-east monsoon which begins about the beginning of October 
brings more rain, and most of the annual rainfall is received then. 
January, February and March are usually dry, and thunderstorms 
often come in April and May facilitating tillage operations generally. 
Ample irrigation water is ayailable, however, for all experimental 
work. The temperature is much less variable than in the north : it 
rarely rises above 100°F or falls below 60°F. In these circum
stances plants can complete their growth and set seed without fear 
ot damage by cold. 

Both red and black soils are available for experiment, and all 
three types of cultivation common in the province can be carried out, 
associated respectively with the unirrigated red soils (cholam, gTam, 
dry cotton, etc.) ; with the so-called" garden" soils irrigated from 
wells' (1) (cholam, Cambodia cotton, ragi followed by gTeen manure 
crop) ; and with the .. wet" lands for which some copious supply 
of water is available for a short period from July onwards, and on 
which therefore paddy· can be gTown, or, if a more continuous supply 
is available from supplementary wells, much more profitable crops 
like betel vine, sugar cane,' cocoanut palms, etc., become possible. Of 
all the stations I visited this is the best suited for breeding and gTOW
iog a wide range of tropical plants. It is not surprising, therefore. 
that a. number of Institutions should have developed here : the Madraa 
Agricultural College, the Central Farm of the Madras Agricultural 
Department, the Imperial Agricultural Research Institute for pro
ducing sugar cans'!, special stations for paddy, sugar cane, cotton amI 
millet. 

The Imperial Agricultural Research Institute. 

Sugar (Jane Breeding Station. 

The Station was started in 1912 and was the first of its kind in 
India. Prior to that date attempts at improvement had been coIifined , 

(1) About 3 to 4 aere9i:an be watered by one well. The wella are about 
25-40 ft. deep, and may cost anything from Rs. 500 to Rs. 3,000. . . 
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to comparisons of certain calles imported from Java lIiauritius or 
other par~s of India, and mutiplication of any that see~e~ promising. 
No breedmg work was done because the seed would not set in the 
North, .where the cane was important as a crop. while, in the south, 
where It would set, the crop had little importance. In 1911, how
ever, the All-India Board of Agriculture took the matter in hand 
with the result that breeding work was started here. 

The Station was extremely fortunate in its first Director, the 
late Dr. ~. A. Bar~er, wh? successfully overcame the very difficult 
problems mvolved m e~ectmg cross fertilisation (1 ) and, by a happy 
stroke of genius, recogmsed the advantage of indigenous varieties as 
parents, instead of relying on imported varieties: in particular he 
used the wild Saccharum plants, especially Saccharum spontaneum. 
He thus produced an entirely new set of varieties of great vigour 
and power of growth from which selections suited for various con
ditions were made. These gradually spread oyer India, and the 
~vantages of the work were so manifest that the Imperial Institute 
of Agricultural Research took it over in 1931. 

Rao Bahadur Venkataraman followed Dr. Barber and further 
developed the technique ; he has shown considerable ingenuity in 
devising means whereby the troublesome procedure of cross ferti
lisation can be simplified and carried out more comfortably. Various 
deviees are now worked out to alter the time of flowering so that two 
varieties which do not usually flower simultaneously can be made to do 
so, thus allowing crossing to be done. The times of planting may be 
80 arranged that both varieties flower at the same time. Earlier 
flowering of one of them can be induced by shortening the hours of 
daylight, but the pollen is then much less viable. Flowering can 
he retarded by topping and allowing the side-shoots to develop and 
flower. Further, he has made crosses between juar (Andropog01a 
sorghum) and sugar cane wVich if they should prove of practical 
importance as sugar producers, would have t,he further advantage 
that they grow rapidly and are ready for harvesting earlier ~han 
the usual sorts, thus prolonging the factory season. As they differ 
somewhat from ordinary sugar cane they are being studied in the 
Chemistry Departmt'nt at Delhi. 

Mr. Venkataraman has also developed methods for studying 
root development and is finding th£' relation between this and other 
eharaeters of the plant. 

IIt' is further trying to obtain new varieties by mutation 
mutants being induced by injury. 

The problem of breeding sugar cane is complicated by .the 
cireumstance that three different kinds are needed: (1) medIUm 
canes which the peasants can' erush in their mills for the making of 

(I) Some idea of the diffieulties is shown by the facts that the flower head 
of a sligar eane llIay have some 6,000 to 10,000 florets, ordinary e~aseulation 
being therefore impossible, and that the stem ~y ~e some 16 feet .high, so that 
until the modt'rn dt'viet's wert' introdueed for lUduemg root formatIon from the 
~odt'.s it was nt'cessary to do the work whilt' sitting on a ladder. 
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gur, (2) thick canes which the factories can use, (3) soft canes for 
chewing: : .this last kind, however, is of minor importance. Both 
factories and peasants need a certain proportion of fibre in the cane 
as the residue after crushing is used for fuel; the peasants in addi
tion use the fibre for making ropes for their water lifts. The 
physical labour involved is extraordinary : some 200,000 seedlings 
are raised annually, and the work is possible only because Mr. 
Venkataraman can divide it ; he takes special charge of the medium 
and thin canes, while Mr. Dutt takes charge of the thick canes. The 
general purpose in the breeding experiments is to produce a range of 
plants from which selection can be made for varioua properties : suit
ability to the c~nditions of different parts of India, resistance to 
various diseases or pests, earliness and high yield, and lateness with
out degeneration (1) in the Indian summer. 

Considerable success has already been attained, and the Coim
batore canes are known all over India. 

Cytological studies of the Genetics of Sugar Cane. 

GOVERNMENtI' OJ' INDIA SCHEME. 

Cytological investigations are necessary for a complete under
standing of the genetics of any' plant and accordingly the Council 
has made a grant of Rs. 37,400, to last for 5 years, 80 as to enable 
them to be carried out. Miss E. K. J anaki Ammal spent a short time 
in England observing modern methods of investigation and has now 
begun the work at Coimbatore. 

It is too early to attempt any summary of results or to express 
any opinion of the work. The investigation has the wider interest 
that it will .show whether cytology can or cannot afford practical 
guidance to the plant breeder in India. If Rao Bahadur Venka1&
raman finds cytological help useful other plant breeders may do 80 
also. 

Developmental morphology a.nd anatomy of the hybrids. 

Professor T. Ekambaran is studying this at the Presidency 
Colle~e, Madras (page 205). 

Chemistry of sugar ca.ne. 

A parallel scheme dealing with the chemistry of sugar cane was 
submitted by the Madras Government but on the transfer of Mr. 
Viswa Nath to the Central Research Institute at Delhi the scheme 
went with him. The programme is very ambitious, including as part 
of one item-there are seven in all-the study of the formation of the 
carbohydrates in the leaf, one of the most difficult problems in 

- biochemistry at which whole Departments have worked for years. 
Some of the other items are equally extensive. It would not be fair 
to th$ workers to expect much in the way of practical results in any 

(1) As shown by inversion of the SUeJ'ose and shooting of the buds. 
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limited period of time, and on general grounds the work is more 
suited to a University where its value for the trainlng of chemists 
and plant physiologists-which is very considerable-could be 
better utilised. 

The grant, however, is not large : Rs. 23,000 to be spread over 
a period of three years, and the period should be completed. If at 
the end of that time any of the results appear likely to help in the 
selections or breeding of new canes a new programme could be sub
mitted devoted expressly to that end. 

A Researeh programme at an experiment station should always 
be definite ; otherwise the work becomes diffuse and the results too 
vague to be of much value. 

There are, however, two important chemical problems which 
could with advantage be studied, but the programme should be quite 
clear. Certain canes bred from wild saccharums prove troublesome 
in the making both of sugar and of gur, presumably on account of 
,some non-sugar constituent of the juice. An investigation into the 
cause of the trouble might suggest some way out of it : the work 
should be done jointly with an expert at a good sugar factory. 

The second problem is largely physiological and would indeed 
need doing in conjunction with a physiologist: the study of the 
changes during the ripening period, particularly the effect of variety 
and of environmental conditions on the ratio of sucrose to the hexose 
sugars, which is of importance in the factory. 

Madras Gove~ent Stations. 

Anakapalle and G1tddiyatam (Substations). 

The work at these stations consists essentially in the study of 
varieties in relation to the different conditions : it is supervised b,) 
Mr. Kanti Raj and Mr. S. S. P.atrudu Garu, the total oost over a period 
of years being B.s. 3,00,200 of which, however, the Council provide 
only one-half, viz., Rs. 1,50,100. 

I was not able to visit the stations, but responsible officers met 
me at Coimbatore and discussed their results with me. 
, The Anakapalle Station is old, having been established nearly 
21> years ; its soil is a heavy clay loam : it is well situated in regard 
to the monsoon receiving about 40 inches of rain Ii year, about 25 
of which falls between June and October. The Guddiyatam StatiOll 
is new : its soil is a loam its rainfall i<; lighter and not so well dis
tributed, June and .July' being dry. and the rain coming only ill 
September to November. 

In the Madras Presidency sugar cane is grown under two entirely 
different systems of irrigation : (1) Flow irrigation : where the water 
during the period of larl!:est growth (July to December) is supplied .by 
canal, though at other times (February to June: .January to AprIl) 
it is lifted from wells: (2) Lift irrigation: where the water through 
the earlier' period of growth (March to September or October) is lifteil 
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(fr(lm wells, while in the later period (September or October to Febru
:ary) it is supJJlied by flow from tanks, and during the remainder of 
the year from wells. Under both systems the, cane .commonly growll 
is .J. 247. The experiments under the I. flow system " ha\'e been 
made at Anakapalle since April 1933, and those undt'r lift irnga
tion at Guddiyatam since April 1935. Irrigation being one of the 
,chief itcms of expenditure in the cost of cultivation, expel'iments are 
made to IIBcertain how to make better use of the rain water 80 as to 
reduce the need for irrigation water .. 

A third condition may arllie, however, whenever paddy and 
~ugal' cane are grown in adjacent fields, in which case the water front 
the paddy field trespasses and may cause damage to the cane through 
water logging the soil. Co. 243 has been found to withstand tht'li~ 
(,onditions better than any other, and Co. 313 comes second. Au 
enermous amount of data has been collected which. however, hll8 not 
yet been summarised. 

It is impossible to express a definite opinion on this work with. 
out seeing it, but so far as I can judge from a study of the results 
&lid (Jiscu9Sing them with the Staff it seems to be well done and to 
promise good practical results. 

It would be well to arrange that the actual workers (as di .. tinct 
from the Directors) of these farm') periodically meet, visiting the 
tllrec farms in rotation-these two and Coimbatore. 

Rice. 

The Madras investigations on rice were begun by Mr. F. R. 
ParHell (1) in 1913. He worked out the methods of cross-bree(ling 
,mel of field experiment, and in two very important papers, which 

. ~l·\"eas models for later workers, he made a full analysis of the 
inheritance of colour characters in paddy. He further studied the 
:pl'ohable errors of field t'xperiments. He left India to take charge 
of the cotton research station at Barberton (South Africa) where he 
is engaged in prooucing new varieties of cotton. 

The work was carried on by Mr. K. Ramiah, but, he, in turn, is 
8L'!0 giving up rice for cotton, which he will study at the Institute of 
Plant Industry, Indore. Since 1915 the work has bet>n centred at 
Coimbatore. but the Madras Government PO!I!eSSCS four other rice 
stations. and 8.'1 a result of the grant made by the Council a sub
station has been started in the north-east of the Presidency at 
Berhampur (Ganjam) now in Orissa. The grant sanctioned was 
R<;. ] .15,660 to be spread over 5 years. 

The purPose of the work is to collect and study existing varietiett 
of rice (measurements are taken on about 500 pure lines but the total 

. ('ollection now exct'eds 1,300) and to produce in addition new ones ; 

(1) .MI'. Parnell was at first 8tyled " Eeonomic Botanist" and his work was 
restrieted to cotton and paddy. In 1920 a ('otton specialist was appointed aDd 
from then to the date of his retirement (1926) he eclDlIned himself to paddy 
UDder the title" Paddy Specialist ". 
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from all this wlI.ttlrlsl to select sorts better suited to the condition'.! o! 
the various parts of the Presidency than the present ones. 

The production of new sorts is accomplished not .only by plant 
brccding in the ordinary way, but by seeking to cause mutation by 
dcvi(~es such as X-ray treatment, which may alter the chromosomes 
and so change the plant (see page 203). 

~election work is done at all the stations alld has already resulted 
in the introduction of improved types which are being multiplied for 
distribution. Since some 70 per cent. of the 'rice grown in Madras 
is irl'igated it is very important to find good early varieties. Ij'or 
the llon-irrigated areas, it is equally importan~ to find good drought, 
resistant varieties, and everywhere disease resistance is needed. 

In addition a number of cultivation and manurial experiments 
are made. It is shown at Berhampur that a ]:>roadcasted crop sown 
at t.he right time and well managed gives as good yield as a trans
planted crop ; that 40 to 60 lb. seed per acre IS the optimum sowing 
rate ; and that for transplanting, seedlings 30 to 4Q days old ar"! 
better than seedlings 50 or 60 days old. Green manuring is effective, 
and inorganic nitrogen can be given in addition, sulphate of ammonia 
beillg a better source than nitrate of soda. Phosphatic fertilisers Oll 

the other hand had little or no effect. There was no evidence that 
the combination of nitrate of soda and sulphate of ammonia was better 
than SUlphate of ammonia done as Dr. Dastur's . laboratory experi
me!).ts h~d seemed to indicate. (1). The experiments at Coimbatore 
show that the sulphate of ammonia is most effective at the time of 
forming the rudimentary ear, which, of course, varies with the loca
tion and the variety. 

. The Millet Section. 

The work of this section is in the capable hands of Mr. G. X 
Rangaswami Iyengar who was trained under Mr. Parnell. In tht! 
Mad'('as Presidency the millets are the counterpart of rice, the area 
they occupy in the different districts being roughly invl'rsely pro
po~tional to the area under ri.ce. The most popular millet in the 
J:>~esidency is AndropogfYn sorghum,(2) the juar of the north, but 
here called cholam : the areas are : 

Andropogon sorghum (Cholam) 
Pennisetum typhoidem (Cumbu) 

Elu..~ia, COf'"a.cana (Ragi) 

Setaria Italica (Tenai) 

Million acres. 

4.8 
2.9 

2.2 

1.6 

There are also other millets, including Paspalllm srrobi.('ulafltm 
(Kodon) occupying smaller areas, 

(1) P. 183. Other st.ations also agr~ excepting Trivandrum, on a poor 
Jllterite Boil where it was stated that the mixture gave better results. 

(2) F;r a full nee.ount of this erop, see J. D. Snowden's " The CuItintect 
Rarea of 80r~hum "", ·London" 1936. . 
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Uholam gives the belt yields both of grain and fodder On either 
dry 'or ir):igated land, though it is chiefly grown under dry condi
tions, the grain being esteemed more nutritious than that frolD 
irrigated crop~. This may. be true, but I could find no evidence : 
umier irrigated conditions the protein content may be less thau 
under dry conditions, other things being eqn:al. 

Ragi is preferred as an irrigated crop. and 80 is usun\ly in the 
hands of men more econoD!ically sound than is the ordinary dl'Y 
],8114 farmer : improved strains are therefore more readily taken up. 

Tenai has two advantages: it possesses a hw;k, and 80 is lllss' 
liable to attack by birds and insects than the others, which are 
naked ; and its slenderness enables it to grow among cotton plants. 
thus fitting in with ryots' " Safety First" device, the duuble crop. 

Kodon is the poorest both in yield and in nutritive value, lome
times, indeed, the grain is actually cyanogenetic' j its only merit ill 
that it will grow under extremely poor conditions and it is cultivatetl 
ill Illaees by the depressed classes. 

The main purpose of the work is to find straiIUI or nrietiC8 0' 
th(lSe millets suited to the different local conditions, and wLere neee:;~ 
sary, resistant to Striga, the flowering root para~ite which does fl) 
mueh damage in many places. Immune and resistant varieties have 
been imported from Africa and will be used as parents in cr06'
breeding work. Attempts are further made to improve the juicine~ 
of the Cholam ste;ms so as to make them more palatable to cattle. 

The work is being well done and should, in my opinion, be 
developed. In spite of its low economic valu~ due attention IIhout.1 
be gi,en to Kodon h;l view of its special pO!lition as a poor man'. 
crop : it should either be improved or replaced. The pullie Dolicho$ 
lab lab; which is also included' in the studies, should fol' the same 
]'eason receive adequate attention. 

It has been observed On the black soils that after a crop 01 
cllOlam the yield of cotton is less, and the soil becomes mU(lh 
more compact, than after a crop of cumbu: the soil also con
tained more excltangeable sodium. ,This phenomenon has been 
studied in detail in the United States but there remains much usetaJ 
worl .. to be done upon it in India. ( I ) . 

The Malting of Chola.m. 

Some 20 years ago it was shown by Rao Bahadur B. Viswanath(l) 
that malted Cholam could be worked up into foods resembling the 
various I>atent malted foods for infants and invalids. Some of the 

(1) The United States work was done by :T. F. Breazeale and by B. B. 
Hawkins (Jour. Amr. Soc. Agron., 1924, VoL 16, p. 689, snd 1925, VoL 17, 
p. 91). A simibir phenomenon has been observed in Sind. The Madras rel11ltll 
are described by V. Rllmanatha. Ayyar, B. Kaainath and M. B. BalakriahDaa, 
Current Science, 1935, VoL 4, p. 99. 
v (2) ~ulletin No.1, Dept. Ind. and Agrie., :Madra., 1925. 
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pr.eparations were exhibited at the Madras Industrial Exhibition of 
1917 and gained a gold medal; nevertheless no· indWitriaiL';t took the 
matter UP. and notlling more was done. . 

. In JWle 1935 a scheme was !;tarted for studying trIO chemistry 
of the process of malting, the work being carried out under the direc· 
tion of the Government Agricultural Chemist, l1r. P. V. Ramiah aud 
by an assistant Mr. 1\1. Suryanarayana. The amount of the grant is 
Rs. 11,660 to .be spread over three years. . . 

A certain amount of preliminary work has now been carried out 
hut liS yet . little seems to have been added to what Rao Bahadul' 
Yiswanath had already described. -

In my view the important problem here is whether it is worth 
wIllIe trying to Iset up a cholam malting industry: the chcmistry of 
the ·process is of little interest unless that is done. I recommend 
therefore that the medical authorities should be asked to experiment 
vdih cholam malt as prepared by Mr. M. Suryanarayana, and to 
rcport whether it is superior to malted barley. "as a basis for in.fallt~ 
and invalid food. If it is, then active steps should, in the pubhe 
interest, be taken to establish the industry: if it is not, then til'! 
in"..-estigation should be discontinued and efforts should be directed 
to finding what kind of barley gives a satisfactory invalid food, anu 
how, if at all, existing malting processes must be modified to furnish 
a Imitable product. 

Impressive figures were given me showing the value of imported 
malted foods, but it should be remembered that most of them are pru
bably purchased on the recommendation of a doctor or a nurse, anll 
it is doubtful whether a product that lacks this backing would 
succeed. . 

Fruit Schemes. 

Parts of the Presidency of Madras are very suitable for the 
eulth'ation of fruit, apparcntly one of the m,ost remunerative branche'! 
of agriculture. The areas in 1935 were as follows : 

Mangoes 

Bananas 

Citrus and other fruit 

230,000 acres. 

140,000 acres. 

15,000 acres. 

Investigations on bananas are carried out at Coimbatore, and on 
mangoes and citrus at a special Fruit Research Station situated at 
Kodur (Cuddapah) in the plains. 

The CoWlcil has made 8 grant of Rs. 66,000 to be sprcad' over 5 
years for the work at Kodur, and of Rs. 69,095 also over 5 years for 
the work at Coimbatore. 

Coimbatore experiments on Bananas:-Bananas ~r. Plantains have 
the advantage that they can be grown m wet conditions and con<;e· 

"quently can be" associated with the cultivation of swamp paddy. 
Therl' are, however, many varieties, the fruita of which vary 
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enormously.in palatability, and it is essential that they should be 
'Sortell-out and only the_ best of them grown : greater uniformity iu 

. produce should also be attained . 
• 

:Mr. K: Cherian Jacob, who is in charge of this. work, in a survey 
of the types of Indian bananas, found no fewer than 500 difterentlr 
named varieties. When grown side by side a number were llCeu 
to ',e identical, but alter elimination of duplicates there still remained 
80me 50 or 60 distinct types. Selection from among these is proceed
.ing. Still further improvement could be effected by hybridization. 
but this presents special difficulties, owing to the low proportion or 
fertile seed produced, which, however, Mr. J a,?ob thinks he bas over
come and he proposes now to proceed with the work. 

Close touch should be kept with the investigations of Profetlo>Of 
Cheesman and Mr .. L. N. H. Larter on the breeding of bananas in the 
West Indies. 

The utilisation of undersized and unsaleable banana is being 
'studied; they are being made into jams, jellies and flour; and cut 
:into slices' or slumps which are dried in the sun and called crisps 
nuts, figs, etc. The ryots on the west coast pound up the sun-dried 
fruit into flour which they make into porridge for children : only 1& 

particular variety is used, however ; this was found to contain a per 
cent. of protein, while other varieties contain 3 per cent. only. 

CottOD. 

Although cotton falls outside the scope of this report I must 
record the visit I made to see the experiments of Mr. V. Ramsllathcl 
:Ayal'. Cotton is not much cultivated in Madras, only 9 per cent. or 
the total Indian production being grown here. NevertlteleSll the 
Madras crOp is far more important than this figure suggests, since 
most of it is the so-called medium staple ~otton. There is the further 
f'pecial feature that cotton, which elsewhere is a warm weather crop, 
is in Madras a cold weather crop, being 80wn in September or October 
·alter the north-east monsoon and picked in the following March' h 
May: a second flush comes from July to August. and further pickillgC; 
could be obtained but, as this late continuance of the crop ieads to a 
high degree of infestation with the pink boll worm, the PeRt Act 
requires that all Hirsutum cotton shall then -be pulled out. 

Cambodia cotton is the main American variety grown and is use(l 
;ILS a parent in the breeding work because it ill jassid re!litltant. A. n 
-important part of the work is the search for earlier ,'arieties, whil'b 
would need less lifting of water. 

Groundnuts 

(Arachis hypogaea). 

Madras has a larger area under groundnuts than any other 
province, and therefore it is fitting that the research f1Cheme shoul.I 
be placed here. The scheme is approved but not yet started : fund .. 
':win: it -is· understood, be provided for five years. 
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'fhe programme finally accepted by the Council include:, as chief 
features the selection or breeding of varietie3 possessing hi"'h yielu, 
high oil content, high shclling percentage a~d low free {;tty acid 
c:outellt :(1) from these to select also drought resistant and disease 
resistant varieties. The effects of soil, climatic, manurial and general 
management conditions o.n yield and quality of oil will also be stuilied. 

It is important that the work should be concentrated on thcsll 
main items, and should not be allowed to become diffuse. 

Sunnhemp : Samalkot~ Station. 

Sunnhemp is important in several provinces and rcsearch 
chemes financed by the CO}lncil are in progr~ in Madras, the 
Jlll1tl'al Provinces, Bombay and Bihar, while a scheme from the 
lllited Provinces has been considered. The' co-ordinated scheme;;; 
lave the advantage that thcy permit of organised investigation 
mder different conditions, and of detailed discussion of results. 

Selection and breeding work with sunnhemp is complicated by 
he ('ircumstance that the plant is normally cross-fertilized by large 
lees and will not readily set seed under a bag-the usual deviee of 
he plant breeder. Dr'. Uppal at Poona uses a procedure which in 
lis hands has proveg. successful (pa!?e 184) ; so also does the 
~ssistant Economic Botanist in Bihar (page 176). For the present, 
10wever, the work is confined to known good varieties except at Bihar 
Nherc some selection is done: otherwise the programme is on similar 
iues at all four centres. 

A scheme has recently been approved, with a grant of Rs. 1.500 
;pread over three years, for improving the quality of sunnllemp fibre. 
r~l1own good varieties will be collected locally and from other partll of 
[ndia and compared, though there will be no selection or hybridising 
~·ork. The effects of various factors such as seed rate. time of harvest, 
ind "arious modification in the retting process <in thc yield and quality 
)f the fibre, will be determined. 

The proO'ramme appears to be sound' and free from objection
lbJe diffusen~: the workers should. keep steadily to their main 
tines. 

Other activities at C.oimba.tore. 

I visited other organisations and Departments at Coimbator" 
but on these I make no report here as none of the Council 's sche~~'J 
are involved. Some of the results, however, bear on the COunClL!I 
work. 

(1) The Agricultural College. Principal-:rtIr. D. G. Munro. 

(2) The Mycological Section.-Ra.() Bahadur S. Sandarara
man. 

M(lsaic in sugar cane is controlled by rogueing infective material. 
&1ml' highly resistant canes have been f,?und. 

(1) 'The free fatty aeid eon tent is greatly affected by the .methods of storaRe 
IIJId doeorticating, and there may be no hereditaryehatacter mvolved. 
L15ICAR 
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Smut of cholam is successfully controlled by treatment of the 
seed with ,sulphur. 

Methods of controlling Die-back in Citrus have been studied. 

(3) The Entomological Section.-M. C. Cherian. 

A considerable number of pests have been .-;tudied l>ince this Depart·· 
ment started in 1912 under Mr. '1'. Bainbrigge Fletcher, IL N. 

Mr. Cherian would like to take up the study of the l'elation of 
insects to the micro-('limate within crops (page 188). 

Also he wishes to develoJl beekeeping which appears to attract 
but little interest here. 

(4) 'fhe Agricultural Chemistry Section.-P. Vengataramiah. 
'1'his was started by Dr. W. H. Harrison in 1906. 

'fhe natural deposits 01 phosphate rock occurring in TrichinopoJy 
hu\-e been studied. Many fertilizer experiJ:nents have shown the 
advantage of nitrogenous and phosphatic fertilizer along with 
organic matter, especially leaf material. 

Claims are made ill regard to the influence of organic manure . ., 
as di<;tinct from the effects of the simple plant nutrients they Co11-
tain, on the yi~ld and quality of crops grown in soil. The:>e, 
however, lack independent confirmation. 

The work on mineral metabolism of dairy stock falls within 
the province of my colleague Dr: Wright. . 

A pasture survey of the Madras Presidency is being made uuder 
the aegis of the Council (page -137) . 

Studies in jaggery (gur) were begun by Mr. Viswanath and 
are continued partly here and partly by him at New Delhi. 

Nitrogen fixation by micro-organi'lms i" als,o studied, 

(5) The Botanical Section.-K. Cherian Jacob. 

A herbarium is maintained. W ~ds are studied. It"'or the work on 
bananas see page 215. 

(6) Oil Seeds Section.---.J. S. Patel: 

The work was at first confined tog-round nut (page 216), cocoanut 
(page 221) and castor, a sufficiently wide programme, but it has 
8illC(' been extended to other oil seeds. 

(7) The Engineering Section.-Mr. Charle). 

1: saw here some ingenius improvements on the ordinary implements 
:md water lifts. 

Kodur. 

Work was started at the end of 1934, the Superintendent being 
Mr. K. C. Naik. 

The farm is classed as dry arable land and depends on well::; for' 
water supply. The rainfall is variable, about 25 or 30 inche~ per 
llnnllm, roughly half of ",hich is from the south-w~t, and half from 
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the north-east monsOOn during 6 to 7 months in the year. The six 
niOllths January to June are dry, except for slight shOlWers in April 
and May. 

Mangoes.-In spite of the popularity of mangoes it is difficult to 
obtain standard stocks capable of yielding fruit of known variety 
and quality. There is no uniform practice in the selection of Rtocks, 
and the local methods of propagation are unsatisfactory. It is pro
posed therefore to collect the numerous local varieties, to select the 
most promising, and to study the different methods of propagation 
and <of cultivation : also to study the different species of Mangifera 
stock. 

Similar work on mangoes is proceeding I!lso at Sabour. 

Dry farming research scheme. Hagari Station, Bellary district, 
Madras. 

The Hagari scheme was started early in 1934, the total grant 
being Rs. 1,39,570 to be spread over five yean.;. .;vIr. C. Vijayaraghava 
Acharya is the superintendent· I was not able t·o visit the ~tation, 
but he and Dr. Subba Rao, the Soil PhY!'icist, came to Coimbatore 
to ,,,how me the results. 

The Station is an old one, having been started in 1906 for 
studying the possibility of irrigating the surrounding black cottOll 
soil by pumping water from the Hagari river: the district is 
iinportant since about one-fifth of the total area of cholam in the 
Province is to be found here. The Station lies 80 miles sout\~ of 
tte Raichur station, and the conditions seem to be generally ;.;imilar, 
so that considerable similarity of results may be expected: it is 
about 140 miles to the south-east of Bijapur. The rainfall is about 
17 inches, about half of which . comes in S~J>tember and October, 
and from then on till February there is but little more. The region 
contains both red and black soils. The red are lighter and more 
permeable : well irrigation is practicable and the problems are 
mainly economic. The black soils, however, are very heavy, often 
containing 50 per cent. or more of clay ; they tend to be alkaline and 
impermeable, and well irrigation is often impracticable; to make 
matters worse in heavy rainfall these soils are liable to considerable 
sheet erosion. 

The two main soil problems of the Station are therefore, a,; at 
Bholapur and Raichur, the prevention of this erosion and the con
servation of the September-October rainfall so as to serve as fully as 
possible the needs of the plants. The chief crops grown are eottoll, 
sorghum and setaria. The crop work consists in making selections 
of varieties suited to the conditions, and considerable success is claimed 
for some of the strains now distributed. A pure line strain of ootton, 
Hagari 1 (Gossypium herbaceum) selected between 1920 ana 1927, is 
said to be grown nOw on nearly Ii lakhs of acres and a further improve
ment on this is being sought. The improved sorghum has not, how
ever, spread much; but better strains are in sight. Better strains 
of setaria are alao being sought. 
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Manurial experiments with compost, farmyard manure an4 
artificial fertiloizers are also made on modern lines, Some of theoa' 
:.l:e based on previous experience that the manure is best applied· 
(brect to the cereal crop (here sorghum or setaria), allowin'" the 
Ol)tton to have the residual effect. No strikin(J' results were h;' any 
case obtained. Q 

Owing to the uncertainty of. the early south-west mOIlBOOn rc.lna 
the ryots commonly grow mixed cropB, usually a cereal and a pulse 
p.uch in separa.te rows, in the hope that, if one fail, the other may )'et 
suceeed. Vanous mixtUIes are under investigation. This subject 
pf mixed cropping should be more fully investigated. 

Soil Expe1·imel1ts.-Bunding was found tQ reduce erosion Bnd. 
whcn combined with ploughing, to conserve the water supply. A, at 
:SllOlapur and Rai~hur, I consider that these experiments should raot 
be confined to the Station, but that some of them, especially t.he 
bunding and ploughing, should be carried out also on ryota' laud iu 
'Ql'der to serve as a lesson to the ryot if they succeed, or to the 
·('xperimenter if they fail. Soil researeh is best achieved by compnrin~ 
-different results: and an experimenter who found an instance where 
tile results differed from those he expected would have an opportuuity 
for making aq,vances that might have really important consequences. 

The effects of different methods of cultiv'ation and manuring on 
the moisture content of the soil are studied, and many physical 
'Observations ~retaken, the interpretation of which is at present 
(Ihllcure but may become clearer as the data. accumulate. Similar 
measurements are being taken at the Sholapur and Raichur stations. 

In justification for this vast amount of detailed measurement it 
bas been urged that tbe agricultural experts must have precise 
information on the physical composition ()f the soil at the station and 
tbe lD.OVements of moisture therein before they are in a position to 
formulate schem~s 'Qf dry farming praeti~e for the benefit of the 
rvot. This is -true only to a very limited extent I if one were com.
p~lled to wait for precise information on tlle movemelJt8 ()f moL'!tu", 
in soil tbe present generation of ryots would probably get nothing out 
ot tIle schcme. The subject is 80 complex that Bome use of the eml,iri
cal method of trial and error is inevitable. A considerable amonnt i. 
already known about dry farming, and it could be embodied in 
somethin~ like the Bombay Bcheme and tested at various cent1'el. 
The physical mea.'mrements would fit in very well with this work i 
their proper purpose is to make comparisons ~e~ween one loi} Bull 
an()ther, soils having similar "values" being expected. to that. 
extent. to bebave similarly in the field. For ordinary station pur
poseH determination~ of soil moisture under different conditions of 
treatment afford sufficient guidance. 

At' (l~ early date it is desirable that'aU tlie aetnal researeh ata1T. 
ot tbese dry ,farmin~ stations should nieet to· compare their results. 
and that the lDass of data s'!)ould tben be examined by the Council'. 
statistician or in Profe8S0r Mabalan{lbis f lahoratorv to ascf!rtaia wbat 
records are worth continuing and whai eould :bediBcarded., . 



Tra.vaJ).core : the backwa.ter in course of dra.inage and reclamation. 
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Cocoanuts. 

The Cocoanut palm is the chief money crop of sopth-we.'it India 
and coir making is, next to agriculture, the chief industry. tIl 
Madras there are nearly 587,000 acre.\! of cocoanut and a little more 
in 'fravancore where the area is exceeded only by paddy with 700,000 
acres : an acre yields about 1,800 or 2,000 nllts worth even at the 
prc·,.ent low price nearly Rs. 40. Indeed I was infonned in Travanc(,l'C 
that if a cultivator owned 50 cocoanut palms in full bearing he ueea 
do no more work. 

The Madras Government maintains no fewer than four CXpel'l

ID('n1. statioll6 devoted entirely to the study of cocoanuts, and the 
COul1cil has sanctioned a grant of Rs. 48,000 to be spread OVCl' five 
yt'ars in aid of the work. New varieties are obtainable by cross. srlf, 
aud natural pollination. 

Cocoanut trees grow for at least 5<1'to 80 years, and consequently 
greSlt care is needed in making the original selection. Trees take 
about 10 years to come into full bearing and it i;o. undesirable to have 
to wliit so long before choosing them; it is very important therdol't> 
to find criteria whereby the future performan~ of a seedling can be 
forecasted. This forms part of the Madras schelIle: preliminary 
tl'il:lls suggest that the time. required for germination, the rate of pro
duction of leaves, and measurements of the girth and the hei.~h!' of 
the litem, may afford suitable indications. The yield and quality ot' . 
copra and of oil, and the factors determining "quality of coil' and of 
(lil, are also studied. Other suitable subjects for experiments would 
be Ule effects of clean cultivation, which is said to double the yicld.' 
alsu of manuring. Sulphate of ammonia and ~shes are stated to be 
effective: this suggests that potassic fertilizers might prove useful 
liS indeed they frequently are on fruit trees. 

In view of the serious competition from Ceylon and ~Ialaya there 
ill no question. as to the urgency of the work. and it can suitably be 
dane at Madras. 

·TRAVANCORE. 

Travancore : Diseases of the cocoanut. 

Two diseases are doin~ a certain amount of damage: a leaf rot 
and the wilt or root disease~ The leaf di~ease seems to have beer. first 
(I bserved in Cochin about 40 years ago, and lias spread wideiy into 
Travancore, while the root disease wa~ first observed in Central 
Travancore about 30 years ago and is now spreading. In neither 
cuse is any effective treatment known. Two plantations. each of 4! 
Ilcres. at Kayamkulam, where both diseases occur, have been pur
ehasp'd bv the Government of Travancore and a plant pathologist is 
to be apPointed under the Council's scheme now sanctioned, and for 
:which a grant of Rs. 25,500 to be spread over 3 years has been 1l110-

P-lCtrll. The first search will be for the causes of the diseases : whl~ther 
run~al, bacterial, virus or physiological. A smaIl field laboratory 
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bas been erected on the plantation but better facilities will be "vail
able at Quilon; a pleasant town not far awal', to which there is II 

good road, so< that the carrying out of the work should present no 
difficulties. The Travancore mycologist, Mr. K. Varghese, is familiar 
WitIl the general nature and effects of the disea.'!e . 

. Should the diseases be found to do serioll{J damage iu Madraiit 
would be desirable to take up the investigation at CQimbatore ullio, 
as the conditions in the two States differ and results obtained \n Oill', 

while suggestive and helpful to the research worker~ might not lIeCe9~ 
sarily hold in the other. . 

SUMMARY OF REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS. 

The Imperial Council of Agricultural Research has admirablr 
discharged its primary duty.of co-ordination and promoting agri
cultural research in India, at any rate in regard to crop production, 
with which alone this Report is concerned. The Council has been 
able to arrange that all the factors affecting the production of each 
of the more important crops should be studied by one group of 
workers : the rel!ulfB can now be brought together and put into a form 
in which they can be used by the agricultural officers. A vast amount 
of . pioneering work extending over a wide range has been accom. 
plished. 

A stage is now reached where a reorientation of the Council'i 
activities should be considered 

It may be laid down as a broad principle that the investigationS 
fostered by the Council should he for the express purpose of improY. 

. ing agriculture. The great need now is for fuller· use of existing 
knowledge, rather than the accumulation of more knowledge, for work 
on t.he cultivator's· fields rather than in the laboratory. 

The Council's programme should, in my view, be lightened br 
handing over to the Universitiell all investigations of a scientific or 
non-technical nature and setting .aside a certain fraction of the 
grant for this purpose. The granfB made by the Council to Univer
sities should be primarily for the purpose of fostering research in 
subjects allied or basic to· agricultural science and practice and for 
training graduates in research methods, but the investigations should 
not be required to have an agricultural bearing. So far as research 
is: concerned, it is the teacher and not the subject that counts, and 
the Council should be empowered to make grants to Universitief! 
~epartments where good work is being done so as to provide one o~ 
more additional assistants who could subsequently, if needed, be 
attracted into the agricultural service. 

Much of the research in agricultural science done in India is not 
as widely known as it d""erves to be and I recommend the prepara.
tion of a series of mono~raphs by competent persons setting forth 
the re,ults obtained by lndian workers and pointing out how theT 
differ from tho.se obtained elsewhere. '. 
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Agriculture in India ..... not merely an industry but the mode of 
tife of a large part of thu population. The scope of the Council's 
work must therefore be much wider than if the subject 'fere purely 
a branch of technology. 

It is not sufficient for the results of the research work simply 
to be published in the Council Journal: the Council should have 
powers to undertake the much more difficult task of arranging for 
them to be put into practice. The Council should also act as a 
Development Commission, stimulating extension work by the Depart
ments and commercial exploitation of useful discoveries. This would, 
involve additional staff to take over various duties .so as to leave the 

I 'senior staff free to plan ahead and to think out the problems involved. 
This extension of the Council's activities would involve additional 
expenditure necessitating an increase in its grants. . 

On the other hand Provincial Departments should contribute 
substantially to investigations made at their Stations on subjects of 
importance to them. 

By far the largest part of the land of India is used for producing 
food crops intended for home consumption. Investigations on these' 
crops should be made in conjunction with the human nutrition experts 
.who could advise how far existing dietaries are deficient and what 
supplementary crops, vegetables, fruits, etc., should be grown in order 
to make up the deficiencies in the various regions. The Council's 
.investigations should be. directed to increasing the output per acre 
of food crops with a view both of ensuring full supplies and of 
liberating land for the growth of the supplementary crops and of 
fodder crops for the production of milk. 

This increased productiveness. is t.he main problem to which 
all others should be subordinated. 

Investigations on quality of food crops should be made only at 
the request and under the close supervision of the nutrition experts 

'except where specific marketing problems arise. 

Certain problems relating to various crops should receive early 
· attention. 

Wheat.-In view of the fact that the export trade has fallen 
considerably and the home consumption increased a decision should 

(be reached as to the future policy. If the recapture of the export 
trade is proposed then vigorous steps must be taken to increase largely 

· the area under those varieties acceptable to the modern English 
. market. If, on the other hand, the home market is to be the chief con-

sideration, then the varieties should b.ll tested for their suitability to 
the local mills and the making of chapatis, actual cooking tests being 
uSl'd. 

Barlcy.-Recent developments in the United States suggest that 
Californian 6-rowed barley may not be available on the English 

· market in such large quantities as hitherto, and this may create & 

· good opening for Indian barleys. The varieties placed high on the 
list by the institute of Brewing should be grown on a sufficiently 
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large scal~ to ensure adequate supplies for the development of a 
permanent export trade but only cleQll samples should be sent out. 
The export of cheap barley, however, should not be encouraged 
owing to ifs high content of protein which haa considerable value in 
India. 

Vegetables.-Every effort should be made to extend the culth-a
tjon of potatoes and other vegetables, particularly of the more hardy 
kiDds, the list to be drawn up in conjunction with the nutrition 
experts. 

Fruit.-The hill regions offer considerable scope for the ordinary 
English and Mediterranean fruits, and the plains and the ~eninsula 
for tropical and subtropical fruits-mangoes, citrus, bananas and 
others. The cultivation of fruit should be extended where possible 
and a distinction should be made both in experimental work and in 
action between production for the village and production for the 
market. Much confusion in regard to varieties needs straightening 
out, methods of propagation' have to be developed, and above all, 
supplies of young trees true to type must be worked up for distribu-
tion. . 

Along with fruit growing for the market go various subsidiary 
industries, especially fruit preservation and the making of containel'l, 
besides minor activities such as beekeeping and poultry keeping, both 
· of which go well with fruit growing. 

Transport is, however, a usual limitin~ factor and thill should 
· be improved wherever possible. . 

Grass ana Fodder Crops. (I) Grass.-The Reports on nutrition 
.lay grcat stress on the need for augmenting the milk supply and 
this resolves itself finally into an increase in the amount of grass and 
fodder. crops available. Some 10 per cent. of the livestock popuJa. 
'tion have access to forest grazings. Various difficult problema of ad
nliuistration, soil erosion, and deterioration· of herbage are involved. 
and I recommend that the Council call for a report by a forester, an 

· animal husbandry expert, and a soil expert, making recommenda
tions for improving and developing these grazings and that the 
Council should urge upon the proper authorities the need for taking 
active steps to carry out their recommendations. 

The other grazings, which provide for some 90 per cent. of the 
.atock, should form the subject of a second Report on which action 
should be taken. They include a very wide range varying from 
fairly good grassland down to .virtual waste land. Improvement 
may be possible by reseeding .. selecting for this purpose varieties and 
strains of indigenous grasses, and introducing drought resistant 
varieties from Africa such as the Woolly Finger grasses, DigitariG 
seriata and D. Pentzii. More experiments on management are also 
needed; on rotational grazing, the effect of period of the year, and 
of manuring; these all require that the land should be enclosed. Ex
perimental work on this subject should as far as possible be done OD. 

· actyal g.-azing land. 
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(2) Fodder Crops.-Where water is available fodder crops can 
be grown and they not only provide food for the animals but indirect
ly increase soil fertility. Berseem is particularly useful and steps 
should be taken to increase the seed supply: the North-West Frontier 
Province appears to be a suitable source. Napier grass has done 
well. and othe~ fodder crops deserve investigation. The possibility 
of sIlage makmg should be further examined. The more intimate 
fusion of agriculture and livestock husbandry is one of the most 
hopeful ways of improving Indian agriculture. 

The improvement of farm implements, and particularly of the 
bullock cart, would reduce the need for the present large animal popu
lation and so enable the remaining animals to be better fed. 

Cash Crops. 

The investigations on cash crops should be done in close associa
tion with expert users and buyers of the crops. Good examples of 
close co-ordination are afforded by the Tea Research Institute, 
Tocklai, and the Cotton Research Laboratory, Matunga. Malting 
barley is also adequately dealt with. On the other hand, the arrange
ments for wheat and rice are less satisfactory : in neither case is the 
purpose of the work sufficiently definite. It is necessary to decide 
on t.he market for which the experiments are to cater, and then to 
associate competent market representatives with the enquiry. 

The investigations on sugar cane are on sound lines : most of this 
crop is used for maldng gur in the villages, and the experiments on 
the improvement of the mills and evaporating plant (including the 
furnace) should be pushed forward with the -aid of competent 
engineers. Experiments on factory technique are carried out at the 
Harcourt-Butler Technological Institute, Cawnpore. 

Broadly speaking it seems undesirable for the Council to under
jake technological investigations and the new Sugar Committee 
could quite properly carry on this work. 

Some way should be found out of the present difficulty of put
ting into factory practice the results obtained in the various techno
logical investigations at the Sugar Research Institute, at Debra Dun 
.On forest products, and elsewhere. The difficulty in India is not so 
'riuich to discover or to invent, as to exploit. 

Other Crops. 

The possibility of extending cultivation of cinchona and insecti
. cidal plants should be discuss~d with the scientific offic~l's. o.f the t~a 
and coffee plantations, espeCIally as the former are limItmg theIr 
areas under tea as a result of trade agreements. 

Methods of increasing ihe output from the land. 

(1) Improved varieties.-The finding of new !ar.iet~es by selec
tion and breedincr is in general very well done : It IS mdeed some 
of the best aO'ric~ltural work in India. It is necessarily localised, 
because the v:rieties best suited to one place may not be best suited 
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be final. It has now in the main passed beyond the research stage 
and become es~el!tially a combination of routine operations, more 
suited to the Provincial Departments than to the Council. Neverthe
less the Council will always have an important part to play. It is 
the only body with full knowledge of all the material available for 
w,ork on breeding or selection of crops ; and it is in a position to 
arrange for exchange of material and to decide what work in a pro
vincial Department should continue to be carried on if some financial 
stringency threatened to endanger a useful investigation. 

More work is needed on the millets, the pulses, and the oil seeds. 

The work would be put on to Il less mechanical and more defi
nitely scientific basis if it could be associated with a first class gene
~cist, good enough to command the respect of the men now engaged 
in the work, and to be accepted by them as a leader. Unfortunately 
,no man of this type is at present in sight. 

Improved varieties have not yet been widely taken up, except of 
lIugar cane and jute : partly because of the difficulty of obtaining 
seed. I recommend that the Council enquire into the methods of 
distribution adopted in the various Provinces and States, and con
,sider the desirability of finding means for speeding it up. 

(2) Better control of poots and diseases.-In general each of the 
~more important groups of crops should have its own staff of ento
mologists and plant pathologists : cotton, sugar cane, the food crops, 
'each presents special features and no one man is likely to succeed 
'with all. Surveys should be made to ascertain which pests are in· 
creasing and which are decreasing and to collect material for ascer
taining the effect of conditions on the intensity of attack. When 
these are known it becomes possible to see how far changes in condi
tions or methods will obviate the attack. Direct control by chemical 
'meanll'is sometimes the only possible method, and the work on vege-
table insecticides should be continued, with some modification of 
programme. Biological control presents various difficulties, bu\ 

'should be studied. 

, .' In view of the importance of insect pests in India, and the need 
for finding means of control, I recommend that a visiting expert of 
high standing be called in to advise as to the most suitable typel of 
measures to be taken. 

'fhe search for resistant varieties must alwaYII continue : it is 
ll1orE- Useful for fungus diseases, than for insect pests and in an,y 
ease It is not final : so-called II resistance" often means only that 
another variety growing closeby is preferred ; and even actual resis
tance Illay break down. 

It is very important, however, that some central authority should 
have power to deal administratively with plant diseases and Jl(W 
for the whole of India. With increased speed of transport It ill 
almost impossible to keep out disease organisms from other countrie.<I 

" but it .is far easier to deal with an invader at an l'arly stage.than ~o 
wait utltiI it has spread into every Province. 
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The Council, however, should not be concerned with the executive 
(~ontrol of diseases and pests : its duties should be to arrange for 
research and advice into the most suitable means of aealing with 
them. 

(3) I!"'provement of the water supplY f01' crops.-This is one of 
the most Important of all agricultural problems in India and per
baps the most difficult. It is too big to form part of a programme, 
and I recommend the establishment of a Central Irrigation Station 
for all-India where the agricultural problems can be worked out. At 
this station the relations of soils, water, and growing crops would 
be studied, also the interaction between salt, water and soil, the re
clamation of salted and alkaline land, the movements of subsoil 
"-ater. and the agricultural effects of various sequences of 
crops. 

Provision should also be made for more complete co-ordination 
of the investigations on dry farming, and for linking it up with the 
worl, of the proposed Irrigation Research Station. 

(4) The Conservation of Boil fertility -( a) The prevention of 
erosion.-While further research on soil erosion should continue, the 
chief need now is for action rather than for more research. Protec
tion against erosi<ln should be a StaH' responsibility and each erosion 
area should be dealt with as a whole. An Erosion Conference should 
be held annually at which forestry, animal husbandry and soil ex
perts meet the agricultural officers and advise as to what measures 
.whould be taken : the appropriate Minister should then have power 
to carry out these measures and to distribute the cost over the lands 
protected. 

(b) M anunng .-More l>ystematic schemes of manurial trials 
are necessary in order to test the relative values of nitrogen in arti
ficial fertilizers, farmyard manure and composts, and the values of 
phosphate and potash. Simplified schemes should be carried out on 
cultivatorl/' ground so as to discover what new factors, if any, come 
into play there, and to find also how far the stations results hold 
generally. 

Green manuring should be more systematically studied. 
A Report on the manurial trials fostered by the Council should 

be drawn up by th~ Statistician. witb recommendations for a more 
1!ystematic treatment. If they can be obtained, the results of the ex
tensive trials carried out recently by thf' large fertilizer organisa
tions (Imperial Chemical Industries: the Potash Syndicate :) should 
hI:' jncludcd in tbl:' survey. 
. Next to an improved water supply an increased supply- of farm
yard manure would probably do more than anything else to augment 
the output from the land. Additional supplies of fodder crops would 
add to the amount of farmvard manure but the surest way of doing 
this is to reduce the necessity for burning it by providing alternative 
sonrees of fuel. The Forestry Department should be consulted as 
to suitable ways of planting tree belts that could provide shelter, 
roddp}' . and fuel. and protection against erosion and dust storms. 
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'l:hlt special difficulties of Indian agriculture. 

One of ~ the most serious defect. of Indian 'illage life is the 
absence of an educated middle class actually engaged in farming. 
Students from agricultural colleges, who might be expected to 
form this class, do not take to farming, but strong efforts should be 
made to induce them to do 80. The experiment of establishing 
Colony villages in the canal areas of the United Provinces aeems to 
ofTer one method of solving the problem. Generally Ipeaking 
specialised farming such as fruit and cotton growing, dairy farming, 
seed production, etc., a.1l'ord better prospects for & trained man thaD 
ordinary farming. 

The co-operative movement can hardly be expected to achieve as 
geod results as in Denmark owing to the wide difference in condi
tions. The experience of Bombay and the Punjab is, however, that 
something can be done if there is firm guidance from out
side, and probably suitable modifications in this direction can be 
!1evised. 

The consolidation of scattered and fragmented holdings is 80 
iillportant that officers found to be successful in arranging it should 
be encouraged to remain at the work and should not be under the 
necessity of seeking advancement in other directions. 

• Owing to the importance of fruit and vegetable growing in the 
Tillages, and the desirability of planting more trees, school teacherlJ 
aMuld be encouraged to take up gardening and to undertake some of 
this planting with the children. Where possible, a school garden 
should be established. 

'rhe insufficiency of SUbsidiary industries is & well recognised 
weakness of Indian village life : the cultivator has long slack period. 
during which, if he had the opportunity, he might be increasing his 
income. An expansion of the cropping scheme could be arranged to 
utiHsesome of this time. Poultry keeping offers some possibility of 
liuccess over a wide area as shown by the results of Mr. A. E. Slater 
in the United Provinces and of Dr. Hatch at Martandam in Trav/Ul .. 
(:ore ; beekeeping is possible in the hill regions. The ideal occupa
tion would be. cottage industries but apart from weaving and a few 
localised industries, these are hampered by the very difficult problems 
of marketing. 

Bridging the gap between the Experiment Station and the 
cultivator. 

By far the most important and most difficult t8.'!k before the 
agricultural officers in India is to bridge the great gulf separating 
the agricultural experiment stations and the few large scale farmers 
from the peasants who cultivate by far the largest proportion of the 
land. It is not new science so much as fuller use of existing science 
tllat is needed, and the Council should order an enquiry to discover 
how best this could be done, and to urge upon the proper authorities 
the ~eed for taking all steps possible to this end. The extension officer 



Children taking their eggs to be marketed. 
Dr. Hatch's Co-operative enterprise, Martandam. 
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bllOUld be recognised as a very important member of th~ staff and 
. for really competent men the prospects should be made as good in 
this bran~h of the profession as in any other. The po;sibilities of 
hroadcastmg should be fully tested and means should be devised for 
the rapid answering of enquiries that have Come in as a result of 
the talks. It should be impressed upon the staffs at the experiment 
~tations that they have a responsibility to the cultivator: that 
~hey must not shelter themse~ves within the walls of the laboratory 
In the hope that somehow theIr work may find practical application : 
they. must make the fi.eld anll the cr?p their centres, and as early as 
)Jo~~nble set out experIments on cultIvators' land so as to widen the 
~eope of their enquiry. 

Demonstration should be made by means of holdings taken as 
a whole in addition to those on individual plots, and the staffs of the 
(;xperiment stations should be expected to carry out simplified forms 
of their experiments on cultivators' land, unless there be good reason 
to the contrary. 

The Imperial Agricultural Research Institute, Delhi. 

'l'he Institute both because of its tradition and in virtue of its 
equipment should take a leading part 'in agricultural research in 
India. It can best accomplish this by working in close collaboration 
with the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research which, as the 
actual agep.t for the co-ordination of agricultural research in India, 
I4hould be in a position to require the inclusion of specified items in 
its programme of work. Among other important subjects which 
eould be handed over to the Institute are the devising of statistically 
sound methods of sampling soils and crops for approximate and 
llccurate investigations respectively; the collection and collation of 
the results of the numerous local soil surveys that have been made; 
hur"eys of inse,ct and fungus pests and of physiological and other 
di'icases. In carrying out its own programme the Institute should 
carefully avoid the common faults of keeping the work too much in 
the laboratory : it should centre its investigations on the field and 
it ",hould study a few problems thoroughly rather than a larger 
llllmber superficially. 

The Staff. 

Suggestions are made in regard to training and qualifications 
(If staff, and the difficulty of finding good leaders is emphasised. 
Go(}d officers who excel in either research, extension work, or in per
suading cultivators to consolidate their holdings, should be kept at 
1l1eir work and should not be compelled to seek promotion outside 
of the sphere in which they have proved their capacity for success. 
_o\lthough the Council's schemes are by their nature temporary the 
research staff should after a probationary period be given certain 
advantages of permanenee : in particular a provident fund scheme 
i-hould be set up for them, a Register of competent workers should be 
maintained so as to help the men to find other posts, and a permanent 
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- cadre of selected workers of proved merit should be formed f01' the, 
pm'pose of (carrying out investigations wherever this might be 
necessary. 

The improvement of the village. 

The efforts to hpprove agriculture are likely to be unavailing 
unless the villages are improved and made fit for good cultivators 
to live in. This work has a deep personal side and could never be 
accomplished without enthusia..~m and the missionary spirit; but it 
needs a solid foundation of accurately determined knowledge, and 
careful impartial consideration of the probable effects of proposed 
measures. The Council could probably better than any other body 
arrange for this to be done by organising surveys or othtr 
enquiries. 

It should also arrange for the preparation of a Report on methods 
of effecting consolidation of holding and of cropping, and consider 
what steps could be taken to hasten these changes. 

General Recommendations. 

(The detailed recommendations relating to the research schemes are 
given under each section.) 

(1) The success of the Council's efforts shows'that its general 
organisation and research programme are both sound and that it i. 
a very effective agent for the improvement of Indian agriculture. 
My proposals are for an extension of its activities but always with 
the same purpose : increased production from the soil of India. 

(2) An organised research scheme implies a definite plan for 
agricultural improvement and means of ensuring that the results 
of the research work are put into practice. I recommend therefore 
that the powers of the Council be widened to comprise developmental 
activities, as well as research activities. 

(3) The work on crops sold in the open market (cash crops) 
should be done in association with the expert buyers or users of the 
crop. As a crop becomes of sufficient importance it should have its 
own Committee· and specialist staff, as now happens for cotton and 
jute and will soon be the case for sugar. 

(4) The work on crops mainly retained for food (food crops) 
should be done in association with the nutrition experts, who should 
advise as to the most suitable means of making up deficiencies in diet. 
The Council on its Developmental side should arrange for 
the recommendations to be put into practicable form. A Survey 
showing broadly the quantities of food produced in the various Pro
vinces should be made so as to provide a basis for joint action by 
agriculturists and nutrition experts in improving the schemes of 
food production in the villages. The newly appointed liaison officer 
between'the Agricultural and the Health (nutritional) Departments 
~uld,be of material assistance in this work. 
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~ Fodder and Gr~zing Committees should be set up for each Pro
Vince s.o as to examme the possibility of increasing the food supply 
for anunals. • 

(5) Part of the Council's funds should be used for promoting 
scientific research at the Universities on subjects basic to the science 
and practice of agriculture. This financial aid, however should be 
essentially personal: it should be given only to enable an investigator 
of proved capacity to develop further his own main line of research. 
No question of possible practical value should be raised: in training 
for research it is the man and not the subject that matters. 

(6) On its developmental side the Council should have re
sources :-

(1) to put into practical form the dietetic recommendations 
. of the nutrition experts ; 

(2) to stimulate activities directed to the bridging of the 
gap between the experiment station and the culti
vator ; 

(3) to plan extensions of dairy husbandry, fruit and vegetable 
growing, poultry keeping and other specialised branches 
of agricultural production in relation to transport 
and marketing facilities, and to co-operate with the 
Departments in putting them into practice ; 

(4) 

(5) 

t6) 

to arrange for the setting up of organisations for the 
multiplication and distribution of approved stocks of 
seed, sets, and fruit trees ; 

to advi~ the Government in regard to other action that 
could usefully be taken for the improvement of agri
culture or the avoidance of some impending loss of 
soil, crop or market ; 

to arrange for the exploitation of results of commercial 
interest obtained at the research stations, e.g., the con
serving of fruit and vegetables. 

(7) The Council should set up a Soil Conservation Committee 
whose functions would be :-

(1) 

(2) 

to arrange for the collection and collation of results of 
manurial trials and for the putting into practice of 
suitable results : the co-operation of the experimental 
staffs of the large fertilizer organisations being if possi
I?le secured for this purpose ; 

to watch closely regions liable to erosion, calling periodical 
conferences of the Departments concerned, with a view 
to working out schemes based on the physical rather 
than the political boundaries ; 

(3) to arranO'e for the collection of results of soil analyses, 
and the accumulation of material for a soil map of 
India; 
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(4) to hetp Departmenta where necessary in making auney. 
in irrigated regions or wherever salt or alkali IWl1 
caUse trouble so as to ascertain whether or not it i. 
spreading, to arrange also for reclamation of deLerio
rated soi.ls i 

(5) to examine the cultivable waste lands and report how far 
they can be better utilized. 

(8) The ~uncil should eall for a report by an &g1'06tologist, • 
forester, an animal husbandry expert and a soil expert, under the 
chairmanship of the Agricultural Expert to the Council, on the gra.&
ings available in each Province and on the methoW of improving 
them : it should then encourage appropriate action. 

(9) The Council should set up a Crop Production Committee 
whose function should be :0-

(1) the consideration of the cropping schemes, much on the 
lines adopted by the Crop Planning Conference, with 
a view to advising about desirable extensions or eurtail
ments of areas under particular crops, improved 
sequences or rotations, fodder erops, etc. ; 

(2) the general oversight of the programme of research work 
on crops and examination of the results i the framing 
of schemes for putting accepted results into practice i 

(3) the organisation of watching services to report on the 
incidence of insect and fungus pests. noxious weeds or 
other threats to crop production and to arrange for the 
working out of control measures with the help of some 
visiting apert if necessary. The Couneil would then 
advi'le the Government as to any &teps that should 
be taken. 

l10) In view of the supreme importance of water supply to the 
growing crops I recommend the establishment of • separate research 
Institute for the study of irri~tion and water relationships of .oill 
and crops : also of more unified direction of the work: on dry farm-
ing. 

(11) None of these proposals can attain much success unless the 
standard of country life is raised and this necessitates the settlement 
of more educated men and women on the land. An enquiry should 
be made as to the working of the various colonisation and settlement 
experiments in the Punjab, the United Provinces, and elsewhere. 
and steps £bould be taken to institute large scale trials of promising 
methods. The influence of a colony 01 good cultivaton on the 
surrounding distriet would be out of all proportion to their number .. 

(12) The .machinery at the disposal of the Cotmeil for earyrinc 
out this work: should eonsist of-

(a) the Imperial ~"Ticultural Research Institute, Delhi. 
which should work in dose eo-operation with the 
Council, and whose programme would largcly be 

. determined by the problems confronting the Council i 
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(b) a Marketing branch; 

(c) a cadre of proved investigators, selected gradually from 
among the temporary staff now engaged on the 
Council's scheme : these men would be sent to various 
stations to deal with difficult problems for which the 
local resources were inadequate; 

(d) a staff of temporary investigators as at present. I recom
mend, however, that their status be improved by 
setting up a Provident Fund and by establishing a 
Register of approved persons which should be available 
to Departments, organisations or private employers 
wanting scientific workers. 

(13) These recommendations if carried into effect will neces
sitate an increase in the grant made to the Council. I see, however, 
no alternative to the acceptance of this situation. The Council is 
the co-ordinating agency which provides invaluable assistance to 
the Provincial Agricultural Departments and it will afford still 
greater help if it is given the wider developmental powers that will 
enable it to bring to fruition investigations which at present stop at 
the experimental stage. These Departments between them spend over 
200 lakhs of rupees annually, a large sum and yet it amounts to 
little more than 1 anna per acre SOWD. The Council's regular grant 
of 5 lakhs is augmented for various purposes but its income is in my 
view inadequate for its important duties, and the need for additioIlll 
to its resources should be recognised, at any rate for the next few 
years, if progress is to be made as rapid as desired. 
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APPENDIX L 

List of SMeme8 visited and reported upo,," 

I 
Person or Institution 

Nos. Places of visit. Names of Schemes. Sanctioned Name of the person who is doing in whose name the 
cost. the work. grant is made. 

Ra. 

1 Bombay ... Visit to the Technological Laboratory .. . ... . ... 
of the 1. C. C. C. 

2 Delhi .. .. (1) Research on the Chemistry of 
sugar cane, I. A. R. 1. 

23,000 R. B. B. Viswanath .. .. Government of India. 

(2) Sugar cane Insect Pests 
LA. R. I. 

Scheme, 96,000 Mr. P. V. Isaac .. .. Do . 

(3) Investigations on Mosaic and 1,04,980 Dr. B. L. Chona .. .. Do. 
other sugar cane diseases, 1. A. 
R.L 

(4) Statisticalsection at the Head- 86,380 R. B. M. Vaidyanathan .. .. Council's Scheme. 
quarters of the 1. C. A. R. 

(5) Economic enquiry into the cost 5,25,800 Mr. R. D. Kapur. Chief Econo- Do. 
of production of crops in the prin- mist and provincial workers. 
cipalsugar cane and cotton grow-
ing tracts in India. 

The cost is 
met in equal 
shares by the 
I. C. C. C. 
and the 
I.C.A.R. 

, 



-

a 

II 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

Place8 of visit. 

Kamal .. .. 

Agra .. .. 

MuzafIamagar .. 
Nagina .. 
. Shahjahanpur .. 

. 

North.West FrolS· 
tier Province, 
Peshawar. 

Quetta .. .. 
Sakrand .. 
Karachi .. 

I 

Names of Schemes. , 

(1) Botanical Substation I. A. R. I ••• 

(2) Sugar cane Substation I. A. R. I. 

Invest~ations on cereal rusts by Dr. 
K •. Mehta. 

Sugar cane Research Scheme .. 
Rice Research Scheme .. .. 

(1) Sugar cane Research Scheme " 

(2) Scheme for aeedling trials .. 
Sugar sane and Fruit Research .. 

Fruit Reaearch .• .. .. 
Crop Research for Sind •. 

• 
Speoial Locu,t 1te~ Staff .. 

, . --
Person or Institution 

Sanctioned Name of the person who i8 doing in whose name thll 
cost. the work. grant is made. 

Rs. 

2,63,930 Mr. Kashi Ram and Mr. R. B. Government of India. 
Ekbote. 

1,32,000 R. V. Venkataraman andMr.G.V. Do. 
James. 

1,34,760 Dr. K. C. Mehta .. .. U~ P. Government. 

1,01,260 Mr. R. L. Sethi and Mr. Imdad Ali Do. 
Khan. 

1,39,660 Mr. R. L. Sethi and Mr. T.R. Do. 
Mehta. 

1,01,260 } Mr. R. L. Sethi and Dr. R. N. Do. 
Mathur. (Physiologist.) 

11,230 

.. . ... .... 

.. . ... . ... 

.. .... .... 
11.13,363 R. B. Y. Remchandra Rae, Mr. Council'. Schem ... 

R. N. Batra (Ambaghl, Dr. M. L. 
Roonwal and Mr. S. M. Taqui 
A.haan (Paaui). 



12 Poona .. (1) Agricultural Meteorology Scheme 1,07,950 Dr. L. A. Ramdaa and R. J. Kalam· Government of India. 
kar. 

(2) Cold Storage Research Scheme, 90,154 Dr. G. S. Cheema 
Bombay. 

13 Padegaon Sugar cane Research Scheme, Bombay 3,86,402 Rao Sahib B. P. Vagholkar and 
Drs. R. D. Rege and J. K. Baau. 

Bombay Government. 

l4 Sholapur Dry Farming Research Scheme, 2,35,000 Mr. N. V. Kanitkar and Dr. J. A. Do. 
Bombay. Daji replaoed by Mr. V. N. 

Gokhale. 

15 Raichur Dry Farming Research Scheme, Hy. 
derabad. 

59,380 Dr. P. G. Krishna Hyderabad Govemment. 

16 Madraa Visite to University and Research 
Labomtories.-

(1) Sunn hemp scheme 1,500 } 
.0 
W 

Recently started Madms Government. ~ 

(2) Groundnut scheme 57,100 

17 BangaIore (1) Research scheme on the quality 5,400 Mr. A. Sreenivasan under Professor 
of rice. V. Subramaniam. } """"" ... it.~ Soience. 

(2) Preparation of Cheap Synthetic 4,950 Dr. C. N. Acbarya under Professor 
Manure from town refuse and waste V. Subramaniam. 
material. 

(3) Insecticidal value of plant fish 
poisons and other forest products. 

15,288 Messrs. Lakshmi Narayana Bhatta 
and M. Puttarudriah. 

Mysore Government. 

18 Mysore Soheme for breeding thick canes 21,000 Dr. V. K Badami and Dr. L. S. Do. 
Doraiswami. 

19 Coonoor Visit to the Nutritional Researcb La· (Dr. W. R. Akroyd) 
boratory. 



· Person or Institution 
N~ .. PI acel of visit. N&mes of Schemes. Sanctioned N&me of the person who is doing in whose n&me the 

cost. the work. grant is made. 

- ~ 

Rs. 

20 Coimbatore .. (1) Research on the genetics of sugar 37,400 Miss E. K. JanakiAmmal .. Government of India. 
cane. 

(2) Chemistry of M.a1ting oholam .. 11,660 Mr. Surya Narayanan .. .. Madras Government. 

·(3) Sugar cane Soheme, Madras .. 1,50,100 Mr. Kanti Raj. Mr. S. S. Patmdo Do. 
Gam.' 

·(4) Dry Farmiug Soheme. Madras .. 1,39.510 Dr. Subba Rao, Mr. C. Vijayam. Do. 
ghacharya. 

·(5) Fruit Research Soheme. Madras 66,064 Mr. K. C. Naik .. .. .. Do. 

·(6) Potato breeding Soheme. Madras 19,995 Mr. D. G. Monro and V. Subram&- Do. 
nia Modaliar. 

11 Trivandmm -. (1) Root diaeaae of cocoanuts (Travan. 25,500 Mr. M. K. Varghese. (The .cheme Travancore Government. 
core Boheme). 'l1l'&I recently .tarted.) 

(Mycologist. ) 

J2 Hyderabad .- Impl'OftDlent of oaator crop .. 81,050 A. B. H. Khurahid-Eoonomic Hyderabad Goftrnment. 
Botanist. 



U Nagpar 

24, Raipur 

25 Allahabad 

26 Caloutta 

• 

Visit to the Research Inatitute of the 
Agrioultural Colleg&-

(1) Gangai pest of rioe 

(2) Sunn Hemp Soheme 

(3) Oilseeda Boheme .. 

Rioe Research Soheme, C. P. 

Professor Dhar's Soheme on Nitrogen 
fixation. 

(1) Professor J. N. Mukherjee's 
soheme on the properties of oolloid 
soil oonstituents. 

(2) Fruit Research Soheme 

(3) Colonel Chopra's Soheme on 
medioinal plants .. 

(4) Professor Mahalanobis soheme of 
statistioal research. 

(5) Bengal linseed soheme 

27 Bankura and Chin. Rioe Researoh Soheme, Bengal 
lura. 

6,924 

} 10,660 R. S., D. V. Hal 

52,280 

{Mr. B. B. Dave (Botanist) 
91,927 

R. S., D. V. Bal (Chemist) 

9,360 Professor Dhar and Assistan1B 

32,910 Mr. Ram Prasad Mitra .. 

57,030 Mr. U. N. Vadharik&r 

62,860 Colonel Chopra and Mr.R. L. 
Budhawar . 

62,626 Professor Mahalanobis and Assistants 

20,880 

1,56,322 Dr. S. Hadayat.Ullah 

Mr. S. C. Chakravarty (Chinsura). 

Mr. N. C. Banerji (Bankura). 

~ese sohemes were discussed with the workers at Coimbatore. 

}~-~ .. ernment. 

United Provinces Gov. 
ernment. 

Bengal Government. 

~ 
~ 
~ 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

• 
Bengal Government •. 



Person or InltitutioD 
NOI. Places ohisit. Names of Schemes. Sanctioned Name of the person who is doing in whose name the 

oost • the work. grant is made; 

. -
Rs. 

28 Rohtak .. Dry Farming Research Scheme, 1,31,430 R. S. Jai Chand Luthra. (Physiology). Punjab Government. 
Punjab. 

Dr. P. E. Lander (Chemistry). 

L. Tehl Ram (Agricuitura.l work). 

:.111 Lahore .. Dr. Bhatnagar'l Schemes-
~ 

(1) On the effect of 
plant growth, and 

iona on 6,523 

(2) Phyaioo-chemical 
of BOile. 

properties 9,160 Completed SchemM .. .. Punjab Government. 

(3) Standardisation of physioo. 6,250 
chemical Bingle value mea· 
IUrementa moat suitable for 
Indian Soila by Dr. A. N. 
Purl. 

(4) Inveetitation of electrio me- 3,600 Prcfeesor J. B. Seth .. .. Do. 
thod of ygrometry. 



30.1 Lyanpur (1) Sugar cane Research Scheme .. 1,33,000 Mr. Harb&ns Singh and Samar Labh Punjab Governmen'. 
Singh. 

(2) Milling and b&king tests of Indian 22,300 Grant for equipment Do. 
Wheats. 

(3) Oilseeds scheme 36,070 Khan Sahib Ali Mohd. Do. 

(4) Fruit Research Scheme 11,070 Dr. Girdhari Lan Do. 

(5) Punjab Locust Research Scheme 37,817 Khan Bahadur Afzal Hussain and Do. 
Messrs. C. B. Mathur and Abdul 
Haq. 

(6) Malting and brewing qualities of 6,000 Do. 
wleys, Punjab. 

31 Cawnpcre (1) Imperial Institute 
Technology. 

of Sugar This is financed from general revenues 

(2) Improved Juice boiling bel under 3,440 Mr. R. C. Srivastava Counoil'. Scheme. 
the direotion of the Sugar Techno·' ~ logist. If'.. ... 

(3) Bureau.of Sugar Standards 32,610 Mr. R. C. Srivastava and Mr. N. C. Do. 
Varma. 

(4) Scheme for research and testing 1,67,380 Mr. R. C. Srivastava Do. 
station for the indigenous system 
of BUgar and gur manufacture. 

(5) Preparation of cattle feed from 10,000 Do. Do. 
molasses. 

(6) Oil Section of the Harcourt Butler 90,000 Mr. D. Y. Attha\Vale United Provincea Govern· 
Technological Institute. ment. 

(7) Cotton Seed Crushing and Supply 10,000 Do. 
of deoorticated cake. 

(8) Maltin~ and brewing qualities of 4,650 
b&rley nited Provinces. 

Rai Sahib Rama Prasada Singh Do. 



- -
Person or Institution 

Nos. Places ofvisit. Names of Schemes. ' S&llctioned Name of the person who is doing in whose name the . cost . the work. gr&llt ill made. 

Ra. . . 
32 Benares .. PIant Physiology Scheme at the 

Benares Hindu University. 
67,920 Dr. B. N. Singh and Assistants· .. U. P. Government; 

33 MUlialfarpur .. Sugar oane Research Scheme, Bihar 2,25,850 Mr. K. L. Khanna .. . . Bihar Government. 

3' Puaa. .. (1) Potato Breeding Scheme .. '0,660 Dr. B. P. Pal .. .. .. Government of India. . 
(2) Botanioal Sub· Station 2,63,930 Mr. Bose Do. .. .. ., . 

36 Pa.t11l .. Possibilities of manufacturing sugar 6,000 Mr. D. R. Sethi .. .. .. Bihar Government. 
by lingle pan method. 

86 Sabour .. (1) Rioe Research Scheme, Bihar .. 2,02,140 Mr. Mahbub AIam and Mr. A. R. Do. 
Akhtar. 

(2) SUDD Hemp Soheme .. 1,440 Dr. T. C. N. Singh .. .. Do. . 
Do. (3) Fruit Research Sohem_United 89,990 Mr. Zarbakht Khan andMiaaRajuI 

Provinoes and Bihar. Shah. 
0 

('\,!alting and brewing qualities of 6,000 Mr. T. C. N. Singh ., .. Do. 
leys, Bihar. 

37 MllDgpoo Cinoh011l inveatigatiODl . . .... .. .. .. .. . ... 
88 .Yorhat ., Extenllion of auga.r cane work at 63,000 Dr. S. K. Mitra. and Mr. H. N • PaL Assam Govemmen$. 

Jorhat Experimental Station. (Chemical Aeeistant). 

89 Shillona .. Deep Water Paddy Boheme for 1.17,882 Mr. S. :Majid .. . . ., Do. 
Auam, at Ha.biga.nj. 



~ Daooa •• (1) Sugar oane Seedling Testing 24,850 Babu Gosto Behari Paul •. Bengal Government. 
Station, Dacca. 

(2) Extraction of flax fibre 5,000 Rai Sahib N. C. Bam Do. 

(3) Research on the Mechanical Ana- 71,479 Mr. A. T. Sen .. Do. 
lysis of lateritio soils under Prof. 
Ghosh (Dacoa University). 

(4) Research on the organic oonsti· 11,200 Dr. S. S. G. Sarkar and Dr. A. C. Bose Do. 
tuents of Indian soils under Prof. 
Ghosh (Dacca University). 

(5) Soil Problems in Bengal 22,570 Mr. M. N. Chakladar under the Do. 
Agricultural Chemist, Bengal. 

41 Cuttaok Riee"Research Scheme, Berhampur .. 1,15,660 Mr. Dixit Madras Government. 

~ 

42 Simla (1) Scheme for breeding rust resist· Dr. B. P. Pal and Mr. Aziz (This scheme fonns part .... 
anee wheats. of Dr. Mehta'. 

~ 

I Scheme.) 

I (2) Potato breeding Scheme 40,550 I Mr. Pushkar Nath Government of India. 
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APPENDIX II. 

NOfJemb6f', 1936 to March, 1937. 

On many of the days one or more villages were visited. 

. At most of the Colleges and Institutes lectures or ad~ were giveD. 

.lith 

tth to 15th 

16th 

17th 

18th 

19th 

20th 

21st 

22nd 

23M and 24th 

25th 

26th 

27th and 28th 

29th ••• 

NovlWBER -1938. 

Arrive Bombay. 

Visited Cotton Research Station, Matunga. 

At Bombay, 

Visited Wilson College and Department of Chemical 
Technology, Bombay. 

At New Delhi. 

Interviews with His Excellency the Viceroy, The Honour
able Member for Education, Health and Landa 
Department, Colonel Russell, the Marketing Officer 
and the Staff of the Imperial Agricultural Research 
Council. 

Experimental Farm, Kamal. 
Agra. 

Rust Research Laboratory. 

Dayal Bagh. 

Upper Air Meteorological Station. 

Bichpuri. 

Experimental Farm. 

Inspection of Tube Well area, Muzaffarnagar ExperimentaJ 
Farm. 

Meerut. 

Tube Well Area. 

Daurala Farm and other centres. 

Dharampur. 

Nagim. 

Rice Research Farm. 

Shahjahanpur. 

Sugar Cane Experimental Station. 

ToSukkur. 

Rehri Canal Region. 

Sakrand. 

Experimental Farm. 

Quetta. 

Vanous Fruit Fanns. 



30th 

2nd 

3rd 

6th to 10th 

10th and 11th 

12th 

13th and 14th 

15th and 16th 

17th 

18th 

19th to 22nd 

22nd to 30th 
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Quetta. 

Fruit Experimental Station. 

DSCSMBBn. 

Karachi. 

Locust inveotigationo. 

Ambagh and Karachi. 
MaJir. 

Expt>rimental Farm. 

Poona. 

Agricultural College. 

Meteorological Office. 

Ganll8h Khind Fruit Station. 

Padegaon Sugar Cane Research Station. 

Sholapur. 

Dry Farming Research Station. 

Raichur. 

Dry Farming Research. 

Madras. 

Meeting of Animal Husbandry Wing. 

University Laboratories and Library. 

Presidency College. 

Medical CollE'ge. 

:Bangalore. 
Indian Inotitute of Science. 
Departmental Laboratories. 
Hebbal Experimental Farm. 

Mysore. 
Irwin Canal Farm. 
Irrigation Works. 

Coonoor. 
Dr. Aykrod's Investigationo. 

Coimbatore. 
The Imperial Sugar Cane :Breeding Station. 
Agricultural College. 
Mysore Government Department Activities. 

In Travanocre. 
Martandam. 
Dr. Hatch's Rural Reconstruction work. 
Paddy Farm. . 
Fruit Experimental Farm. 
Back Water recIamationo. 
Coconut Experimental Station, KayamkuJam. 



4ta • 

15th 

7th 

9th 

12th 

13th and 14th 

15th and 16th 

17th to 22nd 
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JAlf11ARY 1937 • 

Hyderabad. 

Himayatesagar Farm. 

Hyderabad. 

Science Congress. • 

Nagar. 

Agricultural College. 

Raipur. 

Rice Researoh Farm. 

Indore. 

Institute of Plant industry. 

Bhopal, Sanohi. 

Allahabad. 

The University. 

National Academy of Sciencee. 

Allahabad Agricultural Institute (American PreebyteriaD 
Mission.) 

Calcutta. 

Chemical, Botanical and Zoological and Statistical Labo
ratories, the University. 

University College of Science. 

School of Tropical Medicine. 

Botanical Gardens. 

Rice Research Station, Chinsurah. 

Sir J. C. Bose's Institute. 

:24th to Feb. 1st .. Delhi. 

1st 

2nd to 4th 

5th 

6th 

Meeting of the Advisory Board, Imperial Council of 
Agricultural Research, and varions interviewl. 

Airpla.ne journey over the Tube Well are&, Meerut. 

FEBBUARY. 

Rohtak. 

Dry Farming Research Station. 

Pesha.war. 

Ternab Fruit Farm. 

Islamia College. 

Kheyber Pass and surrounding country. 
Lahore. 

Irrigation Research Institute. 

The University. 

Irriga.tion Scheme. 



6th to 9th 

lOth to 13th 

13th to 15th 

llith to 17th 

18th and 19th 

?Oth 

21st 
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Lyallpur. 

The College and Experimental Fa.rm. 

Risa.lewa.la Sugar Cane Ba!ea.rch Station. 
Cawnpore. 

Agricultura.l Collge and Fa.rm. 

Ha.rcourt Butler Technological Institute. 

Institute of Sugar Technology. 

Bena.res. 
Hindu University. 

Luolmow. 

The University. 

Exhibition. 

Muzafia.rnagar. 

Mumeri Research Station. 

Pusa. 

Patna. 

Sabour. 
Paddy Research Station. 

Fruit Research Section and others. 

23rd to 26th Darjeeling. 
Mungpoo Cinchona Station. 

27th to March 1st Tocklai. 

2nd to 4th 

lith to 7th 

8th 

10th 

Tea Research Station. 

Indian Tea. Planters' Association. 

Jorhat Experimental Fa.rm. 

MARCIl. 

Shillong. 
Expenmenta.! Farm. 

Fruit growing. • 

Dacca. 
The University. 
Experimental FIU'lll of the Department of Agriculture. 

Santiniketen. 
Visvabharati activities. 

Cuttack. 
The Ravenshaw College. 

The Experimental Farm. 

lUh and 12th Puri. 
Coconut Plantation. 
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'13th c •• Calautta. 

Several University Departments. 

l')th and 16th • •• Debra Dun. 

ForeStry InBtitute. 

17th and 18th Simla. 

19th and 20th 

21st to~24th 

24th and~25th 

25th 

The Wheat· Rust Laboratory. 

Potato Breeding Experiments. 

New Delhi. 

Various inter:vieW8. 

En rovfe to Bombay Ilia Manmad. Ellora, DauJetabad, AjaDta. 

At Bombay. 

Leave BoD!bay. 
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Index of Subjects. 

Agra, experiments on mst of oereala at 
Agriculture, special difficulties of Indian 
Agricultural engineering, Poona 

improvement, stages in .• 
meteorology, Poona 
system, ancient and permanent 

Akola, cotton yields at 
Alcohol, production in India .• 
Algae of paddy fields 
Alkaline soils in Punjab, Microllora of .• 
Allahabad, investigations at .. 
Ambagh, Locust Station at .. 
Anakapalle Sugarcane Sub-Station 
.l\.nalyses, standardised methods 
Animals, numbers using grazing land 
Apples, two crops in one year in Mysore 
-i\BB&m, investigations in 

Bajra, acreage and investigations 
Baluchistan, fruit in 
Bananas, Coimbatore experiments 
Bania, part pl"Yed by 
Barley 

investigations at Lyallpur 
investigations at United Provinces 
investigations at Sabour •• 

Bee-keeping 
Bel, improved 

A 

B 

Be nares University, Institute of Agricultural Research 
Bengal, agricultural and scientifio institutions 
Berhampur Rice Sub-Station _. 
Berseem 
Bichpuri Demonstration Farm 
Bihar, investigations in 

Sugarcane Research 
Bombay Presidency, agriculture of 
Borers of Sugarcane 
Broadoasting, possibilities of 
Bunding 

Calcutta University _. 
University, Botanical Department 
University, Chemical Department 
University, Statistical investigations 
University, Zoological Department 

Cane, cmshing mills 
L15ICAR 

a 

PAGa_ 

102 
65 

186 
3 

188 
3 

190 
14 

162, 166 
134 
121 
146 
211 

83 
44 
36 

154 

34 
148 
215 

67 
31, 223 

128 
33 

176 
71 

115 
122 
159 
21! 

47, 142 
105 
17% 
172 
183 
110 

74 
61 

168 
162 
168 

160-2 
162 
189 



Caeh,orops & 

Castor improvement scheme 
Cawnpore Agricultural College 
Central Provinces, cropping of 
Chakanwali Experimental Farm 
Charsadda Experimental Farm 
Chaubattia Fruit Experimental Station 
Chinsurah Rice Experimental Farm 
Cholam 

harmful effect on soil 
malting of 

Cinchona, cultivation of 
Cjtt:Us, Die-back 

Wither Tip 
C~nut Plantation, Puri 
Cocoanuts, diseases of 
Qoimbatore Experiment Station 
Cold Storage of Fruit 
Composting, importance of 
Composts 

Indore investigations 
Coonnoor Nutritional Laboratory 
Cooperation, Visva-Bharati activities 
Co-operative movement 

success in Denmark 
Cotton investigations in Indore 

investigations in Madras __ 
investigations in Sind 
laboratory, Matunga 
sale societies 
seed l'rushing 

Crop Production Committee 
production, cost of, enquiry into 

Cropping, consolidation of 
Crops, areas per head of population 

areas under different 
water required __ 

Cnltivablewastes 
Cultivation, effect on soil moisture 
Custard apple 
Outtack Rice Research Station 
Cytology of Indian crops 

of sugarcane 

Dacca Experimental Farm 
sugar cane seedling Testing Station 

. University 
Deficiency diseases -. _ _ • _ 
Dlihra'Dun Forestry Research Institute 
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D 

De"ll)n trations to cultivators. See also Extension Work 

P~o •• 

.. 226 
I" 
ll~ 

178 
133 
14. 
120 
164 
214 
214-
21' 
HIS 
218 
127 
177 
221 
208 
111& 
62 

182 
182 
207 
170 

68, 228 
68 

181 
216 
141 

8 
69 

118 
232 

91 
,. 69 

1& 
16 

141 
45 

220 
199 
176 
99 

210 

168 
169 
165 
20 

163 
171 



Development Commission. proposed 
Developmental work of Council 
Dietaries, well and ill-bal&noed. 
Dry farming investigations 

farming investigations. Bombay 
farming investigations, Madras 
farming investigations. Sholapur 

Dy .. 1 Bagh 
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E 
Educated farmers. need for increasing numbl'rs of 
Entomological investigations on sugarcane 
Er·)sion. soil 
Expenditure of Proviucial Departments on agriculture 
Experiment Stations, purpose of 
Exploitation of discoveries 
Extension work. need of. See also Demonstrations 

work, need in Sind 

Faminl' Commission of 1880 
Fertilizer experiments 
Fertilizers, artifidal .. 
Fibre plants 

F 

Fiold experiments. combined, variety. fertilizer and irrigation 
Fish, investigations on 

supplies of 
Fodder crops 

crops in Sind 
Fodders and Feeding Stuffs, mineral contents of 
Food llrops 

quantity produced in India 
Forest grazing and erosion 
Forestry Department 
Frost warnings 
Fruit growing. problems of 

in Madras 
investigations 
investigations, Bombay Presidency 
investigations, Mysore 
Preservation of. at Lyallpur 
research at Sabour 
research scheme. Hyderabad 

Fruits, area under 
of the different provinces 
varieties, need for clarification 

l!'ungus pests, collection of 

Gandi. disease of rice 
G!Ulesbkhind Fruit ExperimenteJ Farm 

G 

PolO •• 

75 
231 

21 
136 
194 
219 
194 
105 

65 
110 
227 
88 

5 
76 

6,73,228 
142 

83 
63 

119 
107 
163 
21 

42, 43, 46, 224 
142 
137 
17 
17 
43 

43, 5a, 61 
190 

35,224 
215 
120 
186 
21)4 
]25 
175 
199 
38 
36 
37 

83,95 

113 
186 



.. 
Gangai, pest of rice in Central- Provincee 
Gram, experiments at Kamal 
Grass, Summary of recommendations 

drought Tesistant 
fodder •. 
land experiments 
land, phosphatic manuring of 

Grazing for livestock- , • 
Green manure, effect ~n sugurcane 
Ground nuts 

use of 
Guddiyatam Sugar Cane Sub-Station 
Guntur Tobacco Farm 
Dur, boiling plant 

investigations on 
~aking of 

:Hagari Dry Farming Research Farm 
. Handicrafts, villa.ge, importance of 
:Hebbal ExperimentaJ Farm .. 
Boldings, consolidation of 

fragmentation and scattering 
lIyderabad, Daccan, investigations in 

11 

I 
Imperial Agricultural Research Institute, New Delhi 
- position -of Director 

relation to Imperial Council of Agricultural Research 
urgent problems 
work of 

Implements, need for improvement 
Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore .. 
Indigo cultivation 
Indore, Institute of Plant Industry 
Insect pests 

avoidance of damage 
biological control 
collection of 

Insecticides, vegetable 
Insects, light traps .. 

population studies 
Insti!-ute of Brewing, London and Indian Barleys 
Irrigation, arca watered 

experiDients on sugar cane 
for sugar cane, Madras 
from tube wells, economics of 
problems 
~ station problems, Research Station, Punjab 

Irwin canaI _ 
Islamia College 

P£a •• 
179 
101 
224 
'8 

" 137 
137 

42,43 
107, 108 

218 
37 

211 
206 
169 
16 
16 

219 
171 
2(K 

228 
69 

197 

62, 66, 77, 79, 229, 232 
86 
82 
82 

" 62 
200 
173 
180 
61 
63 
63 

83,95 
63,163,20t 

120 
98 
31 
66 

lOt 
211 
178 
68 

67, 130 
20. 
151 



" Jhuming 
Jorhat Experimental Farm 
Juar, acreage and inveetigations 

area under improved 
Jute 

Kalar 
Kamal Sub.Station" .. 
Khandsari sugar 
Khanpara Fruit Research Orchard, Assam 
Khapra beE'tle 
Kodon 
Kodur Experimental Farm 
Krishnagar Fruit Station 

Land, consolidation societies 
settlement, experiments in 

. Lantana 
Lateritic soils 

" Leadership, lack of, in villages' 
Linseed fibre 

improvement of, in Bengal 
rust resistant 

Locust investigations 
Locusts, life history ., 
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I 

It 

L 

Lueknow University, Botanical Department 
Lyallpur Agricultural College 

barley inveetigations 
Botanical Section 
Chemical Section 
eutomological inveetigations 
wheat inveetigations 

, Madras Presidency, agricultnre of 
University, Botanical Department 

MangOfti 
experiments on •• 
research at Sahour 

Mannre, waste of 
Manurial experiments, dry farming 

need of 
, Medicinal plants 

Microclimate, studies of, at Poona 
Milk supply, need for increasing 
Millets 

&ereages of 
Coimbatore investigations 
selection of 

PAOB. 

60 
156 
34 
51 

167 

144 
100 
115 
159 
31 

214 
218 
169 

69 
66 

177 
167 
71 

119 
169 
42 

145 
146 
121 

70, 123 

127 
128 
129 
128 

204,205 
205 
38 

219 
175 
62 

219 
227 
163 
189 
22 
:14 
34 

213 
34 
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Moisture movell¥'n t in soil 
, Molas_ as cattle food 

&8 manure for sugarcane •• 
utilisation of 

Mosaic diseases 
Mungpoo Cinchona Plantation 
Musheri Sugar Cane Station •• 
Mutations in Rice caused by X.ray8 

in Sugarcane caused by X-raY8 
Muzaffamagar Sub.Station 
Mysore Department of Agriculture 

State, inveetigations in .. 

N 

Nagina Rice Research Station 
Nagpur Agricultural College .. 
Nanjaned Potato Breeding Station 
N ilgiris, potato breeding in 
Nitrogen compound8 in soil, transformation of 

t>ycle in paddy soils 
Nitrogenous fertilizers, effect on sugar cane 
North-West Frontier Provinces, crope of 
Nutrition, Standards and food requirements 

officer 'at Delhi _. 

o 
Obst>rvatory, Upper Air 

. Oil seed research in Punjab 
. seeds acreage and production 

seeds .. exports of 
seeds, in Central Provinces, research 

Orang!'s, investigations in Central Provinces 
Organic matter in soils 

, Ori88&, investigations in 

Paddy in United Provinces 
Padegaon sugar cane inveetigationa 
Palm, Red, source of Vitamin A 
.Papaya breeding 
Papayas, invI'Btigations at Sabour 
Pa.rboiling ohioo 
P&sni, LOMlet Station at 
Pasture plants, mineral composition 
Patoa, experinental farm 
Pr8ts and diseases, better control 
Plant diseases 

diseases, Poona investigations 

PoOOD.!} food 
Poona Agricultural College 
Potassic fert.ilizers, effect on sugarcane 

p 

P.o •• 
169 
117 

107.109 
•• 13,117.128 

96 
153 
172 
213 
203 
108 
202 
200 

112 
178 
207 
2O'J 
121 
168 

107.109 
1.9 

ZO 
22 

106 
128 
18 
'1 

178 
179 
168 
178 

112 
191 

21 
187 
176 
201 
146 
176 
171 
226 
,iii 
1M 
162 
1M 

107 ,109 



PotlLto, breeding, experiments, Nilgiria. , 
breeding experimt'nts, Simla 
dormancy 
experiments, A88&m 

Poultry keeping 
Presbyterian Mission, American 
Presidency College, Madras 
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Provident Fund, desirability of establishing 
Publications, fragmentation, disadvantages of 
Pulscs, importance of 
Punjab, agriculture of 

Board of Economic Enquiry 
fruit investigations 
whtlat investigations 

Puri cocoanut plantation 
Puri, A. N. methods of soil examination 
Pusa, botBllio sub.station 

Research Institute, early work 
Pyrilla of sugarcane 

Quetta, fruit growing 

Rlogi 
Raichur Experimental Farm 
Raipur Rice Station 
Ravenshaw College 
Recommendat,ions 
'" general 

Red soils 
Rennet, vegetable 
.Report, summary of 
I~scarch, purpose of 

: workers, cadre of 
&liistBnt varieties of crops, need for 
Hil'e 

agricult.ural experiments •• 
biochemi.cal studies 
early and late varieties 
experiment~ at Kamal 
improvement at Dacca 
investigations in Assam 
investigations in Bihar 
investigations at Chinsllrah 
investigat,ions in Madraa 
manuring of 
nitrogen nutrition of 
physiology of 
plant~ respiration of 
quality of, investigations on 

Sathi, escapes Gandi diseases . 

Q 

It 

PAGR. 

207 
15% 
128 
158 
7l 

122 
205 

78 
6 

35 
123 

19 
124 
124 
177 
135 

1102, 17l 
79 

llO 

148 

34,114 
197 
ISO 
177 
221 
230 
167 
129 
221 
76 
87 
53 
23 
24 

166 
113 
102 
169 
158 
174 
164 
212 
213 
166 

24, 1M, 166. 183 
167 

24.201 
113 
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Rice--eontci. • 
transplanting, experiment. on 
varieties h Bengal 
varieties in Ma.draa 
varieties in Orlaaa 
varieties in Aaaam 
water requirement. 
yields on experimental and on peuant farma 

RiBalewala, sugar research 
Rohtak, Dry farming station' .• 
Rothamsted 
Roya.1 Commission of 1926 
Rural indebtedness, eft'ect8 of 
Rust of wheat 
Ryot, comparee favourably with other peuant. 

Sabour Inst,itute, investigatiollll at 
Sakrand, Experimental Station, Sind, 
Salt in soil, problems of 

in soil, effect on sugar cane 
injury caused by 
soils, reclamation of 

Sa.m'alkota Experimenta.\ Fa.rm 
Sampling, difficulties of 
'San Jose Scale 
, Sanda.l spike disease 
Schemes, research, list of 

'School, gardens, importance of 
Seed, certified, difficulty in cibtaining' ' •• 

"Sha.hjahanpur, Sugar experiment. 
'Shillong, Upper Pot-ato experiment. 
Sholapur Experimental Farm 
Simla investigations 

"Sind. cotton in 
cropping of 
IlTigation Reseir.rch organisation' , •• 
wheat in ," 

Soil colloid constituents 
conservation cOmmittee' ' •• 
deteriOra.tion 
erosion 
erosion, prevention of 
maps' 
survey, Bombay, DeccaD 
tempera'ture 

,Soils, JritrOgen content 
sampling of 
Coimbatore region 
J)eccan ' ' 

,Soya bean." .~ 

s 

," 

p" •• ' 
III 
1M 
liS 
176 
158 

1" 
11' 
121t 
136 

79,92,107,160, 190,202 
t 

07 
102,IM 

I 

171 
143 
143 
133 
132 
133 
217 

93 
125 
2M 
232 
70 
51 

106 
158 
ID' 
152 
In 
140 
131t 
140 
151t 
231 
190 

•• 43, 195,IIIt 
59 
83 

193 
188 
D' 
82 

208 
198 
!2 
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Staff, Counoil's research 
necessity for competent 
recommendations conoerning 
recruitment of 
status of 

Statistical control 
Statistics, agricultural, need for improvement 
Striga parl site of juer . 
Sub-infeudation 
Suga.rcane, acreage and production ,. 

area under improved . 
breeding of 
breeding station, CoimbAtore 
chemistry of 
cytology of 
diseases of 
diseases, antomological investigations 
diseases, machinery for dealing with 
drought resistance 
frost resistance •. 
insect pesta 
investigations, Assam 
inveJ!tigations, Kamal 
investigations, Mysore 
investigations, North-West Frontier Province 
investigations, United Provinoes _. 
loss from inseot pests and diseases .• 
manurial eXpArimenta, Padegaon 
physiologkal inveJ!tigations 
thick, medium and thin 
vari'3ties of Padega.on 
windrowing 
yield capacity studies 

Sugar, consumption and production of 
Standards, proposed bureau of . 
Technological Research Institute, Cawnpore 

Sunn hemp 
in Bombay Presidency 
in Central Provinoes 
inveJ!tigations at Babour •• 
Madras experiments 

Surveys nutritional, need of •• 
of village conditions 
on Indian flora, importance of 

Systems of cropping, poasibilities of improvement 

Tamab Experimental Farm 
Tes, peata Bnd diseases 

research at Tooklai 
Tt'chnologicaJ In.titute, Harcourt-Butler 

T 

PAGB. 

86 
76 

229 
77 
78 
92 
93 

184, 196 
70 

10,11 
51 

12, 208 
208 
210 
210 

96 
98, 110 

99 
172 
150 

98, 110 
156 
100 
203 
150 
106 

13,52 
193 
108 
209 
192 
150 
172 
11 

116 
8,15, 115 

119 
191 
179 
176 
21'7 
21 
20 

121 
64 

150 
JlIS 

8, IS. 
115 



Tenai 
Tobacoo 

flue curing investigations 
investigations d MadrAs 
produl'tion of •• 

Tocklai Tea Research Station 
Town refus') as manure 
Tractor cultivation experiments 
Travancore 
Trees fodder 
Tropical Medicine, School of, Calcutta •• 
Tube welle at Lyn.pur 

at Meerut (photo) 
at Sabour 
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U 
Universities place in agricultural advancement and reeea.reh 
UniveIsity. degreeS and research ability 

Varieties, area. sown with improved 
, Iie&l'ch for improved •• 

Vegetables 
cultivation of 
preservation of, at Lyllapur 

Village dietaries • • •• 
industries. importanoe of 
life, improvement of •• 
schools and rural depopulation 
surveys 

v 

Virus di_ of plants, Poona. investigations 
Vieva.Bharati activities •. •• 

",ages rates, daily 
'Wat.er control 

evaporation of 
hyacinth, investigations on 
level. effect on life of village 
loss of, from soil 
supply, ronservation of •• 
supply, improved for crops 
supply, to crops, problems of 

1Veaving in Villages .. 
Wheat .. 

&l'llS lmdl'r •• 
breeding for rudt resistsnoe 
experiments at Kamal 
for Indian requirements •• 
production . 
rust resistance necessary •• 
'!election and bl'E'ooing of 
weter supply for 
Yiel~ and llf'ed rate 

Yields, possibilit,ies of improvement 

y 

P~o •. 

213 
47 

127 
206 
48 

113. 154 
200 
101 
221 
47 
16 

130 
72 

176 

4.222 
.77 

51 
50 
35 

224 
125 
19 
70 

72,230 
72 

161. 170 
184 
170 

91 
Il6 

189 
177 
132 
105 
220 

130,227 
116. 130 

'71 
25,223 

28 
152 
101 
30 
2'7 
30 
29 

141 
26 

73 



Acharya, A. N. 
Acharya, C.'-V. 
Agharkar, S. P. 
Alam,M.M. 
Ali. H. A •.. 
Ammal, Miss E. K. J&n&ki 
Ammal,J ••• 
Andrews, .. 
Aykroyd, W. R. 
Ayyangar, M. O. P ... 
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